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Abbreviations 
SEQ - Southeast Queensland 
QLD - Queensland 
SEQAB - Southeast Queensland Aboriginal (of people, society, etc.) 
WA - White Australian (of people, society, etc.) 
SEQABE - Southeast Queensland Aboriginal English 
WAE - White Australian English 
Kin terms: The standard anthropological abbreviations are used: 
F - father('s) S - son('s) 
M - mother('s) D - daughter('s) 
B - brother('s) H - husband('s) 
Z - sister('s) W - wife('s) 
Lingo - is used to refer to the original Aboriginal languages of 
Southeast Queensland (such as Goorang (Joorang, Waka Waka and 
Kabi Kabi). This is the language name used by SEQAB people 
today. 
^ - indicates that the following conversational extract was 
transcribed from a tape-recording. 
Vlll 
The Southeast Queensland_re^on (showing places referred toAr^he__t^xtJ_ 
ROCK HAMPTON 
WOORABINPA 
THEiXORE 
imx)\A 
loo Km 
N 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a sociolinguistic examination of the use of English 
by Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland (SEQAB people). It is 
written within a framework of the ethnography of speaking, and 
specifically relates what people say (language form), to its effect on 
people (language function), examining aspects of context. This 
ethnographically based language study goes beyond formal details of 
grammatical structure, presents new data on the Aboriginal use of 
English, and explores some areas where the conventional grammatical 
analysis of Standard English does not adequately account for differences 
between Aboriginal and White Australian uses of English. It also 
provides evidence which shows that Aboriginal ways of speaking persist 
in a region where traditional Aboriginal languages are rarely used. The 
first chapter introduces the study, giving background to the research 
and motivating the central questions addressed in the thesis. The 
second chapter provides the theoretical orientation of the thesis, asks 
its central questions and, after reviewing the ethnography of speaking 
literature, provides a framework to answer them. The third chapter 
reviews literature on Australian Aboriginal languages from a 
sociolinguistic perspective. The fourth chapter provides background 
information about SEQAB society. The following three chapters treat the 
SEQAB use of English, each chapter focusing on a specific function of 
language: the fifth chapter focuses on seeking information, the sixth 
chapter on giving and seeking reasons for actions, and the seventh 
chapter on talking about future action. The final chapter concludes 
that while linguistic forms used by SEQAB speakers of English are mostly 
shared with White Australian speakers of English, there are crucial 
differences in meaning which can be understood only in terms of the 
SEQAB socio-cultural context, including customary intentions of speakers 
and interpretations of hearers. Considering the data and analysis 
presented in this thesis, I assert that SEQAB people today use English 
as an Aboriginal language. 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to the research 
The theoretical concerns of this thesis arose initially for me from 
a personal moral dilemma. As a "salvage" linguist in the early 70's, I 
was involved in recording "dying" Aboriginal languages from Aborigines 
who seemed to speak English in all contexts except sessions with the 
linguist. While eliciting language I was continually aware that the 
speaker would have preferred to teach me other things and in other 
ways. I also felt constantly guilty that this style of linguistic work 
was motivated largely by academic interest. 
The late Mr. Tiger (Harry) Buchanan of Nambucca Heads, New South 
Wales, who taught me his Gumbaynggir language (1974-7), unwittingly laid 
the foundation for this study. During a fieldtrip in 1976, an on-going 
theoretical discussion at the Australian National University on the 
derivation of relative clauses was motivating me to try various 
strategies to elicit this complex construction. My attempts met with 
little success. Finally one day, Mr. Buchanan said to me, "It's only 
you and me talking this language. I'll never talk that hard way to 
you. You don't need to worry about that." (Not a direct quote). Then he 
returned to the lesson he often repeated with me, which was "Where are 
you going? Where did you come from? When are you going back?..." with 
replies (in the Gumbaynggir language). My frustration in the relative 
clause quest and my narrow concern with the form of grammatical 
structures prevented me from understanding the lesson I was being 
taught. Mr. Buchanan was teaching me about language use, about how to 
speak Gumbaynggir as a part of my social interaction with him. Far from 
simplifying his grammar and failing to remember complex constructions as 
I suspected, he was in fact teaching me how to act appropriately in a 
Gumbaynggir-speaking situation, which I did not appreciate for some 
years. 
On moving to Queensland in 1978, I partly resolved my moral dilemma 
by deciding to continue work on Aboriginal languages only at the request 
of an Aboriginal person or group. A request came in late 1978 from 
Michael Williams, an Aborigine descended from the Goorang Goorang 
speaking people. Williams was about to start recording his people's 
social history, language and culture. I agreed to assist him in 
recording, analyzing and writing up the language, and he agreed to 
facilitate fieldwork for my Ph.D. At the same time. Professor Bruce 
Rigsby introduced me to linguistic anthropology and I learned that a 
full and rich study of language cannot ignore speakers. I soon realized 
that the moral dilemma of my earlier linguistic fieldwork corresponded 
to a theoretical and methodological inadequacy, and Mr. Buchanan's 
comment on relative clauses drew together these strands. The study of 
the grammatical structure of language should not be divorced from the 
study of its actual use. I realized that the language I had been 
recording and analyzing belonged to the speech event of linguist 
interviewing speaker. Mr. Buchanan considered relative clause 
constructions inappropriate for this speech event. The questions which 
now seemed relevant to that issue were: 
Were relative clauses used in other speech events? 
- Was the relative clause construction (which Smythe 1948-9 had earlier 
noted, see also Eades 1977) a highly stylized and rarely used 
structure? 
- What communicative functions did Gumbaynggir now fulfil? (Although I 
described Buchanan as the last speaker, one of his nephews, Gary 
Williams (pers.comm.), recently told me that the language is still 
used by some old people in some contexts.) 
- What kinds of language were Buchanan's people using? 
How did Buchanan's people conduct their Aboriginal social life b> 
means of language? 
As I began working with Williams' people and embraced the 
functional perspective of language, Williams and I discussed at great 
length appropriate ways of seeking and recording information from his 
people. It was clear that the Goorang Goorang language was no longer 
spoken fluently by many people. My moral and now theoretical aversion 
to conventional linguistic elicitation was matched with Williams' 
sensitivity to styles of research with his own people. He had no desire 
to provide a detached account of his people's history, nor any urgency 
in producing results. Williams' feelings and intuitions about styles of 
fieldwork helped me to realize that I would need to discover and learn 
appropriate ways of using language to elicit information. 
Meanwhile, a review of linguistic studies of Aboriginal languages 
provided little direction by which I could focus a study of language 
function. My fieldwork involvement with Williams and his family came to 
be guided by the classic participant-observation strategy of 
anthropology. 
In these early months I conceived of my thesis being about the use 
of Goorang Goorang and the notion of language death. It was important 
then for me to participate in the ordinary day-to-day lives of Williams' 
people and observe their use of Goorang Goorang. In doing this, I 
discovered that Goorang Goorang is used fluently by a small number of 
older speakers in certain restricted contexts. The very nature of these 
contexts (such as discussing sensitive or "private" topics, or rebuking 
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someone) makes it difficult if not impossible to exploit such language 
for linguistic analysis. Younger people also use some Goorang Goorang 
words in certain contexts. Williams' people shared his enthusiasm to 
have the language recorded, but it became clear that this was "language 
to keep" rather than "language to use" (in my words). It was important 
for Williams and his family to have written down and recorded as much of 
their Aboriginal language as people could remember, because it is a 
valued part of their social history. 
My concern with examining ways of speaking for Williams' people 
(rather than use of a particular language) thus focused my attention on 
everyday conversations in which English is used. As I was learning to 
act appropriately with Williams' people in everyday situations, I made 
many errors in communication. Transcribing taped conversations where 
several people were talking together, I discovered that silences were 
inevitably broken by me, and that "why" questions were asked only by 
me. Somewhat to my surprise I discovered essential differences in 
language use between Williams' people and my own mainstream group. The 
topic of the thesis changed from an examination of the use of Goorang 
Goorang and the notion of language death to an examination of the use of 
English and the notion of Aboriginal ways of speaking. 
I then turned my theoretical interests to the ethnography of 
speaking and learned how language use and communicative function is 
patterned and systematic. In particular, the work of Philips (e.g. 
1976), Labov (e.g. 1970), Gumperz (e.g. 1978a) and later Kochman (1981) 
directed my attention to the distinctive use of English by ethnic 
minority groups. These studies demonstrate that two distinct 
sociocultural groups may both speak English or varieties of English 
(that is, share the same language forms) while at the same time using 
this language in different ways (that is, not share meaning). Thus an 
utterance may be interpreted by a member of one sociocultural group as a 
statement of fact intended to inform the hearer, but by a member of 
another sociocultural group as a statement of fact intended to trigger 
some information from the hearer. 
On reading in the ethnography of speaking and learning to 
communicate appropriately with Williams' people, I began to formulate 
questions about the use of English by Aboriginal people in Southeast 
Queensland, referred to throughout as SEQAB people', such as: 
- If no-one asks "why?" questions, does this mean SEQAB people aren't 
curious? 
Or are SEQAB people using other language forms to achieve the same 
end? 
- How do SEQAB people seek information? 
- What factors in conversations enable speakers to interpret an 
utterance as a request for information or explanation? 
These questions can be subsumed under the general question 
addressed by the thesis: 
A. How do SEQAB people use English as part of social action? 
The current political situation in Queensland as well as issues in 
the application of linguistics also affected the direction of my thesis 
research. During the 1970's, assimilation policies were increasingly 
1. In Chapter 4, I discuss the notion of Southeast Queensland 
Aboriginal (SEQAB) society, finding it a loosely applicable label for 
overlapping social networks of Aborigines in Southeast Queensland, 
defined largely by shared kinship and related shared social life, as 
well as a common history, culture, experience of racism and ethnic 
consciousness. 
challenged by various Aboriginal Rights movements, the key issues being 
land rights and self-determination. Among Australian states, the 
Queensland government is by far the state government most opposed to 
special rights for Aboriginal people, such as land rights. It is the 
only state government to persist in pursuing an assimilation policy. 
Using a naive form of Social Darwinism, the Queensland Government 
considers that Aborigines have now "advanced" to the stage that they are 
nearly able to manage the lifestyle of White Australians. In claiming 
that many Aborigines (particularly in the south of the state) have 
assimilated into White Australia, the government can deny these people 
any distinctive Aboriginal identity and rights. We see this, for 
example, in the Queensland primary school curriculum where children are 
taught only about tribal or traditional Aborigines - there is no 
discussion of the many rural and urban Aboriginal people who live a 
-I 
lifestyle quite like Whites in some features,' while at the same time 
maintaining a distinctive Aboriginal identity and culture. The 
Government's narrowminded view of Aboriginality supports and at the same 
time is re-inforced by a common claim by Whites that many people who 
claim Aboriginal identity "aren't really Aboriginal". There is a 
pervasive concern with blood and genes - "How much Aboriginal blood do 
you have?" As SEQAB people look increasingly less different than Whites 
there is a growing need to be able to explain just what Aboriginal 
identity entails. Within the first six months of my thesis research I 
realized that I could make a contribution in this regard. A major aim 
of the thesis is to show some ways in which Aboriginal distinctiveness 
is expressed and created through the use of English. 
1. Throughout this thesis I refer to mainstream non-Aboriginal 
Australian society as White Australian (WA) society and I refer to its 
members as Whites. 
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Alarmingly, many linguists support the naive views of Aboriginal 
identity summarized above, particularly claiming that Aboriginal people 
who no longer speak an Aboriginal language have lost their Aboriginal 
identity. The most significant examples of this are found in Dixon's 
important work on Australian languages: 
If a minority group is to maintain its ethnic identity ad social 
cohesion it must retain its language ... Once a group has lost its 
language it will generally lose its separate identity and will, 
within a few generations, be indistinguishably assimilated into 
another, more dominant political group... 
[Aboriginal Australians] will surely - within a century or two -
merge indistinguishably into society-at-large, and lose their own 
cultural identity, if their traditional (and Kriol) languages are 
allowed to fall into disuse. (Dixon 1980: 79,476). 
This thesis provides evidence to the contrary. Most Aborigines in 
Southeast Queensland no longer use their traditional (or Creole) 
languages (except in restricted contexts). Yet examining the way 
English is used in Aboriginal society provides some evidence of 
Aboriginal people who are in no way "merge(d) indistinguishably into 
society-at-large". 
I have also had a related, growing concern about communication and 
mis-communication between Aboriginal and White people in SEQ. Many 
situations, such as classrooms, courtrooms, and police interviews, 
reveal communication difficulties despite the fact that both Aboriginal 
and White participants are using English. And again, judgements on 
either side are made often on reactions to the other's ways of 
speaking. People judge others largely by their behaviour and 
particularly their speech behaviour. Whites often complain that 
Aborigines are shy, unco-operative, ignorant and unreliable. Aborigines 
often complain that Whites are nosey (or interfering), rude and bossy. 
I believe that these complaints, and resulting cross-cultural tensions, 
are often due to a significant extent to differences between Whites and 
Aborigines in their patterns, interpretations and evaluations of English 
use. 
In learning to interpret SEQAB conversations I have been greatly 
assisted by Williams, with whom I have discussed at great lengths 
speakers' intentions and hearers' interpretations in many interactions. 
1.2 Fieldwork methodology 
Because this thesis is about meaning and interpretation in ordinary 
conversations, the role of the researcher and collector of data needs to 
be discussed in some detail. The data consists of about 55 sixty- and 
ninety-minute tapes recorded by me and/or Williams of conversations 
among many Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland as well as 
notebooks of fieldtrips and interactions in Brisbane. Since October 
1978, I have spent a total of 18 weeks fieldwork outside Brisbane with 
SEQAB people. As well, in Brisbane I have had a lot of contact with 
Williams' family going to parties, visiting, etc. Fieldwork has mostly 
been organized and directed by Williams, although I have made several 
trips without him to Gayndah, mainly to work on the Waka Waka language 
with a fluent speaker. Fieldtrips were short (between 2 days and 3 
weeks) and frequently involved visits to more than one household. While 
some trips were made by only Williams and me, others of Williams' family 
often accompanied us to visit their relatives. On my solo trips to 
Gayndah I was usually accompanied by one or both of my young 
daughters. Fieldtrips were much like ordinary visits between SEQAB 
relatives and shared the following characteristic features (which I have 
also observed of other SEQAB visits between relatives): 
- visits were short, averaging a few days in one house at a time. 
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- Williams rarely told people in advance of definite visits, except for 
his mother with whom he has regular phone contact. 
-1 
- when visiting close relatives of Williams (e.g. M, Z, B, FZD, MMBS') 
we always stayed iri the home of relatives no matter how many people 
were already there. In one town one of Williams' FZD, her husband, 
six of her ten children, and her MBW were staying in a small house 
when we arrived. It was assumed without question or discussion that 
we would stay there - we were provided with sleeping space and 
mattresses. 
Some fieldtrips involved a few days in towns where Williams knows no 
people, particularly in the early months, when we were establishing the 
extent of knowledge of Goorang Goorang and Waka Waka languages. On 
these trips there was no question of accommodation with people we met; 
we always used private accommodation, usually local caravan parks. 
Fieldtrips were largely planned and directed by Williams. His 
approach to fieldwork was relaxed, being concerned not to rush people 
for information. His basic aim in his research has been to document his 
people's history, language, family tree and culture for his own 
family. His concern originally was a personal one - he wanted his 
family to have access to the knowledge and stories which were no longer 
told regularly by the old people - due in part to family members moving 
throughout Queensland. Williams' subsequent enrolment in a Masters 
degree to study Aboriginal history (1980) brought him into closer 
contact with controversial issues in the academic disciplines concerned 
with Aborigines. In the last few years he has become one of the small 
group of Aboriginal historians to confront and address such issues as 
1. For kin term abbreviations see p. vii 
the custodianship of Aboriginal history, the ownership of knowledge, and 
how Aboriginal history should be taught in White Australian educational 
institutions (see Working Party 1981). Williams' participation in the 
disciplines of history and anthropology has not changed his approach to 
his own fieldwork on his research project. In fact, his concern with 
defining and explaining Aboriginal styles of telling history has 
reinforced his philosophy of fieldwork. As well, my analysis of 
information seeking (Chapter 5) has had a significant reinforcing impact 
for Williams. In our early fieldwork we frequently discussed ethical 
and moral issues in fieldwork and research into Aboriginal history, 
language, etc. Like many other Aboriginal people and academics, we were 
both concerned about cultural theft and exploitative academic research 
which provides no (Tbvious benefits for the Aborigines being researched, 
and the high pressure academic style of research (e.g. Ph.D. thesis 
expected to be completed in three or four years). However, my work on 
the Southeast Queensland Aboriginal style of seeking information was 
able to explain a lot of the conflict in terms of socio-cultural 
differences in the way language is used. My early work on this topic 
was done during 1979 while Williams was working in Canberra. It is 
important to point out that I developed my analysis of information 
seeking and wrote an early first draft of Chapter 5 before discussing it 
with Williams. I had been discussing with him the ethics and morals of 
fieldwork, the situation of the Goorang Goorang and Waka Waka languages, 
and how to learn them and write them. Then on his return to Brisbane, I 
somewhat fearfully presented him with my handwritten paper, to ask his 
opinion. As he sat in my office reading it, he became increasingly 
enthusiastic with such comments as "It's true", "That's exactly what we 
do." He said he had always known there was something distinctive about 
"the way we talk" and that my analysis explained it. 
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His immediate reaction that this analysis of information seeking 
explained appropriately how Aboriginal people talk, has been repeated 
several times by other Aboriginal people, including some from other 
parts of Australia, such as Alice Springs and Western Australia. My 
analysis of information seeking was (only) partly derived from 
observations of Williams' fieldwork style and in turn, it validated this 
style for academic purposes. 
In organizing fieldtrips, Williams never plans around a topic (e.g. 
who lived in a particular area and where they moved), but always around 
people. He plans to "go and see Uncle X" for example. His expectation 
is that Uncle X will tell him what he remembers and wants to tell him. 
As we will see in Chapter 5, Williams does not ask questions such as 
"Can you tell me about ...?" or "What do you know about ...?", but 
rather he shares knowledge he has already gained, poses areas of 
interest, and waits for the knowledgeable person to share whatever 
knowledge he wants to. Sessions like this frequently do not take up a 
significant proportion of the time of a fieldtrip. For Williams, family 
visits are always family visits. Much time is spent just sitting and 
talking and where possible, travelling to favourite places in the bush, 
camping and fishing. My participation in these trips as Williams' 
assistant and linguist, has given me a privileged position to observe 
and participate in normal daily interactions with SEQAB families, as 
well as the researching of information. I have basically followed 
Williams' fieldwork style in researching the Goorang Goorang and Waka 
Waka languages. My grammatical study of these Aboriginal languages is 
not included in the thesis, but in Chapter 4 I discuss their restricted 
use today. 
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Throughout the fieldwork I was trying to study ordinary everyday 
conversations in SEQAB society. I was well aware of the Observer's 
Paradox expressed by Labov (1970a:47): "The aim of linguistic research 
in the community must be to find out how people talk when they are not 
being systematically observed; yet we can only obtain this data by 
systematic observation". I aimed to make my observation as non-
intrusive as possible. Here my involvement initially in Williams' 
social history research and later as family friend was invaluable. Many 
people regarded me as Williams' assistant, and they were, I feel, not 
fully aware of the conversational research I was doing by myself which 
was separate from the study of the Goorang Goorang and Waka Waka 
languages. This has been a constant concern for me as I am committed to 
open and honest explanation of my research. However, I have found it 
difficult to explain my research adequately to the people we have worked 
with. When I discuss "ways of talking", and "the way people talk 
English", SEQAB people invariably focus on grammatical and phonological 
variants of Aboriginal English, such as "dropped h". (Aboriginal 
languages have no h_ sound, and hence many Aboriginal speakers delete 
initial h). These noticeable variants were marginal to the concerns of 
my research, but ray attempts to explain, for example, styles of 
information seeking were often unsuccessful. In the early stages of 
research I had little concrete evidence to present and I did not want 
people to focus self-consciously on their ways of using language. A 
significant development in people's understanding of the research 
followed the publication of a short paper in a popular interdisciplinary 
journal (Eades 1981). Although SEQAB people would not normally read 
Social Alternatives, Williams and I circulated copies of this special 
issue devoted to Aboriginal Australia. For Williams' people the most 
significant aspect about this journal issue is the publication of two 
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photographs with my article, the first of Williams' mother and two of 
her MBS's and the second of Williams with a FZDS and a MMBS. Both 
photos are taken at important historical locations. Also important in 
this journal was a paper on Aborigines and schooling written by one of 
Williams' sisters (Eggmolesse 1981). The publication, in summary form, 
of part of my research gave people a focus on which to talk about the 
research. More recently, I have explained my research by talking about 
cross-cultural miscommunication and how people have told me that White 
people seem to ask a lot of "why?" questions, for example. 
However, the most important aspect of the explanation and 
justification of my research was assumed by Williams. From the start he 
took responsibility for ensuring that his people were not being 
exploited by my research. He has constantly reassured me that his 
guarantee of my work is more important to his people than my 
explanations and justifications. SEQAB people are much more concerned 
about their knowledge of my social situation and behaviour than motives 
they may ascribe to me. It is the social rather than the academic 
concerns of my research which are of importance to SEQAB people. People 
want to know about my family, my involvement with Williams' family, who 
I've visited and what events I've participated in. But as I will 
discuss in Chapter 6, SEQAB people just do not ask me, or Williams, why 
I am doing this research. Undoubtedly the situation would be very 
different if I wasn't "guaranteed" by Williams. Aboriginal 
interpersonal etiquette which discourages people from asking direct 
questions in many situations (see Chapters 5 and 6), might still prevent 
people from asking about my research. But, as Aboriginal people 
increasingly operate more effectively in White domains, they do question 
researchers more about their research motives and plans. 
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1.3 To tape or not to tape 
Clearly because I needed actual transcriptions of conversations 
available to analyze, it was vital that I tape-record as much as 
possible. But this need was constantly mediated by several factors 
which prevented tape-recording in many instances. Firstly, people were 
always asked if Williams or I could have the tape-recorder on, and on 
numerous occasions we were refused. Secondly, on many occasions we 
felt it inappropriate to even attempt tape-recording. Just how much of 
any family's everyday conversation would a sensitive researcher 
record? Thirdly, on many occasions we felt that by interrupting a 
situation to ask permission to record, we would be intruding too much 
and interfering. Because so much of our fieldwork took place with 
Williams' close family, the research-related dimensions of situations 
were frequently secondary. That is, Williams was constantly acting 
primarily as son, or uncle, or brother-in-law, etc. in everyday 
situations. I was acting as friend and visitor to the family. 
Of course, all conversations were of interest to my research, even 
though I actually recorded only a very small proportion of those which I 
observed and on which this thesis draws. Because my argument is that 
linguistic form is important, (for example, the difference between "I'm 
gonna" and "I'll" is significant) a methodological criticism of this 
thesis could well be that "there aren't enough examples". I have 
anticipated this difficulty in the following way: my analysis is based 
primarily on tape-recorded conversations, and virtually all quotations 
are from tape-recordings. These tape-recorded quotations are marked 
1. One wonders how many linguists record conversations without 
speakers' knowledge and permission (cf. Dixon 1980:82 and comments by 
Laycock 1983:702). 
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f Where there are a few remembered (rather than recorded) quotes 
they do not have the f mark. However, at all stages of the fieldwork 
my hypotheses and analyses based on tape-recorded conversations have 
later been checked and rechecked by my observations during 
conversations. That is, my response to the methodological criticism 
above is: 
- For the reasons outlined above, it has been difficult to tape-record 
everyday conversations. 
- However I give mainly tape-recorded quotes as examples. In this way 
1 there is no question of accuracy. 
Hypotheses generated from tape-recorded examples have later been 
checked by my participation in or careful attention to unrecorded 
conversations, so that I am sure that my tape-recorded examples 
represent use of language in the thousands of unrecorded 
conversations I have observed. (Where certain constructions are rare 
I make note of this). 
Like Sutton (1978:xvii) I learned that my main "research tool" 
was "paying attention". 
1.4 Outline of chapters 
Chapter 2 begins by posing the questions which are addressed in the 
thesis. 
A^  How do (SEQAB) people use (English) language as part of social 
action, that is, to do things with each other? 
B^  What are the effects (on people) when SEQAB people speak? 
1. For example, I find quite unsatisfactory Schegloff's use of 
conversations "easily enough recalled to have happened but not 
recorded."(1972:96) 
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Bp What are the effects (on people) when SEQAB people say ". "9 
BT What does "..." mean? 
Bu When SEQAB people say "...", what are the speakers' intentions and 
hearers' interpretations? 
The theoretical dimensions of the thesis are thus delimited as the 
functions of language and the relationship between language form and 
function, which are the domain of sociolinguistics. Within 
sociolinguistics, the ethnography of speaking, which is a socially 
constituted linguistics, considers questions such as those addressed in 
this thesis. The theoretical framework of the ethnography of speaking 
is examined with reference to these questions and the model which links 
form to function. The key factors are shown to be features of context, 
(or components of situation) which are complex and multidimensional. 
While the component factors are discussed, it is proposed that the data 
analysis will focus on the particular factors crucial to the areas of 
analysis. 
Having outlined the general framework of ethnography of speaking, a 
brief selective review is made of studies which focus on the use of 
English by ethnic minorities. This review enables us to put in 
perspective the general framework used in the ethnography of speaking. 
Finally in Chapter 2, I outline the framework used in the analysis of 
SEQAB conversations. The framework is a dynamic model which relates 
linguistic form (what is said) to function (what happens) via features 
of linguistic, immediate physical and social, and extrasituational 
context. Because language is both presupposing and creative, the model 
cannot be static. For example, what is said can both be presupposed by 
aspects of context as well as creative or changing of aspects of 
context. 
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This theoretical framework is used on the analysis of selected 
SEQAB data which answers the specific questions: 
An How do SEQAB people seek information? Chapter 5 
Ah How do SEQAB people give and seek reasons for actions? Chapter 6 
Ac How do SEQAB people talk about future action? Chapter 7 
Before presenting the data analysis, I first situate this study in the 
context of studies of Australian Aboriginal languages in Chapter 3, and 
then I present extrasituational context to enable the reader to 
understand aspects of SEQAB social life in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 3 reviews the essential literature on Australian 
(Aboriginal) languages from a sociolinguistic perspective. Section 3.2 
points out inadequacies in the traditional linguistic descriptions which 
result from the common assumptions that language can be abstracted from 
speakers and that all languages are functionally equal. Section 3.3 
looks at the small number of Australian studies of language and society, 
which, with few exceptions, are restricted to correlational studies. 
Most Australian studies of language and society can be placed in Hymes' 
first two categories of a) studies of the social as well as the 
linguistic dimensions of language, and b) socially realistic linguistics 
(discussed in Section 2.1.3). This thesis is a contribution to c), 
socially constituted linguistics, that is, linguistics which recognizes 
that "social function gives form to the ways in which linguistic 
features are encountered in actual life" (Hymes 1974:196). Section 3.4 
reviews studies of Aboriginal English, which are primarily concerned 
with language form. The notable exception is a recent study of 
Aboriginal children's English (Walker 1982) which purports to deal with 
communicative context and language function and to present a new view of 
Aboriginal English which goes beyond traditional linguistics. In view 
of the claim of Walker's study. Section 4 of Chapter 3 examines it in 
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some detail, but finds it to be inadequate and negative, presenting an 
erroneous and outmoded verbal deficit position. 
Chapter 4 gives background information about Southeast Queensland 
Aboriginal Society (SEQAB society). The label "SEQAB society" does not 
refer to a neatly-defined social group bounded geographically, 
politically or linguistically. It covers wide-ranging kin-based 
networks of Aboriginal people who share social life, culture, history 
and ethnic consciousness, and who live in the general Southeast 
Queensland region. In this chapter I present an overview of the post-
contact history and contemporary socio-economic situation of Aboriginal 
people in Southeast Queensland. I also discuss their choice of language 
varieties. Finally in this chapter, I discuss some selected aspects of 
SEQAB social interaction which are important in understanding the use of 
language in society. Here I focus particularly on the importance of 
family and the need for indirectness and circumspection in interpersonal 
interaction. 
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Chapter 2 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATION 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 The questions addressed by the thesis 
The central question which this thesis addresses is: 
A-i How do SEQAB people use the English language as part of social 
action, that is, to do things with each other? 
We can ask this question specifically as: 
Ap How do SEQAB people do X (using language)? 
and even more specifically as: 
A^ How do SEQAB people find out information? 
In asking these questions we are also asking the related question: 
B, What are the effects (on people) when SEQAB people speak? 
We can ask this question more specifically as: 
Bp What are the effects (on people) when SEQAB people say " "? 
or 
Bo What does " " mean? 
In asking what happens, I am asking about the social effects of 
language. For example, I may say something and the effect is that you 
are pleased, or annoyed, or you stop talking to me, or your relationship 
with me becomes more intimate. 
This thesis then is concerned with meaning and the functions of 
speaking. It takes as axiomatic that speaking is goal oriented social 
action (rather than, for example, unconscious response to auditory 
stimuli). Thus the functions or effects of language are social. Social 
relationships are created, broken, maintained and changed, partly as a 
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result of what people say. (Social relationships are also reflected in 
or expressed by what people say, but here I focus on the creative 
aspects of language function). The functions of language depend on the 
intentions and interpretations of language users. Thus we can rephrase 
B^ as: 
B^ When SEQAB people say " " what are the speaker's' intentions 
and hearer's' interpretations? 
In much language use, the speaker's' intentions and hearer's' 
interpretations are the same. This is how communication works. Indeed, 
according to an influential philosophical analysis (Grice 1957), meaning 
depends on the speaker's intention that the hearer understands (i.e. 
correctly interprets) his intention in the utterance. Goffman expresses 
a similar idea: 
[the] basic normative assumption about talk is that, whatever else, 
it should be correctly interpretable in the special sense of 
conveying to the intended recipients what the sender more or less 
wants to get across (1976:261). 
The sharing of speaker's' intentions and hearer's' interpretations is 
possible because of culturally standardized norms of interpretation, 
that is, shared referential and pragmatic meanings,^ 
e.g. "cat" signifies a four-legged animal that says "miaow", 
addressing someone as "dear" can be an expression of affection. 
So, to answer the initial question posed in this thesis we need to find 
out speaker's' intentions and hearer's' interpretations in 
interactions. These are complex, for people do many different things 
1. I use the convention of double apostrophe to convey speaker's or 
speakers' and hearer's or hearers'. 
2. Note that this position does not disagree with the view of symbolic 
interactionists, including ethnomethodologists, that elements of 
meanings are constantly negotiated. 
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even in one brief conversation. For example, the simple utterance by 
Tom to John, "It's hot in here", could be intended by Tom 
to express his discomfort to John 
to get John to open the windows 
to annoy John by interrupting him 
to persuade John to leave the room by annoying him 
to hint at the need for air-conditioning to be able to impress the 
neighbours. 
Speech act theorists (following Austin 1962) distinguish between 
the intended effect of an utterance (its illocutionary effect) and the 
consequential effect (its perlocutionary effect). Thus a statement 
intended as a compliment may be received or interpreted as an insult. 
There are many instances in conversations where speaker's' 
intentions and hearer's' interpretations are not shared. Studies in 
inter-ethnic communication (such as Gumperz 1977, 1982a; Kochman 1981) 
show that a clash often results from the speaker intending one thing in 
using a particular speech form and the hearer interpreting his intention 
in another way. That is, the same speech form in the same language can 
function in different ways for the different social groups who use this 
language. This is precisely what this thesis reveals in examining the 
use of English by SEQAB people. 
For example. White Australians frequently use interrogative speech 
forms to find out information in a way which is completely acceptable 
within White Australia. But SEQAB speakers commonly regard the use of 
these English forms as indicating that the speaker is rudely pressuring 
someone and lacking the patience to wait for them to offer 
information. That is, interrogative speech forms function differently 
in WA and SEQAB societies, because their speakers have different 
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intentions in using them. But there are also many instances within one 
ethnic group where the speaker's' intentions and the hearer's' 
interpretations are not the same. A wide range of circumstances, 
ranging from situation comedies to marital arguments depend on this 
difference in function of the speech form. 
To give a hypothetical example: Tom says to his wife "Where are my 
blue socks?" intending to get her to find his socks, but she interprets 
his intention as being to criticize her housekeeping. In this sort of 
misunderstanding, we cannot appeal to different cultural norms and 
knowledge, as in inter-ethnic misunderstanding. 
What is it that can cause a speech form to have two (or more) 
different functions in this type of interaction? Goody (1978a:14) 
points out that a characteristic of communication among people who know 
each other very well (such as siblings, spouses, parent and child) is 
that "misunderstandings can become built into exchanges because the 
relationship itself over-determines the meaning of anything said." So 
in situations like the blue socks example, "speech may completely lose 
its power to communicate, and no degree of explicitness prevails over 
the meaning embedded in the relationship itself". In other words, the 
speaker's intention and hearer's interpretation in such situations may 
bear little relationship to the speech form used. The sociolinguist is 
unable to account for these instances, then, because of the complexity 
of individual intentions as reflected in the great idiosyncratic 
manipulation of actual speech forms away from conventional usage. 
This does not mean that we cannot account for some instances of 
misunderstanding in one ethnic group caused by a difference between 
speaker's' intentions and hearer's' interpretations. We will see that 
the function of speech forms depends on many aspects of their context of 
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use, such as setting, participants, style of speaking and so on. So, 
clearly, the sociolinguist can account for misunderstandings due to a 
misinterpretation of an aspect of context which leads to the hearer 
interpreting the function of the speech form in a different way from 
that intended by the speaker. (This is also an important part of the 
task of the sociolinguist concerned with inter-ethnic communication as 
well). Such misinterpretations are not necessarily always accidental. 
The focus of this thesis then is on the conventional or culturally 
standardized uses of speech forms - the speaker's' intentions and 
hearer's' interpretations. The best the sociolinguist can aim to 
uncover is common, most likely meanings for utterances. 
2.1.2 Language function 
To examine what happens when people speak, what speakers intend and 
hearers interpret, is to examine language function. The term "language 
function" (or "speech function") is widely and not always consistently 
used, and frequently undefined. I use "function" in the broad ordinary 
language sense to mean the effect of language, the job done by language 
(as, for example, the function of a lawnmower is to cut grass). So we 
can say that when Tom asked his wife "Where are my blue socks?", she 
interpreted this as an insult, she was insulted, and the utterance 
functioned to insult her (or as an insult). 
The meaning of the term "function" (which has probably stemmed from 
Wittgenstein's philosophy of language) is often left undefined in 
sociolinguistics but it is explicitly defined by Hymes (1974) and Bean 
(1978): 
"What language is, structure ... 
What language does, function". (Hymes 1974:167) 
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"...what is it that address terms "do" in the speech act; 
what is their communicative function?" (Bean 1978:120) 
Traditional linguistics uses "function" differently. For example 
Bloomfield (1935:185) says, "The positions in which a form can appear 
are its functions, or collectively its function". In the latter view, 
as Silverstein (1978:1) points out, language is seen as the presentation 
of propositions, "the overt expression par excellence of the rational 
faculties". Language is not seen as social activity, a means by which 
people do things with each other, so it is not surprising that language 
function is not viewed as social, but rather is narrowly viewed as a 
system-internal attribute of forms. 
Silverstein (1978 and ms) discusses the term "language function" as 
a specialized term of art and distinguishes three approaches to language 
function. The first - centering on referential function - has been 
discussed above. The second he terms pragmatic function-j (1978) and 
function^ (ms) and defines it as "the purposive use of speech", and this 
is most closely related to the use of the word function I have 
adopted. However, Silverstein describes this purposive use of speech as 
"what speakers feel (think) they are doing with their language" (ms:1) 
and gives as examples questioning and naming someone. I would not 
restrict function to speakers' perceptions of the effects of language, 
because speech may often have an effect not intended or noticed by the 
speaker, particularly in cross-cultural communication. 
The third use of "function" by Silverstein is his pragmatic 
function2 (1978), also known as function2 (ms). Here Silverstein uses 
the word function in a mathematical way, that is to refer to a 
systematic covariant relationship, here between a speech signal and some 
feature(s) of its context of use. While not using the label "language 
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function" to refer to this indexical relationship, I do follow 
Silverstein's conceptual distinctions in exploring the functions of 
language. In seeking to answer the question "How do SEQAB people use 
language to do things with each other?" (or in my use of the word 
"function" - "How does language function in SEQAB social life?"), I 
necessarily explore not only the purposive use of speech (Silverstein's 
pragmatic function^), but also the factors relating what is said to its 
context (Silverstein's pragmatic function2). Section 2.2.2.3 below will 
examine what is involved in this relationship (which includes the 
relationship of linguistic form to other linguistic elements). 
To answer the questions posed in this thesis, we need to look at 
the relationship between 
a) what SEQAB people say, which we can call FORM 
and 
b) what happens, what they mean, what they intend and interpret, which 
we can call FUNCTION. 
I am using "function" as a broad term to refer generally to the social 
effects of language including the effects intended by the speaker and 
the effects interpreted by the hearer, including unintended effects. 
The study of the functions of language, as well as its forms, is 
the most significant change in linguistic studies this century, and 
roughly speaking, it is this added dimension which separates 
sociolinguistics from linguistics. 
Many schemata or frameworks of language functions have been 
proposed. Jakobson (I960) suggested that all the functions of language 
could be categorized under the headings: Referential, Emotive, 
Conative, Contact (Phatic), Metalingual and Poetic. This well known 
schema was reformulated by Hymes (1964) as: Expressive, Directive, 
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Poetic, Contact, Metalinguistic, Referential, Contextual and Meta-
communicative. Other traditions in the analysis of language have 
presented different schema, such as the tripartite schema used by 
Halliday (1973) and Prague School linguists (among many) which can be 
summarized as Descriptive, Social and Expressive. In speech act theory, 
propounded largely by philosophers of language, Searle (1979) 
categorizes language function with the five basic types of speech 
acts: Assertives, Directives, Commissives, Expressives and 
Declarations. (Rosaldo 1982 discusses the inadequacy of Searle's 
categorization for Ilongot speech acts.) 
Another schema proposed by a modern sociolinguist is Grayshon's 
(1977) "exploratory" categorization of the social functions of language 
as: Commands, Requests, Questions, Refusals, Responses, Statements and 
(Abuse). 
This study does not attempt an exhaustive classification of 
language function. When we talk we are often doing many different 
things simultaneously, as we saw above from the example of Tom saying 
"It's hot in here". And the observer can never be sure he has 
understood all of the speaker's' intentions and hearer's' 
interpretations. At best we can understand some of the many functions 
of any particular utterance. My method involves isolating one of the 
functions of language in each of three chapters (5,6 and 7) and 
examining how SEQAB people use language to achieve that function. While 
not denying that many other things are also happening, I look at 
particular functions and how they are achieved. 
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2.1.3 Sociolinguistics 
Broadly speaking, sociolinguistics has emerged from the expansion 
of the field of linguistics to include the function of language as well 
as form. The label "sociolinguistics" first gained acceptance in the 
1960's and has been applied to a wide range of studies of language and 
society. Dell Hymes (1974) describes the three main applications of the 
label sociolinguistics to studies of language which are concerned with: 
1. social as well as linguistic phenomena 
2. socially realistic linguistics 
3. socially constituted linguistics. 
The first does not challenge normal linguistics according to Hymes; it 
is applied to studies such as the application of linguistic theory to 
education or to language policies. In the second category, typified by 
Labov (1970a) , 
the expressed theoretical goals are not distinct from those of 
normal linguistics e.g. the nature of linguistic rules, the nature 
of sound change, but the method of work, and the findings, differ 
sharply. (Hymes 1974:196) 
These two types of sociolinguistic studies are described by Gumperz 
(1972) as correlational sociolinguistics. These studies focus on the 
expressive dimension of language while excluding the creative dimension. 
Hymes' third category of sociolinguistic study - "socially constituted 
linguistics" - holds that "social function gives form to the ways in 
which linguistic features are encountered in actual life" (1974:196). 
It challenges normal linguistic theory and method, and it relies 
particularly on ethnography. Hymes claims that "socially constituted 
linguistics" reverses the typical structural linguistic tendency which 
isolates referential structure and then poses questions about social 
functions. This preferred type of sociolinguistics, however, "starts 
from function and looks for the structure that serves it" (1974:197), 
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Hymes points out, for example, that one cannot determine the status of a 
sentence as a speech act solely from its structural properties, but one 
also needs an ethnographic account of the rights and obligations, roles 
and statuses of the participants in the speech event. Similarly, 
Chapter 6 of this thesis will demonstrate the essential role of shared 
social knowledge in order for an utterance to be interpreted as an 
explanation for an action (rather than, for example, as a statement of 
fact, or a complaint). 
It is the sociolinguistic studies which fit Hymes' description of 
socially constituted linguistics that answer questions such as the one 
asked in this thesis about the use of language in social action. This 
thesis also falls within Hymes' third category, "socially constituted 
linguistics", starting with function, and then looking for the 
structures which serve it. Chapter 5, for example, looks at how SEQAB 
speakers find out information and examines the structures which are used 
for this function of language. 
2.2 The ethnography of speaking 
2.2.1 Introduction 
The ethnography of speaking , which is rightly described as 
socially constituted linguistics, was conceived with Hymes' seminal 
paper (1962) calling for a new study "concerned with the situations and 
uses, the patterns and functions, of speaking as an activity in its own 
right" (1962:16). Hymes envisaged that the ethnography of speaking 
1. The ethnography of speaking is also known as the ethnography of 
communication, indicating that speaking is part of communication. I use 
the term ethnography of speaking because I deal primarily with the 
speech aspect of communication. 
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would overcome the problems arising from the description and analysis of 
language without reference to its social functioning, as well as the 
description and analysis of culture without reference to speaking. 
The framework for the ethnography of speaking, developed and 
reworked by Hymes in numerous publications (e.g. 1962, 1964, 1972, 
1974), centres on speech situations, events and acts within the speech 
community, the components of speech events and the functions of speech. 
The most significant factor which sets the ethnography of speaking 
apart from other studies of language is the use of ethnography as a tool 
for studying language. Many sociolinguistic studies use the procedures 
and methodologies of formal linguistics together with formal interview 
techniques and the quantification of data. The ethnography of speaking 
differs from other sociolinguistic studies in being based primarily on 
the fieldwork methodology of anthropology - participant-observation. 
Rather than finding out what speakers think they say, it observes 
everyday language situations and the functions of speech behaviour. It 
uses "fresh kinds of data" (Hymes 1974:3). It will be seen that this 
thesis presents "fresh kinds of data" on Aboriginal use of English when 
looking at the material in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 in light of the review of 
studies of Aboriginal languages in Chapter 3. 
The ethnography of speaking introduces new methodology and data to 
linguistics. It also introduces new data and theory to ethnography. It 
assumes that we cannot understand the way people act and cultural 
systems without understanding language function. While ethnographers 
had been aware of the need to understand language form (often with the 
help of grammars), the ethnography of speaking presents as essential to 
ethnography the understanding of language function - what people do with 
each other using language, how people interact by means of speech. 
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The strength of ethnography of speaking as a descriptive theory is 
evidenced in the large numbers of studies within the tradition. It is 
of necessity a descriptive theory, and unlike traditional linguistics, 
it is not amenable to abstract formalization. 
Early studies in the ethnography of speaking were criticized for 
their undisciplined and unrelated empiricism. Sherzer (1977:47) 
referred to the ethnography of speaking "amass[ing] a growing collection 
of ethnographic tidbits from around the world." Of course, any theory 
of language in society would need much empirical evidence, but Bloch's 
(1976:234) concern that "there is no end to reality", pointed to a need 
for theoretical development. 
As Blount (1981) points out, the ethnography of speaking in the 
early years used a speech component model, in which descriptive adequacy 
was the major concern. More recently an interactional model has been 
developing which extends the original model by treating the concept of 
the context (or components) of speaking as dynamic and problematic. 
Blount (1981:91) sees the interactional approach as enabling "the 
generation of explanatory hypotheses". 
The interactional approach has been influenced by the work of 
sociologists in the symbolic interactionist school, especially Goffman, 
Garfinkel and Cicourel. 
Gumperz (1972:15) explains the interactional approach: 
Communication is not governed by fixed social rules; it is a two-
step process in which the speaker first takes in stimuli from the 
outside environment evaluating and selecting from among them in the 
light of his own cultural background, personal history, and what he 
knows about his interlocutors. He then decides on the norms that 
apply to the situation at hand. These norms determine the speaker's 
selection from among the communicative options available for 
encoding his intent. 
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This thesis is written within the perspective of the interactional 
approach in the ethnography of speaking. The next section outlines 
relevant features of the theoretical model of ethnography of speaking 
and produces a framework in which to answer the questions of this 
thesis. This framework is most heavily influenced by the work of 
Gumperz (1977, 1978a, 1978b, 1982a), Silverstein (1978, ms) and Brown 
and Eraser (1979). 
2.2.2 Theoretical framework 
In this section I examine the theoretical framework of the 
ethnography of speaking. How does it relate language form to language 
function? How does it help to answer the questions of this thesis? 
Hymes' programmatic introduction (1962) established as crucial variables 
the speech community, the speech event and factors or components of the 
speech event. I will examine these briefly. 
2.2.2.1 Speech community 
Basic to all the many definitions of speech community is the notion 
of shared speech behavior (e.g. Hymes 1974, Gumperz 1968, Fishman 1972b, 
Silverstein 1972). But in his early work on the notion of the speech 
community, Hymes (1968) examined and exploded the frequently 
unquestioned assumption that there is a one-to-one relationship between 
language and cultural group. Factors which have been revealed in many 
studies include widespread multilingualism and code-switching and the 
growing use of major languages such as English by distinct cultural 
groups. 
Several recent studies have demonstrated the problematic nature of 
the speech community concept (e.g. Sutton 1978, Sutton and Rigsby 1979, 
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Milroy 1980, Romaine 1982, Dorian 1982). For example, Dorian (1982) 
shows that membership in a speech community is not necessarily the same 
as participation in a speech community. 
Sutton (1978) shows that language related features are not prior in 
the social groupings and affiliations in the Cape York Peninsula area of 
Aboriginal Australia, Sutton and Rigsby (1979) also prefer to use the 
social grouping as the unit of study, pointing out that "a speech 
community is essentially the same as a social network" (p.717). "Social 
networks are defined by patterns of countless small scale interactions" 
(p.718) of which language and speaking are a part, but not the defining 
characteristic. 
Saville-Troike (1982) points out that it is somewhat circular to 
consider patterned language use as the defining characteristic of the 
community to be studied in an ethnography of communication (or 
speaking). The ethnography of speaking is looking for the relationship 
between language use and social groups, so the starting point should be 
an "extra-linguistically defined social entity." (p.19) 
I have not found the concept of "speech community" to be 
particularly useful. The SEQAB people whose conversations I have 
studied are linked through overlapping social networks, defined largely 
by kinship ties. It is not realistic or useful to define SEQAB people 
primarily in terms of their language use or speech interaction. Section 
4.1 will examine sociological features of the study population. It is 
by no means a closed group, and my observations of other Aboriginal 
people using English and my discussions with them indicate that these 
ways of speaking are shared with other Aboriginal groups. 
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2.2.2,2 Speech situation, event and act 
The notions of speech situation, speech event and speech act are 
commonly used in the ethnography of speaking. These three terms are 
hierarchically defined so that speech situation is the overall context, 
which can contain events other than speech events, speech event is the 
unit of description and speech act is the minimal unit of interaction. 
While these notions can be useful in describing speech behaviour, it is 
questionable whether they are essential. 
If we see speaking as a part of social action, a way of doing 
things with people, then are the situations, events and acts of speaking 
isolatable from other behaviours? Certainly they are in some instances, 
and all societies name certain situations, events and acts as speech 
situations (e.g. court trial), speech events (e.g. telephone 
conversation), and speech acts (e.g. compliment). But much of everyday 
speech behaviour occurs in interactions not characterizable primarily in 
terms of speech. If we truly see speaking as a part of social 
interaction, then we must see speech events as part of other events, 
Goffman (1976) suggests that we may have gained an unbalanced view of 
what the basic units of conversation, are from the methodology we use to 
record and analyse conversations. 
Verbal exchanges may be the natural unit of plays, novels, 
audiotapes, and other forms of literary life wherein words can be 
transcribed much more effectively than actions can be described. 
Natural conversation, however, is not subject to this recording bias 
- in a word, not subject to systematic transformation into words. 
What is basic to natural talk might not be a conversational unit at 
all, but an interactional one. (p. 290) 
Levinson (1979) proposes, as an alternative to speech event, the notion 
"activity type", which he explains as "a fuzzy category whose focal 
members are goal-defined, socially constituted, bounded, events with 
constraints on participants, setting, and so on, but above all on the 
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kinds of allowable contributions" (p. 368). Levinson argues that in 
many cases, the interpretation of what is said depends crucially on the 
situation (or activity type) in which an utterance occurs. (This is 
discussed below). 
Most of the early ethnography of speaking was concerned with 
special, frequently ceremonial, speech events such as Iroquois Longhouse 
speeches (Foster 1974) and Cuna curing chants (Sherzer 1974), Many of 
these studies could also be described as studies in folklore and 
ethnoclassification in that they presented a native speaker taxonomy of 
speech events and speech acts. The most notable of such studies have 
focused on the language of American Blacks, known as Black English 
Vernacular (BEV). Black speech events such as "rapping", "signifying", 
"sounding", "hipping" have become well known mainly through the work of 
Abrahams (e.g. 1976), Kochman (e.g. 1972), Labov (e.g. 1972a), and 
Mitchell-Kernan (e.g. 1971), These studies are important contributions 
to the study of different societies in describing special ways of 
speaking and speech etiquette in speech events. 
More recent studies in the ethnography of speaking have focused on 
ordinary talk (Sherzer's 1977 "banal and everyday speech") and as 
explained above have not found the notion of speech event useful. 
Undoubtedly one of the main reasons for the difficulty in studying 
ordinary talk is the methodological problem of gaining adequate access 
with permission. It is much easier to explain and justify to a group of 
people the desire to study a clearly defined specialized situation than 
their everyday interactions with their families and neighbours. 
Among the best studies of ordinary talk is Tannen's work on 
conversational style (e.g. 1981a, 1981b). Tannen relates what people 
say to how people judge speakers' personality. She describes the ethnic 
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dimensions of ways of speaking and is able to account (among other 
things) for the general interpretations of New York Jews as being 
"pushy" and aggressive (1981a). Tannen examines features of 
conversational style such as pitch, amplitude, intonation, voice 
quality, rate of speech, turntaking structures, topics of conversation 
and how different uses of these features are interpreted. Her (1981a) 
paper is significant in that not only does it demonstrate the 
distinctive New York Jewish conversational style, but it shows how its 
use in inter-ethnic situations causes miscommunication (non-New York 
Jews incorrectly interpret the intentions of speakers who are New York 
Jews). For example, she shows that 
overlap [speaking simultaneously] is used co-operatively by the New 
Yorkers as a way of showing enthusiasm and interest, but it is 
interpreted by non-New Yorkers as just the opposite: evidence of 
lack of attention. (Tannen 1981a:138) 
Tannen's work makes a significant contribution to the question of 
how people use language to achieve social ends. New York Jews maintain 
social relations in part by fast, lively conversational involvement such 
as machine-gun questions and overlapping. 
Like Tannen's work, this thesis does not isolate any particular 
types of speech events, but rather it focuses on everyday conversations 
and the functioning of speaking within day-to-day social interaction. 
In asking the questions of the thesis I have isolated three particular 
speech functions as the units of study: 
finding out information 
giving and seeking reasons for actions 
talking about future action 
1. Tannen tends to use "New York" and "New York Jew" interchangeably in 
this paper, and says that the distinctive New York Jewish style is 
frequently ascribed by outsiders as New York style. 
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I avoid talking about "speech acts" both because of the various 
interpretations of this label in ethnography of speaking and speech act 
theory, and because of the multifunctionality of many utterances. A 
single utterance may function, for example, to find out information, to 
seek reasons for actions, and to announce the speaker's imminent 
departure. Rather than name an utterance as a specific speech act, I 
prefer to name one of its functions, saying that one of the things the 
speaker is doing is finding out information, for example. 
This approach (of isolating one of the functions of an utterance) 
is particularly relevant to the study of SEQAB conversations, as this is 
a society that has few names for speech events and speech acts. It 
contrasts greatly with Black American society where there are large 
taxonomies of ways of speaking. In SEQAB society, however, there are 
not many metapragmatic terms (words with which to talk about talk). 
2.2.2.3 Components of speech/context 
In relating language form to function, the crucial factor is 
context or what Hymes calls "components of speech". Several 
classificatory schema have been proposed. My classification of context 
presented below is based on a review of those of Hymes, Silverstein, 
Ochs, and Brown and Eraser, in the light of the interpretation of SEQAB 
conversations. 
Hymes' schema (which fits the mnemonic SPEAKING) is not a tight 
framework but "an etic, heuristic input to descriptions" (1974:53), 
Most ethnography of speaking has been written without rigorous use of 
Hymes' or similar model, but using elements which are relevant. 
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I briefly summarize Hymes' Components of Speech (mainly from 1974: 
Chapter 2) (also 1972): 
Setting - time and place and physical circumstances 
scene - "psychological setting", or cultural 
definition of an occasion 
Participants - speaker or sender 
addresser 
hearer, or receiver, or audience 
addressee 
Ends (purposes) - ends in view (goals) 
ends as outcomes 
Act sequence - form 
and content 
Key - tone, manner or spirit in which an act is done 
Instrumentalities - channels, such as oral or written 
forms of speech, such as style, dialect 
Norms of interaction and interpretation 
Genres - types of speech acts and speech events such as 
poem, myth, proverb 
That no studies appear to follow this framework suggests that it is 
not a useful, practical model for writing an ethnography of speaking. 
Including as it does all possible components, it is too cumbersome for 
close modelling in writing an ethnography of speaking. Levinson, who 
distinguishes the structure of the event from the style in which it is 
conducted, points out (1979:39) that not all of Hymes' variables are of 
equal significance. And Brown and Eraser (1979:3^) remark that all but 
the first three of Hymes' categories are really concerned with the 
nature of the message in communication. While an exhaustive ethnography 
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of speaking might conceivably examine all these possible components, it 
has yet to be done. Rather, the studies to date have treated those 
components most relevant to the description of the ways of speaking 
under discussion. This thesis focuses on everyday conversations in 
SEQAB society, hence the categories of Instrumentalities and Genres are 
not relevant to this study. 
In Hymes' and corresponding schema, however, we find the key to the 
relationship between form and function. The main theoretical point on 
which sociolinguistic studies are based is that form is related to 
function via context. While formal linguistics ignores context, the 
ethnography of speaking sees context as essential, as components of 
speech. A framework proposed for the speech event by Silverstein (1976, 
ms), for example, gives a formal minimal description of the speech event 
as 
speaker _x_ speaks to hearer _y^  about referent _z_, using message 
fraction ^ (message itself 0^) analyzable in terms of semantico -
referential grammar Q_, at time _t^  in spatial configuration Ix, ly, 
(Iz) ... plus other factors. (1976:26) 
While the role of context (or components of situation) is central 
in relating what is said (form) to what happens (function) in studies in 
ethnography of speaking, many of these studies do not define or classify 
elements of context. Apart from Hymes' and Silverstein's schema, the 
main works to consider context in a principled way are Ochs (1979) and 
Brown and Eraser (1979). 
I define context as the factors associated with an utterance of a 
linguistic form which affect its interpretation. I suggest a three-way 
distinction between linguistic, immediate, and extrasituational context 
(this last term from Ochs 1979). 
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a) Linguistic (or verbal) context includes a wide range of factors. 
For example, the speech event (or genre) of which the utterance is part 
can be called linguistic context. Also the choice of a particular 
language in a code-switching situation, or a style of speaking in a 
particular situation affects the interpretation of such aspects as the 
speaker's relationship to the hearer (this is excellently illustrated in 
Haviland (1982), discussed in Section 3.2.3). And the interpretation of 
speech forms frequently depends on the other forms preceding and 
following, and their co-occurrence relationships. 
A full account of linguistic context would include such features as 
stress and intonation, voice speed, etc. which are called by Gumperz 
(1982a) prosody conventions. In section 2.2.3,4 below, we will see from 
Gumperz' work examples of conversational interpretation in which 
prosodic features are crucial. 
Silverstein (1978) criticizes much of the study of speech functions 
including much ethnography of speaking for ignoring the central role of 
what is actually said. It has not "proposed serious explanation of 
formal features of language in context", but rather has "built theories 
that add the question of "when and how is it socially 
appropriate/correct/effective to refer-and-predicate in context?" to the 
kind of understanding of language structure worked out in the first 
"functionalism"" (referential function) (1978:6). But Silverstein 
argues for a concentration on what people actually say and "the 
distribution of forms as indexicals, both mutually in defining discourse 
cohesion and with respect to the non-linguistic context of language use" 
(1978:1). His (ms) paper on Chinookan narrative texts demonstrates that 
"Language serves as part of its own context" (p. 4). The interpretation 
of metapragmatic verbs is shown to be impossible without examining their 
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distribution in texts with respect to types of co-reference (that is, an 
aspect of their linguistic context). 
As Ochs (1979) points out, we cannot always separate language from 
context: speaking is embedded in context. In the analysis of SEQAB 
talk about future action (Chapter 7), linguistic context (particularly 
the linguistic structure of the utterance and the co-occurring noun 
phrase agents) is a crucial factor. 
Immediate context covers two large areas, physical and social 
context. 
fa) Immediate physical context includes the details of setting, 
location, time, activity type and topic, cf. Hymes' "setting" and Brown 
and Eraser's "scene". It is obvious that in some speaking situations 
any or all of these factors can be significant in the interpretation of 
what is said. None of these dimensions of immediate physical context, 
however, is of much relevance in SEQAB conversations, as I will explain 
below. 
Levinson's work on activity type is important in setting up i 
framework for interpretation of what people say. He claims (1979:394) 
that 
A very good idea of the kind of language usage likely to be found 
within a given activity can ... be predicted simply by knowing what 
the main function of the activity is seen to be by participants. 
He gives nice examples which illustrate the differing interpretation of 
questions dependent on their occurrence in a court hearing and school 
lesson. It is clear that much of the interpretation (inference) of what 
is said in these situations is determined by the overall aim of the 
event, or activity type. 
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Gumperz (1982a) shows that the activity type is frequently 
signalled by some feature such as code switching, or use of a formulaic 
expression or an opening or closing sequence, which Gumperz labels 
"contextualization cues". In using these, the speaker not only signals 
the activity type, but "also signals the social presuppositions in terms 
of which a message is to be interpreted" (1982a:132). 
I would suggest that Levinson's emphasis on the primary 
significance of activity type (also adopted by Brown and Fraser 1979) 
is more relevant to large-scale societies such as he describes than a 
small-scale society such as SEQAB society. Modern industrial societies 
have many distinct activities in which appropriate behaviour, including 
speech behaviour, varies considerably depending on features such as 
location, setting and activity type. (Levinson gives as some examples a 
faculty meeting, a jural interrogation, a football game, a cookery 
demonstration, a telephone conversation). 
These activity types are named, frequently with metapragmatic 
labels indicating the nature of the specific speech situation or event 
central to the activity, such as "interrogation", "meeting". In SEQAB 
society, on the other hand, there is a limited range of named activity 
types. While an outsider can categorize their various activities, SEQAB 
people do not usually talk about the function of activities in specific 
ways. A wide range of more specific activities are spoken of, for 
example, as "going to town", which is one of the regular activities in 
country town SEQAB society. The ethnographer can observe all the 
following activities which are spoken about by SEQAB people as "going to 
town": 
1. Perhaps small-scale societies which are highly stratified and have 
many formal activities would more closely resemble industrial societies 
here. 
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to buy groceries 
to collect Social Security cheque 
to pay bills 
to see someone in particular 
to see anyone who's there to talk to 
to find out who's in town 
to exchange gossip. 
The use of general labels to cover a range of more specific 
activities is related to the indirectness in the way SEQAB people 
discuss reasons for their actions, discussed in Chapter 6. SEQAB people 
are not primarily motivated by specific goals in their activities, hence 
the inappropriateness of Levinson's activity type framework focusing on 
"what the main function of the activity is seen to be by the 
participants" . 
And so, the same type of activity which could be labelled by a WA 
speaker as a "visit", "interview", "chat", "investigation", "survey", or 
"meeting" would be described by a SEQAB speaker as "going to see N". 
The WA speaker has a particular goal in mind, such as a social occasion 
("visit"), seeking information ("interview"), discussing ideas 
("meeting"), etc. The SEQAB speaker, however, leaves options open; the 
crucial aspect of the visit is going to see the particular person. The 
specific nature of the event will depend on many aspects, such as who 
else is present and how participants are feeling. SEQAB flexibility 
with time (discussed in Chapter 7) is an important factor in 
understanding the comparative unspecificity of goals of activities. 
Also significant here is the factor (also discussed in Chapter 7) that 
SEQAB future plans are always conditional. This flexible and 
conditional nature of future actions affects the type of goals which are 
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expressed as activity types. Not only is there a relative lack of named 
activity types in SEQAB society, but the category of activity is an 
unimportant aspect of context. Appropriateness of behaviour, including 
speech behaviour, and the interpretation of speech depends not on the 
activity type, but on other aspects of context, such as participants (an 
aspect of social context) and shared knowledge (extrasituational 
context). Thus the interpretation of requests depends on both the kin 
relationship between participants and matters of interpersonal closeness 
and power. 
c) The other area of immediate context comprises the much more complex 
category which I call social context. It covers both participants as 
individuals and the relationship between participants. In this 
category. Brown and Eraser's (1979) schema is useful and it extends 
earlier discussions of social context, e.g. Hymes' (1974), and Goody's 
(1978) "distance" and "status", Grayshon's (1977) "solidarity" and 
"status", and Brown and Levinson's (1978) "distance" and "power". I use 
a slightly modified version of Brown and Eraser's schema (1979:35) to 
classify features of social context (which they call "components of 
situation"). 
While Brown and Fraser include bystanders in the "setting", I would 
prefer to include bystanders as participants, remembering still the 
distinction enunciated by Hymes between speaker and addresser and 
between hearer and addressee. For, in SEQAB society bystanders are 
involved in events, just as in a Darwin fringe camp being a witness to 
an event involves one in the event, though not necessarily in the same 
way as an active participant (Sansom 1980). 
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Apart from the category of bystander, I re-present Brown and 
Eraser's (1979) classification of participants which captures in summary 
form aspects of this dimension of context which can have an effect both 
on what is said and how it is interpreted. 
The "individual participants" category comprises both the stable 
features (such as personality, interests and physical appearances) and 
temporary features (such as moods, emotions and attitudes) of the 
individual qua individual, as well as features such as class, ethnicity, 
age and sex which the individual possesses as a member of a social 
category. The "relationship between participants" category comprises 
interpersonal relationships, such as "liking" and "knowledge", and what 
they term the "role and category relations", such as "social power" and 
"social status". 
A classic study which illustrates the primary relevance of social 
context is Basso's (1972) account of the use of silence in Western 
Apache Indian culture. It is precisely the "relationship between 
participants" category which determines whether or not silence is 
appropriate. Basso summarizes his conclusion with the statement that 
Keeping silent in Western Apache culture is associated with social 
situations in which participants perceive their relationships vis a 
vis one another to be ambiguous and/or unpredictable (1972:81). 
For example, strangers who meet for the first time, or two young people 
who begin courtship are participants in situations where silence is 
appropriate. Basso describes these and other situations of silence in 
which uncertainty and unpredictability in the relationship between 
participants is the key feature. 
In SEQAB conversations, both the status of participants and the 
relationship between them are the key factors in the interpretation of 
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certain terms of address. For example, terms such as "blackfella" 
indicate affection and in-group solidarity when used between close 
Aboriginal friends or relatives, but when used by outsiders, such terms 
are interpreted as insults (cf. "bastard" in WA society). 
d) The category of extrasituational context consists of what I call 
"shared knowledge". By shared knowledge I refer to the knowledge and 
beliefs about the world which participants in conversations share or 
assume one another to share and which are necessary (but not necessarily 
sufficient) for speakers to interpret conversations. While participants 
in conversations are aware of the essential significance of shared 
knowledge, this area is frequently overlooked in conversational 
studies. However, Ochs (1979) includes knowledge and beliefs about the 
world as an integral part of context, while Labov (1972a) and Gumperz 
(1977) are excellent studies of the interpretation of conversation which 
demonstrate the centrality of shared knowledge (also termed "social 
knowledge" by Labov; and "shared social presuppositions", "shared 
knowledge", or "sociocultural knowledge" by Gumperz). 
My category of "shared knowledge" approximates the area known as 
"pragmatic presupposition". The notion of "presupposition" has been 
widely debated and variously defined in disciplines of philosophy and 
logic, semantics and pragmatics. Semantic presupposition, based on the 
truth and falsity of propositions has been demonstrated (by Wilson 
(1975) and Dinsmore (1981) among many) to be inadequate to account for 
meanings in naturally occurring speech. The essence of the shift from 
semantic to pragmatic presupposition (based on taken for granted 
knowledge) is nicely indexed in the relationship between what is 
presupposed and the agent of the act of presupposing. Whereas in 
definitions of semantic presupposition one utterance presupposes 
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another, in pragmatic presupposition the speaker presupposes certain 
"somethings". This shift reflects the shift from "the folk view of 
language as the overt expression par excellence of the rational 
faculties" (Silverstein 1978:1) to the view of language as purposive, 
goal-oriented social action. 
The following three illustrative definitions of what we can call 
pragmatic presupposition reflect the breadth of scope of this concept: 
. . . what is presupposed is what the speaker takes for granted and 
assumes that the addressee will take for granted as part of the 
contextual background. (Lyons 1977:606) 
. . . pragmatic presupposition means that we must know something (we 
must presuppose some feature or features) about the context of use 
of a speech signal in order to interpret it as an instance of a 
particular type. (Silverstein, ms:1) 
We use the word 'presuppose' loosely in this sense: S presupposes 
something when he presumes that it is mutually taken for granted. 
(Brown and Levinson 1978:127) 
It can be seen that these sample definitions approximate my 
definition above of shared knowledge. Because of the difficulties 
surrounding the use of "presupposition", I use it only in its ordinary 
language sense. 
It would be impossible to adequately schematize the types of shared 
knowledge which form part of the context of conversations. And of 
course, aspects of immediate context could be subsumed under this 
category (e.g. participants know each other's sex, time of day, etc.). 
But the usefulness of this category is in its drawing together taken for 
granted knowledge as well as beliefs which are not necessarily part of 
immediate context, but which are necessary for the adequate 
interpretation of conversations. It will be useful to give a few 
examples illustrating the diversity of factors involved in shared 
knowledge. 
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Firstly, much shared knowledge is general among a particular socio-
cultural group. In many Aboriginal societies for example, people know 
that one shows respect for one's mother-in-law by avoidance behaviour. 
Again, it is shared knowledge in SEQAB society that "talk" often refers 
to talking an Aboriginal language. 
Labov (1972a) gives a good example of knowledge shared in American 
Black society. Labov claims that in this society if A insults B and 
both A and B know that the proposition of the insult is false, then A 
and B share the knowledge that A is using a stylized joking form, known 
as "sounding". Essential to appropriately interpreting the 
communicative function of the insult is the knowledge that the 
proposition is false (frequently this is knowledge shared between a 
small group of people), hence that the insult constitutes a "sound" and 
is appropriately responded to in certain ways. Note however that 
Kochman (forthcoming) disputes Labov's claim that sounds are 
obligatorily false. His discussion of the way true (personal) insults 
can be responded to as "sounds" would suggest that Labov's analysis is 
appropriately restricted to "ritual sounds". 
Secondly, some knowledge and beliefs are shared only by a small 
group of people, such as a family group, or residents of a town. For 
example, in a certain area of Southeast Queensland many people know that 
a massacre of Aboriginal people by Native Police occurred on a certain 
mountain. This knowledge may be presupposed in conversations between 
people of this area about the mountain. An outsider not sharing this 
presupposed knowledge may be unable to appropriately interpret such 
conversations. Nicknames, particularly prevalent in SEQAB society, are 
another example of knowledge shared within small groups, frequently 
extended family groups. (Personal names may be shared within a larger 
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group than nicknames). Again, knowledge about habits and personalities 
of townsfolk is often necessary to interpretation of conversations about 
people. 
Thirdly, in much interpersonal interaction, speakers assume 
knowledge shared only among the participants in given conversations. 
Particularly knowledge and understanding of the people a person lives 
with, form constant presuppositions of conversations with them. For 
example, I have been told of a particular relationship between two 
people in which the general routine politeness formula "How's things?" 
is understood as a specific enquiry about the other's sex life. 
Clearly, the more that participants in conversations share 
knowledge, the less the conversation needs to verbalize. This accounts 
for the brevity of conversations between spouses, for example, where 
much of the context necessary to interpretation need not be shared. 
Conversations between participants less familiar with one another 
frequently include the presentation of knowledge necessary to 
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appropriate understanding. 
Finally, our conversations assume a great deal of knowledge and 
beliefs about the world, which are shared beyond the bounds of one 
socio-cultural group. The two examples given here will be relevant to 
examples in Chapter 6. It is knowledge shared by many peoples of the 
world that it is necessary to talk loudly when speaking to a deaf 
1. This argument is similar to part of Bernstein's theory of the use of 
a restricted code with high predictability of lexicon or grammatical 
structure in situations of greatly shared assumptions, experiences and 
expectations (e.g. Bernstein 1964, 1971), However I will not consider 
the educational, sociological and psychological dimensions of 
Bernstein's theory of elaborated and restricted codes which has been 
used by proponents of theories of language deficit (e,g, Bereiter and 
Engelmann 1966) and has been the subject of great controversy among 
experts in these areas (e.g. Labov 1970b, Cole and Bruner 1973). 
so 
person. And similarly, it is widely shared knowledge that it is easier 
to light candles away from a breeze. 
It can be seen that the category termed here "shared knowledge" 
covers an incredibly diverse and rich area, essential to the 
interpretation of conversations. The philosopher of language, Grice, 
attempted to specify certain universal maxims of shared knowledge in the 
interpretation of conversations in the form of nine conversational 
maxims (1968, 1975). However, the limitation of the tradition of 
philosophy of language is that philosophers test assumptions only with 
conversations in their own society. But the theoretical approach within 
the ethnography of speaking would indicate that the universality of such 
conversational postulates is problematic. For example, referring to 
these shared conversational maxims as "norms of interaction", Hymes 
(1974:60) points to their relationship to particular social factors 
saying that they "obviously implicate analysis of social structure and 
social relationships generally in a community". 
Furthermore, Keenan's (1976) now celebrated ethnography of speaking 
of Malagasy language use argues convincingly against the applicability 
in that situation of Grice's maxim: Be informative. This maxim holds 
that "Interlocutors are expected to meet the informational needs of 
their interactional partner(s)" (Grice Lecture 1968, 2:15). Keenan 
examines the status of information in the small, isolated, tightly knit 
communities where new information is rare. As well, she describes 
Malagasy ways of speaking in which personal reference is frequently 
vague, individuals are not singled out, and people are reluctant to 
commit themselves to a specific claim particularly about a future 
event. Keenan's ethnography of speaking shows that Grice's "Be 
informative" maxim is not always relevant in Malagasy society. She 
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isolates three contextual features which affect the degree to which this 
maxim is applicable: the significance of the information communicated, 
the interpersonal relationship between interlocutors and the sex of the 
1 
speaker. 
An exhaustive answer to the questions posed in this thesis would 
have to involve examining fully the relationship between what SEQAB 
people say in what contexts and what happens. Ideally such a study 
would document all the aspects of context and detail hearer's 
interpretations and speaker's intentions. But the requirements of this 
methodology would perhaps allow the analysis of only one brief 
conversational interchange in this thesis. However, a more practical 
approach is the one adopted here which concentrates on the crucial 
factors of context, enabling a wider study of more utterances. For 
example, I show that the crucial factors governing how SEQAB people talk 
about future action are elements of the linguistic context (co-occurring 
NP's as agents of the future action) and shared norms about the 
predictability and control of the world (Chapter 7). And shared 
knowledge is most crucial to the way in which SEQAB people give and seek 
reasons for actions (Chapter 6). 
1. However, other scholars (e.g. Brown and Levinson 1978) claim that 
Keenan's example is not to be interpreted as a counter-example to 
Grice's maxims. They claim that the fact that Malagasy speakers do 
understand vague non-specific reference indicates that the "Be 
informative" maxim is used as far as possible within Malagasy 
constraints on politeness. Brown and Levinson claim that "The 
importance of Grice's maxims for cross-cultural study is .,, that they 
pinpoint particular motives (like politeness) for departures from them" 
(p. 299). 
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2.2.3 Selective review 
The ethnography of speaking is a young discipline with no clear 
unifying theoretical approach. It is currently at the stage of 
descriptive, rather than systematic theoretical exploration. We can 
label a sociolinguistic study as an ethnography of speaking if it fits 
Bauman and Sherzer's (1974:7) summary: 
a descriptive theory of speaking as a cultural system in a 
particular society. 
Thus all studies in ethnography of speaking answer in some way the 
central question of this thesis: How do people use language as part of 
social action? But not all studies in ethnography of speaking ask 
questions of the same order as our specific questions: 
What are the effects (on people) when SEQAB people say "..."? 
What does ".,," mean? 
When SEQAB people say "...", what are the speaker's* intentions and 
hearer's' interpretations? 
These questions necessarily involve interactional analysis of 
language forms and their relationship to what actually happens in SEQAB 
social action. That is, in Silverstein's (1978) terms, these questions 
necessarily involve the investigation of the indexical relationship of 
speech signal to context of use. 
But studies in ethnography of speaking also cover other social 
dimensions of language use, such as the use of code-switching (e.g. Blom 
and Gumperz 1972, Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez 1971), acquisition of 
language (e.g. Mitchell-Kernan and Kernan 1977, Boggs and Watson-Gegeo 
1978, Ochs and Schieffelin 1979), language style in ceremonial 
situations (e.g. Bloch 1975), variation in speech communities (e.g. 
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Dorian 1982), special language codes and styles (e.g. Haviland 1979, 
Burns 1980), the structure of telephone conversations (e.g. Schegloff 
1968, Godard 1977). 
In this section I will look briefly and selectively at a few 
ethnographies of speaking which focus on the conversational use of 
English by ethnic minorities embedded in large-scale English speaking 
societies. 
2.2.3. 1 Philips 
Remarkably little such work has focused on American Indians. 
Philips' work with Warm Springs Indians (1970, 1972, 1976) has focused 
on conversational structure and appropriate ways of speaking. Her work 
provides comparative ethnography which illustrates that although they 
share language forms with Anglos speaking English, Warm Springs Indians 
structure conversations differently. Her 1976 study demonstrates that 
to talk appropriately in Warm Springs society, one uses quite 
differently from Anglo society such verbal features as silence and the 
tieing of utterances, and such non-verbal features as facial expression 
and eye gaze. Her work comparing appropriate speech in Anglo classrooms 
and Warm Springs homes and community events focuses on features of 
participants such as different types of social status and corresponding 
direction of talk and relationships between children and adults in both 
societies. Philips' work is important in relevance to the SEQAB study 
and there are some parallels, particularly in her finding on children's 
responses to questions which will be referred to in Chapter 5. However, 
Philips does not address the specific questions this thesis is concerned 
with, such as "When people say '...', what are the speaker's' intentions 
and hearer's' interpretations?" and her work does not examine linguistic 
form. 
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Similar work with another Indian group, the Cree, has been done by 
Darnell (e.g. 1979). 
2.2.3.2 Basso 
Basso's (1979) study of "Whiteman jokes" among Western Apache 
Indians concentrates on this one clearly defined speech event. In 
analyzing the humorous portrayal of Whitemen through jokes in English, 
Basso analyses the interpretation of these particular speech acts. So 
for example, a part of one such joke, "Come right in my friend!", 
derives its humour from the distinctively Whiteman nature of the 
utterance, because Western Apaches generally refrain from straight 
directives such as this, preferring less direct methods of getting 
people to do things. Also, Western Apaches do not use the word "friend" 
in English (except in Whiteman jokes) and they consider the Whiteman 
notion of friend to be superficial and hypocritical. Apart from these 
features of grammatical form and lexical items, distinctive features of 
pitch, volume and tempo also indicate that the utterance is to be 
interpreted as a joke. Through Basso's colourful ethnography of a 
particular speech style we see one aspect of cross-cultural difference 
of language use. It is particularly significant that these jokes are 
metapragmatic, that is, they talk about how people talk. 
Basso also shows how these jokes are used in Western Apache society 
in the strengthening of solidarity and friendship. Basso calls this the 
social function of the jokes, distinguishing this from what he calls the 
interpretive function. In my analysis, both Basso's social and 
interpretive functions would be part of the effect of the jokes, 
speaker's intentions and hearer's interpretations. That is in telling a 
joke the speaker is 
strengthening a particular friendship 
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by joking about Whiteman 
by using a typical white speech form which is interpreted as 
rude behaviour in Western Apache society. 
2.2.3.3 Kochman 
While most studies of language use by Black Americans have focused 
on the description of black speech events, Kochman's (1981) important 
book Black and white styles in conflict is an ethnography of speaking 
which focuses on "cultural reasons for a communication difficulty" 
between black and white Americans. He outlines factors which are 
relevant also in the Australian situation. Because black and white 
Americans are using the same language, they assume the same norms of 
interpretation. Even where grammatical studies of BEV have demonstrated 
formal linguistic differences, speech behaviour has not been 
questioned. As we will see in Chapter 3, this is unfortunately true 
also in Australia. Most linguists working on grammatical studies of 
Aboriginal English fail to recognize differences in language use and 
style from mainstream WA varieties. This failure to recognize cultural 
differences is again an important factor in the inter-ethnic 
communication situations discussed by Gumperz (1977, 1978a, 1978b, 
1982b). 
Kochman's book makes a major contribution to the understanding of 
American black social interaction of all types, including speech 
interaction. It demonstrates clearly that speech is a part of social 
behaviour, and that language cannot be interpreted without an 
understanding of culture. Kochman's analysis does not define speech 
varieties formally in linguistic terms, although in several of his 
examples presumably both black and white speakers use the same forms 
(e.g. boasting, bragging, see below). Cultural differences in 
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interpretation within the areas of speech behaviour which he analyses 
presumably depend more on non-linguistic factors than matters of 
linguistic form. 
How does Kochman relate language form to function? We will look at 
his analysis of boasting and bragging for which Kochman found the 
American College Dictionary definition of "boast" appropriate for both 
blacks and whites: "vocal self-praise or claims to superiority over 
others", Kochman says that both blacks and whites use language for this 
kind of self-praise, with presumably identical or similar grammatical 
forms. But boasts and brags function differently in both societies, 
have different intentions, interpretations and social effects. Thus 
black boasting is primarily used for humour and is characterized by 
exaggeration. In this, boasting is one of the many speech patterns 
which serve mainly to cement social relations by entertaining and 
providing humour. Black bragging, however, is "a serious form of self-
aggrandizement" (p. 65) for which the speaker is somehow accountable. 
Blacks may brag about ability if it is justifiable. Kochman gives the 
classic example of Muhammad Ali, whom a lot of whites find offensive 
because he brags about his ability. But this is acceptable verbal 
interaction in black society. However, bragging about one's possessions 
or social status, no matter how true, is not acceptable behaviour. In 
discussing the reasons for this, Kochman explains values and norms in 
black society relating to the sense of egalitarianism and the high value 
placed on personal ability rather than social status. 
Turning to white society, Kochman discusses restrictions on 
individual self-assertion. This white style of presentation of self 
affects white interpretation of boasting and bragging, so that they are 
viewed not as humorous or justified speech behaviours but as offensive 
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and rude. Unlike black society, for whites "there is never an entirely 
"right" time to praise oneself for one's ability" (p. 70). Thus Kochman 
illustrates in examples of "cross-cultural collisions" how a brag is 
interpreted by blacks and whites. 
Clearly there is some degree of understanding: both parties 
understand that the bragger is claiming superiority over the other 
party. But there is a crucial area of misunderstanding. While one 
level of the bragger's intention is appropriately interpreted, another 
level of his intention (and with that a level of the function of his 
utterance) has been misinterpreted. That is, the black speaker's 
intention of humorous self-assertion is misinterpreted by the whites as 
offensive one-upmanship. This sort of misinterpretation is widespread 
in cross-cultural communication because when we speak we are primarily 
doing things with people, who judge us and act on the basis of their 
interpretation of the way we act. 
In Kochman's analysis, therefore, the key factors relating form to 
function are matters of social and extrasituational context. 
Specifically, in the boasting and bragging example, the most significant 
factors are matters of shared knowledge, such as acceptable ways of 
self-assertion and what is humorous. 
In Chapter 5 of this thesis I will refer to parts of Kochman' s 
Chapter 7 on "Information as property" in which there are some striking 
parallels with SEQAB handling of information. 
2.2.3.^ Gumperz 
While the studies of Philips, Basso and Kochman in particular 
provide useful comparisons to the situation of SEQAB use of English, the 
theoretical frameworks used in these studies do not address the specific 
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questions central to this thesis. For example, Kochman talks about 
reactions to brags and boasts and the cultural context, but he does not 
answer the specific question "How do blacks use (English) language to 
brag and boast?" That is, these studies are not concerned primarily 
with the micro-study of the relationship between what people say and 
what happens (Silverstein's pragmatic function2). 
In contrast, Gumperz' recent work on the way that participants in 
conversations interpret what is going on, addresses the same questions 
that this thesis asks about what happens when people talk. Gumperz 
labels his work "interactional sociolinguistic analysis" and explains 
it: 
A general theory of discourse strategies therefore begins by 
specifying the linguistic and socio-cultural knowledge that needs to 
be shared if conversational involvement is to be maintained and then 
go on to deal with what it is about, the nature of conversational 
inference that makes for cultural, sub-cultural and situational 
specificity of interpretation. (1982a:3) 
Gumperz' interactional sociolinguistic analysis can be regarded as a 
type of ethnography of speaking in that it is a descriptive theory of 
speaking as a cultural system in a particular society. He is 
particularly concerned with what it is that participants in a 
conversation need to know to interpret each other's intentions. Central 
to his work is the notion of conversational inference which he defines 
as 
the 'situated' or context-bound process of interpretation, by means 
of which participants in a conversation assess others' intentions, 
and on which they base their responses. (1977:191) 
Gumperz' "conversational inference" corresponds closely to my view 
of meaning in conversations - the intentions which speakers express and 
hearers' interpretations of these (but Gumperz appears to restrict 
"meaning" to "context free semantic information" (1982a:207 )). 
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Gumperz' approach then is to look at how participants in a 
conversation understand and interact with each other by focusing on 
linguistic and sociocultural features of context which enable this 
interpretation (or conversational inference), 
Gumperz' studies are concerned primarily with inter-ethnic 
situations, particularly in modern urban settings such as interviews and 
meetings. For example, one study (1978a and 1982a) examines a public 
speech made by a black political leader which was misinterpreted by the 
predominantly white audience as containing a threat against the 
President's life. Gumperz examines what the speaker said, which 
included 
We will kill everyone who tries to destroy our breakfast program, we 
will kill Richard Nixon, we will kill every mother ... who attacks 
the black people. We will kill anyone who tries to destroy the good 
work we are doing (1978a:403). 
He then investigated the use of "kill" with other black speakers 
and found that it was not used to mean taking a person's life. It was 
easy to show that in black idiomatic usage, the speaker was saying "our 
organization will destroy Nixon politically" (1978a:404). 
Gumperz further illustrates the speaker's structuring of the speech 
as black oratory, which he compares with black preaching. Features 
which are relevant here include the structuring of information and 
exhortation, the stress pattern and intonation and grammatical features 
of black English. By explaining the linguistic and sociocultural 
context of the alleged threat, Gumperz is able to show that the 
predominantly white audience, which did not share knowledge of these 
contextual features, wrongly interpreted the speaker's intention in 
saying "... we will kill Richard Nixon ...". 
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Gumperz is one of the few ethnographers of speaking to include in 
his investigation of the interpretation of conversations, features of 
prosody^ such as intonation, loudness, stress, speed of speaking etc. 
(which are generally restricted to technical phonological and phonetic 
studies). Particularly in his studies of Indians in Britain speaking 
English, (1978b, 1982a) Gumperz demonstrates that features of prosody 
are frequently crucial in conversational inference. Inter-ethnic 
misunderstandings are shown to occur between English-speaking Indians 
and Anglos because of the latter's interpretation of prosodic cues of 
the former as aggressive, rude and arrogant. Importantly, Gumperz 
claims that the Indian prosodic conventions, which appear to be 
transferred from Hindi and other Indian languages to English, are not 
simple interference such as is found in second language situations, 
(where a speaker "borrows" a feature of his first language into the 
second language usage). But rather, these conventions are systematic 
patterns of language use which are integral to Indian in-group 
conversations, whether in Hindi or in English. 
Gumperz' interactional analysis of inter-ethnic communication and 
mis-communication is now further supported by similar studies by 
colleagues and students just published in Gumperz (1982c) e.g. Young 
(1982) on Chinese and American speakers of English, Hansell and Seabrook 
(1982) and Akinnaso and Seabrook (1982) on black and white Americans, 
Tannen (1982) on Greek and American speakers of English. 
1. Grayshon's (1977) study of English and three West African languages 
focus on such features also, which he calls paralinguistic features and 
for which he uses the symbol I.S. (which stands for two of the major 
features, intonation and stress). 
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2.3 Framework for this thesis 
The specific questions which the analytical chapters of this thesis 
address are 
AT HOW do SEQAB people seek information? (Chapter 5) 
Ah HOW do SEQAB people give and seek reasons for actions? (Chapter 
6) 
Ac How do SEQAB people talk about future action? (Chapter 7) 
These functions of speaking have been isolated primarily because of 
their important role in cross-cultural communication and 
misunderstanding. The SEQAB people use basically the same English 
language forms as WA people with whom they interact. However, there is 
much misunderstanding, misinterpretation of intentions and differences 
in style apparent in these three speech functions. This study is not 
strictly speaking a comparative study. The cross-cultural communication 
situations of which I became aware through both my own observation and 
participation and the reports of others, highlighted the need for an in-
depth study of Aboriginal in-group interactions. However, the study is 
to some extent necessarily comparative. Like many other ethnographies 
of speaking (e.g. Brown & Levinson (1978), Goody (1978)) I use informal 
examples of interpretation within my own society in contrast and 
comparison with features of SEQAB society. It is also inevitable that 
in describing aspects of SEQAB social life, including speaking, I 
frequently discuss precisely those aspects which differ from WA social 
life, which is presumably shared knowledge with the great majority of 
those who are likely to read this thesis. 
My answers to Questions A3, k^ and A5 are mini-ethnographies of 
speaking. First, I discuss aspects of SEQAB society which are necessary 
shared knowledge for understanding the particular area of language 
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use. For example (in Chapter 7), to understand SEQAB talk about future 
action, it is necessary to understand notions of time as well as the 
perspective on the ways and extent to which the world can be predicted 
and controlled. It is neither practical nor necessary to discuss all 
aspects of sociocultural knowledge, so I will concentrate on the 
relevant distinctively SEQAB aspects. In this section it will sometimes 
be useful to refer to other ethnographies of speaking for comparison and 
contrast. 
Secondly, I examine the linguistic form of the utterances with 
which SEQAB people achieve their particular social ends. This is not a 
purely grammatical study, but it entails relevant grammatical knowledge 
examined in the light of speaker's' intentions and hearer's' 
interpretations, what happens when these linguistic forms become 
utterances. This involves examining examples from SEQAB conversations 
and linking what is said (FORM) to what happens (FUNCTION) in the light 
of relevant details of linguistic, immediate physical and social and 
extrasituational CONTEXT. It will be seen that different features of 
context have different relevance in each functional area. For example, 
in the interpretation of an utterance as the reason for an action it is 
features of shared knowledge which are crucial, and in the 
interpretation of an utterance as a commitment to a future action, 
linguistic form and linguistic context are among the most significant 
features of context. 
This framework represents necessarily a dynamic model of speech 
function in which it is impossible to find the beginning or end. Thus, 
for example, what people say becomes part of the shared knowledge 
necessary for interpretation of conversations (linguistic form becomes 
extrasituational context). And what people say not only expresses 
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aspects of the social context, but can also change or create new aspects 
of social context. For example, the relationship between participants 
may both affect the interpretation of an utterance as an insult and at 
the same time change from friendly to distant. 
Using this analytical framework, I demonstrate the way SEQAB social 
life is created and maintained through a distinctive use of English. Ic 
becomes apparent that although forms are largely shared with mainstream 
White Australians, SEQAB language use, speaker's' intentions and 
hearer's' interpretations are not. 
In discussing the effects on SEQAB people when people speak 
(speaker's' intentions and hearer's' interpretations), I rely on two 
main processes of interpretation. Much of my understanding of SEQAB 
social interaction is based on my participant-observation studies. In 
both my observations over four years and my learning to interact 
appropriately in SEQAB society, I have learned how to interpret SEQAB 
conversations. However my interpretations may not always be adequate 
and hence I have discussed my interpretations with Williams who is 
competent at interacting in both his own SEQAB society and the dominant 
WA society. 
In order for readers of this thesis to appropriately interpret my 
descriptions of SEQAB interactions in the analytical chapters, it is 
necessary to present some knowledge which can become part of the 
readers' extrasituational context. Thus Chapter 4 is an introduction to 
SEQAB people today - it looks at their history, geographical setting, 
social setting and some relevant aspects of their sociocultural life. 
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Chapter 3 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES'* 
3. 1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the relevant literature on Australian 
Aboriginal languages as a prerequisite to the appreciation of the claim 
that my research breaks new ground in this area. 
In 3.2, I briefly look at linguistic studies of Aboriginal 
languages, finding a predominant exclusion of the social dimensions of 
language. The assumption that language form can be studied without 
reference to function is shown to lead to inadequacies in fieldwork 
methodology and resultant linguistic descriptions. Particularly I look 
at the related notion of the functional equivalence of languages - the 
idea that all languages are used by their speakers for the same 
functions, that is, to say and mean the same things, I argue against 
this notion, and show that it can lead to the mistaken diagnosis of 
languages as dead. 
In 3.3, I look at studies of Australian languages in which the 
social dimension is not excluded. Most of the small number of these 
studies are correlational. That is, linguists correlate linguistic 
structures with social variables, ignoring the dynamic role of language 
in social action. However, a few recent studies are important 
contributions to the study of "socially constituted linguistics". With 
the exception of Haviland's short paper (1982), none of these studies 
however examines grammatical detail in a fine-grained analysis of 
Aboriginal ways of speaking. 
1. Unless otherwise specified, Australian language refers to Australian 
Aboriginal language throughout this thesis. 
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In 3.4, I review studies of Aboriginal English, which, with one 
exception, have concentrated on linguistic form, and almost exclusively 
with Aboriginal children in the White school situation. These studies 
have espoused a philosophy of language difference and have demonstrated 
the rule governed nature of Aboriginal English grammars. However they 
have described Aboriginal English in deficit terms, by measuring it 
against Standard English and describing features in Standard English 
which have not been found in Aboriginal English. A recent study of 
Aboriginal English (Walker 1982) which looks at language function and 
contextual features is reviewed in some detail because it is the only 
Aboriginal English study to look beyond language form to function. 
However, this study is found to use the same implicit deficit model as 
the other studies, describing Aboriginal English in terms of what it is 
not. It does not tell us much about how Aboriginal people use 
English. Also this study ignores Aboriginal culture and interprets 
Aboriginal meanings and intentions from a mainstream WA cultural 
perspective. These inadequacies lead to serious problems with its 
analysis and in particular I question its conclusions in the light of 
findings of my study. 
Finally, my review of Australian linguistics calls for in-depth 
studies of the English spoken by Aboriginal adults in their own in-group 
interaction, looking at how speakers use their own English. This thesis 
is a beginning in this much-needed area of research. 
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3.2 Linguistic studies 
3.2.1 Early language studies 
The first written record of an Australian language was, 
appropriately, made by the first hero of mainstream White Australian 
history - Captain James Cook, who "found"^ Australia for the British 
Empire in 1770. While repairing their vessel The Endeavour, on the 
coast of what is now far northeast Queensland, Cook and his botanist 
Banks wrote down more than 60 Aboriginal words from the language now 
known to be Guugu Yimidhirr (Cook 1768-71 cited in Haviland 1979), 
With the first settlement of invading British in 1788, the writing 
of Aboriginal languages was continued by Lieutenant William Dawes who 
gathered an impressive amount of the Dharuk language from what is now 
the Botany Bay district of Sydney (Dawes 1790 cited in Dixon 1980). 
Further less detailed documentation of the Sydney language was later 
done by Hunter (1793) and Tench (1961). In the early years of British 
invasion, convict settlements and pastoral expansion, many settlers, 
missionaries, surveyors and police wrote down brief lists of words from 
many of the hundreds of Aboriginal languages. 
The boom in early empirical observation of Aboriginal languages 
occurred around the beginning of the twentieth century which is 
described by Dixon (1980:15) as "the golden age of amateur 
anthropologists and linguists". Linguistic science in Europe and 
Britain, which influenced the Australian scene, proceeded within a 
positivist framework to record facts of languages for comparative 
reconstruction. Concern with phonetic accuracy and grammatical 
1. Aboriginal people reassure us that it in fact was not lost. 
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categories is evident in the descriptions of Aboriginal languages at 
this time. The work by the Rev John Mathew on the languages of 
Southeast Queensland was typical of the better linguistic works. His 
grammars of Goorang Goorang (Mathew 1913), Kabi Kabi and Waka Waka 
(Mathew 1910 chapter XII) consist of descriptions of the sounds in the 
languages, followed by short grammatical sketches which include 
paradigms for nouns, verbs and pronouns. These grammars were written in 
similar style to the classic grammars of Indo-European languages, often 
including grammatical categories from these languages (such as 
prepositions) which did not occur in the Aboriginal language being 
written about. Like other studies of Aboriginal people at the time, 
language was treated separately, in addition to such topics as Ceremony, 
Social Organization, Arts, Myths and Legends. Language was usually 
viewed as an attribute of Aboriginal life which could be isolated, 
obtained and written down largely without any understanding of its 
systematic interrelationship with other aspects of Aboriginal life. 
This view of language is still common among linguists in Australia 
today. In this perspective there is no questioning of the functional 
equality of languages (but this view will be challenged in 3.2,5 
below). It is assumed that what is expressed in one language (such as 
English) can be elicited by literal translation for any other language, 
though more sensitive writers realize that methods of expression may 
vary. For example, in his grammar of Kabi Kabi and Waka Waka, Mathew 
(1910:201) says, "Mental states are usually expressed by words or 
phrases descriptive of some physical action or condition", and gives 
examples such as: "mi kambiman (eyes hiding) jealous". 
Early word lists and grammatical sketches have provided later 
linguists with considerable data for reanalysis, written, as they were, 
before the modern structural approaches to language description. 
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3.2.2 Professional linguistics 
Following the productive period of amateur linguistic work around 
the beginning of the twentieth century, little was produced until the 
second boom period, which began in the 60's. With a few exceptions 
(such as Smythe 1948/9), the only linguistic work in this time was done 
by Arthur Capell, the first professional Australian linguist. Capell 
recorded and analyzed many Australian languages and began comparative 
study. His A new approach to Australian linguistics (1956) described 
phonetic and grammatical features from languages throughout Australia 
and included a list of about 40 commonly recurring lexical items, which 
he termed "Common Australian". However, Capell's work contains little 
reference to speakers or social process. He was primarily concerned 
with linguistic facts and the relationships between these facts. This 
second phase in Australian linguistics pioneered by Capell was based on 
the foundations of modern structural linguistics laid down by Ferdinand 
de Saussure (1916). His classic langue-parole distinction became the 
basis of structural analysis, first developed for phonology, then 
morphology, then extended to syntax, semantics and beyond linguistics to 
literary criticism (Barthes 1964, Culler 1976 in Gumperz 1982a) and the 
anthropological study of human belief systems (Levi-Strauss 1976 in 
Gumperz 1982a) and social organization (Levi-Strauss 1969), Structural 
analysis, in distinguishing between details of observed facts and the 
systems into which these can be abstracted, gives system to empirical 
observations. Central to this view of language is the assumption "that 
there are constant, abstract relationships between linguistic form and 
linguistic meaning", and that these relationships can be identified 
"independent of the vagaries of actual usage" (Silverstein 1978:2). 
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The training of linguists in Australian universities began in the 
60's and it was not until the 70's that the boom in Australian 
university linguistic programs began. Linguistics in universities^ in 
Australia is most closely related to the disciplines of foreign 
languages, English and philosophy, unlike North America where 
linguistics is most frequently related to anthropology. 
With the impact of Chomsky's generative grammar and the subsequent 
growth of linguistic theories, came a new era in grammatical analyses in 
Australia. Here the leadership of R,M.W, Dixon cannot be overstated, 
Dixon carried on intensive research on North Queensland Aboriginal 
languages in the light of transformational grammar (1972, 1977) and he 
has trained and supervised many students of Aboriginal languages (myself 
included, see Eades 1979) to write grammars of Australian languages. It 
is unquestionable that recent grammars of Australian languages such as 
Dixon (1972, 1977), Austin (1981), Donaldson (1980), Crowley (1978), 
Heath (1978) are of a far superior technical quality than earlier 
grammars. However there is a continuity in modern grammars of 
assumptions about language and the study of language without concern for 
its social interactional dimensions. 
1. Several grammatical descriptions of Australian languages have also 
resulted from the work of linguists trained not in universities, but by 
the Summer Institute of Linguistics (e.g. Hansen and Hansen 1978), SIL 
language work is primarily aimed at the production of Bible translations 
and in recent years has expanded to include bilingual education in 
schools. Many SIL-trained linguists have followed their early training 
with linguistic studies at university (e.g. Hudson 1978, Kilham 1977), 
While SIL linguistic theory may frequently differ from those used by 
other linguists (e.g. many SIL linguists still use tagmemics, an 
approach seldom used by other linguists since the 60's), their 
assumptions about language and linguistic methodology do not differ 
significantly from mainstream Australian linguistics. 
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3.2.3 The assumption that language can be abstracted from 
speakers 
Contemporary grammars of Australian languages are still primarily 
concerned with systematizing empirical observation of isolatable "facts" 
of language. Language is viewed mainly as a static abstraction, 
describable without reference to its speakers, their societies or its 
social functions. There are some notable exceptions in the papers of 
Morphy (1977). Haviland (1979), Merlan (1981b) and Rumsey's Ph,D. thesis 
(1978), in which grammatical analysis depends on an understanding of the 
ways in which speakers use language in social interaction. 
However, virtually all the grammatical studies of Australian 
languages demonstrate current linguists' concern with language as a 
"thing", reflecting Chomsky's dictum that (1965:3): 
Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-
listener, in a completely homogeneous speech community, who knows 
its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically 
irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of 
attention and interest and errors (random or characteristic) in 
applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance. 
It becomes clear on reflection and experience even by non-linguists that 
there are no Chomsky-type "ideal speaker-listeners". This is an unreal 
ideal construct on which modern grammars are based. Linguists in fact 
focus their attention, not on the speaker, but on the forms uttered, or 
more specifically, utterable. Indications of this emphasis on language 
as observed fact rather than as social tool subordinated to speakers are 
found in various grammars of Aboriginal languages. 
For example the way linguists refer to speakers of Aboriginal 
languages almost always indicates their perception of speakers in 
relation to the social situation of the linguist researching the 
language, rather than as active language users in a dynamic society. 
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Where linguists refer to speakers they are almost always called 
"informants" (see Eades 1976, 1979, Tsunoda 1981, Eagleson 1978, Austin 
1981, Blake 1979, to name but a few.) The term "informant" refers to 
the Aboriginal person's role in providing language information to the 
linguist. It is probably true to say that most linguists relate to the 
Aborigines whose language they study, predominantly in the linguist-
constructed social situation of language recording or elicitation (see 
3.2.4 below). Many linguists probably do not think primarily of these 
Aborigines in their roles as language speakers within their own 
community, but rather as language informants for the linguists' 
research. 
There are some exceptions however. Haviland (1979) uses 
"speakers", Crowley (1978) uses "consultant", and Sutton and Walsh 
(1979) refer to Aboriginal speakers involved in linguistic fieldwork as 
"teachers", "instructors" and "speakers". Where a linguist is doing 
salvage work with one or a few Aboriginal people who do not actively use 
the language, "speakers" is perhaps inappropriate. Here the person's 
name may be used, as in Eades (1979). 
Particularly striking is the use by linguists of first person 
possessive pronoun with "informant" (e.g. Austin 1981:89: "my 
informants"). This usage parallels the frequent expression of linguists 
referring to the Aboriginal language they are studying as "my 
language". Both expressions are highly offensive to many Aboriginal 
people (e.g. Michael Williams pers. comm., Jeanie Bell pers. comm., 
Marcia Langton pers. comm.), and they highlight Aboriginal claims that 
linguists often unlawfully pass on knowledge over which they have no 
legitimate proprietary rights. Particularly in areas of Australia where 
Aboriginal languages have suffered a drastic reduction in function. 
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there is an aversion to the indiscriminate sharing of language with 
outsiders. For example, Williams (1982:2) says of his view of "privacy" 
of his people's language (Lingo): 
By 'privacy' I mean that I see 'lingo' as a 'closed' or 'in' 
language for the specific use of members of a group and those who 
they allow into that group from time to time. Those that are 
allowed into the group and members of the group are responsible for 
keeping the language or 'lingo' within the confines of the group. 
Grammars of Australian languages generally ignore speakers, being 
mainly written without reference to people ("speakers" or "informants") 
at all. Linguists' perception of language as an abstract entity 
divorced from speakers is seen in their reified descriptive statements, 
e.g. "The language [Gumbaynggir] has a strong tendency to use a fairly 
straightforward conjoining structure for complex sentences" (Eades 
1979:246). Any Australian grammar is full of similar examples. And 
linguists' statements about the language of study often ignore the role 
of speakers or include it as an afterthought. For example, in a sketch 
grammar of the Goorang Goorang language, admittedly based only on 
written sources, Brasch (1975) acknowledges university colleagues and 
typists, then concludes her acknowledgements with: 
My greatest debt of course is to Gureng Gureng itself. The exercise 
has taught me much about language and the application of linguistic 
theory that cannot be communicated in the classroom. 
And Dixon (1980:81) says: "The future now looks bright for the Dyirbal 
language, and its speakers." 
This common assumption that language can be studied without regard 
to its social function has important implications even when looking only 
at description of languages. Sutton (1978) shows for the western Cape 
York region that the accepted academic descriptions of where languages 
were spoken and by whom are inaccurate and oversimplistic. This view 
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that Aboriginal Australia consists of discrete tribes each speaking a 
particular language or dialect derives from linguists' elicitation of 
facts about languages which are then interpreted within a WA view of 
language groups and monolingualism. Sutton's study (reviewed in 3,3.5 
below) was able to correct this view only by detailed study of the 
social function of language in a particular area of Aboriginal 
Australia, Another important implication for language description of 
the static, abstract view of language is discussed in 3.2,5 below. I 
show that in concentrating on the elicitation of linguistic forms 
divorced from the social functions of speaking, linguists can easily 
assume incorrectly that a particular Aboriginal language is dead. 
3.2.4 Linguistic fieldwork methodology 
The methodology of Australian linguists reflects the Chomskyan 
concern with discovering and analyzing the linguistic competence of an 
"ideal speaker-listener". It also reflects the linguists' concern with 
detailed formal analysis. Gumperz' (1982a:15) comment about American 
linguists' increasing narrowing of interests is also relevant here: 
"Natural speech spoken at normal speed proved too complex for detailed 
contrastive study". Elicited language data is much easier to study than 
natural speech. 
The Australian linguist typically selects the "best" speaker - one 
who is conveniently located, has time, will concentrate, stay sober, who 
is judged by the linguist to be fluent in the language of study, 
"uncontaminated by English", who "doesn't mix his languages" and who 
responds productively to elicitation of complex grammatical structures, 
such as relative clauses. While linguists often check material gained 
from their "best speaker" with other speakers, the grammar written is 
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usually a description of the linguistic rules for the language produced 
by this "best speaker" largely in a context of elicitation, as well as 
often in the production of monologic texts primarily for the 
taperecorder. This fieldwork methodology is used by most linguists in 
Australia, whether the work has theoretical goals or practical goals (as 
in bilingual education or Bible translation). The basic objective of 
this fieldwork has not changed since the 60's when Wurm wrote (1969:7): 
The basic objective of carrying out linguistic interrogation [!] 
work with the help of an Aboriginal informant, is to obtain 
linguistic materials of maximal usefulness. 
As recent developments in linguistics have come to focus on the way 
speakers use language, some linguists are now questioning just what a 
standard description of language represents. Scollon writes of such a 
linguistic description of the Fort Chipewyan Athabaskan language in 
Alberta (Li 1933, 1946): "It clearly does not reflect very closely the 
way people at Fort Chipewyan speak to each other" (1979:241). He points 
out that Li's informant used to dictate continuous texts, which he then 
went over and repronounced according to the linguist's standardization 
and orthography. The informant in this way developed a special style of 
language through working with the linguist, and the resulting grammar in 
fact describes "a normative, literary language". Most of the grammars 
of Australian languages are of a similar nature, with the language 
described used in specific, artificially constructed speech-events of 
"best speaker teaching linguist". Gumperz (1982a:13) describes this as 
a "procedure of reciprocal adaptation where each participant gradually 
learns to adapt and to enter into the other's frame of reference". 
Unfortunately, it is rare for linguists to reveal in print details 
of their methodology, such as how many people they worked with and 
specifically in what contexts, whether by elicitation or text gathering. 
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or participation, and how they overcame the problems of incomplete 
data. However, my contacts, experience and personal communication with 
Australian linguists over the last ten years indicate an approach 
similar to that described by Scollon and Gumperz. This approach is 
demonstrated in Sutton and Walsh's Revised linguistic fieldwork manual 
for Australia (1979) which gives techniques for interviews with the 
teacher (a terminological equivalent of the "best" speaker) as the basic 
methodology for the linguist. Scollon's comment can be applied here 
too: the resulting grammar "clearly does not reflect very closely the 
way people speak to each other". A similar point from Gumperz is also 
relevant. There is an assumption that "grammaticality judgements 
elicited in special interview situations reveal the basic signalling 
mechanisms that serve to convey meaning in human interaction" 
(1982a:20). Undoubtedly the most scholarly and comprehensive grammar of 
an Australian language is Dixon's A grammar of Yidiny (1977), in which 
he states quite openly (p.29) that "the writer never heard Yidiny spoken 
spontaneously", even though he does comment (p.113) on "normal 
conversational style" based on what speakers told him about Yidiny 
conversations . 
The assumption that language is static, monovarietal and separable 
from the social world has severe limitations in any application but the 
technical study of a stylized variety of language. However the grammars 
produced within this approach have enabled much sound descriptive 
linguistic work (on this restricted variety). Indeed, leaving aside 
here the applied work on Aboriginal languages, (mainly on bilingual 
education and Bible translation), most linguists working on Australian 
languages today are concerned mainly with technical discussions on the 
relationships between grammatical categories. This is made explicit in 
the Introduction to the first volume of the Handbook of Australian 
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languages (Dixon and Blake 1979). Here Blake and Dixon outline the 
challenges offered to the linguist by Australian languages as i) 
reconstructing earlier stages of Australian languages; and ii) 
understanding the variety of ergative case systems, grammatical 
hierarchies and other linguistic structures, which is "essential for an 
appreciation of human language as a whole and as a prerequisite to the 
formulation of any hypothesis of universal grammar", (p.3) Almost as an 
afterthought they include the understanding of "the relationship between 
the social organization and the culture of the speakers and the 
development of their languages", mentioning here bilingualism and 
avoidance languages. 
3.2.5 Separating language form from function: the problem of 
language death 
The assumption that language can be studied without regard to its 
social function, the preoccupation with idealized grammatical competence 
(to the exclusion of variations in performance) and the accompanying 
fieldwork methodology have had some regrettable results for linguistic 
description in Australia. One of the biggest problems, in my view, 
concerns the issue of language death. Focusing on language form, to the 
exclusion of function, basing the studies on utterances rather than 
speakers, linguists fail to see that not all languages are functionally 
equivalent - that is, not all languages are used for the same 
purposes. The fieldwork strategy which is most commonly used by 
Australian linguists - elicitation - makes the unquestioned assumption 
that the language under study is used to say the same sorts of things as 
the linguists' language. For example, Sutton and Walsh's Manual 
(1979:6) advises that the usual way of beginning fieldwork in a language 
is "to ask a speaker to translate words and sentences from English into 
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the relevant language". (Note that Sutton did not use this method in 
his major research in North Queensland (1976-78), see Sutton (1978: 
p.xviii)). Of course, this unquestioned functional equality notion is 
not surprising if one thinks only of monolingual speakers of different 
languages. But we should not expect that multilingual speakers would 
necessarily use all of their languages to fulfil all of the same socio-
communicative functions as that of the linguist's own language, 
Muhlhausler (1982) discusses the assumption made by linguists that 
all languages are equal and some of the problems this has caused in the 
area of language planning. 
Hymes (1961, 1973) discusses three main reasons which have led 
linguists to wrongly assume that all languages are functionally 
equivalent. 
The first reason, which is seen as a reaction to notions of 
"primitive tribes" and "primitive languages", relates to a moral, social 
and political emphasis on the equality of all peoples and all 
languages. Hymes points out (1961:77) that all known languages "have 
achieved the level of basic or primary efficiency, such that they can 
fully adapt, in time, to the needs of any population". In this sense 
only can we say that all languages are equal, because as Hymes points 
out, not all languages are equally efficient for the communicative needs 
of speakers, and the speech habits of populations do go through the 
evolutionary processes of variation, adaptation and selection. And this 
is exactly what has happened in Australia, where Aboriginal languages 
have changed tremendously to cope with the drastic changes in the 
communicative needs of speakers since White invasion. In many areas and 
social contexts Aboriginal languages have been strongly selected 
against, partly because English is more efficient for the drastically 
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changed needs of Aboriginal speakers. Another important factor of 
course is the deliberate efforts by police, missionaries, teachers etc. 
to stop Aboriginal people speaking their language,^ (reported 
frequently orally by Aboriginal people - see Chapter 4, and also 
referred to in Shelley 1982, Williams 1982). 
The second reason for the view that all languages are equal is seen 
by Hymes to derive from the family tree theory of language history. 
This model derives languages progressively from former languages until 
all related languages are seen to have a common historical origin. This 
theory of the monogenesis of languages is greatly oversimplified in that 
it treats languages as well-bounded easily definable entities that 
change in isolation from their unrelated neighbours. In contrast, the 
wave theory of language history recognizes changes which affect 
languages in the same geographical areas and spread like waves. In this 
model, which is also oversimplified, language change is uneven and some 
languages change more rapidly and drastically than others. Current 
historical linguistics in fact shows that languages are sets "of social 
conventions so complex that a simple biological or geometrical model (of 
language change) is totally inadequate" (Lehmann 1973: 137-8). 
In Hymes' view, the most important contribution to the conceptual 
equality of languages, has come from the Chomskyan drive for language 
universals. In the search for universals in deep structure, linguists 
have lost sight of the degree to which people manipulate and change 
language, and as Hymes points out (1973:63) "most of language begins 
where abstract universals leave off". 
1. The same practice is reported in the Canadian Indian reservation 
system in Levine and Cooper (1979). 
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These three factors are involved in the approach of Australian 
linguists and have almost certainly been instrumental in leading 
linguists to incorrectly regard some languages as dead. A common 
process is for the linguist to seek out speakers of a given language (of 
which he would have heard from speakers of another language, or from a 
linguistic survey). Visiting various Aboriginal communities in the 
appropriate area, the linguist asks, "Can anyone here speak the X 
language?", or says, "I'm looking for the X language", or "They said N 
can speak the X language". Negative or non-compliant responses 
frequently lead the linguist to conclude that no-one in that locality 
knows the X language. However, as we will see (Chapter 5) such 
responses are not necessarily functioning primarily to give information 
about speakers of the X language. Rather, they may be indicating 
people's unwillingness to give information in that social context (to 
someone they do not know). For example, people may be fluent in a 
language, but may not have the authority to give it away or present 
themselves as proper speakers of it. (See also Rigsby 1982) Haviland 
(1979:368) mentions several speakers of the Guugu Yimidhirr brother-in-
law language variety who were constrained from teaching him words 
"because they were not legitimate speakers: their own ancestral 
languages were different". On the other hand, the linguist may find a 
person, or persons, who claim to know the language, but show little 
knowledge of it in standard elicitation sessions. However, "knowing a 
language" means different things in different contexts. To the linguist 
it implies a level of fluency and grammatical competence, yet to the 
Aboriginal speaker it usually means having rights to language. (See 
Sutton 1980 and Keen 1978 on what "knowing" means in Aboriginal 
society). 
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The conventional linguistic elicitation process is highly 
inappropriate for gaining information in Aboriginal society as this 
thesis will demonstrate (Chapter 5). Furthermore, the materials gained 
from Aborigines by such elicitation can be inaccurate, erroneous or 
insufficient. However despite the inappropriateness and rudeness within 
Aboriginal society of this method of gaining information and learning 
languages, many Aborigines have given and continue to give their 
language to linguists in this way. Many Aboriginal people have a good 
knowledge of WA culture and ways of behaving, and can operate 
appropriately within White domains. Many Aboriginal people thus switch 
to WA ways of interacting when they work with linguists. However, on 
some occasions when Aboriginal people do not give language information 
to linguists, it appears that the non-compliant Aborigines are making a 
point about appropriate speech behaviour in Aboriginal society, rather 
than in fact being ignorant of the language.^ 
A case in point concerns the investigation of a particular NSW 
language some 10 years ago. A certain linguist had searched a 
particular town in the manner described above for speakers of a specific 
language. This linguist later showed his fieldnotes to another linguist 
who then made a more intensive investigation. The latter decided 
(perversely it may seem) to start with one of the Aboriginal people 
whose name the first linguist had annotated in his book with the letters 
"nbg", his abbreviation for "No bloody good" [as a language 
informant!] Somewhat to the second linguist's surprise this Aboriginal 
speaker in fact had the most detailed knowledge of the language of all 
1. Such non-compliance is not restricted to language information. 
Chapter 5 of this thesis shows that silence or the non-answering of 
questions does not imply ignorance (see also Trigger 1982, Harris 1977). 
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people contacted, and after some time and the development of a 
relationship between speaker and linguist, he shared this knowledge with 
the second linguist. He later commented on the visit of the first 
linguist, saying something like, the first linguist "was very rude - I 
wouldn't give him my language - and he kept wanting me to smoke, but I 
never smoked in my life". (Many linguists, in the 70's at least, 
bartered for language with cigarettes, even with non-smokers it seems!) 
Furthermore, the very communicative context (or speech event) and 
topics of elicitation used by the linguist may not coincide with those 
for which the language under investigation is used. While the linguist 
assumes that all languages are functionally equivalent, he may never 
discover a language which is used in contexts not coinciding with those 
of his elicitation. 
While there is undoubtedly a growing reduction in language 
diversity in Aboriginal Australia, as throughout the world (Dressier and 
Wodak-Leodolter 1977), linguists are probably passing the death sentence 
a few generations too early in many instances. After working on the 
Gumbaynggir language in northern NSW, I stated that it 
now has only one fluent speaker, and it appears to be at least 50 
years since it was a viable form of communication for even a small 
group of people. (Eades 1979:245) 
It now appears that there are several old fluent speakers who did 
not share their fluency with me for a variety of reasons such as those 
discussed above. Also, many younger speakers use some of this language 
in certain contexts (Gary Williams, pers. comm.), so that it is still a 
1. Gary Williams, a descendant of Gumbaynggir speaking Aborigines in 
northern New South Wales is not related to Michael Williams from the 
Goorang Goorang Aborigines in Southeast Queensland. 
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living form of communication in these contexts. This misrepresentation 
of Gumbaynggir viability is not unique. 
The situation of the Goorang Goorang and Waka Waka languages is 
also instructive. Initially I began research on these languages in 1978 
in a similar way to the "salvage" linguistic work I had done in NSW 
(Eades 1976, 1979), although there was a crucial difference in that the 
work was largely formally directed by Williams (as discussed in Chapter 
1). In the first 18 months, language (called "Lingo" by the speakers), 
mainly vocabulary, was collected using various methods: a few formal 
elicitation sessions, words recalled when camping or walking in the 
bush, or sitting about talking about the "early days", and speakers 
writing down words as they came to mind and later bhowing them to 
Williams or me. During formal elicitation sessions, which were rare, I 
also dredged out phrases, mostly of the nature of ritualized greetings 
such as 
Wunju gnin yununde?^ Where are you going? 
and grammatically simple, usually uninflected sentences, such as 
Boonu wupun. Rain's coming. 
It was impossible to elicit any texts or fluent sentences in Lingo. 
Based on the first 18 months or so fieldwork, I could give only a very 
incomplete sketch of the morphology, with, for example, three nominal 
case endings, but no idea of morphophonemics. 
As I began to participate more fully in family trips and people 
regarded me less as a stranger, I witnessed several instances of Lingo 
use which I term "fluent outbursts". On one occasion a middle-aged 
SEQAB man arranged a visit for himself and me to a family in a nearby 
1. See Appendix for Lingo orthography, 
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town, saying that certain people there could talk Lingo. At his 
direction, I taperecorded the Lingo session directed by him. Several 
people in the group were recalling items of vocabulary, but claiming 
they couldn't remember much. We compared Goorang Goorang and Waka Waka 
words, and the whole Lingo use for a good while was restricted to 
isolated words. Then suddenly a lively exchange occurred between a very 
old lady and her grandson. The whole short conversation (which lasted 
about two minutes) was in Lingo. At the time I could not follow the 
conversation except to work out that they were talking, in a joking way, 
about the grandson's White woman. There was no acknowledgement by any 
of those present that this use of Lingo was the very thing that both the 
organizer of the visit and I were particularly interested in. After 
this interchange, the conversation ironically returned to discussions of 
different words for birds in the Lingo. Later that same day, a carload 
of relatives arrived and another Lingo converstion ensued in which the 
unexpected pregnancy of a certain relative was discussed. After I had 
witnessed a number of incidents like this, I soon realized that many 
SEQAB people over about 50 years of age use Lingo in short fluent 
outbursts to talk about topics such as pregnancy, urinating, defecating, 
genital body parts, as well as to exclude White people or to rebuke 
someone. (This is also discussed in Section 4.5.2). It is significant 
that these are precisely the functions for which a special language 
variety is used or was used with some Aboriginal groups who mainly speak 
non-English Aboriginal languages, e.g. Yankunytjatjara (Goddard 
forthcoming), Guugu Yimidhirr (Haviland 1979). 
It is now quite obvious to me that the Goorang Goorang and Waka 
Waka languages are not yet dead. They are alive, but their use is 
restricted to precisely those topics and situations which are difficult, 
if not impossible, for the eager linguist to exploit through taping. 
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play back and discussion with speakers. This is because they are 
"shame" - a characteristic described by Kaldor and Malcolm as applying 
to "situations where a person has been singled out for any purpose, 
scolding or praise or simply attention, where he/she loses the security 
and anonymity provided by the group" (1979:429). 
It should now be clear that the typical linguistic investigation in 
Australia may well fail to uncover the use of Aboriginal languages 
particularly in eastern Australia where Aboriginal people use so much 
English. However it is quite likely that many Aboriginal groups still 
use their Aboriginal languages in restricted contexts. And while a 
language still fulfils a social function, we cannot say it is dead. It 
can be seen then, that the false assumption by so many Australian 
linguists of the functional equality of languages can lead to the 
incorrect diagnosis of language death. 
3.3 Studies of language and society 
3.3.1 Early ethnographies 
Some early ethnographers included Aboriginal language materials in 
their writings, mostly only to the extent of sprinkling Aboriginal words 
throughout ethnographic description (e.g. Petrie 1904). Comments on 
language usage and style are not very frequent although there are a few 
notable contributions from anthropologists, e.g. McConnel (1937) on the 
mourning ritual on Cape York Peninsula, Thomson (1935) on joking 
relationship and obscenity in North Queensland, and Stanner (1936-7) on 
Aboriginal modes of address and reference in the Northern Territory. 
One of the best ethnographers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century was the well known Queensland Protector of Aborigines, Walter 
Roth, whose numerous Reports to the Department of the Commissioner of 
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Police, included word-lists from various groups he visited. For 
example, he provided a list of 140 words from the "Koreng Koreng people 
camped at Miriam Vale in 1897" (Roth 1897). His North Queensland 
ethnography bulletins also includes snippets about language use and in 
one instance refers to Southeast Queensland. In a discussion of the 
widespread taboo on conversation between a man and his mother-in-law, he 
says: 
At Miriam Vale ... as well as elsewhere, a man may, under certain 
circumstances address his step-parents from a distance in a 
comparative whisper. (Roth 1908:78) 
It is notable that while early linguistic work on indigenous 
American languages was centered within the anthropological tradition and 
strongly influenced by Boas and Sapir, in Australia the relationship 
between the disciplines of anthropology and linguistics strengthened 
only in the late 1970's. In fact, as Rigsby (1976) points out, the 
American influence on Australian linguistics was virtually non-existent 
until the work of Hale and O'Grady in classifying Australian languages 
in the 1960's. (Notable exceptions are the two NSW grammars presented 
by Horatio Hale 1846 and Kroeber's early attempt at the classification 
of Australian languages 1923). 
3.3.2. Special language varieties 
The first significant linguistic publication to address social 
aspects of language was Capell's (1962) short paper entitled "Language 
and social distinction in Aboriginal Australia". In this paper Capell 
looks at social distinctions reflected in language, a kind of study 
which he terms "ethnolinguistics". He briefly surveys two areas of 
special language use - the first used in some groups for male initiands 
and the second used in some other groups for categories of affinal 
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relations. Capell's approach to the social dimensions of language was 
followed by the handful of linguists who ventured beyond matters of pure 
linguistic form. Hale (1971) examined semantic and grammatical features 
of the special language variety used between Warlbiri male initiands. 
Dixon (1971) and Harris (1970) similarly studied the language used 
between a man and his mother-in-law in the Dyirbal and Gunkurrng 
languages respectively. While these studies are basically concerned 
with correlating linguistic structures with social factors (what Hymes 
1974 calls "socially realistic linguistics"), Haviland's (1979) study of 
avoidance language in Hopevale (a North Queensland community) is 
ethnographically based and is an example of Hymes' (1974) "socially 
constituted linguistics" (discussed in 2.1.3). Haviland sets the 
avoidance speech behaviour within the context of other behaviour, such 
as eye contact, posture, restrictions on physical contact, and the 
sharing of food and possessions. In examining kin organization and 
appropriate behaviours Haviland is able to locate the respectful Guugu 
Yimidhirr brother-in-law language at one end of a scale of kin-
determined speech varieties (which include joking at the other end). 
The earlier studies of Hale, Dixon and Harris are concerned only to 
correlate a set of grammatical and semantic features with a social 
variable (such as the presence of a mother-in-law). Recent studies by 
Rumsey (1982), Merlan (1982), McConvell (1982), Sutton (1982) and 
Goddard (forthcoming) resemble Haviland's approach in dealing with the 
dynamic relationship between appropriate ways of acting, including 
speaking and the systems of kinship relations. Haviland's study also 
shows that as the Guugu Yimidhirr speaking community undergoes rapid 
change and English becomes the first language of most speakers, there is 
a continuation of the function of choice of linguistic code. However, 
in modern times, instead of choosing a special variety of Guugu 
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Yimidhirr to index either respectful kin relationship or close 
friendship, younger English speakers choose the ordinary Guugu Yimidhirr 
language either to exclude certain White people (such as policemen) or 
to mark in-group friendship. (This is similar to the use of Lingo in 
SEQ - see Sections 3.2.5 above and 4.5.2). 
With few exceptions the linguistic studies of Australian languages 
which consider language function as well as form are restricted to 
studies of avoidance languages or kinship terminology. A substantial 
contribution in this area is the recent collection of papers entitled 
Languages of kinship in Aboriginal Australia (Heath, Merlan and Rumsey 
1982). It contains several excellent studies of kin terminology and the 
pragmatics of kin-based codes, along with an introduction by Heath which 
reviews Australian linguistic anthropology. However, Heath's vision of 
potential linguistic anthropology in Australia appears to be limited to 
"studies of oratory, ethnographic text collections ... dictionaries ... 
naming systems and linguistic aspects of kin terminology" (1982:11). It 
is unfortunate that Heath appears to continue with the tradition of 
isolating sociological variables that have a linguistic component, 
rather than viewing linguistic anthropology as encompassing the whole 
spectrum of issues involved in the ways in which speakers use 
language. Heath's expectations appear to be basically the same as those 
of most linguists, as we saw with the Introduction to the first volume 
of the Handbook of Australian languages (Dixon and Blake 1979) discussed 
above (3.2.4). 
3.3.3 Sociolinguistics 
The sudden growth of studies of social dimensions of languages has 
been accompanied by a profusion of methodologies, little theory, and a 
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confusion of disciplinary labels. Chapter 2 discussed the emergence of 
the ethnography of speaking, which has a recognized starting point and 
unifying theoretical purpose. The ethnography of speaking is "concerned 
with the situations and uses, the patterns and functions of speaking as 
an activity in its own right" (Hymes 1962:16). Other studies which are 
concerned in some way with the relationships among language, culture and 
society are variously known as "linguistic anthropology", 
"anthropological linguistics", "sociolinguistics", and "sociology of 
language". There appears to be no clear theoretical or methodological 
division between the first three terms at least. ("Sociology of 
language" generally refers to macro-level studies, such as language 
policy and planning, rather than micro-level linguistic studies). In 
Australia, the labels "linguistic anthropology" and "anthropological 
linguistics" tend to be used only of studies done by people with some 
anthropological training. However, the most outstanding study which 
could fit this description is Sutton's (1978) study of the complex 
interrelationship between society, land and language, which he labels 
"sociolinguistics". 
The label "sociolinguistics", both internationally and in Australia 
has the widest range of applications. It is used of any linguistic 
studies which recognize in some way a social dimension in language. 
Most Australian sociolinguistic studies to date have been concerned with 
languages other than Aboriginal languages (e.g. Shnukal 1978, 1982, 
Taylor 1976, Shopen 1978). Sociolinguistics has no theoretical unity, 
and as we shall see, studies labelled "sociolinguistics" do not 
necessarily involve an understanding, exploration or analysis of social 
interaction. 
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Among researchers on Australian Aboriginal languages there is also 
an unfortunate tendency to make naive pronouncements about the social 
aspects of language. There appears to be an assumption that the social 
sciences are non-problematic and a matter of commonsense knowledge 
unlike the hard-core scientific discipline of linguistics. Many 
linguists have a romantic "noble savage" view of Aboriginal society and 
they fail to understand and accept the greatly changed modern Aboriginal 
social systems and beliefs. For example, in his chapter titled "The 
language and its speakers", Austin (1981) can give only a negative, 
stereotyped view of the social life of present-day Diyari people: 
...an empty existence is spent largely waiting for the next social 
service cheque followed often by bouts of drunkenness. (1981:12) 
And the chapter entitled "The role of language in Aboriginal 
Australian society today" in Dixon's (1980) general work on Australian 
languages contains many uncritical, sociologically naive ideas about 
language use. His most serious claim, which has been discussed in 
Chapter 1, is that Aboriginal people who no longer speak an Aboriginal 
language have lost their Aboriginal identity. This thesis will provide 
evidence to counter that claim. Dixon also repeats the popular belief 
that Aboriginal society has been ruined by missionaries, ignoring the 
political and social complexities in colonization, which of course, 
still continue today. As well, he assumes that because a researcher 
can't see aspects of Aboriginal social life, then they must not exist. 
It is only within the last ten years that there has been among 
Aboriginal Australians a resurgence of pride in their traditional 
lifestyle, values, and especially, languages. (1980:80) 
I would claim in fact that it is only within the last ten years 
that most Aboriginal people have shared their pride with White people, 
as bilingual education, adult literacy and linguistic publications have 
given their languages a public legitimacy. 
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Sutton's review (1981b) of Dixon's other two chapters which deal 
with sociocultural aspects of Australian languages are worth repeating 
here. 
Chapter 2, "Tribe and language", deals with the relevance of 
linguistic variation to Aboriginal society, or rather to a set of 
aspects of that society. This set is presented as an ordered, but 
unstructured or non-integrated string of social institutions of the 
kind that commonly receive titles (nouns) or other marking (e.g. in 
pronouns) in Aboriginal languages. ... chapter 3 is essentially a 
pre-structural-functionalist collection of customs (p.170-1). 
These customs are "oral literature", "song styles", "avoidance styles" 
and "secret styles". 
Very few published Aboriginal language studies claim to be 
"sociolinguistic", but two significant such works are Sommer (1976) and 
the recent issue of the International Journal of the Sociology of 
Language (no. 36, 1982).^ 
Sommer (1976) is a survey review article of "Sociolinguistic issues 
in Australian language research". Sommer firstly follows the pattern, 
set by Capell and followed by others, of restricting the social 
dimensions of language to correlations between kinship categories and 
linguistic behaviour, and he reviews the relevant linguistic and 
anthropological works. The second half of his paper contains a brief 
discussion of the performance of two Aboriginal men on comprehension 
tests designed by Sommer and Marsh to test Aboriginal proficiency in 
both vernacular and English language. Far from examining social 
dimensions of language Sommer gives naive explanations for these two 
men's poor performance on his tests. He does not discuss the 
1. This chapter was written before the publication of the issue of 
Anthropological Forum (vol. V no. 1) focusing on the anthropology of 
language in Aboriginal Australia. 
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methodology or general results of the testing in this paper (but see 
Sommer and Marsh 1969). 
Sommer reveals in this discussion his insensitivity to social 
issues and aspects of Aboriginal culture, such as constraints on giving 
information in a questionnaire situation (see Chapter 5 of this 
thesis). Without any details of the testing, it is impossible to know 
whether Sommer was testing actual language usage or the appropriateness 
of the questionnaire communication style and the willingness of speakers 
to participate in his research. His descriptions of certain Aboriginal 
people, which show little understanding of Aboriginal ways of 
interaction (particularly with White intruders), are impressionistic 
characterizations of personality derived from psychiatry: 
a healthy, well-integrated personality, well adapted to westernized 
community life (p.234) 
the mother in each case was a relatively mild, inoffensive person 
(p.234) 
The first collection of sociolinguistic studies on Aboriginal 
Australia is the recent issue of the International Journal of the 
Sociology of Language (no, 36, 1982), edited by McKay. It contains 
eight rather diverse articles which share the broad feature of being 
about some social aspect of Aboriginal languages. 
Five of the papers are about the broader concerns of the sociology 
of language: McKay on attitudes of Kunibidji speakers to literacy; 
Murtagh on the use of Creole in bilingual education; Sandefur on the 
linguistic situation of Kriol; Brandl and Walsh on explaining Aboriginal 
multilingualism; and Elwell on correlating multilingualism in a 
particular Aboriginal community with social, psychological and 
linguistic factors. These papers are significant contributions to a new 
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area of research, the sociology of language in Aboriginal Australia. 
The remaining three papers are sociolinguistic studies which are 
concerned with the use of language as part of social action. Like the 
studies of Harris (1977), Sutton (1978), Sansom (1980) and von Sturmer 
(1981), these papers are concerned with the social use of language in 
ordinary day-to-day interaction in Aboriginal societies. 
Malcolm's (1982) paper is taken from his doctoral work on classroom 
communication with Aboriginal children.' In this paper, as in his 
thesis (Malcolm 1981), Malcolm is concerned primarily with the 
conversational routines and structures which teachers use and where 
Aboriginal children fail to participate with these. Using Hymes' 
framework of speech situation, event and act, Malcolm's methodology is 
to assign a speech act category (or function) to each utterance and to 
establish patterns of speech events within the speech situation of 
classroom communication. This study focuses on strategies, routines and 
structures and does not analyze the interpretation of actual linguistic 
forms. Importantly, Malcolm's work demonstrates that some of the 
problems of classroom communication with Aboriginal children stem from 
their non-participation in the White classroom routines in speech 
events. 
Haviland's paper is concerned with the interpretation of a few 
selected exchanges in a brief conversation among several Aboriginal men 
on a bush trip in North Queensland. Like his (1979) study of avoidance 
language reviewed in 3.3.2 above, this paper is an excellent study in 
ethnography of speaking. In the present paper Haviland provides details 
1. This paper is quite similar to Malcolm (1979). 
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of linguistic form and its relationship to function via aspects of the 
linguistic, physical, social and extrasituational context. Particularly 
he focuses on some instances of code-switching where the choice of 
language variety both reflects aspects of the context and creates 
changes in it. For example, he analyzes an utterance in which the 
speaker gives the name for a bandicoot (which the group is about to eat) 
in the language of the country where the group is camped, rather than in 
the Guugu Yimidhirr lingua franca. Haviland discusses details of the 
context of situation and shows that the speaker was using the code 
switch for the following functions: 
(1) to provide a kind of verbal punctuation to accompany the 
immediate action (taking meat); (2) to inform others present of an 
otherwise obscure lexical fact; (3) to prove by demonstration that 
the speaker, at least, possessed the relevant linguistic knowledge; 
(4) to remind all present that the place, and the food, belonged to 
a particular group of people ...; (5) to demarcate his proprietary 
relationship, shared with [another man], to the territory and the 
game by exercising his specialized, and locally relevant, 
expertise. (1982:59-60) 
Liberman's (1982a) "Linguistic features of congenial fellowship" 
discusses some aspects of Pitjantjatjara (Central Australia) Aboriginal 
communicative style, focusing on the use of language to maintain 
positive feelings, group solidarity and harmony. Liberman illustrates 
the use of commonly occurring particles, vocal gestures and 
conversational structures for this function. These distinctively 
Aboriginal features of conversational style account for some misinter-
pretations in cross-cultural communication. 
Liberman has published two other papers that treat Aboriginal 
communicative style and inter-cultural miscommunication. In his earlier 
(1981) paper, he examines aspects of cross-cultural miscommunication 
involving Aborigines in the courtroom. He shows how the established 
courtroom communicative style, including "either ... or" questions, and 
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asking questions to which the questioner knows the answer, are 
misinterpreted by Aborigines. Also, aspects of Aboriginal communicative 
style, such as silence or polite agreement are misinterpreted by non-
Aborigines. 
A third paper by Liberman (1982b) again examines Aboriginal 
conversational organization and points out some areas of cross-cultural 
miscommunication. In this brief paper, Liberman focuses on "public 
discourse" and the Western Desert Aboriginal constraint that public 
discussion must preserve consensus. He illustrates conversational 
strategies such as avoidance of direct argumentation and the serial 
production of summary accounts which are essential in preserving 
consensus in public discussion. Liberman's analysis of Aboriginal 
conversational strategies supports the claims made in this thesis and by 
von Sturmer (1981) and Harris (1977) that Aboriginal interaction 
involves much more indirectness than does WA interaction. 
The remainder of Section 3.3 reviews four studies which are 
important in providing some answers to the essential sociolinguistic 
question: How do Aboriginal people use language as part of social 
action? It should be pointed out that only one of the four scholars in 
question (Sutton) has a background in linguistics and that the remaining 
three scholars (Harris, Sansom and von Sturmer) are not primarily 
concerned with linguistic issues. 
3.3.^ Harris - Sociolinguistics of communication at Milingimbi 
Stephen Harris is an educationist who has had extensive experience 
in Aboriginal communities in Arnhem Land. His (1977) doctoral thesis 
based on research in Milingimbi, Arnhem Land, aimed 
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to provide information for teachers of Australian Aboriginal 
children about how learning is achieved in a fairly traditional 
oriented Aboriginal society. (viii) 
The study involves three distinct areas of research and analysis which 
Harris labels: An ethnology of Aboriginal learning. The 
sociolinguistics of Aboriginal communication and Cross-cultural 
psychology. Harris shows that there are significant differences between 
Milingimbi Aboriginal and Western society in the three areas of teaching 
and learning strategies, interpersonal speech behaviour, and ways of 
thinking and problem solving. His study is unique in Aboriginal 
education and has had a significant effect on research and practice. An 
abridged version of the thesis has been published by the Northern 
Territory Department of Education (Harris 1980). 
This review will be restricted to the sections on the 
sociolinguistics of Aboriginal communication. Harris sees language as 
an essential part of social action, and he situates his study in what ha 
terms "the ethnology of language" (p.314), as typified by Hymes (1972), 
Gumperz (1971) and Philips (1972). His study is ethnographic, based on 
participant-observation methodology. He examines speech behaviour both 
within Aboriginal in-group interaction and in interaction with Whites. 
In many ways this study is the closest Australian study to the research 
presented in this thesis. The major difference is that Harris does not 
examine actual linguistic forms (and his quoted utterances appear not to 
be direct quotes, or translations of direct quotes). What is important 
is that though our analyses differ in this fairly significant way, there 
are striking parallels in our results. It is worth summarizing here 
some of the major sociolinguistic findings of the study: 
1) that Aboriginal verbal planning and promising about future 
activities is conditional, and does not contain a commitment to 
implement these plans. 
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2) there is no impersonal debate form in Milingimbi Aboriginal society, 
and impersonal "strong talk" from a white person is therefore often 
interpreted as an act of personal animosity, 
3) there is an avoidance of direct verbal confrontation (except in 
extreme anger) , 
4) virtually everyone has the right to speak and the right not to 
listen to others speaking, 
5) little embarrassment is felt about ignoring others' questions -
especially "why?" questions that seek to ascertain motive, or the 
answer to some hypothetical "if .. then" proposition. 
(paraphrased from Harris 1977:525:6). 
There are however many differences between Milingimbi Aboriginal 
society and Southeast Queensland Aboriginal society. Milingimbi is a 
small, isolated, remote island off the top of Arnhem Land with a 
predominantly Aboriginal population. Almost all of the people are 
multilingual, using two or more Aboriginal languages, although the use 
of Aboriginal English as a second language is growing (Elwell 1979). In 
contrast. Southeast Queensland Aboriginal people live in a densely 
populated, predominantly White area and they speak varieties of English 
as a first language. There has been much more culture contact, dramatic 
change and intermarriage with White people than in Milingimbi. Yet in 
some essential areas of language use, these two Aboriginal societies 
appear to be similar. With reference to Harris' major sociolinguistic 
findings, it should be pointed out that this thesis looks specifically 
at SEQAB talk about the future (Chapter 7), and use of questions 
(Chapter 5) including "why?" questions (Chapter 6). Like Harris, I 
report on a society where direct verbal confrontation is mostly avoided 
and all talk about the future is conditional, but unlike Harris, I do 
examine the actual linguistic forms used for these social ends. Many 
other of Harris' findings such as the importance of silence in 
conversations, also have close parallels with those of my study. 
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3,3.5 Sutton - Society, territory and language at Cape Keerweer 
Peter Sutton is a linguist and anthropologist with extensive 
experience in northern Australian Aboriginal communities. His (1978) 
doctoral thesis is "a sociolinguistic study of an Australian Aboriginal 
community of western Cape York Peninsula, Queensland" (1978:i), 
In this study, Sutton presents the results of detailed mapping of 
country, language and social organization at Cape Keerweer, to make a 
major contribution to the debate in Australian anthropology about the 
existence in Aboriginal social structures of units such as "tribe" and 
"clan". Specifically, he shows that the dialectal tribe model, which is 
assumed unquestioningly by most Australian linguists is "logically 
flawed and ethnographically inaccurate" (1978:230). 
Further, Sutton and Rigsby examine the notions of speech community 
and linguistic community in the light of Sutton's Cape York Peninsula 
work and "reject the notion of the primacy of linguistic groupings in 
structuring and ordering the Aboriginal social/geographical landscape" 
(Sutton and Rigsby 1979:722). Sutton's in-depth research reveals an 
area of Aboriginal Australia where all people are multilingual and where 
primary linguistic affiliation is a political matter. His maps of 
language and dialect affiliations, far from displaying simple chain 
patterns, are complex mosaics. In examining in detail the land tenure 
system and its dynamics, Sutton breaks new ground in relating land 
tenure and the distribution of linguistic varieties. 
In terms of our central sociolinguistic question "How do Aboriginal 
people use language as part of social action?" Sutton's Chapter V is 
the most significant part of this study. Here Sutton looks at the 
multiplicity of speech varieties within and across dialects and the 
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factors involved in their use. He discusses and exemplifies the various 
contextual factors which affect choice of speech variety, and these are 
summarized (1978:192) as: 
A. Relations between speakers, addressees and referents (sex, 
generation level, age, structural seniority, affinity/non-affinity, 
genealogical distance, geographical/political ties, affective 
relations, and wider ethnic relations). 
B. Personal state (ritual state: novice, initiate, bereaved, etc.: 
physical state: living, dead, sick, elderly, menstruating, snake-
bitten, etc.; state of linguistic competence). 
C. Situational context (conversation, narrative, joking, ritual, 
greeting/leavetaking, argument, fighting, hunting, eating, European 
contexts, getting drunk; spatial orientation). 
D. Topic (non-taboo topics; topics taboo to varying extents, e.g., 
bodily functions (elimination, birth, sex, illness), death, other 
people (as kin, bereaved, dead, strangers, etc.), ritual property 
(names, totems, etc). 
The speech varieties themselves are summarized (1978:192) asj 
Dialects, lingue franche, English 
Intra-dialectal varieties ("unmarked", indicative, whispering, 
silence, sulking, sign, whistling, onomatopoeia, initial letters, 
wailing, joking, swearing, arguing and fighting, ceremonial 
language, song, boss style, ghost style, narrative, public 
address/discussion, dialect pastiche. Big Language) 
and degrees of usage (1978:192) as: 
Intermittence of Big Language use, vogues; changes over ego's 
lifetime; changes through vicissitudes of personal politics; modern 
loss of elaboration by young. 
In demonstrating the multiplicity of speech varieties and styles, 
Sutton greatly extends earlier studies of avoidance languages and song 
styles and shows their inadequacies. Both in his thesis and and in a 
recent paper (1982), Sutton demonstrates the importance of dynamic 
social processes in language use. His stance contrasts greatly with the 
earlier studies of kin-determined speech varieties, reviewed in section 
3.3.2 above: 
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... it is not sufficient to note that various speech styles are 
linked with kin relations or to personal ritual or physical states 
etc., and to say that these verbal devices "index" such relations 
and states. In Aboriginal society, everybody knows each others' 
relations and ritual or physical states, at least in most cases, so 
language is not primarily a means of conveying such information, 
although it may contain it ... what is really being indexed are 
states of intention. If one's speech goes below or above the norms 
apropriate to the context, then one is being deferential, rude, 
aggressive, sarcastic, wheedling, super-respectful or whatever 
(1982:197). 
3.3.6 Von Sturmer - Talking with Aborigines 
Von Sturmer is an anthropologist with considerable experience in 
northern Aboriginal communities. His (1981) paper in the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies Newsletter entitled "Talking with 
Aborigines" is written as practical advice for Whites on aspects of 
appropriate behaviour in Aboriginal communities. In this paper. Von 
Sturmer describes speech etiquette in the following situations in which 
cross-cultural communication occurs: meeting people, approaching a 
person or group, public meetings, the organisation of ceremonies, 
terminating a conversation, gift-giving and custodianship, commitment 
and incorporation, and he also discusses the choice and use of 
language. A great many interactions between Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal people are severely limited by the non-Aboriginal 
participants' lack of understanding of Aboriginal ways of speaking. Von 
Sturmer's paper makes a significant contribution to this area, as does 
Harris' study. 
Von Sturmer's paper differs from the other studies of language and 
society, in that it is not analytical and is primarily written as 
practical advice about talking with Aborigines. Yet possibly more than 
any of the other studies, it addresses the question "How do Aboriginal 
people use language as part of social action?" . Von Sturmer stresses 
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the Aboriginal use of circumspection and indirection and gives various 
practical examples of interactions in Aboriginal communities where 
Europeans need to change their ways of speaking. 
Von Sturmer does not pay close attention to actual linguistic forms 
in this paper (although he does, for example, treat the use of "might 
be"), his study is based on northern, remote Aboriginal communities, and 
it focuses primarily on cross-cultural interactions (rather than in-
group interactions). In these three aspects Von Sturmer's study differs 
significantly from the approach of this thesis, but it is important to 
point out that the results of our studies are quite similar. 
Particularly, we will see that my study demonstrates also the importance 
of indirectness and circumspection. Several observations of Von 
Sturmer's correspond to those made in Chapters 5, 6, 7 of this thesis 
and also by Harris in his Milingimbi study. Some examples are: 
... approaches must be public and to an extent formal (1981:15) 
Departures must not be arbitrary. Reasons are frequently given, or, 
if not, specific details are given (1981:22) 
Europeans frequently encounter a strong silence ... when they ask 
directly for information ... This silence should rarely be 
interpreted as ignorance or stupidity (1981:28) 
There appear to be some differences between the northern, remote 
communities Von Sturmer describes and SEQAB society. For example. Von 
Sturmer says that "often Aborigines are reluctant or embarrassed to give 
their own names" (1981:14), a situation which I have found to be 
reversed with SEQAB people, who give their full name on introduction and 
often use personal names (including nicknames) in address. Of course, 
contemporary SEQAB society differs significantly from the communities 
described by Von Sturmer in that marriage class names and kin terms from 
Aboriginal languages are no longer used. 
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3.3.7 Sansom - Aboriginal fringe-dwellers 
Undoubtedly the most important ethnography of urban Aboriginal 
people is Sansom's (1980) study of Aboriginal fringe-dwellers in 
Darwin. Using a transactional model, Sansom examines social processes 
(rather than structures). He argues that the fringe-dwellers are people 
without material property for whom the objects of exchange are words. 
While much of Sansom's account is about the use of words "to create and 
establish social forms" it is, as he says "an ethnography of fringe 
camps not an ethnography of speaking". (p.4) 
In reviewing the book, Collmann (1982) points out an ambiguity in 
Sansom's use of the term "word" which is central to this study. Collman 
observes that Sansom takes the term "word" from the word Aborigines use 
to signify the agreed upon public narrative representation of events. 
But Sansom uses it to signify knowledge. Much of Sansom's account is 
concerned with how the "word" (knowledge) is determined - with controls 
on the knowledge of day-to-day activities and the ways this knowledge is 
shared or withheld or censored for those who were not involved (either 
actively, or as "witness"). 
Sansom's rich ethnography and his analysis of the social currency 
of "words" (knowledge) break new ground in Aboriginal studies. In my 
analysis of SEQAB ways of seeking information (Chapter 5), I refer to 
Sansom's account of the constraints on information exchange in the 
Darwin fringe camp. In describing social interaction there, Sansom 
looks at many aspects, such as "grogging" (the organization and style of 
social interaction revolving around alcohol). Of particular interest to 
the study of language in society are his ethnographic accounts of 
various speech acts. For example, "proclaiming ... is entering a demand 
for a specific verdict on a defined issue" (Sansom 1980:89). Sansom 
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illustrates the way a woman uses this style of assertion or demand to be 
given custodianship of her sister's child. His analysis of speech acts 
focuses on contextual factors, such as the relationship between 
participants, details of verbal style (e.g. nagging and vociferous) and 
the knowledge shared by participants. He does not examine linguistic 
form to any extent, and indeed it is unclear whether the utterances 
quoted are direct quotations (e.g. taperecorded) or quotations recalled 
later. 
While Sansom's framework and methodology are quite different from 
my approach in this thesis, both studies illustrate the way that 
Aboriginal English ... remains distinct from the standard spoken 
language of Australian whites because its words and formulations 
define a separate Aboriginal reality.(Sansom 1980:11) 
3.4 Studies of Aboriginal English 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Systematic study of Aboriginal English^ did not begin until the 
1960's and in one way is no different to the studies of other Aboriginal 
languages. That is, it too views language as an abstract entity 
describable without reference to its social functions. This thesis can 
also be described as a study of Aboriginal English, yet it is quite 
different from the other studies. In view of this fact, it is 
1. Similarly, study of creole languages in Australia has begun only 
recently. Like studies of Aboriginal languages and Aboriginal English 
they have been concerned with grammatical structure rather than with 
aspects of language use. Creole studies are not reviewed here, but the 
major works are Sharpe (1975), Fraser (1977), Sandefur (1979), Crowlf^ y 
and Rigsby (1979), Muhlhausler (1979), Dutton (1980), Hudson (1981). 
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worthwhile examining briefly the other studies of Aboriginal English.'' 
Sutton's (1979) comment in his review of Vaszolyi's (1976) 
description of Aboriginal languages can be also applied in general as a 
criticism of linguistic studies of Aboriginal English to date: 
"...there is a concentration on structures and virtually nothing about 
usage". (1979:90). 
However, we can not overstate the importance of these studies for 
demonstrating that Aboriginal English is a rule governed language, 
having referential and expressive power adequate to the needs of its 
speakers, and in this respect, it is no less a full language than is 
Standard English or Goorang Goorang. These studies of Aboriginal 
English grammatical structure were also important in getting programs 
established to teach Standard English as a second dialect. 
3.4.2 Queensland Speech Survey 
The first studies of Aboriginal English were carried out as part of 
a survey of English varieties in Queensland (the Queensland Speech 
Survey) between 1960-6. Little was published from this survey, but the 
unpublished theses of Readdy (1961), Dutton (1965) and Alexander (1965, 
1968) are grammatical studies which illustrate Flint's claim (1968:3) 
that "Aboriginal English differs from Australian English in its 
phonetics and phonemics, grammar and vocabulary". 
Flint (1972:154), who directed the survey, points out that "varied 
techniques of elicitation" were used in the Queensland Speech Survey. 
U This section is not an entirely exhaustive review. I have 
concentrated on the significant works and have not dealt with a few 
minor studies such as Sommer (1974) and Fesl (1977). 
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In addition to the traditional technique of "linguist eliciting data 
from the informant", Flint and his colleagues used a technique which 
they called "raonostylistic peer-group elicitation". This involved 
"informants" recording their own free conversations in the absence of 
the linguist, who had, however, set up and structured the speech 
event. While this technique introduced a new dimension into recording 
language in Australia, it clearly is an artificially constructed and 
constrained speech event with the tape-recorder "function[ing] as a 
participant in the conversation" (Wolfson 1976:189). 
In addition to studying linguistic structures, Flint (1968, 1972) 
has made some remarks on the sociology of Aboriginal English in 
Queensland Aboriginal communities, using Ferguson's (1959) model of 
diglossia. Although Flint's observations are preliminary and not 
developed, his later paper (1972) does look beyond theoretical 
linguistics, calling on sociolinguistics to provide "the solution of 
problems arising from diglossia and bilingualism" (1972:159). Beyond 
acknowledging "the close mutual interrelationship between language us i 
and social organization", Flint does not elaborate on how he envisages a 
sociolinguistic study of Aboriginal English. He gives no examples of 
the interrelationship between language use and social organization, and 
he asks no questions about the social use of language, although he does 
mention briefly a few leading names in sociolinguistics: 
Bernstein [stresses] the importance of contexts of learning ... The 
importance of recognizing the close relationship between language 
and culture is stressed by Labov ... Gumperz ... stresses the 
importance of context in the teaching of reading to bilinguals. 
(1972:153) 
His brief quote (p.153-4) from Philips' work with American Indian 
children's communicative strategy (reviewed above in Section 2.2.3.1) is 
probably the first published acknowledgement of this pioneering work in 
relation to Australian Aborigines. 
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3.4.3 Van Leer Project - Queensland 
The work of the Queensland Speech Survey provided solid evidence 
of systematic grammatical features of Aboriginal English which differed 
from the Standard English of White Australians. It was followed by, and 
it possibly partly motivated, research by the Queensland Department of 
Education which was aimed at producing a compensatory English language 
development program for Aboriginal school children. This research, 
funded by the Bernard Van Leer Foundation had a specific educational aim 
to which the linguistic analysis of Aboriginal English was geared. The 
Van Leer researchers saw Aboriginal children's inadequate linguistic 
development as the major problem in their education. The linguistic work 
began very much in a deficit model, looking for the areas in which 
Aboriginal English did not measure up to Standard English. As Teasdale 
and Whitelaw say (1981:116): 
Members of the project committee therefore considered that their 
first task was to investigate the extent and manifestations of such 
deficiencies as limited vocabulary and syntactical structure, 
inability to handle abstract symbols and complex language forms, 
difficulties in developing and maintaining thought sequences 
verbally, and restricted verbal comprehension. 
This deficit approach is still implicit in studies of Aboriginal English 
(notably Walker 1982, see 3.4.6) although the rhetoric has changed. 
As Teasdale and Whitelaw point out, the philosophy of the Van Leer 
project soon changed to a "difference" (rather than "deficit") approach, 
particularly as linguistic work demonstrated the regular, systematic 
character of grammatical features in the children's Aboriginal 
English. The project developed a bidialectal philosophy which 
1. Though little of this work was published, it became widely known 
largely through the papers Flint read at various professional meetings 
and other venues . 
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Aboriginal people at Cherbourg have represented to me as "school talk" 
and "home talk". 
The framework of much of the research was psycholinguistic testing 
using the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Ability, which practice has 
been criticized by Fesl (1979) because the test was originally designed 
for assessing the language of physically and mentally handicapped 
people. Aside from this criticism, by the Research Report's (1972:74) 
own admission, these tests were inappropriate because 
... the children's preschool environments were relatively 
impoverished in material terms. They had a limited experiential 
background in the methods and materials used in the testing 
procedures, and consequently tended to lack the necessary skills and 
concepts to perform well on the test. 
This is a rather condescending acknowledgement that the tests were 
unsuitable for use in Aboriginal cultural settings. 
The Van Leer work was concerned with the form of Aboriginal English 
rather than its function. Although some of the language was recorded 
while children were involved in normal school activities (using radio 
microphones in the children's jackets), the language thus collected was 
not analyzed in terms of the interaction it was a part of. Rather, what 
was analyzed was the structure of language forms and the frequency of 
words and sequences of words. 
Unfortunately the published material on the Van Leer project does 
not include Sharpe's grammatical study, and in view of the scarcity of 
such linguistic studies it is a pity that it is unavailable. The 
Research Reports (1969, 1972) indicate a concern with teaching children 
who speak Aboriginal English the grammatical structures of Standard 
English. The psycholinguistic tests which measured the children's 
language development, as well as the Teacher's Handbooks, are concerned 
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with such grammatical phenomena as the plural and possessive marking on 
nouns, superlative and comparative adjectives, "correct" tense forms and 
the use of the copula verb. The program ignored cultural differences 
between Aboriginal and mainstream WA children, so much that some of the 
psycholinguistic tests become ridiculous. For example, in sentence 
completion tests, the frame "I sleep on a ..." was accepted as correct 
only when completed with "bed". Children answering with "floor", 
"blanket" or "table" were judged as incorrect (1972:17). Such an 
ethnocentric approach makes one suspect that the program was covertly 
assimilationist, despite its rhetoric of accepting the child's 
experiences, expressed for example by Dwyer (1976:19-20): 
First, and most important, [the programme] starts with the child -
it builds on the child's experience, the child's language, the 
child's manipulation of materials, the child's world both inside and 
outside the classroom. 
It is beyond the scope of this review to examine the Van Leer 
Language Development Program which was developed from the linguistic and 
psycholinguistic studies. However, it should be pointed out that the 
ethnocentric, deficit approach noted in the background linguistic 
studies changed significantly with the development of the teaching 
program, largely under the direction of Julia Koppe. An example of the 
change is seen in the following statement: 
...It is hoped that the teacher will gain an ever-increasing 
understanding of the child in his own world recognizing that the 
child operates in a different cultural system and that he uses a 
rule governed language code which is as valid as that of the 
teacher. (Queensland Department of Education 1979:10) 
3.4.4 Kaldor and Malcolm - Western Australia 
The same concern with educational problems encountered by children 
speaking Aboriginal English led to linguistic studies in Western 
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Australia by Kaldor and Malcolm. The major results of their study (in 
Eagleson, Kaldor and Malcolm, forthcoming) are not yet available. 
However, some details are presented in Kaldor and Malcolm (1980), and 
Malcolm (1979, 1982). Unlike the earlier studies, Kaldor and Malcolm 
discuss the importance of cultural differences in speech etiquette. 
Malcolm's (1979, 1982) work on the sociolinguistic structuring of 
classroom interaction involving Aboriginal children has been briefly 
reviewed in 3.3.3 above. In this work, Malcolm shows the failure of 
many classroom conversational routines and strategies with Aboriginal 
school children. The Kaldor and Malcolm (1980) study focuses on 
grammatical differences. Although clearly using a language difference 
philosophy, their published grammatical study, like those reviewed 
above, basically examines what forms the Aboriginal children used in 
place of Standard English forms, e.g. "...The word 'one' is extensively 
used in place of 'a', 'an' ... occasionally 'she' occurs for 'he'." 
(1980:422). 
It is alarming that yet another study of Aboriginal English 
presents its findings by negative comparison with Standard English. For 
example, rather than examining how speakers of Aboriginal English mark a 
possessive relationship between two nouns (e.g. by apposition) they 
simply state that the Standard English structure is not used, e.g. "Like 
the plural suffix 's' of SAE, the possessive 's' is also often missing" 
(Kaldor and Malcolm 1980:421). 
3.4.5 Sharpe - Alice Springs 
Alice Springs Aboriginal children have provided the focus of two 
recent studies of Aboriginal English. Sharpe's unpublished Report to 
Teachers (1976-1977) is again a straightforward grammar of what the 
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children's Aboriginal English is not, e.g. "Section 6.6 Omission of 
vowels and syllables" (1976:22) ... "Missing possessive inflection" 
(1977:40) ... "Where prepositions are used in non-standard ways, certain 
patterns appear..." (1977:44). 
A significant part of Part 2 consists of long tables of English 
words with frequency counts of their occurrence in the taperecorded data 
of the Aboriginal children. Like the abovementioned studies of 
Aboriginal English, Sharpe looks only at the linguistic forms, their 
frequency and their phonological shape, never raising any questions 
about their meanings. 
But why should we assume that because two words or phrases sound 
the same in related dialects, that they necessarily have the same 
meaning, and are used by speakers for the same social purpose, 
especially where the two dialects are used by people of such different 
sociocultural backgrounds? This thesis will demonstrate that the 
semantic analysis of Standard English modals does not correctly describe 
the English spoken by SEQAB people. I will show that there are 
significant differences between WA and SEQAB cultural notions about the 
future and its predictability. These socio-cultural differences are 
expressed and created through the way people talk English. To follow 
the methodology of other studies of Aboriginal English and simply count 
the occurrence of forms and examine their phonological shape would give 
no clues to the important differences in the WA and SEQAB use and 
meaning of such forms as will, want to, going to. Further reference to 
the inadequacy of these studies of Aboriginal English will be made in 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this thesis. 
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3.4.6 Walker - Alice Springs 
Walker's recent study (1982) of the English spoken by Aboriginal 
children at the Traeger Park primary school in Alice Springs is similar 
in some ways to the earlier studies. Again it is a grammatical study of 
school children's Aboriginal English, primarily motivated by the need 
for a special language program in the school. However, Walker finds 
Sharpe's earlier study at the same school (1976-7) inadequate. His 
analysis needs 
language corpora which are supported by sufficient contextual data 
to allow reasonably confident interpretations of the various types 
of meanings intended by the speakers and of the place and function 
of each utterance in the total communicative context in which it 
occurred (1982:14). 
This concern with communicative context and language function is a 
significant departure from the other studies of Aboriginal English. But 
regrettably, despite this rhetoric and his elaborate method of analysis. 
Walker's study achieves little more than the earlier studies. Like 
Sharpe (1976-7), Walker's methodology is to count the occurrences of 
Standard English words and phrases which appear in the tape-recorded 
speech of the Aboriginal children at school. Walker's most significant 
difference is his complex analytical procedures involved in this 
counting, which will be discussed below. But then like Sharpe (1976-7), 
and the other studies reviewed above. Walker's results are nothing more 
than a demonstration of how Aboriginal English deviates from Standard 
English. Far from being a description or analysis of the Traeger Park 
children's Aboriginal English, Walker (1982) is a description of what 
this language is not. 
The study is very difficult to read. It is more a presentation of 
the computer coded results of Walker's analysis than a description. 
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discussion or explanation of the Traeger Park children's Aboriginal 
English. Throughout the book there is a proliferation of statistical 
tables and technical terms, many of which are never adequately explained 
or defined. The discussion is thin, much of the statistical data being 
inadequately explained. 
My review of other studies of Aboriginal English (as well as most 
studies of other Aboriginal languages) has focused on their universal 
exclusion of the function of language in society. In view of this fact, 
and the claim that Walker's study has a functional framework, it is 
appropriate to examine it in some detail. 
Firstly, I look at Walker's methodology for collecting language 
data. Walker's Research Assistant, Mrs. Jenny Andrew, collected tape 
recordings of the conversations of nine children during two weeks in 
early 1981 aiming "to collect from each child a total of approximately 
2,000 words" (p.6). It appears that this two-week period was her only 
contact with the children, and that Walker's analysis is based on her 
data, rather than any active, on-going interaction with the children. 
The analysis is of the children's language recorded during Recess (in 
the playground) and Free Time (within the school building). Although 
Walker claims this is the children's "naturalistic language" (p.5), it 
must be remembered that it is the children's language in a clearly White 
domain. Nowhere does Walker ask or wonder whether the children speak 
differently outside of this White institution. Nor does he ask in what 
ways the children's Aboriginal English is similar to or dissimilar from 
their adult relatives' Aboriginal English. 
While recording the children's conversations, Mrs. Andrew noted the 
children's actions, and this correspondence between their speech 
behaviour and actions forms the basis of Walker's analysis of language 
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function. Walker claims that a necessary part of his analysis is 
"reasonably confident interpretations of the various types of meanings 
intended by the speakers" (p.14). This is a serious claim and one which 
cannot be taken for granted. In order to understand speakers' 
intentions, we need to know much more than the semantic meanings of 
their words and their accompanying actions. Such matters as the 
relationships between participants in the speech event, and their 
cultural norms and expectations in interactions play a vital part in 
interpretation. For example, in Chapter 7 I will examine the meanings 
of the SEQAB and WA modal auxiliaries will and want to. We must not 
assume that the conventionally accepted semantic analysis of the modals 
of Standard English can be generalized without question to Aboriginal 
English varieties. It will be shown that it is impossible to understand 
SEQAB utterances with these auxiliaries simply from a standard semantic 
analysis correlated with observation of people's actions. We need to 
understand SEQAB people's cultural notions about the future and its 
predictability. 
But Walker nowhere discusses cultural norms and other essential 
prerequisites to understanding the Traeger Park children's English. Yet 
these children share many cultural features which differ greatly from 
those of the WA researchers. If Walker is aware of these Aboriginal 
values, attitudes and ways of acting, he certainly does not share them 
with the reader. In fact, he assumes that his own WA framework of 
interpretation (and that of his researcher) is appropriate to the 
understanding of these Aboriginal children. 
A significant part of Walker's analysis involves the coding of the 
pragmatic purpose of each utterance, such as seeking information, 
requesting an object etc. Walker arrives at pragmatic purpose "by 
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relating the meaning of its independent clause or clauses to the context 
of situation which gave rise to that utterance" (p.17). But the crucial 
question is "How does he arrive at the meaning of a clause?" Surely 
meaning depends on pragmatic purpose. We need to do more than match 
utterances with behavioural observations. We need to understand social 
and cultural norms and shared knowledge of speakers. In fact, what 
Walker's analysis of pragmatic purpose produces is an interpretation 
within his cultural framework of the children's language. Is this good 
enough? With only the tables of statistical results and virtually ro 
transcripts, we can not judge. But my own research in this area in 
Southeast Queensland would suggest, for example, that his high 
proportion of "Speech to Self" could well in fact be fulfilling the 
pragmatic purpose of hinting, suggesting or asking something of someone 
else, but this interpretation requires ethnographic checking. Many 
features of interaction in Aboriginal society are indirect and 
circumspect, especially in comparison with WA ways (see e.g. Von Sturmer 
(1981), and Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis). Looking only through a 
White Australian framework in a very brief period of time, it would be 
easy to overlook the meaning or pragmatic purpose of utterances which 
appear to be "Speech to Self". An ethnographic study of Aboriginal in-
group interaction over a longer period of time might well produce a 
rather different analysis. 
"Pragmatic purpose" is an essential ingredient of Walker's 
theoretical framework, which is basically a functional framework 
influenced by Halliday (1973, 1975). As mentioned above. Walker's main 
aim is to correlate language forms with interpretation of the speakers' 
meanings and the place and function of these forms in the total 
communicative context. 
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Adopting Halliday's highly schematic approach to language function. 
Walker sets up a very compartmentalized framework. While some readers 
may be impressed by the system and its many labels, I argue that its 
worth can only be judged in terms of its usefulness and adequacy in 
explaining and analyzing the data. 
Using complex computer coding. Walker analyses each clause 
according to semantic and syntactic categories. His semantic categories 
(p.123) are Central Concept of Utterance; Pragmatic Purpose; Structural 
Purpose; Basal Semantic Construct, which includes Element of the Basal 
Semantic Structure and Semantic Roles; and Functional Focus, which 
consists of Utterance, Modality/Modulation, Reality dimension. Time 
sense and Polarity/Mood. The syntactic category comprises Utterance; 
Clause, which includes Focal Clause, Elaborative Clause, Complementive 
Clauses and Clause; and Relationship between Central Concepts of 
Utterances, which comprises Focal/Focal, Focal/Sub-Focal and Personal-
Focal/Focal. Although Walker gives a few examples of his analysis, many 
of his terms such as "basal semantic structure" and "reality dimension", 
are nowhere properly defined. (Although he claims (p.124) that a 
specific sub-group of these terms "have all been defined and discussed 
in Section I below", they are in fact not defined at all in this 
publication.) We come back to the basic questions about Walker';i 
elaborate analysis: What does it all mean? How are Traeger Park 
Aboriginal children using English? It is impossible, given the 
multiplicity of labels, categories and diagrams, many of which are 
inadequately explained, and the scarcity of examples, to answer these 
questions from Walker's formal analysis. We must rely on his brief 
discussion which again is heavily burdened with undefined technical 
terms. However, his discussion, which corresponds to various tables, 
reveals that his methodology is basically to look at the words used by 
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the children, count them, assign them to various categories, "sub-
types", etc. and compare them with similar analyses he had done both 
with non-Aboriginal children in Brisbane and Aboriginal children in 
Cunnamulla. We will follow through one example in order to understand 
Walker's methodology and problems with it and then we will look at 
deficiences in his analysis. 
If we look at the "distribution of focal/elaborative inter-clause 
relationships across sub-categories" (Table 9C p.48) we find that under 
"sub-category Reason" Brisbane Non Aboriginal 6 year olds score 23.3% 
while corresponding Traeger Park Aboriginal children only score 5.88%. 
Translated into ordinary English, this means that for the Traeger Park 
children "causal relationships were almost always implied rather than 
expressed in a syntactic link" (p.49). Alarmingly, this fact becomes 
restated (p.52) as "Reason (expressed by "because") was almost entirely 
absent from the Traeger Park language". Is Walker saying that the 
Traeger Park children don't express reason? Walker appears to restrict 
his investigation of Traeger Park children's expression of reason to 
counting the number of times they say "because", which is the Standard 
English reason connector. But this limited one-sided analysis does not 
ask the surely interesting relevant and positive question - Then do 
Traeger Park children use some other way to express reason? I would 
suggest that it is highly likely that they do. Chapter 6 of this thesis 
demonstrates that SEQAB English speakers use indirect and structurally 
ambiguous ways of expressing reasons. Although they do not use Standard 
English connectors, such as "because", they do express reasons. And 
their expression of reason, while structurally ambiguous, is not 
pragmatically ambiguous. It is aspects of shared knowledge which enable 
them to interpret an utterance as a reason. The use of language in this 
way reflects a small-scale society where kin relationships are close and 
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enduring. It is quite likely that the Traeger Park children express 
causal relationship between clauses (i.e. reason) in a similar way. An 
adequate analysis has to take account of what speakers are doing, how 
their language achieves their social purpose, instead of merely looking 
for forms equivalent to those in another dialect. 
Certainly Walker's statistics here are not entirely irrelevant. If 
the teaching program aims to equip these children to use Standard 
English, then it will clearly need to teach the appropriate usage of 
"because". But does Walker's negative, one-sided picture enable 
teachers to understand the corresponding structure in the children's 
language? The situation as presented by Walker, is one of language 
deficit. It appears that despite his rhetoric of language function and 
meaning, and his complex functional framework. Walker is guilty of the 
same fault found in the earlier studies - he is examining Aboriginal 
English in terms of how it measures up to Standard English. 
Walker's most significant results can be summarized thus: 
1) there is a "real difference in the purposes for which the 
Traeger Park Aboriginal children predominantly use language", (p.38) 
2) there are significant grammatical differences in the way 
Traeger Park children express relationships between clauses. 
3) "Modality meanings were almost completely absent", (p.96) 
1) Based on his statistical counts of the numbers of clauses used for 
his various pragmatic purposes. Walker concludes that the Traeger Park 
chidren use language for the COMMAND pragmatic purpose much more than 
White children and for COMMENT WITH ACTION and NARRATION much less than 
White children. He does not discuss any possible reasons. For example, 
if we assume that his pragmatic purposes are appropriate to the 
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children's actual intentions (and this may be problematic, as we have 
seen), then is it possible that the Aboriginal children use language 
much more for active social interaction than for personal expression as 
compared to White children? But we need to know whether Walker's 
category COMMAND (which is not defined or explained, so we must assume 
its ordinary Standard English meaning) means the same for White 
schoolchildren as it does for Aboriginal schoolchildren. What happens 
in Aboriginal in-group interaction when commands are issued? There is 
evidence to suggest that a linguistic command is often unheeded in 
Aboriginal society (e.g. Harris 1977, Chapter 4 of this thesis). That 
is, the speaker's interpretation of a command may differ considerably 
depending on his cultural norms and expectations. 
Based on his finding that Traeger Park children hardly ever narrate 
events in his taperecordings, Walker also draws the conclusion that 
"telling or listening to stories in the classroom is something which 
probably has to be learned" (p.101). Despite his rhetoric about 
language function and context. Walker's conclusions such as this 
demonstrate how formalistic and limited his analysis is. Surely it is 
relevant to know the role of narration in the children's home 
environment. Perhaps there is a cultural constraint or norm that young 
children listen to stories and don't tell them. Possibly narration is 
appropriate to specific occasions, such as in the evening, or when in 
the company of certain relatives. Because Walker's two weeks of 
recordings contain little narration by the children, it is not 
sufficient to say that the children probably have to learn this skill in 
the classroom. It would be better to encourage teachers to find out 
about the way children participate normally in the telling of or 
listening to stories in their home environment. 
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2) We have seen above the limited usefulness of Walker's finding about 
inter-clause relationships with respect to Reason. Similar objections 
could be raised and explored with respect to his parallel comments about 
Time. 
Of course these findings can be helpful to teachers. After reading 
Walker they know that a TSESD (Teaching Standard English as a Second 
Dialect) program for Traeger Park children needs to teach Standard 
English time and reason subordinators. But they are given no 
contrastive information on the Aboriginal English way of expressing time 
and reason relationships. Surely in any language teaching, the teacher 
will benefit from knowing about the native language as well as the 
language being taught. 
3) Walker's analysis of modality and modulation reveals clearly the 
problems deriving from his approach which assumes that Aboriginal 
English forms have the same semantic and pragmatic meanings as their 
homonymous Standard English forms. 
In this section Walker defines his terms: 
...modality refers to the speaker's assessment of the degree of 
certainty of an event. 
...modulation [refers] to those constraints on events or situations 
which were perceived by speakers as imposed by the willingness or 
capacity of the initiating entity involved.(p.19) 
But his analysis of modality and modulation consists of counting 
occurrences of verbal auxiliaries to which he assigns 
modality/modulation labels, such as: 
"got-to" - NECESSITY 
"want-to" - WILLINGNESS (Table 17C,p.69). 
Walker unquestioningly assumes that the conventional semantic analysis 
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of Standard English modals is appropriate for Traeger Park Aboriginal 
English. But is this true? Chapter 7 of this thesis will show 
significant differences in the modal auxiliary system of Southeast 
Queensland Aboriginal English. Specifically it will be shown that SEQAB 
wanna (want to) does not indicate willingness but firm intention. It is 
quite possible that a similar difference of meaning occurs in Traeger 
Park Aboriginal English. 
Again, Walker's claim that "modality meanings were almost 
completely absent" (p.96) in the Traeger Park data is an unfair report 
of his finding that, using a Standard English modal analysis, there were 
few occurrences of modal auxiliaries. Modality meanings could well be 
expressed by eye movement, facial expression, hand sign or other verbal 
expression. In SEQAB English, a frequently used modal is the qualifying 
clause (not verbal auxiliary) "I reckon", which expresses a speaker's 
inference for which he claims no responsibility. 
Walker's negative, language deficit comments on modality are not 
isolated examples. Chapter 6 "The Interpretation of Outcomes" i;. 
riddled with such comments. In this concluding chapter. Walker 
demonstrates unmistakably that his study is about the grammatical 
structures found in non-Aboriginal children's English which have been 
found to be lacking or occurring with lower frequency in the English 
spoken by Traeger Park Aboriginal children. I conclude with just a few 
examples: 
. almost complete absence of Narrate utterances ..." (p.101) 
. a very low degree of elaboration within utterances ..." (p.102) 
. very high percentage of elliptical responses ..." (p. 103) 
. absence of Time and Causal relationship ..." (p.105) 
. less semantically complex or varied [clauses] ..." (p.106) 
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"... modality meanings were virtually absent ..." (p.107) 
"... scarcity of both paratactic and hypotactic time 
relationships ..." (p.108) 
3.4.7 Eagleson - Sydney 
As with the earlier studies, Eagleson's (1978, forthcoming) study 
of Aboriginal English of Sydney high school children is based on data 
collected only in school settings and is limited to grammatical form. 
Eagleson claims that the differences between Standard English and 
the Aboriginal English he studied 
all belong to a superficial level of language. They appertain to 
the realization of items, not to the system of language or to 
meaning. ... They do not indicate a different way of structuring 
experience, such as the absence of a sense of time, etc. 
(forthcoming: 4.37-8). 
But we do not know whether this is in fact true, because Eagleson's 
study does not examine the social use of language, but looks only at 
grammatical structures. And, while the differences Eagleson presents 
may all appear superficial, we do not know whether the same is true of 
the English used by these Aboriginal children in unmonitored in-group 
conversations. 
Secondly, Eagleson claims that the grammatical features of this 
Aboriginal English "are not distinctively Aboriginal in origin or 
nature. These are precisely the same features that characterize non-
standard white English" (forthcoming 4.38). The same claim is made in 
Eagleson (1978). 
1. Note that a debate has raged on this issue with American Black 
English. Labov (1982) reports that a consensus has been reached by 
linguists that Black English Vernacular is a "subsystem of English ... 
showing evidence of derivation from an earlier Creole", with some 
phonological and syntactic alignment with other (white) dialects, but 
with a "highly developed aspect system, quite different from other 
dialects of English, which shows a continuing development of its 
semantic structure" (p.192). 
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While this is true of such features as variations in past tense 
forms, the transfer of grammatical features from Aboriginal languages, 
rather than borrowing from non-Standard English dialects, is certainly 
responsible for some Aboriginal English forms (such as the zero plural 
marking on nouns cited in Dwyer 1976, Flint 1968, Sharpe 1976-7). 
Another example is the "loosely connected co-ordinate independent clause 
structure". In ignoring the social processes of language use, Eagleson 
has failed to recognize the diachronic and synchronic relationships 
between Aboriginal languages and Aboriginal English. 
Like Walker, Eagleson's preoccupation with the Standard English 
language structure has prevented him from examining how the Aboriginal 
English speakers actually use language. In discussing syntactic 
complexity, Eagleson says that "very often in more extended utterances 
by the one speaker we find a series of clauses connected by "and"" 
(forthcoming 4.40). Eagleson unquestioningly presents this as a 
"loosely connected co-ordinate independent clause structure". Ignoring 
the possible transfer of grammar here from Aboriginal languages, as well 
as other factors involved in the use of these structures, Eagleson has 
only presented one side of these and clauses. Chapter 6 of this thesis 
will present similar syntactic data for SEQAB English and show its 
relationship to other Aboriginal languages. We will see that by 
examining aspects of use such as context and pragmatic meaning that 
there is much more to and clauses than simply a "non-standard" 
variant. (Eagleson's examples of "more intricate syntactic patterning" 
such as relative clause structures indicate that his data contains much 
code-switching. This is to be expected from Aboriginal students in a 
White institution (school) in a highly populated Australian city.) 
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Eagleson does make a few comments on the use of certain language 
forms. Regrettably some of these comments are naive, ethnocentric, and 
in my view, erroneous. 
For example, Eagleson fails to see politeness as culturally 
variable. He says "There is a tendency not to employ the more polite 
forms of the language", observing for example, that "a request even to 
the teacher is likely to be expressed as a bare imperative", 
(forthcoming 4.65). He does not question whether this reflects 
Aboriginal ways of issuing and responding to commands, or perhaps 
Aboriginal views of the status differential between adult and child. He 
fails to appreciate that the language of the Aboriginal children is an 
essential part of their culture. Instead he interprets Aboriginal 
speech behaviour from a WA cultural perspective. This leads himn to 
explain the difference (in requests to the teacher) in terms of social 
deficit theory: 
We cannot ignore the social milieu and limited social experiences of 
many of the children. It is these which lead to the absence of some 
language forms in the speech of the children. If their social 
environment outside the classroom makes little call on polite 
expressions and may even discount them, then the children will have 
had little opportunity and encouragement to acquire them, 
(forthcoming 4.65) 
Although he argues against language deficit theory in the paper, 
Eagleson's conclusion clearly supports it, and he calls on schools to 
embark on "extensive programs of enrichment" (forthcoming 4.77). 
3.4.8 Elwell - Maningrida 
Elwell's (1979) study of Aboriginal English as a second language in 
Milingimbi (Arnhem Land) is a good conventional grammar with useful 
comparison with the speakers' first language - Yolngu matha. It also 
includes interesting sociolinguistic data on situations in which 
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Aboriginal English is used. While Elwell looks more positively than the 
other studies at Aboriginal English in its own right, she still sees 
Standard English as a norm towards which Aboriginal speakers of English 
should aspire, e.g. "... the quality of English spoken will probably 
improve in the future" (1979:350). 
3.4.9 Muecke - Kimberley Aboriginal English narrative 
Muecke (1981) is a rather different kind of study from any others 
concerned with Aboriginal English. It is a discourse analysis of a body 
of, stories narrated by several old men in the Aboriginal English used in 
the Kimberley area of Western Australia. Using anthropology, 
linguistics (particularly discourse analysis) and literary theory, 
Muecke presents a semiotic functional analysis of the Aboriginal English 
texts. These texts were narrated especially for Muecke in an organized 
speaker-linguist interaction. Hence we cannot find out about the in-
group functioning of these stories or features of their language. The 
strength of Muecke's study is his demonstration that even though his 
narrators do not use a traditional Aboriginal language, they still use 
Aboriginal narrative structures and styles in their English. 
3.4.10 Conclusion 
With the exception of the Queensland Speech Survey, Elwell and 
Muecke, all of the abovementioned studies of Aboriginal English have 
been directed towards practical application in the education of 
Aboriginal children. This commendable aim has had the unfortunate 
effect of restricting the research to the speech behaviour of Aboriginal 
children in school, which is a White institution in which their 
participation is, overall, spectacularly unsuccessful. I am sure that 
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this restriction has been a significant factor contributing to the 
negative nature of these studies, which examine Aboriginal English in 
terms of what it is not. (Another important factor is the tradition in 
Australian linguistics of studying language form apart from function and 
ignoring the use of language as a social tool.) What is really needed 
is a number of studies of the English spoken by Aboriginal adults in 
their own in-group interaction, looking at how speakers use their own 
variety of English. This thesis is a beginning, but much more needs to 
be done. 
3.5 This thesis 
In presenting a grammatical analysis of aspects of the language 
spoken by SEQAB people, this thesis is a contribution to the linguistic 
studies of Australian languages. But as we have seen, almost all of the 
studies of Australian Aboriginal languages have concentrated on 
isolating and describing language form only, ignoring its social 
function. 
This thesis begins with speakers and examines how they use language 
in social interaction, and thus it makes a contribution also to the 
study of language and society in Aboriginal Australia. In the tradition 
of ethnography of speaking, reviewed in Chapter 2, this study looks 
first at what speakers are doing when they talk and then examines how 
language relates to context and what grammatical structures are used. 
The fact that SEQAB speakers use forms from Standard English (as well as 
Aboriginal English) which to a reasonable extent are intelligible to me 
and the readers of this thesis, has freed me from much of the 
grammatical description which would otherwise be necessary for an 
ethnography of speaking such as this. 
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As this thesis deals with the English spoken by Aboriginal people 
it is also a contribution to the studies of Aboriginal English. It 
demonstrates that while there is much shared grammar with Standard 
English, there are significant differences in meaning arising from the 
differences in aspects of culture and social interaction. The 
interactional ethnography of speaking framework developed in this thesis 
for the analysis of the English spoken by SEQAB people enables a 
compelling demonstration of its distinctiveness. 
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Chapter 4 
SOUTHEAST QUEENSLAND ABORIGINAL SOCIETY 
4.1 Defining SEQAB society 
Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland (SEQ) today do not belong 
to a neatly-defined social group which is bounded geographically, 
linguistically or politically. Rather they belong to overlapping social 
networks constituted largely by shared kinship and related shared social 
life, as well as a common history, culture, experience of racism and 
ethnic consciousness. In this part of Australia today there is no 
single clear-cut Aboriginal identity in terms of residential, land-
owning, descent or language groups. (However, people sometimes refer to 
their ancestors' language-group, saying for example "I'm Waka Waka" -
this occurs more frequently with older people). Aboriginal people in 
Southeast Queensland (a general geographical area) usually identify as 
being Aboriginal, belonging to a particular family group and 
geographical region. The detail with which they specify both family 
group and geographical region depends on the context (see also Sutton 
1980). 
Williams (1981:51) talks about his people's identity and says the 
most popular label is "mob".' Accordingly, depending on the identity of 
the people he is talking to, he could describe himself as belonging to 
Queensland mob, Bundaberg mob, Miriam Vale mob or Berajondo mob, among 
others. The first label would be used for example when visiting 
Aborigines in other states, the second label refers to the nearest large 
1. Koepping (1977) also notes the common use of this label among 
residents of Cherbourg, the Aboriginal reserve in SEQ where some of 
Williams' "mob" live. 
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town to Williams' home country. The third label refers to the nearest 
sizeable town to the area where his mother's and father's people 
traditionally come from. The fourth label refers to the location of the 
property which Williams' immediate family has owned under White law 
since 1910, which is also within his people's traditional country. 
Aboriginal social structures cannot be described merely in terms of 
bounded social groups. The most detailed study of the relationship 
between social groups, language and land in Aboriginal Australia to date 
is Sutton's (1978) study of the Cape Keerweer region of Cape York 
Peninsula. In this remote area of Australia, Aboriginal society has 
changed far less since White contact than in SEQ, and people still speak 
Aboriginal languages as mother tongues. But as is the case in SEQ, 
Sutton found no labelled, easily defined social groups. And he quotes a 
similar situation in an adjacent area of Cape York Peninsula which was 
described by the anthropologist Sharp (1968:159): 
In studying the Aboriginal population on Cape York Peninsula I 
simply could not find a society; I would have to describe it in 
terms of an ego-centered set of societies; no one individual was 
the center of a system of networks which overlapped isotypically 
with anyone else's. 
Sutton's thesis is a detailed examination of the complex of social 
networks in the Cape Keerweer region and the interplay of affiliation 
to, and knowledge of, land and language across these networks.^ Merlan 
(1981a) suggests that in examining social groups in much of Aboriginal 
Australia, the examination of land-language relationships at a "supra-
individual level" may prove less complex than the method used by Sutton 
1. The network approach (e.g. Barnes 1969 and 1972) is also used by 
Koepping (1977) in his description of social relations at Cherbourg (the 
Aboriginal reserve in SEQ). 
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where the individual is taken as the starting point in overlapping 
social networks. Both Sutton's and Merlan's linking of language 
affiliation and use and land ownership are largely irrrelevant in SEQ 
today. Here the devastating effects of White contact have caused a 
change from "the extremely fine-grained pre-contact associatio.n between 
person, group and features of place to the more general association 
between 'mob' and region in which that 'mob's' language was spoken" 
(Trigger 1983). Cognatic kin relationships are the strongest elements 
involved in "mob" membership, (cf. Chase's 1980 discussion of "personal 
kindreds" at Lockhart, Cape York Peninsula). 
The data base for this thesis is drawn from the conversations and 
interactions of a subset of the Aboriginal networks in Southeast 
Queensland. As with Sutton, the Aboriginal people and situations I am 
describing are defined mainly by the limits of my interaction. That is, 
because my fieldwork was organized largely by Williams, primarily among 
his people, my research concerns Aboriginal people in Williams' networks 
of interaction, with whom I interacted. Initially these people were 
those that Williams took me to visit as part of the research project. 
As I met more people, the circles of interaction widened and my 
participation in social events grew. As with Sutton (1978), my greatest 
research tool was "paying attention" and hence all these circles of 
interaction provided data and evidence of my analysis. However, for the 
major part of my analysis I concentrated on about eight households ir 
about five towns where I knew people well and could become reasonably 
confident of my interpretations of what was going on. The relationship 
of pivotal members of these households to Williams is: M, B, Z, Z, FZD, 
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FZD, MMHSW^; thus they are all part of Williams' (extended) "family"^, 
which includes a wide range of matrilateral and patrilateral kin with 
recognized genealogical links. 
Having described the unbounded nature of the networks of people 
studied in my research, I now face the task of labelling the people 
under study, for ease of reference. There is no common label of self-
identification for these overlapping sets of networks. As we have seen 
above, people identify as Aboriginal and usually as being from a 
particular family or geographical region. I have decided to recognize 
this principle and to use the label SEQAB to denote that the people 
under study identify as Aboriginal and come from the general Southeast 
Queensland region. (This is not a label used by "SEQAB people"). When 
talking about SEQAB society, I do not use the term society in a precise 
well-bounded sense. (Sutton's use of "social field" (1978) is relevant 
here.) In presenting an ethnography of speaking for SEQAB society, I am 
necessarily restricted to interactions and relationships which are a 
subset of such features of Aboriginal social networks in Southeast 
Queensland. Discussions with, and observations of, other Aboriginal 
people from other parts of Australia in the last year or so suggest that, 
the patterned ways of speaking I discuss are shared widely in other 
Aboriginal social networks, not only in Southeast Queensland. 
The historical and contemporary setting for this study is the 
general coastal region from Brisbane in the south to Rockhampton in the 
north, and west roughly to Biloela, Eidsvold and Kingaroy (see Map, 
1. See p. vii for kin abbreviations. 
2. Unless otherwise specified "Williams' family" refers to his extended 
family. 
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p.viii). This covers the main areas of fieldwork and includes the area 
defined by Williams and his extended family as their traditional pre-
contact country. 
4.2 At the time of White invasion 
The human history of Southeast Queensland, like Australia in 
general, probably begins at least 50,000 years ago, according to 
archaeological evidence (White and O'Connell 1982). Not surprisingly 
there is no direct source of knowledge about Aboriginal society in SEQ 
before White invasion. Oral tradition extends primarily three or four 
generations with no accounts of Aboriginal life before White contact, 
with the exception of "old-time religion stories" (or Dreamtime stories 
which are often termed myths) in which the people are not genealogically 
linked to present-day people or named ancestors. Written accounts of 
Aborigines, of course, begin after White contact and the social 
organization, lifestyle etc. which they portray are already influenced 
by the White invasion. 
This overview of SEQAB society, drawing on both oral Aboriginal and 
written sources, begins at around the time of the White invasion. I 
have also used a written Aboriginal account (Williams 1981). 
Knowledge of Aboriginal society and culture in Southeast Queensland 
around the time of contact is sketchy. Little is known of pre-contact 
territorial and language affiliations. Further, it would be impossible 
on the basis of available sources to provide a map for this period with 
any degree of accuracy. However, the following "tribal" and language 
names are associated with the regions of the respective present-day 
towns: 
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Goorang Goorang^ - Gladstone, Mt. Perry, Eidsvold, Mundubbera, Bundaberg 
Waka Waka - Gayndah, Kingaroy, Jimna 
Kabi Kabi - Gympie 
Batjala - Maryborough 
This is based on Tindale's (1974) map of "Aboriginal tribes of 
Australia", Williams' oral history research, of which a preliminary 
report and map is in Williams (1981), and Winterbotham's (1983) notes of 
interviews with Gaiarbau, an elderly Aborigine from Kilcoy in the 
1950's. 
Focusing particularly on Williams' ancestors - the Goorang Goorang 
and Waka Waka speaking people, the most detailed materials are in Mathew 
(1910) and Blomfield (1950).^ Mathew's study is a classic early 
twentieth century anthropological study of the Waka Waka and Kabi Kabi 
"tribes". It covers topics such as ceremonies, disease and death, arts 
and implements, social organization, kinship and marriage, and 
language. The other significant contribution is the unpublished memoirs 
of W.G. Blomfield (1950), one of the early owners of the Miriam Vale 
cattle station (which was situated on Williams' mother's mother's 
traditional country). This manuscript contains detail of the "laws and 
customs" of the "Miriam Vale Aboriginal" such as marriage laws, bush 
1. Spellings of Aboriginal language and "tribal" names vary with 
different sources e.g. Gooreng, Gurang, Gureng. Also the three main 
language names associated with Williams' family are reduplicated words 
(meaning "no" in each language) which are frequently cited as a single 
stem. Throughout the thesis I use the spellings Goorang Cioorang, Waka 
Waka and Kabi Kabi, unless quoting directly a source using a variant 
spelling. 
2. Some material on other SEQ Aboriginal groups is found in sources 
such as Aldridge (1882), Bloxsome (1950), Howitt (ms), Lang (ms), 
Mathews (1900, 1910), Petrie (1904) and Watson (1944) (reviewed in 
Sullivan 1977), and Winterbotham (1983), 
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skills, in-law avoidance, as well as at least 40 local Aboriginal place 
names and 70 other vocabulary items. It is interesting that Blomfield, 
who appears to have related well to the Aborigines working on his 
property, learned a significant amount of information including 
language, but nowhere gives these people or their language a name. This 
could possibly reflect the fact that these Aboriginal people (from the 
Miriam Vale area) did not regularly use a group label (see 4.1 above). 
It is hard to know what the "tribal" names used by Mathew and 
others denote. There has been great debate in Australian 
anthropological circles over the notion of "tribe" and particularly 
"dialectal tribe", such as is indicated by calling a tribal group by a 
language or dialect name, such as Goorang Goorang. (The dialectal 
tribe debate is reviewed in Merlan 1981a, Rigsby 1980, 1982 and Sutton 
1978). 
We have almost no specific detail of pre-contact social 
organization in SEQ, but Mathew (1910:128) says "A few families claiming 
the same territory usually camped and travelled together, sometimes in 
smaller, sometimes in larger groups". 
Mathew calls these family groups "communities" and says they are 
named by a term which designates a distinguishing feature of themselves 
or country plus the suffix -b^ra. These names appear to be no longer 
used or known by SEQAB people. However in Williams' family, 
particularly among the older people, there is frequently a clear idea of 
where "the old people's" or "grandfather's", for example, country, is. 
(No distinction is made between matrilateral and patrilateral links). 
This frequently is reckoned to be both pre-contact "country", as well as 
the pastoral properties on which the particular Aboriginal families 
later worked. (Many Aboriginal people in SEQ continued to live on the 
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same land after pastoral invasion, although under different conditions 
e.g. Reynolds 1981). For example, Williams' mother was born at House 
Creek on Miriam Vale cattle station in 1908 (a few kilometres from 
present day Miriam Vale), which is part of her mother's traditional 
country. Williams' father was born at Murray's Creek, Berajondo and his 
people's traditional country included this area as well as the area of 
the former Thornhill station (about 50 km south west of Miriam Vale). 
This corresponds with Roth's (1897) description of the tribe or sub-
tribe Ko-reng Ko-reng with chief camp at Miriam Vale and with range or 
"walkabout northwards to Gladstone, southwards to Bundaberg, and 
westwards out to Cania Station and diggings". (This area includes the 
traditional country of both Williams' mother's people and his father's 
people.) 
According to both written sources and the oral tradition of older 
people in Williams' family. Aboriginal groups in SEQ had a four-class or 
section system used in the regulation of marriage. (The details of the 
class system conflict in the sources (Mathew 1913, Tennant-Kelly 1935, 
Blomfield 1950) but this need not be of concern here.) 
It can be assumed that at White contact, SEQ, like the rest of 
eastern Australia, was populated by small kin-based groups of hunter-
gatherers who owned specific areas of country. The residential groups 
(bands) were estimated to be no larger than about fifty persons (Berndt 
and Berndt 1981:43), and in coastal areas like SEQ the population 
density is roughly estimated to be between three and ten persons per 
square mile (Jones 1970, quoted in Berndt and Berndt 1981:27). 
Important events would bring together several bands (Berndt and Berndt 
suggest up to 400 or 500 people). In SEQ, the area now known as the 
Bunya mountains was a ceremonial meeting place for groups from all over 
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SEQ every few years when the bunya pine nuts were ripe. According to 
Petrie (1904:16), up to 600 or 700 Aborigines would gather from "the 
Burnett, Wide Bay, Bundaberg, Mount Perry, Gympie, Bribie and Frazer 
Island, Gayndah, Kilcoy, Mount Brisbane and Brisbane". Many SEQAB 
people recall being told about this, and at least one person still 
living today participated in the event. Sullivan (1977) reviews the 
literature on this and other gatherings of Aborigines (mainly for 
fights, corroborees and initiations) in Southeast Queensland. 
Several distinct but related languages are reported in the study 
area of SEQ. The most detailed evidence is Mathew's short paper on the 
Goorang Goorang language (1913) and his chapter on the Waka Waka and 
Kabi Kabi languages (1910). These and other minor language sources 
(e.g. Marks 1899, Curr 1887) assume a one-to-one relationship between 
Aboriginal "tribe" and language, but it is not unlikely that Aboriginal 
people in SEQ were multilingual, as is now found to be the case in other 
areas of Aboriginal Australia (e.g. Sutton 1978, Rigsby 1980, Brandl and 
Walsh 1982). 
The way SEQAB people today talk about the traditional language 
usage indicates both multilingualism and morphemic intertranslatability 
(that is, translating an utterance from one language into another chunk-
by-chunk, or morpheme-for-morpheme), which characterize other language 
situations in Aboriginal Australia (Sutton 1978, Rigsby pers. coram.). 
Thus language information was often volunteered to me in the following 
way: "For "rain's coming" you say boonu wupun or mire be". Boonu and 
1. Two linguists carried out salvage study with Goorang Goorang and 
Waka Waka speakers in the 1960s, namely Nils Holmer and Margaret 
Sharpe. There has been no published work from either study, but 
Brasch's (1975) unpublished sketch grammar of Goorang Goorang was based 
on these sources. 
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mire correspond to the noun "rain" in early Waka Waka and Ck)orang 
Goorang vocabularies. While a few older speakers will identify 
utterances such as boonu wupun as Waka Waka, and mire be as Goorang 
Goorang, younger people identify them in terms of their older relatives 
who spoke that way. Older SEQAB people say that a child was taught 
first the language of the opposite sex parent, and later learnt other 
languages. The widespread general use of these Aboriginal languages 
appears to have ceased in about the first decade of the twentieth 
century. Section 4.5 below discusses contemporary language choice. 
4.3 Recent history 
The first White settlement in the SEQ region was the Moreton Bay 
Penal Colony (1824) at the site of present day Brisbane. In 1842 this 
settlement was opened to free settlers and the first pastoral district 
began in what is now Southeast Queensland. By 1856 all of SEQ was 
defined as Pastoral Districts: Wide Bay (around present-day 
Maryborough), Burnett (around present-day Gayndah), Port Curtis (around 
present-day Gladstone) and Leichhardt (around present-day Theodore). 
Both White written sources and Aboriginal oral sources indicate that the 
process of White settlement was far from peaceful with murders and 
massacres on both sides (see for example, Taylor's (1967) discussion of 
race relations in Southeast Queensland between 1840-1860). Aboriginal 
reaction to the invaders is frequently characterized as "guerilla 
warfare" (e.g. Reynolds 1981:84). In the oral tradition of Williams' 
family, stories of poisoned flour play a significant part in the story 
of early White settlement. One famous massacre at Hornet Bank Station 
near Taroom in 1857, is well reported in written histories for the cruel 
murder of 11 pastoralists by Aborigines (e.g. Reynolds 1981, Fitzgerald 
1982, Denholm 1972). The same massacre is remembered in Williams' 
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family to have been triggered by countless instances of cruelty by the 
pastoralists towards the local Aborigines culminating in the giving of 
poisoned flour. An early White settler of the Burnett district, George 
E. Loyau, wrote that "Every acre of land in these districts was won from 
the Aborigines by bloodshed and warfare, whilst in some instances poison 
played an important part" (quoted in Holthouse 1978:91). Langevad 
(1980) examines the evidence for the deaths of a large number of 
Aborigines (possibly up to 60) at Kilcoy in 1841-2 due to eating 
poisoned flour. 
There was no doubt that the squatters who expanded the frontier of 
White settlement had superior weaponry and methods of destruction. The 
Aborigines however had superior knowledge of the country and ability to 
monitor the movements of explorers and settlers. As Reynolds (1981:83) 
remarks "It seems that as a general rule Aboriginal intelligence about 
Europeans was better than the settlers' knowledge of neighbouring 
clans." 
In 1848 a para military force of Aboriginal troopers coraraanded by 
European officers was forraed to pacify the frontier by "dispersing" 
Aborigines. An important feature of this Native Police force, which 
commanded up to nine Native Police Stations in the SEQ region (Skinner 
1975:224), was the utilization of Aboriginal bush skills against 
Aborigines from distant and unknown groups. The Native Police gained 
the reputation for violent attack and frequent massacre of Aboriginal 
groups,and there was great controversy concerning the justification of 
such attacks. However, by 1897 the Native Police had achieved its aim 
of "dispersing" Aborigines from the frontiers and was disbanded. 
Early White settlement was usually in the form of sheep stations. 
Within ten to twenty years these changed over primarily to cattle 
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because of the unsuitability of SEQ climate and veget3tion for sheep 
(Nolan 1978). Oral history in Williams' family indicates that many 
Aboriginal groups in SEQ lived on these pastoral properties and worked 
for the pastoralists. In many instances Aborigines were able to 
continue living on their own country, though under very different terms 
- completely denied any recognition of ownership, restricted greatly in 
range, prohibited from using many food resources, including critical 
waterholes, and employed in a way that often amounted to slave labour. 
Aboriginal men generally worked with cattle as stockmen while the women 
worked as domestics, often bearing children of the White station owners 
and workers. Among SEQAB people today there is nevertheless often a 
fondness for these station owners, some of whom apparently related well 
to the Aborigines they had dispossessed. In one instance, for example, 
an Aboriginal station owner prevented "his Aborigines" from being 
forcibly taken to the Government Reserve, thereby ensuring them a much 
freer lifestyle on their own country, although of course they remained 
always dependent on his charity, having no legally recognized rights. 
Following the initial period of undeclared war on Aborigines, and a 
period of early mission reserves, an official policy of segregation and 
protection of Aborigines was introduced in 1897. This policy first 
introduced by Queensland under the Aboriginal Protection and Restriction 
of the Sale of Opium Act of 1897 later formed the basis of legislation 
enacted in other states. This Act established government reserves where 
Aborigines could be "preserved" and protected from the influence of 
opium and alcohol. The reserves were also intended to prevent 
miscegenation as mixed-race children were considered undesirable. At 
this time, fair-skinned, "half-caste" Aboriginal children were 
frequently taken to an orphanage in Brisbane and lost all contact with 
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their families. Many SEQAB families today report not knowing a 
particular branch of their family tree because of such action. 
Since 1897, more than 15 Government reserve communities have been 
established in Queensland'. In the SEQ area the most significant such 
reserves for Williams' family were those established at Barambah in 1904 
(after 1931 called Cherbourg), Taroom in 1911 and Woorabinda in 1927. 
Taroom reserve was closed in 1927 and its residents were moved to 
Woorabinda. Loos (1982:182) characterizes the philosophy behind the 
1897 legislation as "paternalistic protection on the cheap". 
Wearne (1980:12) sumraarizes the 1897 legislation: 
The Act empowered the Minister, through a system of police 
protectors and reserve superintendents, to control the movements of 
Aborigines, deny entry to and prevent "escape from" reserves, enter 
employment contracts on their behalf, hold any funds they may 
have and control their spending. It allowed for many important 
administrative matters to be dealt with by Regulations which did 
not require the consent of Parliament. There were provisions for 
the control and inspection of all Aborigines and "half-castes" 
living on reserves, the care, custody and education of the children 
of Aborigines, terms of employment, issue of rations and blankets, 
prohibition of alcohol, prohibition of certain traditional customs, 
and the imposition of penalties for breaches of discipline, neglect 
of duty and "insubordination." 
Many SEQAB people living on pastoral properties were taken to 
Barambah Reserve in the early period. One woman refers to the period as 
"when they were musterin' all the dark people" ("mustering" is a term 
usually restricted to rounding up cattle). People report violence in 
the "mustering" process. One woman reports that her grandmother was 
1. Several mission reserves, administered by different Church groups 
had already been established, but most of these early missions were 
shortlived. As well there are about a hundred "country reserves" which 
are small areas of land reserved by the Queensland Government "for 
Aborigines". These country reserves have no permanent or semi-permanent 
population. The total area of all the country reserves and community 
reserves (or Government settlements) is 2,188,432 hectares which is 
about 1.3% of Queensland. (Anderson 1982:30). 
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taken in chains. Families were often separated and "they used to just 
go and pick the poor little kids up and take them from their parents". 
In Williams' mother's generation in about 1906, a teenage brother and 
sister were taken from a property some 250 kms away to Barambah 
Settlement while their mother was absent. About nine years later, in 
1915, their mother and her two young daughters were taken to Barambah 
too (despite the lady's pleas that she stay with her dying mother's 
brother). By the time the mother went to Barambah, her older daughter 
had married and moved away; she never saw her mother and siblings 
again. 
Many aspects of life on reserves were difficult. The authority 
structure and regulations of the minutiae of people's lives rendered 
reserve residents virtual prisoners. Children had to live in 
dormitories, visiting their family at weekends only. One woman talks 
about her dormitory days at Woorabinda when relatives would come to see 
them through a barbed wire fence. In the dormitory, children were 
forbidden to speak Aboriginal languages. One woman reports that a 
punishment for this was having her hair shaved. She recalls being told 
"God don't like people talking like that". Shelley (1982:122) was told 
that at Woorabinda "being caught speaking an Aboriginal language 
resulted in several days in confinement with bread and water". Reserve 
residents report a disgraceful range of punishments in the early days of 
the reserves, including being forced to sweep dirt roads in mid suramer, 
and being stripped and dressed in a sackbag with three holes. 
Reserve residents were used as servile labour, both on the reserve 
and at Cherbourg, on the cattle farm. They were also hired out to 
employers in the district. The reserve management negotiated employment 
and for many years Aboriginal workers resident on reserves never 
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actually received any wages. Several Aboriginal women who were hired 
out from Cherbourg as domestics throughout SEQ, report that they 
received only rations and "orders" (mail catalogue orders for goods such 
as clothes). These women were under the impression that part of their 
weekly wage was being banked for them in a Welfare Fund to contribute to 
their family's maintenance on the reserve and to save for when they left 
the reserve. But on leaving the reserve it was difficult and in sorae 
instances, impossible for them to get any of their money. 
The Minister for Native Affairs had the power to exempt a "half-
caste" (a non fully-descended Aborigine) from the provisions of the Act 
and thus from the reserve system. (This exemption system was repealed 
in 1971), But as one former Cherbourg resident explained "That little 
piece of paper [exemption certificate] wasn't much good to you. If you 
done one little thing wrong they'd put you back." Many reserve 
residents did not seek exemption, and there are now many Aborigines on 
Government reserves who regard the Reserve as "home", being up to five 
or six generations resident there. Others left the reserves and 
returned to live, mostly as fringe-dwellers, in the towns and cities 
near their traditional country. 
Apart from the hardships imposed by the state government. 
Aboriginal residents on reserves faced constant inter-group tension and 
fighting. The government policy was to collect people from groups all 
over the state and hence groups who had been unknown to each other or 
hostile or unfriendly for generations before contact were thrown 
together in cramped, enclosed reserve conditions. Tennant-Kelly (1935) 
found people from 28 named "tribes" or language speaking groups living 
at Cherbourg in 1934. (These included Goorang Goorang, Waka Waka and 
Kabi Kabi). The 1897 Act assumed that the Aborigines were "a dying 
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race", but this was acknowledged to be false by 1939 when the next 
significant Queensland Government legislation was passed. The 
Aboriginals Preservation and Protection Act of 1939 and its 1946 
amendment continued to aim at the segregation and protection of 
Aborigines. Meanwhile in the 1950's, the Federal Government policy 
became one of assimilation, that is, ensuring that Aboriginal people 
"choose" to live just like White Australians. 
In 1965 the Queensland Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders 
Affairs Act much more explicitly espoused assimilation and formall/ 
abandoned the protection policy. However, control of many details of 
reserve Aborigines' daily lives was still very much with the reserve 
Managers and ultimately, the Director of the Department of Aboriginal 
and Islanders Advancement (DAIA, formerly the Department of Native 
Affairs). Reserve residents, for example, were allowed to have bank 
accounts from 1966, but pass books were held by the manager, and the 
Director was trustee (Wearne 1980:19), 
The 1965 legislation was replaced in 1971 by The Aborigines Act 
(and The Torres Strait Islanders Act, which is virtually identical) and 
reviewed in 1979, Although these Acts established Aboriginal councils 
on reserves, the ultimate control is still with the reserve manager and 
the Director of DAIA. These Acts are considered to be paternalistic and 
to infringe a number of basic human rights (Nettheim 1981), and there 
has been much criticism of the Queensland Government over its Aboriginal 
and Islander policies. It is not appropriate to review these policies 
in any detail here (but see Anderson 1981, 1982, Malezer et al 1979). 
The present-day Aboriginal policy of the Queensland Government is still 
that of assimilation, as expressed for example by the Director of DAIA 
in his 1978 Annual Report as the "integration of the State's first 
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citizens into the mainstream of society." The Queensland Government 
frequently argues against the Federal Government policy and particularly 
against the notion "that Aborigines are different, are a separate race 
and must be encouraged to retain a separate identity" (1978 DAIA Annual 
Report). 
Queensland is the only state in which Government-controlled 
Aboriginal reserve land has not yet been returned to Aboriginal 
ownership and control. The Queensland Premier, Joh Bjelke-Petersen, has 
made several announcements, beginning in late 1980, that he would repeal 
the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders Acts. To date the Acts have 
not been repealed and the Premier has been inconsistent and vague in 
regard to details. However, in April 1982 state parliament passed an 
amendment to the Lands Act which in effect changes little in the present 
status of reserve lands despite the Premier's claims that it gives 
reserve residents security of tenure (see Anderson 1982, Brennan 1982). 
There is widespread dissatisfaction among many Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal Australians with Queensland Aboriginal legislation and policy 
(Malezer et al 1979). Newspapers, radio and television programs 
frequently discuss Aboriginal land rights, which was also the focus of 
much publicized deraonstrations during the XII Coramonwealth Games held in 
Brisbane in October 1982. 
Many SEQAB people are highly politically oriented, talking about 
the status of reserves and Government Aboriginal policies and following 
closely the political moves and viewpoints of politicians. Not all 
SEQAB people oppose the Government's policies, some believing that "the 
Government knows what is best for our people". (This unquestioning 
acceptance of Government domination by older Aboriginal people, 
especially reserve people, is seen by many other Aborigines as an ironic 
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indication of the success of that domination.) But despite the wide 
range of political affiliations and views, SEQAB people in their day-to-
day conversations frequently discuss Queensland politics, particularly 
related to Aboriginal affairs. Inevitably then, some of the 
conversational data analyzed in this thesis is about politics and 
politicians. 
4.4 The Aboriginal population in SEQ today 
The Aboriginal population in SEQ today is a mixed-descent 
population with very few Aborigines of full descent alive from this area 
of Australia today. 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs statistics, which are generally 
considered conservative, estimate the total Queensland Aboriginal 
population at 71,559 (1981) of which about 21,500 live in the SEQ 
region. Aboriginal people in SEQ today live in large cities, such as 
Brisbane and Rockhampton, small towns such as Gayndah and Eidsvold, the 
Aboriginal Reserve at Cherbourg, and in a few instances on rural 
properties. Williams' Aboriginal ancestors were from the Goorang 
Goorang and Waka Waka speaking groups (see below) and their traditional 
country is in the area roughly bounded by Gladstone in the north, the 
Burnett River in the southeast, Nanango in the southwest. In recent 
generations Williams' people have extended their social, residential and 
eraployment areas. While a few descendants of Williams' grandparents 
(whose home country was in the Miriam Vale district) have moved as far 
away as Victoria and the Northern Territory, the majority live in SEQ. 
Williams' fieldwork focus, and hence my own, has been with several 
sections of his extended family in the following centres in SEQ: 
Berajondo - a railway siding 60 km north of Bundaberg. Here Williams' 
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father's father - a local Aboriginal man - selected a property of 122 
acres in 1910 in the government ballot system of making land available 
-I 
for pastoral development. The property' has remained in the family 
under freehold title and until the mid-century several family groups 
lived there (e.g. Williams' father and father's three sisters and their 
spouses and children and an unmarried sister). Now there is one house 
with only one permanent resident; Williams' mother, Mrs. Mabel 
Williams. However, many members of the family frequently visit and stay 
with her. Particularly at Easter and Christmas, Mabel Williams' 
children, nieces and nephews and their families stay in the house or 
camp on the property. 
Fieldtrips by Williams and myself frequently involved a few days at 
Berajondo often with other relatives. Williams' eldest sister and her 
two married daughters (and families) and her three sons all live within 
10 km of Berajondo (mostly in the nearby town of Rosedale). 
Bundaberg - a major city (400 km north of Brisbane) with a population of 
32,000 including 550 Aboriginal people. Many of Williams' close 
relatives live here including two of his FZD's and their large families 
and two FZS's. There is a lot of travel between the Berajondo, Rosedale 
and Bundaberg sections of the family. 
Gladstone - a major industrial city (550 km north of Brisbane) with a 
1. The land has never been used for economically independent farming, 
much of the land remaining uncleared eucalypt forest. 
2. Population statistics are from the Queensland Year Book 1982 and the 
Department of Aboriginal Affairs 1981 Community Profile Statistical 
Collection. The statistics for Aboriginal populations in Australia are 
generally considered conservative as methods of identifying Aborigines 
in surveys and censuses are problematic (Smith 1980). In these 
statistics "Aborigines" includes Torres Strait Islanders, who, however, 
are concentrated mainly in Brisbane and in North Queensland centres. 
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population of 23,000 including 1,000 Aboriginal people. Relatives of 
Williams who live here include his brother with wife and children, his 
MMBS with wife and many descendants and a FZDS with wife and children. 
Gayndah - a small farming town (350 kms northwest of Brisbane) with a 
population of 2,800 of whom 87 are Aboriginal people. None of Williams' 
close relatives live in Gayndah, but as I will discuss below (Section 
4.6), Williams discovered family connections here. A considerable 
amount of fieldwork was carried out in Gayndah, largely because of the 
Lingo knowledge of two of the elderly residents, but only a small 
proportion of the hours spent in and around Gayndah actually involved 
Lingo work. Our involvement with these families gave me the opportunity 
for much of my participant-observation studies for the thesis. 
Cherbourg - the government Aboriginal Reserve of 2,808 hectares (about 
300 km north-west of Brisbane), with a current Aboriginal population of 
1,088 as well as a small population of White administrators and 
government employees. Williams has many relatives at Cherbourg, 
including his MBW and her family. Networks of interaction at Cherbourg 
are strongest between those who share regional and kinship ties dating 
from the time before people were taken to the reserve from all over the 
state (see also Koepping 1977). Relationships between reserve residents 
and outsiders, even close relatives, are governed by the provisions of 
the 1971 Act (and its Amendments). For example, to visit reserve 
residents, outsiders legally require a permit issued by the (jovernment 
Department (DAIA) or the Council. (However, many people are able to 
ignore this and various other regulations at Cherbourg.) 
Nevertheless, the administration watches closely the activities at 
Cherbourg, and Williams was uneasy about concentrating our research at 
Cherbourg under these conditions. Our visits to this area were limited 
to visiting a few close relatives of Williams who live in Cherbourg and 
the nearby "ordinary" town Murgon (about 5kms away). 
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Guthrie (1976a, 1976b) reports on Cherbourg, focusing on the 
history of legislation, the administrative system and a survey he 
conducted on residents' attitudes to migration. 
Brisbane - the capital city of Queensland with a population of 
approximately 1 million. The official Aboriginal population is 9,200 
(though this is considered by many people to be greatly under-estimated) 
and this includes a significant number of Torres Strait Islanders as 
well as Aborigines from all over Queensland. Williams and his wife and 
children, as well as his sister and her husband and children, and many 
close relatives live in Brisbane and have close contact. As I also live 
in Brisbane (about 2 km from Williams), I often see various of Williams' 
relatives. The network between Williams, his sister, several cousins 
and their families is strong and involves frequent contact (for example 
visits, parties, football outings, babysitting, going to the pub, etc.). 
Smith and Biddle (1975) report on a survey of the socio-economic 
situation of Aboriginal people in Brisbane carried out in 1965-6. They 
found that compared with the Brisbane non-Aboriginal population. 
Aborigines had a lower standard of living, greater poverty, greater 
overcrowding in homes, lower level of formal education, greater 
representation in low status occupations and higher unemployment. (A 
similar situation is reported in a recent study by Young (1982) of 
Aboriginal town-dwellers in New South Wales). A more recent 
investigation carried out in Brisbane in 1973 as part of the Australian 
Government Commission of Inquiry into Poverty (Brown, Hirschfeld and 
Smith 1974) found that 47 percent of Aborigines (and Islanders) were 
below the poverty line. Like the Smith and Biddle work, this study 
provides detailed statistics on household composition, education, 
accommodation and employment. The later survey also includes detail on 
income and expenditure as well as Aborigines' and Islanders' use of and 
attitudes towards community services. 
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However, Eckermann claims (1977:288) on the basis of her work in a 
nearby (unnamed) Industrial City in SEQ (1969-1971) that "Aboriginal 
people in this community live in socio-economic circumstances very 
similar to those found among working-class people generally." 
The great majority of Aboriginal people in SEQ live in rented 
houses, frequently owned by either the Federal or State Department 
concerned with Aborigines (DAA, DAIA) or an Aboriginal Co-operative 
Housing Society. Sorae houses are definitely overcrowded by non-
Aboriginal standards, and particularly in smaller towns. Aborigines 
complain about the difficulties in finding housing. Except for 
Cherbourg Aboriginal reserve. Aboriginal housing is not generally 
segregated from non-Aboriginal housing. Frequently tension exists 
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal neighbours, often aggravated by 
non-Aboriginal intolerance towards large numbers of Aboriginal residents 
in one house and the noise associated with the outdoor living style 
preferred by Aborigines. 
SEQAB people frequently spend considerable periods in their life 
moving around between relatives. This can be related to numerous 
factors including employment and relationships between relatives. While 
Whites often perceive this transience as restlessness or instability, it 
is more appropriately seen in the context of pre-contact Aboriginal 
seasonal movement which was related to availability of resources as well 
as socio-cultural factors. Today the most transient SEQAB people are 
those adults not in a permanent conjugal relationship, including older, 
often widowed people. However, all sections of the SEQAB population 
move between various relatives' households. It is not uncommon for a 
child to spend several months at a time with an aunt or uncle. 
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SEQAB adults frequently marry according to the law and custom of 
White Australia, but despite a lack of relevant statistics, I would 
suggest that SEQAB people have a higher than average rate of de facto 
relationships.^ While there are a number of one-parent households, the 
concept of the "single-parent family" is somewhat irrelevant. This is 
because most Aboriginal households contain considerably more than one 
adult, so the nuclear family concept is frequently inappropriate. In 
Smith and Biddle's study (1975) only 37% of the Brisbane Aboriginal 
households were made up of a single two-parent (nuclear) family. 
Several sociological studies of contemporary eastern Australian 
Aboriginal societies have found a matri-focal family organization (e.g. 
Rowley 1967, Eckerraann 1971). Social scientists commonly explain this 
in terms of the predominance of de facto relationships or unstable 
marriages (e.g. Eckerraann 1977) and the "culture of poverty" which takes 
raen away from home in search of employment (e.g. Rowley 1972). However 
it is important not to confuse the issue of marriage or de facto 
relationships and nuclear families (which are of prime importance in 
White Australian social organization) with Aboriginal social 
organization in which households frequently comprise more adult members 
than are included in a nuclear family, and in which responsibilities and 
rights in child-rearing belong to a wider kin network than a nuclear 
family. Gale's (1977) Adelaide study shows the significance of current 
economic factors also in the maintenance of the extended family. 
1. Koepping (1977) found a high number of de facto relationships at 
Cherbourg. 
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Unemployment is very high among SEQAB Aborigines (as it is for all 
Aboriginal populations)^ and many who are employed work seasonally, e.g. 
picking tobacco or fruit during harvest time. As shown in the studies 
of Brown, Hirschfeld and Smith (1974) and Smith and Biddle (1975), most 
SEQAB employment is in the lowest status occupations. An exception to 
this is the growing number of Aboriginal people employed in Aboriginal 
organizations in all types of work ranging from managerial to unskilled 
work. 
While all SEQAB children attend school, the level of formal 
education attained is very low (e.g. Smith and Biddle 1975) and many 
older SEQAB adults have had no more than three years formal Education 
Department schooling as children. 
Aboriginal people throughout Australia suffer racial discrimination 
in their everyday lives particularly in employment and housing (e.g. 
Brown, Hirschfeld and Smith 1974). They are represented 
disproportionately in gaol. Wilson (1982 quoting a survey by Merrilyn 
Walton) states that Queensland Aboriginal and Islander men are 
imprisoned seven times more frequently than White men. This high rate 
of the imprisonment of men is one of the factors affecting household 
structure. 
1. Altman and Nieuwenhuysen (1979:125) estimate that Aboriginal 
unemployment in settled Australia is greater than 50 percent. 
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4.5 Language situation 
4.5.1 Varieties of English 
SEQAB people today primarily speak varieties of English. There is 
probably no-one from this area of Australia today who speaks an 
Aboriginal language as a first (or primary) language. Many SEQAB people 
speak varieties of "Standard English"' particularly in White domains, 
such as employment and education. Grammatical differences between SEQAB 
and WA varieties of English are formally minimal. However, as this 
thesis demonstrates, meanings (speaker's' intentions and hearer's' 
interpretations) may differ significantly between SEQAB and WA uses of 
the same or similar English forms. 
As well, SEQAB people speak varieties of Aboriginal English which 
grammatically reflect structures of Aboriginal languages. There is 
quite a range of variability in the Aboriginal English spoken by SEQAB 
people. The speech of Cherbourg residents and older SEQAB people shows 
the greatest variation from Standard English, most notably in the 
expression of possession by nominal apposition, e.g. "girl dog" (cf. the 
Standard English possessive '_s^  suffix - "girl's dog"), the expression of 
equational sentences by apposition, e.g. "Tommy big boy" (cf. Standard 
English _be^  copula use "Tommy is/Tommy's a big boy"), the expression of 
both masculine and feminine third person pronoun as "he" (cf. Standard 
English "he, she"). These "most notable" Aboriginal English 
constructions could be described as deficient English constructions e.g. 
the lack of a possessive suffix 's, and indeed several descriptions of 
1. I use the term "Standard English", to refer the kind of English 
which is taught in schools and used in the media, and which provides 
norms for correction. 
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Aboriginal English in other parts of Australia have used this deficit 
approach (Reviewed in Section 3.4). However, other Aboriginal English 
forms show more categorial distinctions than Standard English. For 
example, the second person pronoun in Standard English is "you", 
regardless of its reference to singular or non-singular participants. 
In Aboriginal English we have the distinction between 
you 2nd person singular 
you two 2nd person dual 
or 
you-n-(h)ira 
you mob 2nd person plural 
These also, like the grammatical structures mentioned above, reflect the 
grammatical category distinctions of the traditional Aboriginal 
languages. 
There appears to be a significant similarity between the varieties 
of Aboriginal English reported on throughout Australia. This similarity 
is presumably related primarily to the similarity in grammatical 
structure among Aboriginal languages throughout Australia, as well as 
the influence of English, including non-Standard English dialectal 
forms. 
The following chapters of this thesis will examine some forms which 
appear to be Standard English structures, such as the modal auxiliaries, 
- will ('_!!_), going to (gonna). A linguistic approach which ignores the 
functional dimensions of these forms (that is, what happens in SEQAB 
interactions when people use these forms) would not treat the use of 
these structures as Aboriginal English. However, my interactional 
ethnography of speaking analysis concludes that these forms are used 
distinctively by SEQAB people and must in this sense be regarded as 
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Aboriginal English. That is, an utterance such as "I'll see Mum 
tomorrow" though appropriate in both Standard White Australian English 
and SEQAB English, functions in different ways in the two different 
social groups. That is, because of the different cultures and patterns 
of social interaction, the utterance of this form expresses different 
intentions, is interpreted differently, and so has a different effect or 
meaning in the two societies. Thus, although a traditional linguistic 
analysis would find that Williams and his family speak Standard English 
in most contexts, the interactional ethnography of speaking developed in 
this thesis powerfully demonstrates that these people are using a 
distinctive variety of English. 
4.5.2 Lingo 
Before contact several Aboriginal languages were spoken in the SEQ 
area. Early written records since contact, and oral tradition in SEQAB 
families name these languages as Goorang Goorang, Waka Waka, Kabi Kabi, 
Batjala (among others). Today, however people refer to these languages 
mainly as "Lingo". While just a few of the oldest people distinguish 
words as being either Goorang (kjorang or Waka Waka for instance, most 
SEQAB people talk about "our people's Lingo" or "my old Mum's (or Dad's) 
Lingo". In the word lists I have recorded from SEQAB people there is a 
chain effect within families appearing to have, or claiming, 
"traditional" Goorang Goorang or Waka Waka language allegiance. That 
is, there is a continuous chain of shared or very similar words 
throughout the area. This probably reflects earlier multilingualism and 
family varieties or dialects of languages which overlapped and were 
"intergraded". ' It is impossible on the basis of same and different 
1. Miller (1971:72) refers to Western Desert language varieties being 
"inter-graded dialects" with no specific boundary, but specific features 
of dialects, called isoglosses. 
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lexical items to separate Goorang Goorang from Waka Waka language 
remembered today. Thus I use the label SEQAB people themselves use to 
talk about these languages: "Lingo". 
Most SEQAB people today in the under-40 age group use about twenty 
Lingo words regularly in (English) conversations. Lingo words used are 
1 
a) familiar, often affectionate, terms of rebuke, such as nyunuy 
- "nuisance", binumooku - literally "deaf", used of someone who 
ignores someone else. 
b) as euphemisms, for body parts considered "private" such as 
genitals, woman's breasts, buttocks, also for urinating and 
defecating, e.g. boodhoo - "penis", gnuraoong - "breast". 
For exaraple, a woman asked her son to empty the toilet can, 
laughingly saying that it was so full "my moondhee (bottom) hits 
the goonung (faeces)." 
A group of relatives were looking at family slides. A slide 
appeared on the wall featuring the rear view of three women. A 
teenage boy announced "nyihm, nyihm, nyihm" ("bottom, bottom, 
bottom"). 
c) to refer to aspects of the traditional knowledge system, such 
as goondir - "Aboriginal doctor", junjuhree - "spiritual being", 
giruhbee - "Rainbow Serpent". 
d) to prevent outsiders (particularly Whites) from understanding. 
e.g. wunymeree - "White woman", boolimun - "policeman". As well as 
hindering outsiders from understanding, the use of these Lingo 
words emphasizes that these Whites are outsiders, and as well, it 
stresses the seriousness of situations in which Whites are powerful 
participants, e.g. "Boolimun coming" - "Policeman's coming". 
1. For orthography see Appendix. 
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There are also some commonly used Lingo words for which no 
particular communicative function is obvious, such as binu(ng) "ear", 
jinu(ng) "foot", bunjee "sweetheart", bunggoo "money". However, the 
fact that the first two, at least, of these words are common to many 
languages throughout Australia could be related to their common use 
today. That is, the use of Aboriginal language words which are shared 
with other Aboriginal people emphasizes pan-Aboriginal solidarity. 
Also a few Lingo phrases are known by many young people as 
essential elements in funny stories told about relatives. 
For example in Williams' family, one such story climaxes with the 
statement by an old man 
Gooreng gnuy rairee, gooreng gnuy gibeegoo dhulgim. 
not I dog not I people- eat 
Translated as: I'm not a dog, I don't eat people. 
(Note that this phrase appears to be used today without the 
expected Goorang Goorang grammatical inflections. The second use 
of gnuy (the unmarked first person intransitive subject pronoun) is 
probably non-conventional here. We would expect (from other 
examples) the first person transitive subject pronoun gnutyoo 
here. Similarly the third person object noun gibee appears to be 
inflected with a "traditional" transitive subject suffix). 
It is significant that over the period of my research with 
Williams' people, the use of Lingo words by young people has become 
noticeably more frequent, and in exactly the contexts a-d listed 
above. Undoubtedly with Williams' immediate family this is a conscious 
effort as Williams talks about Lingo a lot and his family share his 
respect and admiration of it and his concern that it not fall out of 
use. 
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Many older SEQAB people (in the over-40 age group) display similar 
patterns of use of Lingo as do the younger people, but some of the older 
people know between 50 and 200 lexical items (most of them are rarely 
used). In Chapter 3, I discussed the fluent use of Lingo by several of 
these older people in short outbursts. While it appears that, with the 
exception of one elderly Waka Waka speaker, no-one today speaks Goorang 
Goorang or Waka Waka (as well as Kabi Kabi and Batjala) fluently through 
a range of contexts, these Lingos are used fluently (by some older 
people) in a few restricted contexts, namely 
1) to chastise or rebuke someone, usually a close relative, often 
in a mild and almost affectionate way 
2) to talk euphemistically about "private" topics, such as 
genitals, sex, pregnancy, urinating, defecating 
3) to express "shame" about not knowing the language 
4) to prevent understanding by outsiders. 
It is significant that these contexts whe'-e fluent snatches of 
Lingo are used, parallel exactly the contexts where younger people use 
isolated Lingo words in English conversations (a-d above). Lingo is 
used in some ways to "soften" the irapact of what is being said. SEQAB 
people constantly minimize possibilities of direct confrontation and 
embarrassment, and it appears that one strategy they use is "code-
switching". Interestingly, "code-switching" between everyday and 
special varieties of Aboriginal languages appears to fulfil the same 
function with some other Aboriginal groups e.g. Yankunytjatjara (Goddard 
forthcoming) and Guugu Yimidhirr (Haviland 1979). 
1. Peter Gillan (pers. comm.) also reports the use of Western Island 
language in an otherwise English conversation on Thursday Island to 
publicly rebuke someone. This was explained to Gillan by one of those 
in the house as preventing embarrassment of the Whiteman who was 
present. 
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4.6 Aspects of SEQAB social interaction 
The distinctive Aboriginal ways of using language are to be seen in 
the context of contemporary Aboriginal culture in SEQ. The view, 
expressed by many (e.g. Eckermann 1977:288) that Aboriginal people such 
as those in SEQ "live in socio-economic circumstances very similar to 
those found among working-class people generally" must not be extended 
to view Aboriginal culture and ways of interacting as basically the same 
as non-Aboriginal Australians. Very little research has focused on 
Aboriginal people in highly populated areas such as SEQ. Langton (1981) 
is one of a growing number of writers to challenge the notion that 
"detribalized" Aborigines lack Aboriginal culture. She claims that 
The failure of so many ... writers to understand present-day 
Aboriginal communities, partly results from the salvage approach in 
Australian anthropology and popular misunderstandings of 
anthropological concepts. Typically, such authors consider that 
Aborigines on the white side of the 'rolling frontier' lack 
culture, have no distinctive culture, have only some truncated 
version of European culture, or have only a 'culture of poverty'. 
(Langton 1981:17) 
Unfortunately, as discussed in Chapter 1, this "salvage approach" has 
also been characteristic of linguistics, and it supports the- general 
Australian view that "real" Aborigines live only in reraote Australia. 
It is not only academics who challenge the notion that Aboriginal 
culture in places like SEQ has died. Many SEQAB people talk about 
"Aboriginal ways", particularly in terms of culture clash and 
misunderstanding. For example, a SEQAB lady once said to me "I don't 
think our ways will ever die out". 
Langton cites the work of Beckett (e.g. 1958, 1965), Barwick (e.g. 
1962, 1974), Pierson (1977) and Dwyer (1976) as perceptive studies of 
Aboriginal adaptations to White Australia in the highly settled urban 
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areas. Recent study of remote Aboriginal communities (such as Chase 
1980, Kolig 1977) demonstrates continuities in these living Aboriginal 
societies and points to the inadequacy of the dichotomy between 
"traditional" and "non-traditional" Aboriginal society and culture. 
Although almost all SEQAB people today are of mixed-descent and 
there is still much intermarriage with non-Aborigines, their sense of 
Aboriginal identity remains strong. A small number of people renounce 
their Aboriginal identity and "pass as Whites". Some Aboriginal people 
(in SEQ as throughout Australia) have found it necessary to publicly, at 
least, deny their Aboriginal identity and origins in order to escape 
harsh anti-Aboriginal discrimination (see Sutton 1981a). And sorae 
Aboriginal people themselves have accepted White claims that 
"detribalized" Aborigines are somehow "not really" Aborigines. In many 
instances such people have kept their Aboriginal identity and culture 
very private. Only in recent years have many Aboriginal people in 
highly populated areas like SEQ publicly acknowleged (e.g. in censuses) 
that they are Aboriginal. However, because of the strength of family 
ties (discussed below), it is rare for Aboriginal people to renounce 
their responsibilities and rights in their Aboriginal society. 
In this section I will briefly discuss some aspects of SEQAB social 
interaction which illustrate Aboriginal culture. In many instances, 
parallels and similarities with other Aboriginal societies are 
evident. It is within this context of Aboriginal social interaction and 
culture that Aboriginal ways of speaking can be understood. The most 
appropriate starting point in talking about Aboriginal social 
interaction in SEQ today is the family. The classic view of the role of 
the family (or kinship) in "traditional" (pre-contact) Aboriginal 
Australia still applies in SEQ today. For example, Berndt and Berndt 
say (1981:90): 
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In Aboriginal Australia kinship is the articulating force for all 
social interaction. The kinship system ... is in effect a 
shorthand statement about the network of interpersonal relations 
.,, It does not reflect, except in ideal terms, the actuality of 
that situation; but it does provide a code of action which those 
merabers cannot ignore if they are to live in relative harmony with 
one another. 
And Barwick (1974:154) says of contemporary Aboriginal communities of 
southeastern Australia: "To be Aboriginal is to be born to, to belong 
to, to be loyal to a family." Similarly when SEQAB people (as 
Aboriginal people in other parts of Australia) talk about being 
Aboriginal, they invariably talk about Aboriginal family 
relationships. Place of residence, social networks, leisure activities 
and personal loyalties all revolve in some ways around one's kin. 
Right from the first meeting with another Aboriginal person, a SEQ 
Aborigine establishes any family connection and the relationship 
proceeds from this reckoning, as the following example illustrates: 
Williams had no known relatives in Gayndah at the beginning of the 
fieldwork. By our second visit to the town we had begun to make 
friendships with sorae of the older people who knew sorae Lingo. On 
the first evening of this visit Williaras and I were walking down 
the raain street of town. A rather drunk Aboriginal man who had 
been sleeping in front of a shop saw us and immediately came up to 
Williams, inquiring "Where you from?" "What's your name?", etc. 
After a brief discussion it became clear that Williaras and this raan 
were related - Williaras was his FFBSWMBS. This discovery led to 
repeated handshaking, with the other man exclaiming several time.s 
"You my fuckin' relation." The man then insisted on buying us a 
drink and taking us to his home in a taxi where we were introduced 
to further relations. From this time we were no longer strangers 
in town. 
A few weeks later Williaras realized that he was in fact quite 
closely related to the old lady with whora we had started doing 
Lingo work. While reckoning relations and discussing people the> 
knew, Williams and the lady realized that her HF used to live with 
Williams' MM after both their children had grown up. However the 
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first formal acknowledgement of their relationship came from the 
lady a few weeks later when I was back in town without Williaras. 
She said to rae "He ray relation you know. Tell him I married his 
mother's step-brother." She then started inquiring about Williaras' 
yellow truck - was it still going, very big, etc. Then she told rae 
about furniture she needed to raove into town frora a house in the 
country about 15 kms away. After some time I realized that she was 
indirectly requesting, through me, that Williams come and move the 
furniture in his jeep. It is significant that this request came 
with the establishing of family ties, because it is a fundamental 
principle of SEQAB social interaction that relatives should help 
each other. 
SEQAB people talk a lot about family responsibilities and the 
obligations on relatives to support each other. However, there are no 
strict rules or norms, and there are many variations in practical 
applications of the ethic that relatives should help each other. But it 
is certainly an area in which both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
Australians perceive a great cultural difference. 
For example I witnessed an arguraent between Lucy, a SEQAB lady in a 
sraall town and a DAIA (Departraent of Aboriginal and Islander's 
Advancement) officer about the former's tenancy of a Government 
house. Lucy and her husband, who is retired, were renting a fairly 
spacious old four-bedroom house frora the DAIA. For some months one 
of their sons with his wife and four children had also stayed in 
the house. It was unclear from the argument whether the DAIA was 
objecting to the increased occupancy, or to Lucy's alleged failure 
to accurately report the period during which there were added 
residents. But Lucy was abusing the man for charging her 
additional rent for a time when her son and his faraily were no 
longer in her house. The DAIA man was officiously checking dates, 
numbers of residents, amounts of money owning and paid. But to 
1. Von Sturmer (1981) gives a sirailar example from North Queensland 
where the reckoning of kin ties is followed by a request (this time for 
cigarettes). 
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Lucy the argument was on much more important issues. 
"You're supposed to look after the Aboriginal people." 
"That's my son - my faraily." 
and she later discussed the arguraent with rae, cliraaxing with the 
statement that she would "never turn my family out". 
Within many SEQAB farailies, wages and Social Security cheques are 
shared. This seeras to reflect a continuity from pre-contact patterns of 
family life when extended families were provided for by the labour of 
some of their merabers, and a young man killing a kangaroo, for exaraple, 
would be obliged to share certain portions with specific kin. In SEQAB 
families today, people cope with high unemployment through the general 
obligation on wage and benefit earners to support a wide range of 
relatives. 
Eckermann claims in her study of Aboriginal clans in a Southeast 
Queensland town that "when financial aid is given, this takes place only 
between parents and children, and between siblings" (1977:291). Thus, 
she takes a more moderate view than both Beckett (1965) and Barwick 
(1962) of the extent of financial sharing in contemporary east coast 
Aboriginal families, saying "the ideals of sharing and communality are 
present, but are applied only to the iraraediate [i.e. nuclear] faraily" 
(Eckerraann 1977:294). My observations indicate that the greatest 
responsibility is to the nuclear family, but that responsibilities for 
sharing money (as well as food, accommodation, vehicles and child 
rearing duties) are generally not restricted to the nuclear family. 
One of the most important responsibilities of SEQAB people to their 
relatives concerns the rearing of children. There are no fixed, set 
norms, such as "a mother's mother is responsible for bringing up 
children", but there are clear expectations that the parenting of 
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children falls not only on mother and/or father. Depending on the 
financial, residential, employraent and raarital (or de facto) situation 
of a child's parents, other close relatives will take on 
responsibilities to varying extents. Barwick (1974) in her study of 
conteraporary Aboriginal society in southeastern Australia, and Hamilton 
(1981) in her study of a remote northern Aboriginal community much less 
affected by White contact, observed the sarae patterns. The following 
exaraples of shared responsibilities for rearing children are chosen from 
a wide number of similar instances. 
An old lady in her 90's, Maisie, is rearing the three youngest 
children of her youngest son, who has been twice widowed. The 
three children, who are now of school age, have always lived with 
their Grannie and their father often lives there too in between 
living and working in other centres. Maisie reports that when the 
youngest child was little, a (White?) family were talking about 
adopting him, but the child's father "wouldn't hear of it". 
+- "He said - "Oh you haven't gotta fight rae for ray boy", he said 
"You gotta fight ray mother," he said, "My mother reared him up." 
A Brisbane SEQAB woman, Dolly, was a single mother with four 
children. When her two sons were in their early teens she found 
parenting difficult. Her brother decided that the sons would live 
with him and his wife and daughter for two years. He has always 
disciplined his sisters' children ("towelled them up") from time to 
time. 
One of the most important obligations or expectations of kin is 
that they maintain contact. SEQAB people live throughout a wide area 
and participate in mainstream Australian social life in many day-to-day 
activities, but they place the highest priority on spending time with 
("seeing") relatives. This can take the forra of visits to a relative's 
house for a few hours, drinking with relatives in the hotel 
(particularly men) or travelling to stay with relatives in another 
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town. While closest genealogical links tend to correspond to the 
greatest contact, there appears to be no set norm. When complaining 
about another SEQAB person, the most serious accusations usually concern 
some aspect of faraily interaction, such as 
"She never visits her people'.' 
"He talks bad to (i.e. swears at) his raother when he's drunkl' 
"His (White) wife doesn't let him see his relations muchi' 
"He doesn't talk to his brother." 
Within the extended family, there is widespread use of English kin 
terms of address, even between adults and their higher generation 
relatives. Some young SEQAB people, particularly those who marry non-
Aboriginal spouses, stop using terms such as "Aunty" when they reach 
adulthood, and this can cause trouble. While it is generally English 
kin terras which are used, there are some continuities with traditional 
language kin categories and terras of address, such as the following 
examples, discussed by Williams (1981): 
"cousin brother", used sometiraes by parallel cousins to address 
their raale parallel cousins. 
"daughter", used to an old lady by her great-grand-children. 
Even araong young Brisbane SEQAB people who no longer use 
geneologically accurate kin terras with each other, there is still 
knowledge of such usage, as illustrated in the following exaraple. (The 
raost frequently used kin terms of address among young people is "cuz" 
(cousin), used in a wide range of relationships, not only actual 
cousins). 
Williams told me of a huraorous corament raade by two of his favourite 
same-age male relatives, with whom he often visits. The first, who 
is Williams' FZDS said to the second (also Williams' FZDS) about 
Williams (who is a generation level higher). 
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"We should call him "Uncle", but J2£'s just a swine." 
Older SEQAB people talk about the respect which younger relatives 
should give them. Respect is shown by not walking in front of adults, 
by children not talking when adults are together talking and by the use 
of kin terras of address, discussed above. People also speak of the 
avoidance behaviour between a raan and his mother-in-law. Older people 
today remember that in their childhood a man would never directly 
address, face or give food to his mother-in-law. Conversations between 
a raan and his raother-in-law would take place through a third, 
interraediary person in a stylized way. Williams' mother recalls that 
her mother never ate at the faraily table when her husband was present, 
and she still has the table made by her husband for his raother-in-law to 
eat at. Another example of mother-in-law avoidance was evident in a SEQ 
country town: 
A man in his 60's who has difficulty walking, often walks about two 
kms to town. On the way he passes his mother-in-law's house where 
he sometimes stops. However, he never goes into the house, but 
rests in the shed out the back, and as far as I am aware, they 
rarely, if ever speak to each other. These two people are the most 
knowledgeable "Lingo" people in the town, and Williaras and I work 
with both of thera. They both resisted our early suggestions that 
we bring thera together to speak Lingo. Interestingly, they do not 
explain their distance as in-law avoidance, but say things like "He 
doesn't know much", "She can't really talk (Lingo)". 
Avoidance behaviour between particular affinal relatives in 
Aboriginal societies is well documented in the anthropological 
literature, and the use of special language varieties has also been 
described there and in the linguistic literature (see Section 3.3.2). 
Old people are respected and acknowledged for their wisdom and 
power. Unlike WA society where old people are frequently considered 
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unable to run their own lives, in SEQAB society old people are known 
generally as determined and independent. 
In a country town, the local old people's retirement home offered a 
place for a very old SEQAB lady to two of her daughters. The 
daughters pointed out that they could definitely not make a 
decision for their mother. But they also objected that she was 
needed to help look after children and provide a home for several 
merabers of her family. Despite her age of over 90 years, she still 
had an essential role to play in the family. Of course, when later 
asked, she expressed no desire to live in the retirement home. 
The respect which is due to old people includes appropriate 
respectful address and talking and listening with them. 
After 35 years of marriage, a SEQAB lady moved out of home and 
officially "left her husband". The incident was talked about by 
everyone in town and raany facts or suspected facts were discussed 
(as indirect reasons, see Chapter 6). The lady told me that she 
had tolerated a lot from her husband, but she had finally left when 
her husband ridiculed her for going to see an old distant relative 
in town. The lady was furious, and told me "You shouldn't ignore 
old people, it's not right." 
No introduction to Aboriginal people in SEQ would be complete 
without mention of the great role of humour. Many SEQAB conversations 
include "funny stories", frequently anecdotes of a relative or other 
known person which relate an unexpected mishap, a mis-pronounciation of 
a word or an incongruous misfortune. I have often noticed that 
outsiders (such as myself, particularly early in my fieldwork period) do 
not find the same situations humorous and often fail to appreciate a 
particular SEQAB source of humour. A striking example is seen in the 
reporting of a particular incident: 
Once when I was visiting a particular town, I met some local White 
people whom I knew. They told me about "a terrible thing" that had 
happened. When I later visited an Aboriginal family, they told me 
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about "the funniest thing" that happened. Both groups reported the 
same incident, in the sarae detail, but clearly interpreted it in 
different ways. The incident occurred after an old lady had been 
to a Church fete and had put in her handbag several jars of jam she 
had bought. In the milk bar on the way home, she was "shamed"^ to 
see one of her daughters, who was drunk, swear at the shopkeeper. 
To silence her daughter and dissociate herself from the latter's 
abusive behaviour, the old lady hit her on the head with her 
handbag full of jam jars. When I arrived several days later, to 
the Aboriginal people, including both the lady and her daughter, 
the incident was a source of humour. To the White people, it was a 
terrible instance of swearing, violence and family strife. 
The violent settlement of disputes as well as physical punishment 
of children are to be seen in the perspective of a society where there 
is much physical contact. For exaraple, a SEQAB person will often touch 
on the shoulder or arra the person he is speaking to. Jokes are often 
accorapanied by an arra placed around another's shoulder. Friendship 
between same sex adults, rather than opposite sex adults, is often 
expressed physically in this way or with a similar gesture, such as 
linked arms. 
Children are constantly handled, cuddled, playfully pinched, 
tickled, etc. When they are punished it is frequently with a belt or 
"oaky switch" (twig of a tree) rather than by denying certain rights or 
privileges, as in middle class WA society. (Such corporal punishment 
differs from other Aboriginal societies (e.g. Hamilton 1981) which have 
been less dramatically effected by the influence of White authorities on 
child rearing.) 
1. For explanation of "shame" see p. 84. 
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Sirailarly, physical fighting between adults, particularly spouses, 
is a legitimate and accepted expression of social conflict. Gaynor 
Macdonald (pers. comra.) has found among Aboriginal people in N.S.W. that 
fighting is controlled and regulated, and operates as an inhibitor of 
undesirable behaviour and as a public statement of claims. 
SEQAB people, in general, spend a minimum time on employment and 
maximum time on entertainment including being with relatives. Their 
entertainment usually revolves around people. This is particularly 
noticeable with children, who rarely play with toys, even if they have 
access to them. (Barwick (1974) notes the same feature of Aboriginal 
society in southeastern Australia). Children and babies are entertained 
by people, not things, and as mentioned above, this involves constant 
physical contact both with adults and other children. 
Despite sometiraes serious poverty, SEQAB households invariably have 
a TV (usually a colour TV). This is an indication of SEQAB priority on 
entertainraent, rather than, for example, labour saving devices. The 
raost popular shows are the news, coraedy shows and sport. Perhaps a link 
could be drawn between contemporary SEQAB TV watching and pre-contact 
Aboriginal ceremonial life, in which there was generally great passive 
participation (see Christie 1982, discussed in Chapter 7). SEQAB TV 
watching can also be described as passive participation in that people 
discuss shows with each other, interject, address the actors, etc. 
Few SEQAB people have a work ethic and there is rarely any shame 
attached to being unemployed. Work is generally regarded as an economic 
necessity rather than part of a life-time plan (this is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 7). This attitude is expressed in the jocular 
advice a SEQAB man gave his 15 year old son as he was about to start his 
job: "There's one thing you have to remember: Work like hell while the 
boss is around, and sit down like hell when he's gone." 
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Traditional religious and ceremonial life no longer operates in 
SEQAB society, but some of its beliefs and practices continue. Many 
SEQAB people believe in the existence of spirit-people (called yoowinjee 
or junjuree^) and, as in other Aboriginal societies, they use the 
reference to these spirits as a means of disciplining children. 
Hamilton (1981:55) says that the calling of the word for "spirit" is the 
"most frequently heard verbal warning araong the Anbarra people in 
Northern Australia".) Also a few old people still address spirits when 
they approach country which has special religious significance, ensuring 
that it is safe to enter the area. 
Some SEQAB people, particularly older people, know about several 
pre-contact medicines, but these are rarely used. 
Quite a number of SEQAB people have joined Christian Churches, 
particularly the newer, evangelical churches. Frequently the Church-
going phase is quite intense and short. Just as Eckerraann (1977) 
describes Aboriginal approaches to "being a Christian" in her study of a 
SEQ town, "the emphasis [is] on what one [does], on social behaviour 
rather than belief" (1977:298). As the Christian social behaviour 
propounded by the Churches invariably derives from mainstream WA 
culture, considerable tensions can arise in interactions between 
Aboriginal "Christians" and "non-Christians". For example: 
In a country town, Alfred, an Aboriginal born-again Christian was 
constantly rebuking Jessie, his MBWZ who lived next door, for her 
noisy outdoor lifestyle. This is an Aboriginal lifestyle which 
Alfred found embarrassing once he was officially a Christian and 
1. Mathew (1910:70) reports benevolent supernatural beings called 
jonjari (raale) and jonjaringa (female) among the Waka Waka and Kabi Kabi 
people. 
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living an acceptable White Christian lifestyle. On one occasion 
Jessie's children were playing in the street late at night. Alfred 
rebuked Jessie severely and she replied by singing "Jesus loves the 
little children." 
SEQAB people today frequently have strong links to the land of 
their old people. One of the most favoured pastimes is visiting country 
which is linked to one's faraily, either traditionally or in recent 
generations. Photographs or slides of country are exarained closely, and 
children are told "That's your people's country". Among older people 
particularly, there is a great interest in "other country", that is, 
parts of Australia traditionally not associated with their own people. 
In their interpersonal relationships SEQAB people avoid direct 
confrontation and respect a greater personal privacy than is usual in WA 
society. Von Sturmer (1981:29) says that for Whites talking to 
Aborigines "the need for caution and circumspection" is "the primary 
consideration". Similarly, Harris (1977) reports that one of the most 
significant factors in Milingimbi (Arnhem Land) Aboriginal conversations 
is the avoidance of direct verbal confrontation. The work of Liberman 
(1981, 1982a, 1982b) examines the way Western Desert Aborigines 
structure discussions so that consensus can be preserved. 
The preservation of this consensus is achieved by the 
unassertiveness of participants, avoidance of direct argumentation, 
a deferral of topics which will produce disharmony, and above all, 
by an objectification of discourse which is effected by a serial 
production of summary accounts of the participants' 
deliberations, (Liberman 1982b: 1) 
I have observed similar conversational strategies among SEQAB 
speakers. In many interactions SEQAB people do not express a firm or 
biased opinion, even if they hold it. They may discuss a topic 
generally while gauging others' views before stating their own. If a 
SEQAB person finds his views on a topic to be at odds with others in j 
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SEQAB person finds his views on a topic to be at odds with others in a 
conversation, he will tend to understate his own. In minimizing 
confrontation and argument, the SEQAB speaker leaves open the 
possibility for further comfortable discussion. What Liberman (1982b:2) 
explains as "a strict refusal to force a way of thinking upon others" 
can also appear as a refusal to state one's position openly in a 
particular discussion, as illustrated in the following example: 
Williams recently discussed with me a conversation he had with a 
White friend about the effective expulsion of Australia's only 
Aboriginal Senator from his political party. Though Williams and 
this friend both held similar views and both knew each other's 
political stance, Williams introduced the topic with a non-
committal statement: "Old Bonner's having a run-around, eh?" The 
White woman replied by recounting to Williams a discussion on the 
same topic which she had had that morning at work. She had begun 
with the definite unambiguous statement "Isn't it terrible what 
they've done to Bonner?" This forceful statement at work had 
evoked severe criticism and lea to a confrontation of ideas and 
personalities. In discussing the two different approaches later, 
Williams contrasted his non-committal opening which left 
comfortable discussion possible with the forceful White opening 
which immediately precipitated heated argument. 
Liberman's work in central Australia also describes communication 
breakdowns in the legal system due to the great differences between 
Aboriginal and WA presentation of ideas and viewpoints and to the 
Aboriginal style of interaction which inclines them to "preserve 
congenial relations". 
Sirailarly, von Sturmer (1981:29) talks about Aboriginal caution and 
circumspection which consists partly of "not presenting oneself too 
forcefully and not linking oneself too closely with one's own ideas". 
He cites the use of "might be" (as a modal qualifier) to distance the 
speaker from the certainty of the idea he is presenting. 
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It is important in SEQAB social interaction not to embarrass 
people, for exaraple, by direct criticism or direct refusal of 
requests. When a SEQAB person does not want to comply with a request, 
he provides what to White Australians is best described as an excuse. 
In a small town one morning several Aboriginal people were asking a 
man to drive them home. He repeatedly replied with "It's broke 
down. No good. Won't go." After some time an old lady came along 
with the sarae request (expressed indirectly: "I wanna go home") 
and he drove her. Some of the people who had earlier 
unsuccessfully requested a lift saw the man take the old lady home, 
obviously with no car trouble. There was no outcry, his earlier 
comments about the car being understood as a polite, indirect way 
of saying "no". 
Von Sturmer (1981) and Harris (1977, 1980) report similar indirect 
refusals in northern Australian Aboriginal societies. 
Requests are rarely made directly. Indirect strategies, such as 
hints and orientation information questions (see Section 5,3.1), are the 
most comraon ways of asking someone to do something or asking someone for 
something. For exaraple, the standard SEQAB way of "asking for a ride" 
is to ask a car owner for some factual information, e.g. "You going to 
town?" Such information questions often fulfil several functions, 
including a request for information, and a request to get someone to do 
something (i.e. drive someone to town). Another kind of indirect 
request is illustrated in the following example. 
One day I asked Mary, an elderly lady, if she was coming to a 
corroboree performance at the school. Her reply functioned as an 
indirect request for a lift. 
DE 
Mary 
Williaras 
You going over to school? 
I can't walk that far. 
I can drive you there. 
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Offers of assistance (to do soraething for someone) are frequently 
also made indirectly, as requests for factual information. Hence a 
visitor who has arrived with a car, can offer to drive someone to town 
with the (orientation) information question "You going to town?" All 
these indirect strategies are available also to WA speakers, who use 
them in sensitive situations. What is significant about the SEQAB use 
of these strategies is that they are not restricted to sensitive 
situations; they are the usual everyday ways of interaction, in which 
indirectness is the norm. 
However, commands are sometimes stated very directly, without the 
standard White Australian modifiers "Would you mind ...? Could you 
...?" It seeras that such direct coraraands are issued mainly to sons and 
daughters and to other close junior kin, including siblings, even if 
they are adult. The most striking aspect of these coraraands is their 
distinctive prosodic features. Coramand utterances are loud, staccato 
sharp, high in pitch and frequently repetitive. The most frequent use 
of commands is in adults telling children to come, go away (when adults 
are busy talking), or perform chores such as wash dishes, go to the 
shop, etc. However there appears to be no requirement that a command 
should be heeded imraediately, if at all. Thus a grandmother may call 
out to her granddaughter, "Come here and wash the dishes" several times 
over a period of half an hour before the child complies. 
The respect which SEQAB people have for the privacy of each other's 
motives is related to what can be seen as their general acceptance of 
each other. While there is much gossip in SEQAB society, there is 
little attempt to change people and little talk about what people 
"should do". This acceptance of one's relatives as they are is 
reflected in the way alcoholics are treated. While many relatives of a 
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SEQAB alcoholic complain about his drinking, he is never ostracized, and 
his drinking is frequently reinforced in some ways through joking which 
accepts him as he is. (This is also discussed in Section 7.3). 
Sirailarly Barwick (1981:83) found in the writing of an Aboriginal man in 
Victoria about his faraily history (Pepper 1980) a "reluctance to draw 
conclusions about the character and motivation of others" and "a 
preference for description of specific items of behaviour", rather than 
"overall assessments of what we call personality". 
SEQAB people rarely use adjectives of judgement about a person, 
such as the comraon WA descriptions of people as "nice, good, kind, 
mean". SEQAB people much more frequently narrate an incident concerning 
a person than coraraent on his personality. In this way a SEQAB speaker 
can present his views on a person without directly coraraitting hiraself to 
a personality judgement. 
Barwick (1981) suggests that what can be viewed as Aboriginal 
reticence in making a judgment about another person may be "a 
conventional way of acknowledging the individuality of others". The 
following chapters in this thesis will demonstrate the way SEQAB people 
respect "the individuality of others", hinting and suggesting rather 
than asking directly (Chapter 5), surmising and suggesting rather than 
directly giving and seeking reasons for actions (Chapter 6) and talking 
about future actions in a way which minimizes the obligations of others 
and oneself (Chapter 7), 
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...simply by asking questions (any questions) ... we have 
already committed an unconsidered ethnocentric act, 
for we have assumed that all people pass on information 
as we do.,, (Abrahams 1976:3) 
Chapter 5 
SEEKING INFORMATION^ 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter answers the question 
Ao How do SEQAB people seek information? , 
Using the framework developed in Chapter 2, I begin by discussing 
some aspects of SEQAB society which are necessary for understanding the 
SEQAB use of language to seek information. Firstly, I look at SEQAB 
attitudes to knowledge and information. In Aboriginal societies 
knowledge is not freely available and can not be abstracted or separated 
from particular social relationships. This contrasts with WA society 
where much knowledge is easily and openly acquired and where there is an 
emphasis on knowledge for its own sake. Secondly, I look at differences 
in kinds of social relations in SEQAB and WA societies and how these 
affect the way language is used for information seeking , SEQAB social 
relations are dominated by extensive kin networks which entail 
continuing reciprocal obligations and expectations. This reciprocity is 
found in the way people seek information as part of a two-way 
exchange. People give information before receiving further 
1. A modified version of this chapter was published as Eades (1982) 
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information. Further, in contrast to the WA conversational norm that a 
question should be responded to, in SEQAB conversations the 
knowledgeable person has the right to determine if and when to provide 
information. There is no obligation to answer questions or to provide 
specific information. Silence is frequently an appropriate part of 
SEQAB conversations. 
In 5,3, I examine the linguistic strategies used in information 
seeking. It is useful to distinguish between two types of information 
being sought in SEQAB society. Direct questions are appropriate in the 
seeking of orientation or background information about a person or 
topic. Where substantial information is being sought, direct questions 
are inappropriate. Here the linguistic strategy employed is primarily a 
statement or declarative, though interjections may also be used. The 
interpretation of statements as trigger-statements that seek substantial 
information depends primarily on the knowledge shared by both speaker(s) 
and hearer(s) that a knowledgeable person (or persons) has certain 
information which others want shared. 
Finally in this chapter, I discuss some problems in cross-cultural 
comraunication which arise in SEQ today frora the difference betwen SEQAB 
and WA ways of using English to seek information. 
Before I had seriously tackled the ethnography of information 
seeking, I heard Williams give a revealing explanation of his approach 
to fieldwork. He was talking to a White researcher who mentioned the 
possibility of attending a short course on interviewing techniques and 
questionnaires, preparatory to undertaking a research project similar in 
sorae ways to Williams'. He was disturbed by this approach and said: 
"You gotta know how to talk - have a broader knowledge of things ..." 
He then explained that for him it is important to build up relationships 
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with people before worrying about information. It is necessary to talk 
about things he has in comraon with knowledgeable people, which might be 
kids, experiences in a particular town, or whatever. It becarae clear to 
rae, as I witnessed the conversation, that Williaras was describing the 
art of information gathering for SEQAB society: consider information 
exchange as a part of your relationship with someone, and for specific 
issues start with known information and share it, then use triggering 
devices, and wait until the knowledgeable person is prepared to give his 
information. Furthermore, accept that the person may exercise his right 
to withhold the information. 
5.2 Sociocultural aspects of information seeking 
5,2,1 The transmission of information 
Not all forms of information are free goods either in Aboriginal or 
WA society. In WA society, certain industrial and political information 
is highly controlled. Moreover people guard information about their 
private affairs. Nevertheless there is a premium on the general 
exchange, manipulation and growth of knowledge in Western society, shown 
in the structure of schooling and the academic community as well as 
other public institutions. We encourage children to have enquiring 
minds and through many media - oral, written, electronic, etc. - we are 
preoccupied with spreading information. Encyclopaedias and TV 
documentaries are just two exaraples of the ready availability of 
knowledge in WA society. And knowledge in WA society is not dependent 
on a relationship between the knowledgeable person and the recipient, as 
it is in Aboriginal society. Our large-scale society frequently 
abstracts knowledge from interactions. 
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In Aboriginal society, religious and other traditional knowledge is 
subject to control. In Aboriginal societies which still have a strong 
tradition of ceremonial and ritual activity, much knowledge of these 
matters is strictly controlled. Certain songs, stories and places may 
be known only by certain categories of people, e.g. initiated men or 
women. For example. Keen (1978) discusses the controls on religious 
knowledge which operate within a total economy of knowledge in NE Arnhem 
Land Aboriginal society. While such religious activity and knowledge 
are no longer a part of SEQAB society, there are nevertheless 
restrictions on access to certain special knowledge. 
Old SEQAB people today who know traditional stories and songs are 
frequently reluctant to pass these on to their younger generations. 
This reluctance can not be explained adequately in terms of a lack of 
interest on the part of young people. Williams (1982) discusses this 
reluctance in terms of how Aboriginal language and stories were 
prohibited on reserves and missions earlier this century. Aboriginal 
parents protected much knowledge from White abuse by keeping it secret. 
(See also Reay 1949 and Read 1980). In a sirailar way, today many SEQAB 
people maintain privileged access to certain traditional knowledge, 
excluding not only outsiders, such as researchers, but their own peopl*; 
in some cases. White interest in traditional Aboriginal knowledge is 
now quite different frora the disinterest and opposition prevalent 
earlier this century. But Aboriginal people are still concerned about 
sharing special knowledge widely for fear that it will be appropriated 
by Whites, Williams says: 
So much has been done to shatter and drastically change the 
structure of our society by the ethnocentric attitudes of the 
colonising Europeans and their steady flow of insensitive 
legislation to control Aborigines that you feel fear that if you 
share what remains close to and important to your identity you will 
be betrayed further, (1982:4) 
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Certain traditional knowledge is shared today only among SEQAB 
people considered legitimate receivers of such knowledge. For example, 
one of the older knowledgeable SEQAB people has told Williams of a 
sacred site near his birthplace, but has warned him not to tell me. 
When Williams mentioned this place on a trip, the knowledgeable man said 
in Lingo: "Don't talk about it: the White woman can hear you." (In 
fact, I was out of hearing. Williams later reported the incident to me 
but without details of the site, etc.) Similarly, this man knows the 
story belonging to the Aboriginal rock formation removed from Goorang 
Goorang territory to the University of Queensland some thirty years 
ago. However, he says this story is not for ladies. Aboriginal or not, 
to know. Conversely, in his social history research, Williams has 
always considered it significant that "People know me and respect Mum 
and Dad, so they'll tell me things". 
The controls on religious and ritual knowledge exercised by Pueblo 
Indians show some similarities (Brandt 1981). According to Brandt, this 
"complex of secrecy" in communities that are governed traditionally 
"aids in the preservation of the traditional system which requires 
mastery of a corpus of religious and ritual knowledge before access to 
positions in the political structure" (1981:190). And further, within 
contempory Pueblo communities there is an aversion to writing. This is 
explained by Brandt in terms of the Pueblo view of knowledge (or 
information): "When information access is purely oral, it can be more 
easily controlled and requires a social relationship for transmission of 
inforraation" (1981:190). 
Sansora (1980) demonstrates the controls on information of a day-to-
day nature in his study of a Darwin Aboriginal fringe camp. To 
oversimplify Sansom's rich ethnography, we can say that information in 
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the camp is transmitted through involvement. He describes in Chapter 5 
the difficulties of finding out inforraation about an event which 
occurred while he was absent frora the camp. People are involved in 
events ("happenings") either as actor or as witness, but much 
information simply is not available to a non-participant after the 
event. Sansom outlines the rules that govern the retailing (or 
relating) of information that has been gained by witnessing (1980:84), 
which amount to a "ban on reporting" of daily business at camp. Whil*; 
it is possible to witness events, one does not generally report on 
thera. In this way, he points out, "the present, not the past, is open 
to inspection". However, it is permitted to "give the word" or tell of 
a comraunal camp verdict of an event. One example he gives is of the 
verdict "Violet bin divorce Lionel after fightin'". The news of this 
change in state of affairs is given, but without details of what 
happened in the events which caused it. However, while such day-to-day 
happenings cannot be reported at a later date, it is quite possible for 
many people to witness such happenings in the camp. (This is possibly 
the reverse of the situation in White Australia.) Despite these "ban on 
reporting" rules, it is possible, though difficult, to get details of 
some events. To have access to such information, "one has, in short, to 
learn the strategies for subverting the rule". Sansom's work clearly 
demonstrates that the Aboriginal society he studied exercises strong 
controls on the transmission of information. 
In SEQ, I have not observed such a "ban on reporting". In fact, 
with members of close kin networks spread over a wide geographical area 
(unlike the co-resident fringe camp people), SEQAB people spend a lot of 
tirae narrating events in some detail. However, depending on the nature 
of certain information and factors involving participants, there are 
observable constraints on the transmission of some day-to-day 
information. 
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The expectation and acceptance of certain restrictions in the 
transmission of knowledge can in fact be perceived as a difference in 
the notion of "truth" between SEQAB and WA societies. 
Williams has discussed with me the situation of conflict which 
exists in some marriages between SEQAB and WA partners ower the notion 
of being truthful and the principle of telling one's partner all the 
relevant known information about a subject of discussion. The SEQAB 
partner frequently assumes it is acceptable to refrain from contributing 
certain knowledge at a given time, while the WA partner frequently later 
reacts to this as being unacceptable and untruthful. The Western 
Australian Aboriginal scholar Steve Albert talks about this Aboriginal 
view as "the three parts of truth". Albert says that for Aborigines an 
incident or situation has three dimensions: firstly, a tactful 
presentation of part of the incident or situation, secondly, a direct, 
full presentation of the incident or situation; and thirdly, the 
incident or situation itself. While White people may interpret the 
"first part of truth" as a cover-up or lie or half-truth, to Aboriginal 
people it is a socially acceptable truth (Michael Williams pers. comm.). 
Like Sansom's study of a Darwin fringe camp, Stephen Harris's 
(1977) thesis on traditional Aboriginal teaching and learning strategies 
at Milingimbi illustrates how information is transmitted through 
participation in Aboriginal society in the context of learning. Harris 
demonstrates that Aboriginal learning takes place in real-life 
situations and involves context-specific skills, such as digging for 
yams or a sacred dance; the emphasis in Aboriginal teaching and learning 
is on observation and participation. He contrasts this observation-and-
imitation method of passing on knowledge with the Western style of 
context-free verbal instruction, which heavily depends on questioning. 
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The work of Keen, Sansora and Harris in northern Aboriginal 
societies all demonstrate the importance of RIGHTS to knowledge, be it 
religious, special or everyday knowledge. This aspect of the control of 
knowledge is reflected in a statement by the Working Party of Aboriginal 
Historians (1981:23), which points out that Aboriginal reticence is 
often wrongly interpreted by Whites as a lack of knowledge. "It may be 
in fact deference to the appropriate person who 'owns' the story and has 
the right to tell the story." 
Furthermore, like Sutton (1980) I have found that Aboriginal 
statements to researchers concerning who "knows" a language, are not 
necessarily statements about who has certain information or ability. 
Rather such statements are frequently about the speaker's authority to 
give this information or the appropriateness of the situation. 
Similarly Trigger (1982:494) says of Aboriginal society: ".,, it 
happens that people answer 'I don't know' to questions when in fact they 
are meaning 'I don't wish to tell you that at this time in this 
setting.'" (See also Sansom (1980:25-6) on this point and Keen (1978) 
on what it means to "know" in Aboriginal society). 
To summarize this section, information is controlled in various 
ways in Aboriginal societies. Control of religious and traditional 
knowledge is not so relevant to SEQAB people today. Neither is there 
the strong boundary in Williams' networks, between those privy to 
certain information through their involvement in particular events and 
those not, as is reported in the Darwin fringe camp situation. 
Nonetheless, in SEQAB society today, knowledge is not viewed as an 
alienable, freely available good. Section 5.2.2 below demonstrates 
important differences between SEQAB and WA society in the transmission 
of information and knowledge, which are related to differences in the 
structuring of social relations. 
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5.2.2 Aspects of social relations 
SEQAB social relations are dominated by extensive kin networks, 
which entail continuing obligations and expectations, as discussed in 
Chapter 4. On the other hand, WA social relations are dominated by 
impersonal occupational relations based on the division of labour. Such 
occupationally based relations are typically transient. 
Unlike SEQAB society, WA society is a large-scale, complex and 
individualistic society, where a person's relationships with others are 
often undefined and unclear. It is possible to be socially isolated and 
never belong to a secure on-going group. I claim that in WA society, 
information seeking plays an important part in interpersonal 
relationships and the linguistic strategy of question serves to compel 
interaction. When friends meet after a brief or long absence, questions 
are asked: "Where have you been?", "What have you been doing?", etc. 
People are insulted if they are not asked the right questions about a 
new job, trip, or house, for example. Strangers meeting in a social 
setting such as a cocktail party get to know each other mainly through 
the medium of information seeking, frequently by means of a direct 
question: "Where do you work?", "Where do you come from?", "Why did you 
come here?". When two WA people meet, it is considered impolite for a 
person to speak only about himself, and not to ask questions about the 
other person. We shall see below that this norm of interaction doesn't 
apply in SEQAB contexts. Information seeking is an important element of 
interpersonal relationships in WA. Where a person's relationship with 
another is close, however, questions are often not needed to compel 
interaction, though they remain important in information exchange. 
When SEQAB friends meet after a brief or long absence, they also 
exchange information to share in incidents of their lives that have 
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occurred since their last meeting, but unlike a parallel WA situation, 
the friends/relatives tend not to ask each other questions, such as 
"What have you been up to?", "How's the kids?". Rather, each speaker 
volunteers the inforraation about hiraself. Similarly when Aboriginal 
people meet for the first time, although they frequently ask 
"orientation questions", especially about people, in order to establish 
how to relate to each other (see Section 5.3,1 below), it is uncomraon 
for them to ask personal questions of each other. Having ascertained 
the nature of the relationship (whether through kinship or other 
affiliation with common geographical, family or political groups), each 
speaker then talks about himself without questioning by the other, in a 
way which for WA society might be considered rude or self-centred. 
It is not that the inforraation cannot necessarily be shared, but 
rather that direct questions are frequently inappropriate. This 
contrasts with American Black interaction described by Kochman (1981). 
American Blacks consider improper the typical white styles of questions 
when people meet (such as discussed above) because "they regard as 
private much of the personal inforraation that whites - or raerabers of 
other cultural groups - exchange in public" (Kochman 1981:98). However 
as I have discussed above for SEQAB society, Kochman says that American 
Blacks "think that the disclosure of personal information should be 
entirely at the discretion of the person himself" (p.98). 
The norm in SEQAB conversations that information must be given 
before further information is received, possibly reflects the general 
nature of relations and transactions in SEQAB society. Relations are 
dominated by kinship, and obligations araong kin are marked by 
reciprocity. 
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As well, because SEQAB people live very public lives (as I will 
discuss in Chapter 6) people guard their privacy through the right to 
withhold information. Questions are not necessarily answered 
immediately, if indeed at all. This has also been observed by two other 
researchers in Aboriginal societies. Harris (1980:151) writes of 
Milingimbi Aboriginal society that there is "no social obligation to 
answer" a question and that "to get an answer is a privilege, not a 
right" (1977:442). Malcolm (1979, 1982) in his study of Aboriginal 
children in (White) classrooms in Western Australia found that a 
significant educational problem arises from the teachers' false 
assumption that Aboriginal children will feel obliged to answer the 
teacher's questions. 
Similarly, Virginia Hymes (1976) finds that in interactions between 
Warm Springs American Indians there is no requirement 
that a question by one person be followed immediately by an answer 
or a promise of an answer from the addressee. It MAY be followed 
by an answer, but may also be followed by silence or by an 
utterance that bears no relationship to the question, (p.33) 
(Basso's (1972) study of silence in Western Apache conversations has 
been reviewed in Section 2.2.2.3). 
My observations on the use of silence differ from Von Sturmer's 
observations in northern Aboriginal communities. He says that 
Aboriginal silence following a direct information question 
"automatically implies a criticism or disapproval or an element of 
'touchiness' about the topic" (1981:28). Similarly, Kochman (1981:99) 
found that American Blacks "often respond to direct requests for 
personal information with silence, thereby indicating to those asking 
the question that their probing is inappropriate". 
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While SEQAB silence following a question may sometimes indicate the 
inappropriateness of the question, it is frequently simply an 
appropriate conversational element. Silence in SEQAB conversations is 
used frequently and indicates a speaker's desire to think before he 
responds. Close SEQAB relatives or friends often spend considerable 
time together in silence with no awkwardness. (This is one of the most 
difficult aspects of SEQAB interaction for many Whites to participate 
in.)^. Similarly, Liberman (1982b:7) says that silence in Aboriginal 
society "is not viewed to be insolence; on the contrary it is evidence 
of good manners". 
In strong contrast to the SEQAB norm that a question need not be 
answered immediately, if at all, is the WA obligation to respond to 
questions, even if avoiding an answer to the actual question. As Keenan 
and Ochs (1979:147) say of Middle Class White American society: "we 
assume that our conversational partner will provide the inforraation 
relevant to our needs if he has it, unless there are specific mitigating 
circumstances". Such circumstances include talking to a psychiatrist 
about his patient, or to a priest about someone he confesses. Or we may 
tease or joke with someone by not providing the information required. 
Or again, certain topics - such as one's sex-life or income - may be 
considered too personal to be questioned on. But under most 
circumstances a WA person feels more or less obliged to answer a 
question (and incidentally also to comply with a request or command). 
To avoid answering is to risk being called unco-operative, or anti-
social, or being likened to a politician. We have seen above that this 
1. cf. Philips' (1976:88) comment on Warm Springs American Indian 
conversations: "There is a tolerance for silences - silences which 
Anglos often rush into and fill." 
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norm of social interaction does not apply to SEQAB society. This 
general obligation to answer a question is clearly linked in WA society 
to the use of the question to compel interaction. 
But, as we have seen, the manipulation of inforraation for its own 
sake, related to specialized institutions for the growth of knowledge, 
is central to WA society. The use of the direct question and the 
obligation to respond are related to this function, and are 
institutionalized in the courts, schooling, etc. 
Whereas in SEQAB society it is more important to know who says 
what, and as Harris (1980:152) says of Milingimbi Aboriginal society, 
there is "no interest in inforraation for information's sake". This is 
illustrated in the different organization of conferences and seminars by 
Aboriginal and WA people. 
Within WA society, conferences or seminars are usually organized 
around a theme with speakers addressing specific named topics. However 
Aboriginal-organized conferences (e.g. Aboriginal Oral History 
Conference Canberra 1979; Aboriginal & Islander Catholic Council 
Conference Brisbane 1982, among others) frequently have a central theme, 
but individual talks are not structured into topics. Rather, programmes 
list speakers, who often overlap considerably with each other in the 
information they present or the topics they discuss. What is important 
to the Aboriginal participants is the fact that a particular person, 
with known social and political links and allegiances, says these 
things. Such a difference can cause conflict where both Aboriginal and 
White people are participating in a conference. At the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies Land Rights Conference in Canberra in 
1980, many Whites were dissatisfied with what they saw as repetitious, 
personal statements by Aborigines. But to the Aboriginal participants 
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it was important that ideas be linked with individuals, as well as 
trying to provide the opportunity for each participant to speak and so 
reach consensus (see also Liberman 1982b on this latter point). 
Again Aboriginal people do not consider the given topic for a 
meeting to be a restriction. For example, a SEQAB man was about to 
travel 80 kms to a meeting. It appeared that he did not know the 
original purpose or topic of the meeting (although I do not exclude here 
the possibility that he did not want to tell me or Williams about it). 
However, he talked to us about who was organizing the meeting and who 
might be there and clearly he was attracted to going because of the 
people involved, not the topic. 
Similarly, as discussed in Chapter 1, Williams organizes fieldtrips 
around people (e.g. "going to see Uncle X"), rather than topic (e.g. 
finding out about a particular topic or event). 
To summarize this section, SEQAB social relations are dominated by 
extensive kin networks, which entail continuing reciprocal obligations 
and expectations. This reciprocity is involved in information seeking 
which must be part of a two-way exchange: inforraation is given before 
further information is received. Further, there is no obligation on a 
knowledgeable person to provide information imraediately, if indeed at 
all. Silence is a frequent, appropriate element in conversations. 
Furthermore, information cannot be separated from relationships; to 
SEQAB people, the individuals and their social situation are more 
important than the knowledge or information which these individuals 
have. 
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5.3 Forms and their functions 
In looking at the SEQAB use of language to seek information it is 
useful to distinguish between two types of inforraation seeking depending 
on whether the information sought is orientation information or 
substantial information. I will consider them in turn, examining the 
linguistic strategies used and relevant aspects of context in their 
interpretation, 
5,3.1 Orientation information 
This is information which clarifies a topic (often the current 
topic of conversation). The information sought comprises background 
details about people especially, but also about the time, place and 
setting of some situation or narrated event. 
In seeking orientation information, direct questions are 
appropriate, but most frequently the structure of the question is a 
declarative clause with question intonation (or a following 
interrogative tag). Although this grammatical structure is used in 
White Australian questions, it is used much more frequently in SEQAB 
conversations. (In the Van Leer study of Queensland Aboriginal English, 
discussed in Section 3-4.3 above, this structure is described as 
Aboriginal English "uninverted question forms" (Dwyer 1974:17)). In 
this linguistic strategy the questioner presents some proposition for 
confirmation or correction. The following conversational extracts 
illustrate a questioner filling in details of topics under discussion. 
1. I use the term "orientation" in similar fashion to Labov in his 
analysis of narrative (1972b). 
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In (5.1), Tom^ is trying to find out information about his 
grandfather. He presents some information he has guessed at with 
question intonation, which is corrected by Joan. 
(5.1) t Tom: Grandfather X used to live at Tirroan? 
Joan: Thornhill. 
In (5.2) below, Joan asks a question by querying assumed fact: 
(5.2) f Joan: Kevin only come up for a day? 
Harry: Kevin come for a day, that's all - went 
home again. 
In (5,3), I was attempting to find out information on Janey's late 
husband, which would be relevant to earlier conversations about the 
several languages spoken in her family, I began with the appropriate 
SEQAB type of question, and successfully obtained an answer. I then 
reverted to the interrogative type, perfectly acceptable in WA 
conversations, but quite inappropriate here, as evidenced by the 
response "Beg pardon". I switched to the SEQAB strategy of presenting 
information for confirmation (the information being selected, in fact, 
by guessing) and this strategy was again successful, as we can see from 
Janey's final response. (This strategy can also be used by WA speakers, 
but the important point is that for SEQAB speakers it is the normal 
strategy.) 
(5.3) t DE: Your husband was a Batjala man? 
Janey: He was a Batjala. 
DE: And where was he from, again? 
Janey: Beg pardon? 
1. Throughout I use fictitious names and initials for SEQAB people, and 
the initials DE to refer to myself. 
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DE: He was from further south, was he? 
Janey: He's, he's from here, not far from X station. 
In (5,4), Williams wants to know if there is a traditional 
prohibition on cutting vines in a certain area. He gives two options 
and also opens up the question with a final "what?". Fred's reply could 
refer either to his knowledge or his authority or willingness to speak 
on that topic in that situation. 
(5.4) "I" Williams: You allowed to cut the vines, or make you 
sick too, or what? 
Fred: Oo - I don't know about the vines ,.. 
The second, less frequently used strategy to seek orientation 
information is the interrogative (or direct question) as in WA 
conversations, e.g. 
(5.5) t Meg: Were you there when Fred was born in the scrub? 
Jake: No. 
However the direct question frequently follows the presentation of 
some known information, and thus fulfils the SEQAB norm that information 
is presented as well as sought. 
In (5.6) below, Meg is trying to find out about an old lady and 
where she fits in socially. She presents the information she knows and 
then asks a question. 
(5.6) t Meg: Old Grannie X - she was a full-blooded Aboriginal 
woman - who was she related to? 
In (5,7) below, Anna presents Mary with sorae information, before 
she questions her intentions. 
(5.7) t Anna: I got pumpkin seed - where you gonna put it? 
In example (5.8) below, Janey tries to find out about Sally's 
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activities. She asks a direct question which, although an interrogative 
form, queries a stated proposition. 
(5.8) t Janey: Didn' you go with Tom out there? 
Sally: No, he went fishin' with Mick. 
Again in example (5.9), Mary asks a direct interrogative question 
which in fact queries a proposition (rather than asking for new 
information). 
(5.9) t Mary: Now listen - was it you workin' down there when 1 
used to come down sit under that tree? 
Harry: Where? 
Mary: This person, I know he was a Smith, sit down, 
want rae to get photo taken. 
Harry: I take the blame. 
The crucial aspects of context in the interpretation of orientation 
questions concern the immediate context, notably the topic of 
conversation; the linguistic context, notably what has already been said 
on this topic; and the related extrasituational context, that is, what 
knowledge is shared on this topic by the participants in the 
conversation. 
When a question form is uttered (either a declarative with question 
intonation (or interrogative tag) or an interrogative), it can be 
interpreted as a request for orientation information, if it concerns 
background details of a topic under discussion, or the background socio-
spatial details of a person present or being discussed. In other 
contexts a question form can serve quite different functions. For 
example, given certain details of social context such as a temporary 
tension in the relationship between two people, a question can be used 
not to seek information but as a complaint about another. Of course the 
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import of the complaint can be avoided by treating it as a request for 
information, even though both participants know it is not intended in 
this way. 
For example, a SEQAB family group was travelling some 85 kms 
between two towns. The driver stopped at the house of a (White) friend 
in a town along the way. His mother, who was anxious to finish the 
journey complained about her son's stop, using two direct questions (to 
which she knew the answer). 
(5.10) Joan: Where are you stopping? 
Tom: I wanna see Max. 
Joan: What do you want to see Max for? 
Tom: (SILENCE) 
(see Chapter 6 on the use of "why (what-for)?" questions as complaints). 
Also, given certain details of linguistic context, such as a 
storytelling situation, question forms can be used in the giving of 
information. The speaker both asks the question and answers it; the 
question appears to emphasize a particular part of the information by 
isolating it as an answer. Also the question often selves to involve 
the addressees more closely by appearing to question them for the 
information which the speaker gives. 
For example, a young woman is surprised to see her brother and his 
girlfriend in town. She passes on her surprise to her grandmother, 
using this question form: 
(5.11) t "Have a guess who's back in town? Ester and Nick',' 
And in another example, a woman is telling a group of relatives a 
funny story about a Chinaman many years ago. She highlights the humour 
with the use of questions and answers to give information, while at the 
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same time directly addressing her "audience" with "you know ...": 
(5.12) t "The Chinaman had a porcupine there. You know what 
he was feeding it on? Turnips. (Laughter) 
... but you know where he had the turnip? He had it in 
porcupine's behind. (Laughter)" 
But the use of questions to seek orientation information is very 
common when people meet each other or leave each other. In SEQAB 
society, utterances such as "Where are you going?", "Where did you come 
from?" are greetings, which are interactionally equivalent to "Hullo", 
"Hi", "Gidday" etc. in WA society. SEQAB people most frequently greet 
each other with one of these orientation questions when they meet. It 
is also common for a SEQAB person sitting on the verandah or steps of 
his house to call out "Where you going?" to another SEQAB acquaintance 
or relative who walks past his house, in a manner similar to the way a 
WA person would call out "Hullo", 
Over the years that I did salvage linguistic studies of Aboriginal 
languages whose functions have been drastically reduced, I was often 
struck by the way people remember these greeting questions in 
language. On many such occasions when I have been talking to people 
about language, they recall a little vocabulary and then "what you say 
if you meet someone" - for example a Goorang Goorang speaker who was 
recalling vocabulary produced the following sequence of utterances 
completely without elicitation: 
(5.13) t Woonju gnin yun,gira? 
Where are you going? 
Yuluhm town-gu gnuy yun.gim. 
I'm going to Rockhampton. 
Woonju gnin booguy woowun? 
When are you coming back? 
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0 booluroo. 
In two days' time. 
Similar exaraples occurred frequently in ray work with the 
Gurabaynggir speaker in northern New South Wales. On another tape I 
recorded with a SEQAB man talking generally about Aborigines in the old 
days, language had not been mentioned until he said: "Wl-ien I'd raeet you 
I'd say Wunyi gubuy "Where are you going?"." 
It seems to me that these greeting routines are aptly termed 
orientation questions. The questioner is finding out background details 
of the addressee's raoveraents. The Gumbaynggir speaker also frequently 
explained the routine when an Aborigine travelled to a "new tribe". The 
newcomer was questioned about his homeland, his name and moiety, so that 
he could be slotted into the kinship of the "tribe" he was visiting and 
know his kin relationship to everyone. In this routine, which the 
speaker often talked about, orientation questions are vital in locating 
the addressee in a socio-spatial relationship with the questioning 
person(s). Similarly, when SEQAB people today meet each other for the 
first time, each asks the other a series of orientation questions, such 
as "Where you from?", "What's your name?", "You got relations around 
here?", to determine their social relationship and basis for 
interaction. 
The third raain linguistic strategy used by SEQAB people in seeking 
orientation inforraation consists of interjections and repetitions to 
encourage a speaker who has given sorae information to give further 
inforraation. The interjections used include "yeah", "ram", "oh", 
"what?", "true". These forms also fulfil a central function of audience 
participation in the narration of a story. In seeking orientation 
information, the questioning person essentially asks to be told more by 
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using an audience participation interjection or oy echoing the 
inforraation just presented. (This strategy is also used by WA speakers 
of course.) The interpretation of such interjections and repetitions as 
seeking orientation inforraation depends priraarily on aspects of 
linguistic context, such as a storytelling situation. 
In the following example, Meg is seeking orientation information 
about an old man. Tommy. She starts by presenting his name and then 
uses a direct question (interrogative). The knowledgeable person then 
gives her kin relationship to the raan being discussed. Meg then uses a 
classic audience participation interjection "Oh yeah" to provoke further 
background detail on the man: 
(5.14) "f Meg: What about that old fella called Tommy, who was 
he? 
Joan: That's our old grandfather - ray old great uncle 
really. 
Meg: Oh yeah. 
Joan: My great uncle - he used to be king 
of Y (district)J 
In exaraple (5.15), Janey encouraged Williaras to give orientation 
inforraation about his family with a series of these audience 
participation interjections. 
(5.15) f Williaras: My raother and her sister and Grannie 
came to Cherbourg around about 1913. 
1. The Gumbaynggir language from the New South Wales north coast has a 
non-inflecting word "kalang", which I used to gloss as 'Interjection: 
Gee!". It now appears to me that "kalang" neatly fills the functin of 
Audience Participation in conversation. Ian Keen (pers. comm.) reports 
that the Yolngu word "ma" fulfils the same function. 
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Janey: Mm. 
Williams: And Mum would've been about seven, 
maybe something like that, and - she 
went out to work on stations when she was 
fairly young. 
Janey: Oh. 
Williaras: Early teens I suppose. 
Janey: Yeah. 
Williams: Grannie stayed on at Cherbourg. 
Janey: Mm. 
Williams: Grannie died about 1952. 
Janey: Oh yeah. 
(SILENCE) 
Williams: She had another daughter called Dot, she 
married a fella called Fred Smith. 
Janey: Oh yeah. 
Williams: They went out to live at ... 
5.3.2 Substantial information 
The second type of information seeking in SEQAB conversations aims 
to elicit what I call "substantial information". It generally involves 
a change of topic and may seek explanation for some event or 
situation. In this type of inforraation seeking, direct questions are 
inappropriate and unsuccessful, as exaraples (5.16) and (5.17) 
illustrate. 
(5.16) DE: What's the story about? 
Response: everyone talking at once, great dysfluencies, 
no significant information. 
In (5.16), a group of knowledgeable SEQAB people and several children 
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had travelled with Williams and myself to a "story place" (a site with 
Drearatirae significance). It was a trip which had been talked about and 
was considered by all to be of obvious importance to the social history 
research Williams was conducting. There was (as Williams confirmed in 
discussion later) the general expectation that the knowledgeable people 
would tell the story, and I had a tape-recorder and caraera to record the 
occasion. However, I sought to elicit the story - substantial 
inforraation - by means of a direct question, unwittingly ignoring the 
appropriate SEQAB way of talking here. And the response indicates that 
my questioning was unsuccessful; no information was given. But later, 
after a fair amount of talk about the story place (orienting us all to 
the features of landscape, history, and so on), the story was told by a 
few of the knowledgeable people in their own time. 
Example (5.17) is interesting in that it shows a SEQAB raan, 
Williams, putting himself in an non-SEQAB role and context, and using 
the WA strategy of direct question for eliciting substantial 
information. (It was rare for Williams to use such a strategy.) It 
appears quite unsuccessful, although at a later date Joan did give 
information about Grandfather X's father. The other interesting thing 
about this example is the successful use of a SEQAB-type orientation 
question by Ian Keen (IK), an anthropologist who accorapanied us on this 
early field trip. Keen has had a lot of experience coramunicating with 
Aborigines in northern Australia and has found the strategy of 
presenting and querying sorae known inforraation to be more successful 
than direct questions such as "Do you know anything about ...?" 
(5.17) t Williams: Do you know anything about Grandfather X's 
father? 
Joan: Oh no, not much. 
Williams: Where did he come from? 
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Joan: Wouldn' know. 
I.K.: Station owner, was he? 
Joan: He's something to do with the 
station up there. 
In seeking substantial inforraation SEQAB people use indirect 
strategies. I label as trigger-stateraents linguistic strategies which 
have the form of statements and which serve to lead the knowledgeable 
person to impart information.^ Like the most common form of orientation 
questions discussed above, these trigger-statements present some 
information. Information seeking in SEQAB conversations is part of a 
two-way process, in which both the knowledgeable person and the 
questioning person contribute information. Factors which enable a 
statement to be interpreted as a trigger for substantial information 
include both extrasituational and social context, such as a 
knowledgeable person knowing that his conversational partner both lacks, 
and would like to have, certain information that he has. It is 
important to note that trigger-statements are multifunctional. The 
person requiring inforraation on a certain topic first gives some 
relevant information, which serves not only to trigger information but 
to participate in the reciprocity inherent in SEQAB information 
seeking. (As well, these trigger-stateraents can fulfil many other 
functions, such as reinforcing personal relationships through shared 
knowledge, giving respect to a knowledgeable person by inviting him to 
share this knowledge, etc.) 
1. This strategy is comparable to the American Black use of 
"signifying" to hint for desired inforraation (Kochman 1981). As in the 
SEQAB situation, American Blacks also leave the option of giving 
information with the knowledgeable person. 
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In example (5.18) below, Williams was trying to find out the story 
of a lagoon which he knew to be of particular historical significance to 
his family. It would be inappropriate for hira to ask a direct question 
for this substantial information, such as 
* "What happened at L Lagoon?" 
* "What's the story of L Lagoon?" 
or * "Why is L Lagoon important to our people?" 
(Note that these questions would be generally appropriate in a 
corresponding WA situation). 
Instead Williams used a trigger-statement, referring to a cousin 
talking in his sleep in the next roora. Knowing that there is something 
frightening about this lagoon for his people, Williams related his 
cousin's sleep-talking to the lagoon and then he waited for his mother 
to provide substantial information about it. (Note also the use of the 
audience participation interjection "yeah" in the information seeking 
process. This is used for substantial information, as here (see below) 
as well as orientation information (see above)). 
(5.18) "^  Williams: [He's] dreaming about L Lagoon. 
W's mother: Hoho - that's the lagoon, went, took Mum 
fishin' there one day - my raother. 
Williams: Yeah. 
mother: 'N she couldn' get a fish bite, ya know, 
(both): (laugh) 
raother: She was fishin' and I said - (to DE) see ray 
mother was a full-blooded Aboriginal - I 
said, I said, "You know Mum," I said, "this 
is where they threw all the old "Gooris" 
[Aborigines] in", (laugh) ... 
In another form of triggering the person desiring substantial 
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information presents some known inforraation, this time as something he 
remembers or was told, and thus reminds the knowledgeable person of the 
specific topic. 
In (5.19) below, Ellen was talking to an elderly aunt at Cherbourg, 
trying to find out what the reserve was like in the early days. Mary 
responded to the trigger by giving a description of the house, and then 
later in the conversation she gave other details of the early days in 
the general talk. 
(5.19) ^ Ellen: You know, I can remember Grannie Doreen used 
to live in a funny little house. 
Mary: That's just how it was when Grannie Doreen... 
In example (5.20), Frank wanted to know about a fight at the hotel, 
but again, he elicited the information by means of a trigger-statement, 
not a direct question like "What happened at the pub last night?". As 
we have seen, such a strategy, while perfectly normal in WA 
conversations, is not appropriate in SEQAB conversations. 
(5.20) Frank: Heard there was the biggest row at the pub last 
night. 
Tom: Yeah, Joe got stuck into Fred and Bill. He was 
really drunk. Went and rang up Bert and Jira. 
Wanted thera come and help him kill Bill, 
(laugh) ... 
Silence and the non-response to trigger-stateraents play an 
iraportant communicative function in substantial information seeking. 
Often a trigger-statement will be followed by silence or by a response 
which gives little or no information. But later in the conversation or 
on a later occasion the knowledgeable person will give the desired 
information. SEQAB people do not feel the time pressure of needing to 
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respond immediately. And their interpersonal relationships are so 
secure that there is no need to tell someone something immediately. 
As in the seeking of orientation information, (discussed above) 
interjections and repetitions are used to seek substantial information. 
In example (5.21), Joan was telling a story about a character 
called "Stinker", which reached its climax with "Stinker" fooling the 
policemen by not revealing his identity. The audience participation of 
repetition and interjection ("Yeah", and "Oh yeah") can be interpreted 
as encouraging the speaker to tell the story. 
(5.21) ^ Joan: They used to call him Stinker because he used 
to go to the killing yard ["abbatoir"]. 
Harry: Stinker. (giggle) 
Joan: And carry all the runners ["sraall intestines"] 
home on his head. 
Meg: Oh yeah. 
Joan: You know, the runners of the cattle. 
Harry: Yeah. 
Joan: Hangin' down over his head like this corain' 
along; these policemen comin' - he was corain' 
along carrying the thing on his head, they 
said "Ah you know where Stinker - this fella 
Stinker live?" He said, "Oh him longa camp." 
[he's at the camp]. He was talking to 
Stinker! 
In example (5.22), Ellen repeated part of the information initially 
given by Mary. Mary then went on to give further information about the 
character of Grannie Doreen during the course of the next fifteen 
minutes of the conversation. (The wide-ranging nature of this hectic 
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lunchtime conversation with raany participants raakes it unsuitable for 
detailed quoting here.) 
(5.22) f Mary: I hear thera two - oh Grannie was swearing 
soraething terrible at that old woman. 
Ellen: Grannie Doreen used to swear bad, eh. 
Indeed, many instances of substantial information seeking do not lend 
themselves readily to quotation as they are spread over too long a 
time: as observed above, there is no obligation on the knowledgeable 
person to reply, or to answer with the desired inforraation, and matters 
concerning the relationship between speakers may cause the knowledgeable 
person to put off giving the inforraation till later. 
Soraetimes, where substantial information seeking is not effective, 
the questioning person will seek orientation information, such as where 
a person comes from, who he lives with, and later use a trigger to 
elicit substantial information. 
5.4 Cross-cultural communication differences 
All of the linguistic strategies described here as used by SEQAB 
people to seek information can also be used in certain contexts by WA 
people to seek information. For example, where a topic is particularly 
sensitive or a knowledgeable person is known to be difficult, a WA 
speaker may use indirect hints or triggers hoping to elicit 
information. What is significantly different in the SEQAB and WA uses 
of these indirect strategies is their context. That is, what is 
normally in WA use of English, a linguistic strategy restricted to 
sensitive topics or participants, is in SEQAB use of English, the 
everyday ordinary usage for the eliciting of substantial information. 
Normal everyday direct seeking of substantial inforraation is usually 
inappropriate in SEQAB conversations. 
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It should also be noted that SEQAB people sometiraes use White norms 
of interaction (including direct questions to seek substantial 
information) in White contexts, such as when talking to White people. 
Also, while I claim that it is easy to identify the contrasting WA 
and SEQAB approaches to information seeking, there is in fact a 
continuum ranging between the poles. When languages come into contact, 
there is often a great deal of variation between speakers in the extent 
to which the language form of the dominant group affects that of the 
subordinate group. Similarly, with language use there is a varying 
amount of influence between thera. SEQAB speakers (particularly younger 
city people) who are involved in WA education, eraployment, finance, 
etc., employ a greater degree of direct question strategies than do 
older people in SEQAB rural communities. A striking exaraple of a SEQAB 
person using WA norms here occurred during a (taped) discussion on 
language which was joined by a rather drunk SEQAB lady. She defied many 
SEQAB standards of greeting, information seeking and personal 
interaction by asking rae a series of personal questions: 
(5.23) Now what's this all about? 
(To others about DE) Who dat one? 
Now what you got dere? 
Other SEQAB people in the group diverted the lady's attentions from me 
and joked about her drunkenness. It seemed that they were embarrassed 
by her breaking the social rules of speaking. This incident also 
parallels the situation in Cape Keerweer, western Cape York, where 
Aborigines are multilingual in various Aboriginal language codes and 
where "English is especially the language of drunkenness and of violent 
arguments" (Sutton 1978:170). Other anthropologists (Chris Anderson and 
Ian Keen, pers. comm.) report that English is often used by Aborigines 
in situations of drunkenness or violent verbal abuse. It appears that 
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in using English, the irate or drunk speaker is not just using English 
grammar, but appropriate rules of use. In this example, she is able to 
ask personal questions, which could not be asked in a SEQAB speaking 
context. (I am not sure whether drunkenness usually precipitates WA 
styles of information seeking in in-group SEQAB interactions.) 
The difference in everyday SEQAB and WA approaches to information 
seeking has important implications in much cross-cultural communication 
in SEQ. For example, at an Oral History Workshop at the University of 
Queensland (25/4/82) a (White) lecturer in Public Administration spoke 
about what she clairaed are "universal basics of interviewing". 
(Interviewing is a forraal way of seeking information.) These included 
the need for the interviewer to keep control of the interview (by asking 
questions, for example) and also the importance of the interviewer 
remaining neutral, not influencing the interviewee's response and not 
"feeding thoughts" to the interviewee. But my study of SEQAB styles of 
seeking information indicates that both these criteria (the interviewer 
controlling and structuring the flow of information, as well as not 
giving any information) are directly in opposition to SEQAB 
conversational style and organization. While in many WA contexts, such 
as an interview, seeking information is an asyraraetrical, one-way 
process, in SEQAB contexts it must be part of a two-way exchange. In 
SEQAB conversations, one must give information to get information. 
Indeed the use of WA information seeking strategies with Aboriginal 
people throughout Australia is notoriously unsuccessful. School 
teachers often complain that Aboriginal children do not participate in 
classroom activities involving questioning (and the children are often 
said to be unco-operative or lazy or verbally deficient). A White 
lawyer with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island Legal Service has 
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explained to me that a lot of his problems and his clients' failures 
stem from Aborigines' misunderstandirg of, or refusal to comply with, 
the questioning process which is part of the legal system. And the 
absence of Aborigines frora TV quiz programmes, for example, reflects 
more than educational disadvantage. 
Aboriginal people are also notoriously uninformative in their 
response to questionnaires, as the following example demonstrates. A 
survey by questionnaire was carried out in 1978 within an Australia-wide 
body whose total client group consists of Aboriginal and Islander 
people. Researchers in the organisation needed information from local 
Aboriginal staff around Australia. Aboriginal researchers were 
concerned from the start at the inappropriateness and ineffectiveness of 
written questionnaires, saying "We'll find out a lot more if we go and 
have a talk with them". White researchers saw such a method of finding 
information as unnecessary and too costly. Accordingly, a questionnaire 
was sent to all local staff with the suggestion that it only be used as 
a guideline for conversations with the aim of gaining the required 
information. Aboriginal researchers went to pains to write about the 
importance of explaining the need for information to clients, and 
following this up with communicating results to clients at a later 
date: "Our method of gathering information should be casual in approach 
and avoid direct question and answer situations," However, the whole 
attempt at information gathering failed, as local Aboriginal staff 
regarded the letter as a questionnaire in the WA context. Rather than 
use points from the questionnaire as guidelines for conversations, many 
local staff simply handed the questionnaires to individual clients to 
fill in. Such questionnaires proved to be of almost no use to the 
researchers, as respondents gave only limited information or r^ f^used to 
answer at all, writing "none of your business", or the like. And by far 
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the majority of the mailed letter/questionnaires were not returned. 
This example illustrates the primacy of spoken communication for 
Aboriginal people, as well as the inappropriateness of using WA survey 
techniques for information seeking in the Aboriginal context. Further 
demonstration here came when one of the Aboriginal researchers later 
talked in a hotel with one of the clients whora he remembered to have 
filled in one of these questionnaires in the manner described above. By 
sharing information on the subject of inquiry and communicating orally 
in an Aboriginal context, the researcher found out a great deal of 
information which this client had not given in the WA survey context. 
In a similar way, as mentioned in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, 
Aborigines' responses to direct questions from researchers are 
frequently misinterpreted. A common reply to direct questions about 
"the old ways" and language is "I don't know anything". This could be 
an exaraple of the Reduction Principle in conversation described by 
Pawley (1974), which involves a speaker's huraility or self-diminution as 
a social convention. However, more significantly here, this response 
indicates the inappropriateness of the type of information seeking 
strategy being used. In Aboriginal society the passing of substantial 
information doesn't result from a direct query. It is the result of 
normal two-way interaction between people. 
And as Trigger (1982:495) points out, for Aboriginal people "it 
would be bad manners to deny somebody something they had asked for". 
Just as Aboriginal people frequently refuse requests indirectly with 
acceptable excuses (see Section 4.6), so rather than refuse directly to 
give information, they give as an acceptable excuse "I don't know 
anything". 
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Also of course, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, knowledge in 
Aboriginal society is frequently a matter of rights and authority, 
rather than ability. So in some instances, "I don't know anything" 
refers to the speaker's rights (or lack thereof) over certain 
information such as language (see also Sutton 1980). 
It is significant that one of the most common complaints which 
Aboriginal people make about (White) researchers is that "they ask too 
many questions". Many Aborigines also feel that researchers are 
concerned only with answers to their own questions, rather than 
information they have to offer. As one SEQAB person expressed it: 
"They come in with a whole lot of questions, instead of just sitting 
down and talking". 
5.5 Summary 
Information seeking in SEQAB society is part of a two-way 
exchange. Information is given before further information is sought. 
This reciprocity reflects the general nature of relations in SEQAB 
society which are dominated by extensive kinship links entailing 
reciprocal rights and responsibilities. Further, information is 
generally viewed as belonging to relationships between people from which 
it is not easily separated. Of prime importance in the exchange of 
information are the social situation and relationships between 
participants in the exchange. 
The typical linguistic strategy used for WA information seeking, 
the direct question, is appropriate in SEQAB conversations which seek 
orientation information; that is, background detail about people, 
situation or narrated event. The structure of the question generally 
reflects the norm that information must be given before further 
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information is sought. But in seeking substantial inforraation, direct 
questions are inappropriate. Indirect strategies, such as hints and 
leading statements, are the main ways of triggering substantial 
information. Such strategies do not require immediate response. The 
knowledgeable person decides if and when to provide information. 
Further, silence or considerable time delay is frequent in the seeking 
of substantial information. The determining aspects of context in the 
interpretation of questions and statements as requests for information 
have been shown to be the immediate context, notably the topic of 
conversation; the linguistic context, particularly what has already been 
said on this topic; the social context, especially the personal 
relationships between interlocutors; and the extrasituational context, 
that is, knowledge shared on the topic by participants in the 
conversation, including knowledge that a certain person has information 
which another person wants to know. 
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Chapter 6 
GIVING AND SEEKING REASONS FOR ACTIONS 
6,1 Introduction 
This chapter answers the question 
Au How do SEQAB people give and seek reasons for actions? 
First, I consider the public, open nature of SEQAB social life and 
ask, is there any privacy? In 6.2, I explain what I mean by "reason" 
and I discuss the complex nature of giving reasons for actions. I go on 
to examine the linguistic forms used to express reason in both WA and 
SEQAB English (Section 6.3). While both varieties of English have the 
same linguistic structures available for coding reasons, SEQAB English 
uses mainly those constructions which also encode other connections 
between utterances (such as temporal sequence). And in many instances, 
SEQAB reasons for actions are not coded unambiguously as reasons. 
Section 6.4 then asks how SEQAB utterances can be interpreted as 
reasons, where connections of reason are not unambiguously coded in the 
linguistic structure. The key element in the interpretation of 
utterances as reasons is shown to be shared knowledge (extrasituational 
context). In the WA interpretation of an utterance as a reason there is 
a high functional load on elements of linguistic context (such as the 
clausal connectors "because", "in order to"). However, the importance 
of the shared knowledge aspect of SEQAB extrasituational context in the 
interpretation of reasons reflects the importance in a small-scale, 
close-knit society of shared experience and knowledge. As the 
expression of reasons for actions is structurally (but not usually 
pragmatically) ambiguous, it is indirect and gives the speaker 
considerable personal privacy in the expression of reasons and motives. 
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Section 6.5 examines the SEQAB seeking of reasons and finds again 
that the linguistic strategies used are structurally ambiguous, that is, 
multifunctional. There is no interrogative uniquely used to seek a 
reason (such as WA "why?"). When a hearer wants to find out reasons for 
actions, he must seek factual information (using the information seeking 
strategies discussed in Chapter 5). This information, once given, 
enables a person to share more knowledge with the speaker, which then 
enables him to infer a reason. These forms of inquiry are 
multifunctional; that is, they can be used to seek information which raay 
be sought for a number of reasons, including inferring a reason. But a 
speaker can never be openly, directly questioned as to reasons for 
particular actions or motives. Consequently, in the very public SEQAB 
society, there is nevertheless a great deal of personal privacy (of a 
sort not common in WA society): one's reasons or motives can never be 
unquestionably directly known. 
In 6.6, I discuss in some detail an example illustrating the way 
SEQAB people give and seek reasons for actions. Then in 6.7, I look 
briefly at cross-cultural differences in this area of language use. 
Finally I suramarize this chapter in 6.8. 
Aboriginal social life is very public. SEQAB people live very 
close to one another and their day-to-day activities are public. Small 
houses accommodate large families, or many merabers of an extended 
family, and by WA standards are frequently overcrowded. There is a 
comraunal, non-private nature to this style of living. As well, rauch of 
day-to-day living takes place in open outside areas, such as the main 
street of towns, in public parks, and (in country towns particularly) on 
verandahs of houses. The importance of verandahs in SEQAB social life 
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cannot be overemphasized. Here people regularly sit for long periods, 
observing the comings and goings of others around them and passing on 
reports of other people's actions. Modes of transport are highly public 
too. People often walk and so they are easily observed and as well, 
they often bear reports between households. Cars frequently travel with 
a full passenger load, stopping at different houses to exchange 
passengers and news. The fact that many cars are noisy enables people's 
movements to be easily observed. As well as this close lifestyle in 
physical, spatial terms, SEQAB people live close lives socially. In the 
previous chapter, I have discussed the way SEQAB people are related to 
each other through complex and wide-ranging kin ties which are 
constantly maintained and strengthened by social interaction. 
The anthropological literature contains some references to the 
public nature of Aboriginal life in more remote areas of Australia. 
Sansom's (1980) description of the Darwin fringe camp reveals striking 
similarities to my comraents here on SEQAB life, while differing in many 
local details. Sansom says that in the fringe camp it is "very 
difficult ... to hide facts about oneself and one's doings" and he 
refers to the "corapleteness of shared information about visible 
activity" (1980:82). 
Hamilton's (1981) study of child-rearing in Anbarra camps in Arnhem 
Land compares the "privatised society" of Europeans with Aboriginal 
society saying that "where there is little privacy and no particular 
value is placed on privacy in camp, people's interactions are open to 
all" (1981:97),^ 
1. Haviland and Haviland (ms) refer briefly to the public/private 
dichotomy in Aboriginal Australia in a tantalizingly succinct comment in 
a paper on Zinancanteco (Mexico) society. 
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In such a public society, we can ask, is there any privacy? As we 
have seen in Chapter 5, Aborigines in the Darwin fringe camp described 
by Sansom have a degree of personal privacy in the "ban on reporting" 
which prohibits people frora recounting details of events. This chapter 
will demonstrate one area where SEQAB people have a privacy not found in 
White Australian society, namely through indirectness and circumspection 
in seeking and explaining reasons for actions. Chapter 7 gives further 
evidence of personal privacy in SEQAB society. In examining talk about 
future actions, we will see that apparent commitment is always 
conditional and nonbinding. SEQAB people can never be obligated to 
their own stated future actions. 
6.2 Reasons 
In talking about "reason" in this chapter I mean "that which is 
said to give rise to or bring about human action, or facts, procedures 
or states which may or may not depend on human agency" (based on Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary definition of "reason"). This is a broad area 
and includes what in WA English are known as reasons, motives, purposes 
and causes. Because SEQAB people speak mainly about actions (rather 
than emotions, intentions and states), I will be focusing on reasons for 
actions. 
In talking about reasons, we often verbalize only one of several 
reasons for a particular state of affairs. Consider for example the 
statement 
(6.1) "I'm going to the pictures with Fred". 
In WA English it might be appropriate to elicit a reason by asking 
"why?". Any or indeed all of the utterances below could be given as a 
reason: 
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(6.2) (i) because I want to see "Gallipolli". 
(ia) because I've read rave reviews of "Gallipolli". 
(ii) because I haven't been out with Fred for a long time, 
(iii) because I'd like to go out with Fred, 
(iiia) because Fred's a great change from George, 
(iv) because I can't stand being at home on my own. 
(iva) because the bloke next door worries me. 
(v) because I want to be able to discuss movies 
at morning tea. 
(va) because discussing movies is a good way of joining in 
non-academic conversations at work. 
One could conceive of a situation where all of the above nine 
utterances could be reasons for going to the pictures with Fred. It is 
unlikely in normal conversations that a speaker would give all these 
reasons in answer to the question. Note that the utterances numbered 
with _a_ give reasons for the preceding utterance of the same number. So 
while (ia) could be given in answer to the first question "why?", it is 
also a reason for a reason. The potential chaining of reasons is 
common, as any parent of a three year old knows. (WA three year olds 
notoriously ask "why?" with great frequency. Their response to the 
reason given to the first "why?" question is to ask "why?"- of this 
reason and so on). It is sufficient to point out here that one's 
reasons or motives for states of affairs are frequently complex and 
embedded within reasons. In many WA conversations we give only one of 
many reasons. 
Some embedded reasons are not stated because they are obvious. 
Consider 
(6.3) "I'm going to the toilet," 
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Given a normal non-humorous situation, participants in our society know 
that the reason for this action is that the speaker is going to defecate 
or urinate. Because this is what toilets are for and there is usually 
no other reason for going to the toilet, then it is unnecessary to state 
the reason, "I'm going to the toilet" thus conveys to listeners one's 
intention to defecate or urinate. Our understanding of this unstated 
reason derives from our socio-cultural knowledge that normally our 
purpose in going to a toilet is to defecate or urinate. 
But imagine a household in which Fred has been trying for some time 
to work a crossword, but wherever he sits down is interrupted. Having 
tried most rooms in the house without interruption, he then picks up the 
crossword and his pencil and says in an exasperated tone, "I'm going to 
the toilet." Other people in the house understand in this instance that 
the reason Fred is going to the toilet is to complete the crossword 
uninterrupted. In order to understand Fred's reason here, we need to 
share the cultural knowledge or expectation that one is uninterrupted in 
the toilet, as well as the specific historical knowledge of the 
situation Fred is in, namely his unsuccessful attempts to complete the 
crossword uninterrupted etc. 
The reason (!) for this discussion of toilets has been to 
demonstrate that where participants in conversations share relevant 
knowledge and understanding, reasons or motives often do not need to be 
stated. In close relationships where rauch experience and knowledge is 
shared, we can make a wide range of statements without giving any 
reason. We assume that people close to us know us well and so know the 
reasons for much that concerns us. 
Consider Fred saying to his wife 
(6.4) "I'll have to buy a piece of chicken wire." 
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She knows his reason because he has previously told her of the need to 
make a hutch for the guinea pigs, and she understands that the chicken 
wire is necessary for the hutch. Similarly a child can know that the 
reason for his mother's angry look is because he is late home. Earlier 
interactions, including conversations, are an important aspect of the 
context of situation, in the interpretation of reasons for states of 
affairs. Where relationships are close, many reasons do not need to be 
stated. But even in very close relationships people can assume wrong 
reasons for states of affairs. A husband may mistakenly assume that the 
reason for his wife's anger is the fact that he forgot their wedding 
anniversary, failing to realize that she has just dropped a hammer on 
her toe. 
6.3 Forms used in the expression of reasons 
6.3.1 Introduction 
Structurally there are three possible ways of expressing an action 
and its reason, 
a) within one sentence, as in 
(6.5) "He came because he wanted to see you". 
b) in separate sentences juxtaposed, as in 
(6.6) "Fred's coming round after tea. He wants to ask you about 
the football." 
c) in separate sentences, not juxtaposed, as in 
(6.7) "Fred's coming round after tea ... He wants to ask you about 
the football." 
While all three possibilities (of linguistic form) are available in 
WA English, we place a high functional load on a), and have raany 
connectors which can subordinate a reason clause to a main clause. 
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The following examples from WA English all illustrate the 
expression of reason within one sentence (with the reason underlined): 
(6.8) He came because he wanted to see you, 
(6.9) He came so he could see you, 
(6. 10) Since you're not busy you should come over. 
(6.11) He came to see you. 
(6.12) If you want to see rae, then corae over tonight. 
(6.13) That's why he came over. 
While all three linguistic strategies can be used in both SEQAB and 
WA conversations, strategy a) is preferred in WA conversations, while b) 
and c) are preferred in SEQAB conversations and are more frequently 
used, A similar situation is noted by Walker (1982:49) for the English 
used by Aboriginal school children in Alice Springs: "Causal 
relationships were almost always implied rather than expressed in a 
syntactic link," In Section 3.4.6, I argued against Walker's restating 
of this linguistic fact as "Reason (expressed by "because") was alraost 
entirely absent from the [children's] language" (p.52). In this 
chapter, I examine the relationship between linguistic forms and their 
function to give and seek reasons for actions via aspects of (mainly 
extrasituational) context. This model enables us to see that while 
SEQAB people rarely use the unambiguous reason connectors common in WA 
English, it would be quite wrong to say that reasons for actions are not 
frequently sought and given. 
6.3.2 Action and reason in the same sentence 
In SEQAB conversations, strategy a), the expression of an action 
and its reason within the same sentence, occurs rarely, apart from the 
use of the purposive to construction. In this construction, the reason 
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for an action is embedded within the main clause expressing the action 
with the connector (complementizer) _to_. The use of this form indexes 
the relationship between the agent and the reason. It is only used (and 
here optionally) where the reason for an action is the expression of its 
agent's fairly firm intention. So for example 
(6.14) t "We went up to see Fred." 
Here the reason for the action "We went up" is the agent's fairly firm 
intention "to see Fred". 
Note that the same (or related for-to) construction cannot be used 
to denote the intention of some person other than the agent of the main 
clause, as in WA English 
(6.15) "We went up for Janey to see Fred," 
SEQAB speakers would express this as two juxtaposed clauses 
(6.16) "We went up. Janey wanted to see Fred." 
In my data, the purposive occurs usually with a verb of motion in 
the main clause. In particular, the linguistic context of [go to see N] 
is common. Examples below illustrate further the use of purposive to: 
(6.17) t "I went back now and again to see my people." 
(6.18) f "... called into [town] last night to see the boys." 
Example (6.19), illustrating the use of purposive with an embedded 
verb of motion, expresses a SEQAB speaker's firm intention about a 
certain racist mining magnate, given an unreal hypothetical condition 
(the speaker's youth): 
(6.19) t "Wish I was young again, I'd get a mob to go and down him 
and cut everything off him." 
The use of the purposive ^ construction here indexes the speaker's 
strong feelings through his firm intention to castrate the man, despite 
its being conditional on an unrealistic factor. 
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It is significant that the intention expressed is most likely to be 
realized. In Chapter 7, I discuss the use and meaning of SEQAB 
linguistic forms which talk about intentions or future actions. It is 
shown that all expressions of future action in SEQAB use of English are 
conditional. People do not rely on the occurrence of any future states 
of affairs, and apparent commitments to one's future actions or 
intentions are not binding. However, the strongest expression of 
intention for future action is coded with the verbal auxiliary want 
to/wanna. This form is not merely an expression of desire as in WA 
English, but indicates the speaker's fairly firm intention or 
determination to carry out the action. Where this type of intention is 
the reason for an action, it is embedded in a clause with the purposive 
to, and the auxiliary wanna is omitted. Where a weaker intention is the 
reason for an action, reason and action clauses are juxtaposed as in 
(6.20) "We went up. "We'll see Fred", we said." 
(6.21) "I'd get a mob. I'd go and down him and cut everything off 
him." 
My claim that the sarae meaning is expressed by wanna in main 
clauses and purposive _t£ in embedded reason clauses, is well supported 
by the occurrence of the -ku suffix in many Aboriginal languages. The 
-ku {or -gu) suffix (and its variants) is widely reported in Aboriginal 
languages both as a noun suffix marking dative (and in some instances 
also genitive) case, and as a verb suffix on embedded verbs, marking the 
purposive construction (as for SEQAB to^ ) (e.g. Gumbaynggir (Eades 1979), 
Warungu (Tsunoda 1976), Muruwari (Gates 1976), among many). 
This dual function of the -ku (or -gu) suffix is illustrated here 
for Gumbaynggir (Eades 1979): 
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(6.22) wa:gay ma:na ni:gargu 
(literally) wood fetch man-for 
Get some wood for the man. 
(6.23) ngaya ga:baway ma:nigu bulu:nggal 
(literally) I west going catch-for fish 
I'm going west to catch fish. 
In sentence (6.22) the noun ni:gar "man" receives -gu dative case and in 
sentence (6.23) the subordinate clause verb ma:n "catch" receives -gu 
purposive ending. In both sentences the eleraent which is suffixed by 
-gu is related to the main proposition of the sentence as its purpose. 
We could paraphrase sentences (6.22) and (6.23) in English as: 
(6.22a) Get some wood, intending it for the man. 
(6.23a) I'm going west, intending to catch fish. 
It is obvious that the morphological unity of nominal dative and verbal 
purposive reflects a semantic parallel. In both uses the -ku suffix 
indicates that an object or action is intended for some purpose. (Here 
I do not attempt a syntactic derivation of these two constructions.) 
However, as Dixon (1980:381) points out, the -ku verbal purposive 
can also occur in many languages on a main clause verb. It is often 
translated as a future or desiderative suffix (e.g. Muruwari (Oates 
1976), Gumbaynggir (Eades 1979), Murinjpata (Walsh 1976)). In Eades 
(1979:300) I suggested for Gumbaynggir that "it is not unlikely that the 
use of this (purposive) suffix as future marker has arisen through the 
deletion of main verb "wish", "intend", etc." 
Dixon (1980:458) says that the use of purposive inflection in raain 
clauses indicates need, obligation or desire, e.g. "I should build a 
house (the storras will come soon)". 
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I now suggest that its use indicates the notion of fairly firm 
intention or determination to carry out the action, understood in the 
light of Aboriginal orientation to future action. That is, in many 
Aboriginal languages, the same morpheme (-ku and its variants) signifies 
both the purposive on embedded verbs (cf. SEQAB _to^) and firm intention 
on main verbs (cf SEQAB wanna). Both constructions indicate the central 
notion of the agent's firm intention or determination to carry out a 
certain future action. 
Where the purposive construction is used in SEQAB English the 
connection between reason and action is structurally and semantically 
unambiguous. 
Other reason connectors, such as "because", are used occasionally, 
mainly in White contexts. The taperecorded instances of "because" occur 
in early conversations where a SEQAB speaker is telling me about the 
Government reserve system or sorae other aspect of social history, 
specific to the research project. Notably these examples include 
reference to outsiders to the SEQAB social domain. For example, in 
(6.24) a speaker is talking about a massacre in the district: 
(6.24) -^  "They-i used to have the Aboriginals shepherding the sheep 
and just because theyp killed a few sheep to eat, they-] 
just killed themp, shot them down". 
The dominant SEQAB strategy for expressing reason and action in the 
same utterance is with the use of the co-ordinator "and". This co-
ordinator is also used to join separate sentences (strategy b)). For 
example, at a child's birthday party in the garden, it was quite windy 
and the child's mother was unable to keep a match alight to light the 
candles. Her grandmother said to her: 
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candles. Her grandmother said to her: 
(6.25) f "Better take it upstairs and light it." 
The reason connector used here - "and" - is also used as a temporal 
connector, so is a multifunctional form. 
6.3.3 Action and reason juxtaposed 
Strategy b) , which is commonly used to express reason in SEQAB 
conversations, simply juxtaposes sentences with no linguistic coding of 
reason connection. There is no unique ordering; either the action or 
1 
its reason can be expressed first.' For example, when leaving an 
interaction, it is customary to juxtapose the statement announcing 
departure with a statement of reason, with no overt marking, e.g. 
(6.26) "I'm going now. Going to town for a while. Marjy waiting 
over there for me." 
In example (6.27), the speaker, a middle-aged man, is talking to me 
about his mother-in-law's ability to speak Lingo. "Talk" here means 
"talk Lingo". I had hinted at the possibility of getting the two people 
together for a Waka Waka language ("Lingo") session. The speaker's tone 
is rather unenthusiastic. The reason he gives for his lack of 
enthusiasm is that "She don't like talking." And the reason he gives 
for her disinterest in talking Lingo is her "conversion" to White 
Australian ways: "she's a bit Whiter than me, goin' on the White side 
now." At other times the speaker had complained to me about his mother-
in-law's lack of knowledge of the Aboriginal law. 
1. Similarly, Keen (pers. comm.) reports that in Yolngu accounts of 
Dreamtime events, the relation between an Ancestral Being's action and 
the result in the landscape is often left to be inferred, rather than 
stated explicitly. 
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(6.27) t "0'^  we could talk I suppose, but she don't like talking; 
she's a bit whiter than me, goin' on the White side 
now." 
In this exaraple, there is no overt raarking of the utterances as 
reasons. The utterances are juxtaposed and their connection of reason 
is understood. Just how these utterances are understood to be connected 
by reason is discussed below in 6.4. (This is an example of mother-in-
law avoidance behaviour, discussed in Section 4.6). 
In the next example, a SEQAB speaker is telling a story: 
(6.28) t "Chinese cook made a complaint ... to the boss, he said 
"Can't sleep", he said, "All night", he said, 
"Fifteen two, fifteen fi- (laugh), you corae outside 
(laugh), you want to fi- you come outside". 
(Here the speaker imitated a Chinese accent by deleting word final -t 
and -V in "five" and "fight".) 
It is the last part of this utterance which illustrates the 
noncoding linguistically of reason. "...you want to fi-, you corae 
outside". The reason for coming outside would be to fight. This 
utterance could be translated in WA English as 
(6.29) "If you want to fight, (you) corae outside". 
Juxtaposed utterances can also be joined with the multifunctional 
connector "and", as in 
(6.30) t "Suddenly they'd get sick of him and they'd dump him". 
An interesting example of a reason clause simply juxtaposed to the 
main clause comes from a SEQAB speaker's use of the Waka Waka 
language. Example (6.31) was volunteered to me in a Lingo teaching 
session 
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(6.31) f "Gir gnindoo yongu yuw, binung yo goony." 
which is glossed 
loud you him-to talk ear he no good 
and was translated by the speaker as 
(6.32) t "Talk loud to him, he's deaf". 
This could be translated in WA English as 
(6.33) "(You have to) Talk loudly to him because he's deaf", 
although WA speakers could equally well say 
(6.34) "(You have to) Talk loudly to him, he's deaf". 
However, SEQAB speakers would not, I expect, use form (6.33); this 
utterance would never be marked linguistically for reason. Either part 
of this utterance can occur without the other, as an acceptable 
utterance. 
(6.35) t Gir gnindoo yongu yuw Talk loudly to him. 
(6.36) t Binung yo goony He's deaf. 
The limited Waka Waka and Goorang Goorang data I have to date has 
not revealed any word, particle or affix used to express reason. While 
many grammars of Aboriginal languages include such a form, it is 
impossible to find out frora these grammars about ordinary conversational 
usage (e.g. Alawa mal "because", ala "so that" (Sharpe 1972:117), Tiwi 
pili "because, as, so that", nani , "if, when, as, because, so that" 
(Osborne: 1974:70)). Dixon however does point out (1972:361) that 
Aboriginal languages are often said to lack words corresponding to 
English logical connectors, such as "because", and he shows how 
Aboriginal languages use other grammatical strategies to imply such 
connection. And Crowley (1978:128) states that in Bandjalang "the 
-na: subordinator and the -jnun subordinator, normally used to mark 
relative clauses and time clauses respectively, can also both be used to 
express reason clauses." Similarly Keen (pers. comm.) reports that 
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Yolngu bill connects both tirae and reason clauses, meaning "because, so 
that, then, after that". It is quite likely that the absence of any 
linguistic raarking unique to the expression of reason occurs not only in 
SEQAB English, but also in at least sorae Aboriginal languages. 
The next example contains many reason connections, none of which 
are linguistically coded. The speaker is advising me to be careful on a 
long drive back to Brisbane and to keep the driver awake. The omitted 
utterances are my comments such as "Mm" and laughs. 
(6.37) f "You get too tired, you wanna camp on the road you know 
... don't travel, he might go to sleep, he must be 
knocked up too you know ... camp on the road ... 
...I'll give you a stick ... you give him a poke in 
the ribs ... keep him awake." 
This extract could be translated with WA English reason connectors as: 
(6.38) "If you get too tired, you should camp on the road you 
know ... don't travel, because he might go to sleep, 
because he must be knocked up too you know ... so camp 
on the road ...I'll give you a stick so you can give 
him a poke in the ribs to keep him awake." 
As example (6.28) illustrated, SEQAB stories are no different from 
ordinary conversations in the expression of reasons for actions. 
Stories are characterized by the presentation of factual information 
linked primarily by juxtaposition or multifunctional "and". 
Exaraple (6.39) shows the use of raultifunctional "and" to link 
clauses temporally (1,2,5) as well as by reason (3,4): 
(6.39)' t "The women folk used to sort of edge him on andi go with 
him, sort of love affairs with him andp suddenly they'd 
get sick of him ando they'd dump him and^ then he'd turn 
around and^ he'd kill them. 
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Example (6.40) shows the use of juxtaposition in expressing the 
reason for naming the old lady "Stinking Kitty". 
(6.40) f "There used to be another old lady living somewhere down 
there, and she had goats, and she used to make ... cream 
out of butter - oh, it used to pong [stink] ... (laugh) 
we used to call her Stinking Kitty." 
6.3.4 Action and reason separated 
Strategy c) is the expression of reason and action with separate 
sentences, not juxtaposed in the conversation. There is no linguistic 
signalling of the reason. This strategy is discussed next in 6.4. 
6.4 The interpretation of utterances as reasons 
We have seen that the main SEQAB linguistic means of joining 
utterances which are connected by reason is through juxtaposition of 
reason and action, sometiraes with the connector "and". (While there may 
sometiraes be pronominal linkages between such utterances, this is not 
necessary). The same linguistic means are also used to join utterances 
which are temporally connected (as is also the case in WA English). So, 
for exaraple, the following hypothetical sentence is structurally 
arabiguous: 
(6.41) "Fred went to town (and) saw Billy (and) got his money 
back." 
This sentence could be spoken either in WA or SEQAB English. But it 
appears that this sentence is not only structurally ambiguous but also 
semantically arabiguous. It is not clear whether Fred went to town in 
order to see Billy, in order to get his money back, or whether these 
three events, or two of them, were temporally and co-incidentally 
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linked. In WA English we tend to disambiguate where necessary with the 
use of reason connectors as in 
(6.41a) "Fred went to town to see Billy and get his money back." 
Also in WA English if the hearer is unsure of the meaning of ambiguous 
connectors, it is appropriate for him to query the reason as in 
(6.42) "Is that why he went to town?" 
(6.43) "Did he know Billy would be there?" 
(6.44) "Is that why he saw Billy?" 
Utterances (6.42) - (6.44) question the agent's reason in reported 
actions in a rather direct way. None of these questions would be used 
in SEQAB conversations. The linguistic coding of reasons in SEQAB 
conversations is structurally ambiguous. Can speakers disambiguate 
these utterances, and if so, how? 
In fact SEQAB speakers usually have no trouble in making causal 
connections of reason. While connections of reason are not 
unambiguously coded linguistically, it is the knowledge which speakers 
have of the situation which enables them to infer such connections. The 
hypothetical sentence (6.41) could only be understood in the context of 
Fred's relationship to Billy and Fred's earlier comments about Billy and 
his money. In many cases where juxtaposed sentences are understood to 
be linked by reason, it is possible for an outsider to correctly 
interpret the sentence. This is because enough knowledge of the 
situation is shared by the outsider for him to understand the reason 
connection. 
In sentence (6.32), the relationship between a deaf listener and 
the need to talk loudly is not knowledge specific to a certain 
relationship, or even to one cultural group. Similarly, in example 
(6.37) the use of sticks for poking and this action as a means for 
keeping someone awake are understood widely. 
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Example (6.27) needs some specific SEQAB cultural knowledge to 
understand the reason link between "She don't like talking" and "She's a 
bit whiter than me, goin' on the White side." The following cultural 
knowledge is shared between SEQAB speakers and enables them to correctly 
interpret the reason for the old lady's alleged unwillingness to talk. 
a) "Talking" means here talking the Aboriginal language. 
b) Talking Aboriginal language is a key marker of one's conforming to 
Aboriginal ways. 
c) "Goin' on the White side" indicates the abandonment of old 
Aboriginal ways, such as Aboriginal law and language for White ways. 
It is clear then that of the components of conversation it is 
shared knowledge which enables SEQAB hearers to correctly interpret an 
utterance as a reason (rather than the linguistic form of the utterance, 
or the relationship between the form of the utterance and other forms, 
or elements of local context such as time or place or the age 
relationship between speaker and hearer). The importance of the shared 
knowledge aspect of conversational context reflects the importance in a 
small-scale, close-knit society of shared experience and knowledge. 
In SEQAB conversations there is frequently a considerable time 
lapse between a statement and its reason. This is the third structural 
possibility, where there is no linguistic coding between a statement and 
its reason and there is no textual cohesion. Reasons are given over 
several days and of course a researcher may not necessarily witness all 
the relevant conversations, let alone tape thera. And because the 
correct interpretation of an utterance as a reason depends on knowledge 
shared between speakers, the researcher (an outsider in many ways) may 
not share sufficient knowledge to correctly interpret reason. For this 
reason I give an example here from conversations between myself and a 
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SEQAB speaker, an elderly lady (Janey) whom I know well. I have worked 
with her and her family for three years and I am confident that she used 
SEQAB norms of speaking in her interactions with me. 
Janey frequently tells me 
(6.45) t "We go camp one day." 
that is, in WAE 
(6.46) "We'll go camping one day." 
While she usually does not give any reason at the time, other utterances 
at different times can be interpreted as reasons for this future campirg 
trip. How are these utterances interpreted as reasons? There is no 
linguistic cohesion between the reasons and this utterance, and there is 
no linguistic form which indexes an utterance as a reason. But any 
utterance which has the form of a statement can serve as a reason. It 
can also serve other functions at the same time, such as a complaint, or 
sharing of information. Statements of information in particular can 
serve also as reasons for actions. The key to the correct 
interpretation of utterances as reasons lies in the shared knowledge 
which comes particularly from previous shared experiences. These are 
some of the utterances that Janey has made at different times, which I 
interpret as being reasons for "We go camp one day" (as well as serving 
other conversational functions): 
(6.47) "They leave me on my own like a dog." 
This refers to the other people who live in Janey's house. They go out 
a lot, Janey likes to go out, she doesn't like being left at home alone, 
but she has nowhere to go. 
(6.48) "Very noisy here with all the traffic you know." 
In contrast, it's quiet in the bush and Janey likes it quiet: one of 
the things she likes raost about the bush is the quiet. 
(6.49) "Young people make too much trouble with the grog." 
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Just as other Aboriginal people view outstations (Coombs, Dexter and 
Hiatt 1980), Janey sees a return to bush living as a way of getting away 
from the problems of alcohol. She believes that with no grog, there 
would be no trouble with the young people. 
(6.50) "I'm sorry I sold my place in the bush." 
Janey often says she wished she still lived in the bush. 
(6.51) "All this country was X (property) one time." 
Janey loves to remember the early days before the town, and to share 
experiences by telling me about thera. One reason for going caraping is 
to tell me more about the country. 
(6.52) "We used to camp all over this river ... We used to catch a 
lot of fish." 
Again, an example of Janey sharing her experiences of the bush. Also 
she wants to enjoy her country again and to catch and eat fresh fish. 
Of course, other actions can serve to give the evidence for reasons 
for actions. While any statement can serve as a reason, other 
linguistic forms can form the basis of reasons for action. To continue 
the above example, when Janey visits the bush, she often exclaims 
(6.53) t "Poor old country." 
This is not a statement, but an exclamation that is used priraarily about 
deceased people. It is a term of respect usually followed by 
considerable silence. Hearing the old lady use this term of respect 
about her (deceased?) country, gives me evidence that another reason she 
wishes to go camping in the bush is to pay her respects to the country. 
And of course, reasons can also be deduced from observation of non-
linguistic actions. Seeing the old lady enthusiastically search for and 
eat wild bush fruits gives me evidence that another reason she wishes to 
go camping in the bush is to get the bush fruits. 
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We can now answer the first part of the question this chapter 
addresses: How do SEQAB people use language to give reasons for 
actions? Our model of language function called for a study of the 
relationship between the linguistic forms used to give reasons, their 
linguistic context and their physical, social and extrasituational 
context. Clearly a study of linguistic form alone is insufficient to 
answer our question. For example, it is impossible to account for the 
utterance (6.48) "Very noisy here with all the traffic, you know" as a 
reason for (6.45) "We go camp one day" simply on the basis of linguistic 
form. And clearly, linguistic relationships between forms cannot mark 
an utterance as a reason, as there is often no textual cohesion. 
Rather, the crucial aspect of context, which enables an utterance to be 
interpreted as a reason is shared knowledge. While raany languages code 
reason linguistically (e.g. with the use of reason connectors), SEQAB 
hearers rely on that element of context which is derived from their 
sharing of experiences and knowledge. Because of the dependence on 
shared knowledge to interpret an utterance as a reason, there is no 
linguistic form unique to expressing reason in SEQAB English. 
Thus, linguistic forras which express reasons also serve other 
coraraunicative functions at the sarae time. Particularly while giving 
information, speakers are also expressing reasons for action. This way 
of expressing reasons, being structurally (but not usually 
pragmatically) ambiguous, is indirect and leaves the speaker not 
directly accountable for his motives. 
In SEQAB conversations, the responsibility for the interpretation 
of an utterance as a reason rests with the hearer. The speaker has no 
responsibility to linguistically code an utterance as a reason. The 
hearer must interpret structurally ambiguous utterances in the light of 
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the knowledge he shares with the speaker. The speaker is free to keep 
his utterances pragmatically ambiguous if the hearer does not have 
sufficient knowledge to disambiguate. 
In the expression of motives and reasons the speaker has a great 
personal freedom and privacy. He expresses reason indirectly and cannot 
be pinned down. It is the responsibility of the hearer to make causal 
links of reason between statements. If the hearer does not share enough 
knowledge with the speaker to do so, he needs to initiate 
investigations. 
6.5 Seeking reasons - Why not "why?" 
The most striking aspect of language use concerning reason in SEQAB 
conversations is the lack of the reason-seeking question "why?". I have 
never heard a SEQAB speaker (in an Aboriginal context) ask a why-
question. SEQAB people use "why" and "what for" only to raake coraplaints 
as in 
(6.54) f "What you corae to me for? I got no money." 
Cliff Goddard (pers.comra.) reports a similar use by Yankunytjatjara 
speakers (in the Western Desert) of nyaa-ku "why?" (literally "what-
for?"). On one fieldwork occasion, children took Goddard's 
taperecorder. Goddard stormed around the community saying (in 
Yankunytjatjara) "why (nyaa-ku) did they do this?" both as a complaint 
and also to seek a reason for the children's action. However, the 
question was interpreted as a complaint (not a seeking of reason) by the 
several people who responded in various locations to this utterance. 
They all responded with uwa ("yes"), acknowledging his complaint. 
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There is no direct SEQAB way of questioning a person's reason. 
However, SEQAB people are very curious and are constantly using ways of 
speaking to find out reasons for states of affairs. We have seen that a 
hearer infers reasons from stateraents of facts. In order to elicit 
reasons the hearer elicits statements of facts, which he is able to 
accumulate and interpret as reasons. So, just as the expression of 
reason uses multifunctional linguistic forms, so too does the eliciting 
of reason. There is no interrogative uniquely used for reason (such as 
WA "why?", "how come?", "what for?"). 
In Chapter 5, I discussed SEQAB strategies for seeking 
information. These strategies also serve to seek reasons for actions. 
In seeking information a speaker is also seeking the evidence with which 
he can assume reasons for the actions of others. Just as our earlier 
example (6.3) "I'm going to the toilet" implies the reason for this 
action, many instances of the [NP place] construction in SEQAB society 
presuppose the purpose of being there. This is because in close-knit 
societies rauch knowledge is shared of everyday activities. To expand an 
earlier example, in a certain town if Fred asks Joe "You going to town?" 
on Wednesday morning and Joe answers in the affirmative, Fred knows that 
Joe is going to town to collect his Social Security payment at the Post 
Office where he will talk to his mother and brother, among others. Joe 
will then pay his bills in town, raeet his friends in the cafe for a 
drink and exchange stories. 
Again, in trying to find out why a teenage girl was late home, her 
Grannie would never ask 
(6.55) * "Why were you late home last night?" 
Instead, she would begin by establishing her granddaughter's 
whereabouts. 
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(6.56) "Where you went last night?" 
or by assuming her whereabouts and querying this fact: 
(6.57) "You were at the pub last night?" 
Then to find out why the granddaughter was at the pub, her grannie would 
ask 
(6.58) "Bill there too?" 
And by using a series of orientation questions the old lady would 
establish reasons for the granddaughter arriving late home. There is no 
obligation on SEQAB speakers to answer questions. However the 
granddaughter would be well aware that her grannie is establishing 
reasons for her actions and she would usually give some answers to 
enable her grannie to establish sorae acceptable reason. Of course the 
person being questioned need not necessarily present all the facts and 
can easily lead the questioner to establish the wrong reasons. But as 
we saw above, the responsibility is on the person interpreting reasons 
and the speaker (or here, person being questioned) does not have to 
directly account for his reasons. Again the use of multifunctional 
forms makes the requests for reasons indirect and ambiguous and it gives 
SEQAB people considerable privacy; they are never confronted with an 
inescapable request for reason (such as "why?"). 
It is clear that strategies for seeking reasons for actions are 
indirect. A further technique which lessens direct verbal contact, is 
the inquiring of reasons from a third person. Again the style of 
questioning is basically the presenting of assumed fact or facts to a 
third person in an interrogative mode. Of course, this third person raay 
then assume this fact to be true and tell a fourth person and so on. 
Because reasons are assumed so regularly, unfounded explanations are 
frequently circulated. However, because these explanations are 
expressed as facts or assumed facts, rather than as facts with 
undeniable reasons, their speakers are not held accountable. 
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In reporting facts learned from another party, SEQAB speakers have 
a range of linguistic devices available which indicate the speculative 
nature of the reporting statement. For example, the forms [must have, 
must be . . . ] , [N reckons ...] and [might be ...] are used when the 
speaker is disclaiming responsibility for the truth of the statement. 
In Chapter 7 we will see the sirailar use of qualifying forms to protect 
one's comraitment to future action. 
We saw in 6.4 above, the use of nonverbal actions, such as 
observation, as another strategy in finding out reasons for the actions 
of others. In SEQAB society, there are no sanctions against direct 
observation of, or staring at, the observable actions of others. The 
situation is rather the reverse in WA society where there is a strong 
prohibition against staring (direct observation) at the observable 
actions of others. This prohibition is further supported by the 
"privatised" nature of WA society. Much interaction in WA society 
takes place in enclosed areas and is secluded from public observation. 
The expressions concerning "the four walls" symbolize this privacy. 
However, in WA society there is a wide range of contexts in which it is 
quite appropriate to directly question others' actions and reasons. In 
SEQAB society as we have seen, the direct questioning of reasons is 
prohibited, but people have direct and uninterrupted observational 
access to raany day-to-day interactions. 
6.6 An example 
In this section I quote at some length a situation I witnessed and 
taped which typifies the SEQAB style of finding out reasons for 
1. This term from Hamilton (1981:97). See also 6.1 above. 
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actions. It is a good example of what SEQAB people say instead of WA 
"why?". Central to the SEQAB style of seeking reasons are 
a) observations of raoveraents, preferably from some public position; in 
this example, the verandah. 
b) gathering of evidence over time. 
c) indirect questioning which overtly does not query anything more than 
orientation of participants to events. 
d) the norm that a person being questioned has no obligation to provide 
inforraation, and can subvert the questioning with non co-operative 
replies, such as untruths and, in this example, vague replies or 
silence. 
e) the repetition of assumed and observed facts to a third person. 
Features a) and e) above are part of the public nature of SEQAB life, 
while features c) and d) contribute to the privacy of SEQAB individuals. 
In a house where I frequently stay in a small country town, Janey 
(an elderly lady) had been keenly observing the movements of Sally (her 
teenage granddaughter). In gathering evidence and making assumptions, 
Janey had made at least a few factual errors of which I was aware. For 
example, one day Sally was in town for quite a longer period of time 
than usual. Janey remarked to me 
(6.59) "She must have met Tora." 
Now Janey was encouraging Sally to marry Tom, so she was pleased with 
any evidence of their being together. However when Sally came home she 
told me she had had lunch with a girl friend. It seemed she had not 
seen Tom at all. A few days later Janey and 1 went out early in the 
morning. When we returned in the mid-afternoon, no-one was home. Janey 
told me 
(6.60) "Sally must have gone out with Tora." 
We resuraed our positions on the front verandah and observed the comings 
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and goings in the town. After some time we saw Sally's sister's 
(Molly's) car coming up the road. Janey was surprised because Molly's 
car usually came to bring Sally home. Janey said to me 
(6.61) f "There Molly. Where Sally? Sally sitting there? Have a 
look." 
I confirmed that Sally was there. When the car pulled up, Sally came up 
to the verandah and imraediately told us 
(6.62) t "I won on the races today." 
This was followed by a short conversation on Sally's winnings in which 
the first person pronoun was used several times, indicating that her 
actions were not with Tom. In fact, Tora was not mentioned at all. In 
the next exchange, which is quoted below, Janey tried to establish the 
reason that Sally didn't go with Tom. Janey's linguistic strategy is 
that of orientation questioning. In lines a) and c) she queries assumed 
information, in line e) she repeats information given by Sally (audience 
participation) and in line g) she uses the standard [N V motion NP-
place] question, which I have discussed above in Section 5.3.1. 
(6.63) t 3^  Janey: "Oh youself, youself went there? 
b) Sally: Yeah. 
c) Janey: Didn' you go with Tom out there? 
d) Sally: No, he went fishin' with Mick. 
e) Janey: Tom did? 
f) Sally: Yeah. 
g) Janey: Where they went? 
h) Sally: I dunno - somewhere, 
i) Janey: Oh. 
Janey was successful in finding out a reason why Sally and Tom did 
not go out together, but she was not successful in finding out why Tom 
went fishing. Sally successfully avoided giving any further information 
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with her non-committal answer h). (Note that while the relationship 
between grandmother and granddaughter in SEQAB society places the 
granddaughter under certain obligations here, such as cooking for her 
grandmother, they do not extend to giving inforraation. The right to 
deny information appears to cross-cut all kin obligations). 
The conversation then turned to Janey telling Sally about our day 
and then the three of us played with Sally's baby. But the reason for 
Sally and Tom not going out together was still concerning Janey. After 
some time when Sally took her baby inside to bath her, Janey said to me 
in a surprised tone 
(6.64) f "Wonder she didn' go with Tom." 
Later that afternoon Tom arrived and Janey was able to continue her 
indirect investigations. Again she used orientation questioning, 
filling in background details (a) and using the audience participation 
strategy of repetition in c) and e). Again the person being questioned 
(Tom) has no obligation to provide factual information. 
(6.65) f a) Janey: Catch any fish, Tom? 
b) Tom: No, I didn' get there. 
c) Janey: Eh? 
d) Tom: I didn' get there. 
e) Janey: You didn' go there? 
f) Tora: No. 
g) Janey: Oh, I thought you went with Mick and Anne. 
SILENCE 
Tom made no further comment and then had a very quiet conversation with 
Sally on the steps of the verandah, which Janey observed. Later Janey 
joked with me about f "them two fighting". Her comments to me about 
the situation were not made in an unambiguous causal manner. But 
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knowing the SEQAB mode of giving reason, I understood that Janey had 
determined the reason Sally and Tom had not gone out together was 
because they were having a disagreement. 
6.7 Cross-cultural communication differences 
While the focus of this study has been on interactions between 
SEQAB people in SEQAB contexts, the embeddedness of SEQAB society within 
WA society has enabled me to witness many interactions between SEQAB and 
WA people. I have not taped and analysed any of these, as I have with 
SEQAB conversations. But I know from my own participation and 
observation, and from reports of others, that difficulties in 
communication between SEQAB and WA people arise in part because the two 
societies operate differently in expressing and seeking reasons for 
actions. The most obvious difference is the non-use in SEQAB society of 
direct questioning of reasons, such as "why?". And indeed the 
strategies which I have described for SEQAB expressing and seeking of 
reasons are available to WA people. Particularly, WA people use various 
indirect strategies in situations of unusual difficulty or sensitivity, 
whether due to some aspect of topic or participants. However, my claim 
is that for SEQAB people these indirect strategies are the only 
appropriate strategies for finding out reasons. SEQAB personal privacy 
is protected by a prohibition on direct expression and eliciting of 
reasons, such as is available to WA speakers. 
On several occasions, the SEQAB families I have been staying with 
or visiting have been visited by, or have met up in the street with, WA 
people they know. The WA people invariably ask direct questions, 
frequently questioning reasons for actions, e.g. 
(6.66) "Why didn't Sally stay home with you today?" 
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(6.67) "What did Johnny come back for?" 
SEQAB responses are invariably non-compliant, and they vary from 
silence, through the frequently used 
(6.68) "I dunno" 
to vague, non-committal replies. A lawyer, a government employment 
official and teachers have all told me of their unsuccessful attempts to 
directly question Aboriginal people for reasons. 
One of the greatest difficulties I have experienced in 
communicating with SEQAB people is that of explaining my research and 
related fieldwork. Concerned not to mislead people or deceive them as 
to ray intentions and methods, I have constantly sought appropriate ways 
of explanation. Because my research is carried out as part of Michael 
Williams' research into his own people, I am accepted under his 
"guarantee" and, in raany cases, seen as his assistant. Many people 
appear to understand only my concern with Aboriginal languages, yet I 
often spent many days participating in SEQAB family events in which no 
Aboriginal languages were spoken. For the first couple of years, apart 
from my attempts to explain my research, I was constantly thinking about 
how I would answer if asked questions such as 
(6.69) "Why are you doing this work?" 
"What are you going to do on this trip?" 
"Why did you corae on this trip?" 
"Why are you taping this?" 
Later I realized that these are questions I will never be asked. (This 
is an area of personal privacy and freedora from accountability unheard 
of for researchers in White Australia). Instead I am constantly asked 
(6.70) "Which way did you corae?" 
"Where you going?" 
"How long are you coraing (or going) for?" 
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People work out this impwrtant inforraation in detail. They have some 
ideas, from ray explanations and frora observing ray actions, as to my 
reasons for fieldtrips. But for SEQAB people it is most important to 
determine the social details about me. Reasons for ray actions can be 
deduced and understood from piecing together these social details, my 
stated explanations and what people have observed. It appears that many 
people would understand my main reason for participating in the research 
in terms of my relationship to Michael Williams and his family. 
One incident which particularly demonstrated the cross-cultural 
comraumication difficulty occurred late in 1981 in a country town which 
Williams and I often visit. Williams and I were standing one morning 
talking with a White friend, George, who is a minister. A second White 
minister, Frank, who was new to the district, was visiting and George 
introduced us to him. After exchanging names George said to Frank: 
(6.71) "I'll let them tell you what they're doing; if I try to 
explain, I'll get into trouble." 
and laughed. This coraraent referred particularly to ray earlier atterapts 
to explain to George, Aboriginal styles of explanation, which it appears 
had only been partly successful. Deferring to Williams' leadership in 
the research, I waited for him to take up this cue for explanation. 
However, Williams was silent and the conversation proceeded rather 
awkwardly and with several silences on topics such as the town and 
various people around. After a time there was more silence and then 
Frank asked 
(6.72) "What are you doing?" 
Williams gave a brief unelaborated reply about faraily tree and history. 
(6.73) "I'ra writing down ray family tree and history and language." 
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On occasions when Williams himself initiates the information 
exchange on this topic, he talks about the project at some length, and 
in characteristic Aboriginal style, uses narrative form, telling the 
story of the project starting in 1978. 
Later when Williams talked to George about this conversation, 
George's reaction was that it had been "stilted" and full of awkward 
silences. He felt that someone should tell Frank why we were in town, 
but he did not feel comfortable trying to explain. 
Williams' reactions were quite different. He had not felt the 
situation was awkward, nor had he noticed the silences, which were 
obvious to George and me, but which are normal in SEQAB conversations. 
However, he had felt that George's expectation that he would give 
information and reasons for being in town was unfair, given that he had 
no relationship with Frank. He also said that he did not like Frank 
because of his rushed quest for information to which he was not 
entitled, and his direct questioning for reasons, as well as aspects of 
Frank's professional involvement with sorae of Williaras' relatives. It 
appears that Williams' reactions to Frank were largely caused by the 
latter's direct WA style of conversation. George's similar 
conversational style, which also conflicts with SEQAB style, does not 
produce quite the same reaction in Williaras because of the friendship 
they have had for sorae time. 
6.8 Sumraary 
The way of expressing reasons for actions in SEQAB society is 
indirect and structurally arabiguous. In this regard speakers have a 
degree of personal privacy for they have no responsibility to directly 
and umambiguously state a reason. The interpretation of an utterance as 
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a reason depends not on its linguistic forra nor on relationships between 
linguistic forras, nor on aspects of local context such as kin or age 
relationship. Rather, it is primarily the knowledge which speakers and 
hearers share which enables a hearer to interpret an utterance as a 
reason. Stateraents of factual information, understood in the light of 
shared knowledge, enable hearers to assume reasons for the actions of 
others. Where a hearer wants to find out reasons for a state of 
affairs, his style of inquiry, respecting the privacy of others, is 
indirect and circuraspect. That is, the hearer must seek further factu&l 
information, in order to share more knowledge with the speaker, which 
can then enable him to infer a reason. Because these forms of inquiry 
are raultifunctional and ambiguous, the speaker has a privacy and freedom 
from accountability for his motives. A speaker can not be directly, 
openly questioned about his reasons or motives. The onus is on the 
hearer to accumulate statements of fact, and assurae connections of 
reason in the light of knowledge he shares with the speaker. In a 
society where people's actions are constantly observed, reported and 
remembered, SEQAB speakers have considerable personal privacy and 
freedom, for their reasons or motives can never be unquestionably 
directly known. 
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Chapter 7 
TALKING ABOUT FUTURE ACTION^ 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter answers the question 
Ac- How do SEQAB people talk about future action? 
In talking about future action I'ra referring to the notion of 
action which has not yet occurred at the time of speaking.^ Before 
examining the linguistic forms used by SEQAB people to talk about the 
future, I discuss some crucial aspects of SEQAB social life which forra 
necessary extrasituational context to the interpretation of 
conversations about the future. Firstly, in 7.2 I look at SEQAB notions 
of tirae and find that people are not rauch concerned with or interested 
in the measurement of time (e.g. by clocks and calendars) nor with 
regulating their lives by such. As well, future talk does not occur 
nearly as often as talk about either past time or present time. Most of 
my tape recordings contain talk about past and present tirae, with little 
talk about the future, whether the conversations relate directly to the 
social history research (where we would not expect rauch talk about the 
future) or whether they are simply everyday conversations, such as in 
someone's kitchen, while camping or at a party, etc. Similarly, 
unrecorded conversations have contained little talk about the future. 
Whenever SEQAB people get together in any social situation, such as 
1. I ara particularly grateful to Ian Keen for his assistance in the 
analysis in this chapter. 
2. I will not deal with future events which lack an agent, such as the 
WA "There'll be a storra tonight". Of course, not all forms which are 
seen to have a person as agent, have the agent overtly expressed. 
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parties, visits, in the pubs, camping out, meeting on the street, they 
share news of past events. "Stories" or "yarns" tend to focus on 
specific known people and most frequently have a humorous tone. On the 
infrequent occasions where there is talk about future time, it occurs in 
brief snatches of conversations. While it may be that people talk more 
about past time than future time in all societies, this feature is 
particularly noticeable in SEQAB conversations. 
The SEQAB lack of preoccupation with future time can be compared to 
that of the Anbarra people of Arnhem Land, reported on by Hamilton 
(1981) in her study of Aboriginal child-rearing. She claims that 
Anbarra people invariably have one answer to a child's question "when?", 
that is, budak - "later". Commenting on this (and her claim that there 
is no Anbarra word "why?"), Hamilton says (1981:81): "In this way 
children are taught to gccept things as and when they happen and to 
avoid dwelling on the reasons for their occurrence or their 
prediction". Another important aspect of extrasituational context in 
the interpretation of SEQAB talk about the future (discussed in 7.3) 
concerns the Aboriginal world view which sees much of the future as 
unpredictable and uncontrollable. As raost of the future is uncertain, 
SEQAB people do not predict much future action with any degree of 
assurance. Related also to the Aboriginal world view of the future is 
the Aboriginal view of personal freedom and responsibility. SEQAB 
people are responsible for their own actions and cannot control or 
predict with certainty the actions of others. 
In 7.4, I look at the SEQAB linguistic forms used to talk about the 
future. While there is considerable grammatical similarity between the 
forms used to talk about the future in both SEQAB and WA English, there 
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are important differences in meaning, as I will demonstrate.^ The 
English spoken by SEQAB (and other similar Aboriginal) people is not 
known for its distinctively Aboriginal use or grammar of future forms 
(as compared, for example, with the expression of plural raarking which 
is widely known to be non-standard). With the exception of forras with 
might be. White Australians do not caricature Aboriginal English talk 
about the future and the grammatical studies of Aboriginal English 
largely ignore future forms. For example, speaking about Alice Springs 
Aboriginal children, Sharpe (1977:48) says: "Future tense in Aboriginal 
English is indicated as in standard English by ' 11 or gonna (or going 
to) and also by gotta, which in this use loses any sense of compulsion." 
Eagleson (forthcoming) does not mention future forms. Flint 
(1968:9) gives as one grammatical aspect in which Aboriginal English 
differs frora "educated Queensland English": "Future tense is signalled 
by the auxiliary /gona/ (original English going to). No occurrences of 
shall or will, and only three of /I/ (reduced form of these) are 
found". Dwyer (1974:18) says that Aboriginal English (ABE) differs from 
Standard English (SE) in the use of "nonstandard future tense", noting 
however that "standard" form is also frequently used. He doesn't say 
what this nonstandard future tense consists of, but gives two examples: 
firstly (ABE) "I eat it", which he compares with SE "I will eat it"; and 
secondly (ABE), "John going to catch you", which he compares with SE 
"John is going to catch you". He notes that '"going to' is often used 
to indicate future action by speakers of ABE and SE alike". 
1. An interesting comparison can be made here between my analysis and 
that of Spears (1982), who demonstrates that the Standard English 
analysis of the verb come is not always appropriate in (American) Black 
English. Spears shows how this form is also used in Black English as a 
serai-auxiliary indicating speaker indignation, but is camouflaged by its 
phonological identity with the verb of motion corae. 
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The Van Leer Report (1972:32) indicates that along with the "has 
(got) construction", "the raost difficult verb form" for Aboriginal 
children at Cherbourg and Palm Island was "the future tense verb using 
the auxiliary will + verb". 
All the studies of Aboriginal English to date have failed to 
question the difficulty in the use of standard future forms and to 
suggest that there might be pragmatic, cultural reasons for this 
difficulty. Walker (1982:83) says that in his study of Alice Springs 
Aboriginal children, "''11' was by far the most heavily used marker" for 
the future, but he appears to assume unquestioningly that the semantic 
and gramraatical analysis of Standard English future markers is 
appropriate to the English used by the Aboriginal children he studied. 
Yet Aboriginal people, including SEQAB people, are widely regarded 
by White Australians as unreliable with regard to events in the 
future. One of the most common criticisms of pan-Aboriginal political 
movements by sympathetic (as well as opposing) Whites is that Aboriginal 
people can't make plans and can't organize for future events. Whites 
also frequently complain of Aboriginal unreliability in keeping to 
earlier arrangements and commitments (e.g. social workers, employers, 
school teachers, as well as White people who interact with Aboriginal 
people as friends, rather than in these service roles). 
It is rather surprising that, with the exception of Harris (1977, 
see below), no-one has examined the relationship between what is 
interpreted as Aboriginal unreliability and the language which 
Aboriginal people use to talk about the future. As we have seen 
(Section 3.4) studies of Aboriginal languages, including Aboriginal 
English, have been in a structural linguistic model. In this chapter, I 
will examine the linguistic forms used in their linguistic and social 
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context and see what effect the use of these forms has on social 
interaction, thus demonstrating the powerful explanatory role of 
ethnographically-based interactional sociolinguistic analysis. 
7.2 Time 
7.2.1 Being on tirae 
SEQAB people operate under different tirae notions from WA people. 
Countless interactions between SEQAB and WA people which I have 
witnessed or participated in have illustrated this difference. My 
fieldwork programme was directed by Williams, and many fieldtrips were 
planned by us both as joint trips. Fellow students and staff in the 
Anthropology and Sociology Department had a standing joke that if I said 
I was going on Monday, I would still be around on Wednesday (waiting for 
Williams). The inability to correctly predict a day of departure is a 
source of humour in WA society, but it is a completely normal situation 
in SEQAB society. An elderly White lady in a town where I frequently 
stay, used to employ several members of a local SEQAB family on her 
property. Now both she and the family live in town, and she tells me 
that two of the raen constantly ask her for raoney, as if she is "The Bank 
of England". Accordingly, she tells them to look after her garden and 
she has complained to me on several occasions that they said they will 
be back after lunch, or tomorrow, or on Tuesday, but the nominated time 
comes and goes with no sight of the workers. She attributes their 
unreliability to the influence of alcohol, but we will see here that 
there are significant cultural differences in the notions of 
reliability. 
While not denying the powerful presence of alcohol in SEQAB life, I 
claim that it is simplistic and lacking in insight, although convenient. 
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to attribute culturally different practices to inadequacies resulting 
from alcohol consumption (e.g. the violent settlement of disputes, the 
frequent practice of grandmothers rearing children, not saving money). 
Many Whites certainly attribute many "undesirable" Aboriginal cultural 
differences to the adverse affects of alcohol. This prejudiced lack of 
insight suits the Queensland Government policy of assimilation. 
Many incidents, such as those above, illustrate the way in which 
SEQAB people ignore the tirae constraints considered significant by WA 
people. However, other incidents deraonstrate the opposite 
perspective. When SEQAB people want to participate in a specific formal 
WA event such as a church service, doctor's appointment, showing of a 
movie or collection of Social Security payment, they often arrive very 
early. For example, an old lady, Janey, wanted me to take her to the 
funeral of a prominent White lady whose family Janey had worked for in 
her teenage years. The funeral was scheduled for 2.30 p.m. and the 
church was one kilometre from Janey's house. On this visit I was 
staying nearby in the local caravan park with my children. After I had 
spent some time in town with Janey in the morning, she told me to go 
back and get dressed for the funeral and come back for her at 11. I 
said I'd get dressed after lunch and so she told me to come back "at 1 
o'clock sharp". This I did and we sat together, mainly in silence, with 
frequent requests for the time from Janey. Finally at about 1.50 she 
said, "We go now", and we were in the church by 2 p.m. 
Because SEQAB people are frequently unemployed (Aboriginal 
unemployment in settled Australia is estimated to be over 50 percent by 
Altman and Nieuwenhuysen, 1979:125), they have plenty of time to prepare 
for events. Since sorae events in WA society, such as funerals, are 
scheduled and predictable, SEQAB people are able to be on time and even 
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early. Widespread WA attitudes to Aboriginal flexibility with time raay 
influence SEQAB people to be very early for events such as funerals. 
However, with events such as collecting Social Security payments, it 
would appear to be more a matter of individual SEQAB people's 
priorities. Many SEQAB people wear watches, and some are very conscious 
of the actual clock time. 
The above incidents demonstrate that it is not true that SEQAB 
people have no notion of being on time. However their time is 
structured differently. People are often on time or early for formally 
organized WA events, but they do not view meetings with relatives or 
friends, for example, in the sarae time perspective. Even though a 
specific tirae may be mentioned, e.g. "We'll be back at three o'clock", 
there is no expectation of punctuality. 
7.2.2 Relevant research 
There has been little in-depth study of Aboriginal notions of time, 
though several writers note the difference in time perspective between 
Aboriginal and Western culture (e.g. Gallacher 1969, Meggitt 1966, Watts 
1970, Vaszolyi 1977), In a short paper. Holm and McConnochie (1976) 
report on psychological testing and evaluation which they carried out on 
Aboriginal children from Bamyili, Hooker Creek and Wave Hill (all in the 
Northern Territory) to explore Aboriginal orientation to the future. 
They cite the international psychological research of Meade (1971) and 
Zern (1967) which indicates that "subjects from Western cultures 
generally have a more extensive future tirae perspective than subjects 
from non-Western cultures". (Holm and McConnochie 1976:278) Contrary to 
Holra and McConnochie's expectations, their research found that Hooker 
Creek, the community with the least contact with White Australian 
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culture (as measured by de Lacey's 1970 "Index of Contact"), showed the 
greatest future orientation and the raost extensive future time 
perspective. 
They relate this result to the suggestion by psychologists working 
with Black Americans that "lack of cultural identity and self esteera may 
lead to an inability to pursue long term goals or defer gratification" 
(p.284). I am not able to comment in any meaningful way on the research 
and findings presented by Holm and McConnochie in their short paper. I 
would question, however, the appropriateness of the methodology - a 
White researcher asking Aboriginal children to hypothesize about future 
events in their lives. It appears that a significant part of this 
research was testing the degree to which Aboriginal children conceived 
of future events in a Western time categorization (e.g. using the four 
categories "less than a week's time", "more than a week but less than a 
month","more than a month but less than a year" and "more than a 
year"). Hence the results are limited to the degree to which the 
Aboriginal children tested were oriented to Western notions and 
categories of the future (and it is curious that the highest scores were 
achieved by the comraunity considered to have the least culture contact). 
Eckermann (1973) carried out research on the value orientations of 
Aborigines on a government settlement in Southeast Queensland. Based on 
statistical analysis of questionnaire results, she concluded that the 
Aborigines tested showed a clear preference for greater orientation to 
the future than the present or past. Her findings differ quite 
significantly from ray Southeast Queensland work. It is again possible 
that the raethodology used - asking Aborigines to hypothesize about the 
future in WA interviews - produced responses appropriate to the WA 
context, rather than in-group Aboriginal attitudes and responses. 
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Harris (1977) explains Aboriginal time orientation as a concern 
with the present (rather than the future), necessitated by the hunter-
gatherer life where people have little chance of controlling the outcome 
of future events. (I will look at the area of predictability and 
control of future events below.) Harris notes that present-time 
orientation has been observed in other hunter-gatherer societies, citing 
the !Kung Bushmen. As evidence for Aboriginal present-time orientation 
Harris proposes their lack of conservation of bush and ocean foods, as 
well as the style of their participation in Western schooling: 
. . . there is little evidence that [Aboriginal children] attend 
school raainly because they want to be prepared for the future, 
rather, each day of school for many of them is an end in itself just 
as exercising hunting skills is a daily end in itself and is not 
thought of as a means to later ends such as "be a good hunter when I 
grow up". (1977: 138) 
Harris also cites as evidence of Aboriginal present-time occupation, 
their vagueness in specifying the time of past events, saying that this 
indicates that "even the passing of time itself seems quite unimportant" 
(p.138). Here it seems that Harris is hiraself restricted by a Western 
categorization of past time. I would claim that araong SEQAB people at 
least (and this is probably true of all Aboriginal people), there is a 
significant difference between past and future time. In fact, most 
conversations are about past events. "Stories" or "yarns" about people 
are rauch more frequent than talk about present events. However, as we 
will see below, reference to the time of the occurrence of some event or 
situation does not have the abstract unit specificity which WA reference 
does (e.g. to days, year, etc.). Tirae reference relates to social 
factors . 
Harris's remarks about Yolngu plans for the future will be seen to 
parallel the SEQAB situation. The analysis in this chapter will 
support, and provide detailed linguistic and ethnographic evidence for. 
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his claim that "all plans about the future are tentative" (Harris 
1977:144). 
7.2.3 Talk about time 
Of relevance to Aboriginal talk about time is Hallpike's (1979) 
work in his unfortunately named book The foundations of primitive 
thought. ' Hallpike uses the inadvisable label "primitive" to refer to 
societies which are "non-literate, relatively unspecialized, pre-
industrial, small-scale and characterized by 'face to face' relations in 
everyday life" (p.VI). (I will use the terms "Western" and "non-
Western" to correspond to Hallpike's "our" and "primitive"; realizing 
that these terras are also not wholly adequate.) Hallpike states that 
the main difference between non-Western and other conceptions of time, 
is that non-Western time is based on sequences of qualitatively 
different events, such as those of season or daily activities. 
He points out (p.348) that Western concepts of time involve the 
three aspects of duration, succession and simultaneity, and depend on "a 
stable, seriable system of units" (such as hours, days, years, etc.). 
Non-Western time concepts, however, depend on events which are 
"qualitatively unique" and "so cannot be quantitatively seriated and 
colligated", i.e. measured. In non-Western concepts, therefore, time 
"is not uniform, continuous or homogeneous, being indissociated frora 
spatial concepts, action and the structure of social relations." 
And indeed, many events, which in Western concepts require a tirae 
1. I will not consider here Hallpike's Piagetian cross-cultural 
experiments on time, nor his developmental thesis, which have been 
convincingly criticized by Schweder (1982). 
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reference, in non-Western concepts are referred to in relation to other 
events. Hallpike refers to the Buang people of New Guinea who do not 
calculate the length of pregnancy. In contrast to Western society, they 
know that delivery is imminent, not by the reckoning of time, but by the 
position of the infant. 
Similarly, a SEQAB woman told rae that the best time of the year for 
fat turtles is when the turtle weed (Loraandra longifolia) is in bloom 
(compare WA fishing guides which indicate this kind of information by 
month). And Williams says that as children, he and his siblings and 
cousins were always warned to watch out for sharks at the time when bark 
was peeling off trees. 
In SEQAB time reference we see evidence of Hallpike's claim that 
non-Western time is dependent on spatial concepts, action and the 
structure of social relations, rather than a "stable, seriable system of 
units." 
Particularly when talking about past tirae, SEQAB adverbial 
expressions of tirae relate an occurrence to persons and their location 
or activity. 
(7.1) t "That the sarae house they had when Grannie was still 
alive?" 
(7.2) t "When he was a little boy, same as this one here ..." 
SEQAB people place a high priority on social behaviour (rather than, for 
example, achievement of status or work performance). It is not 
surprising that the time reference for past events is usually some 
reference to a social event or situation (rather than, for example, 
clocktime or calendar tirae). 
(7.3) t "I dunno what the wages are like up [on the 
settlement] now, but I know when Max went through ... 
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enrolling people for the NAC they still only getting about 
60 dollars a week." 
A comraon conversational strategy is to reraind participants of ari 
event in which they have shared or which they have been told about, and 
then tell a story related to the event. 
(7.4) "f A: You know when we had Lex's birthday party? 
B: Mraram. 
A: You know how people click their glasses, eh? This 
bloke here picked it up and he clicked everybody's 
glasses for days after. 
As can be seen from the last line in this quote, SEQAB people do refer 
to the Western time units such as days, years, etc., though rarely is 
this reference specific or counted. 
cf (7.5) f "We was here many years ago fishing for mullet". 
Then at the end of a story: 
(7.6) ^ "N' that's a few years ago, when I was a young fella". 
And again at an historic site: 
(7.7) "f "This is the place where the Aboriginals was chased in 
here, many years ago." 
Notably in answer to my (and Williams') social history research 
questions, SEQAB people do not give specific dates, but either a vague 
past reference or a link with another event. For example 
(7.8) f DE: When did Fred and Jane go there? 
Bob: Oh, a long tirae before, must have been almost 
when the place opened up. 
And during the story of a happening at a sacred site: 
(7.9) ^ DE: Was it a long time ago? 
Jack: Oh I dunno how long ... very long time ago, mmm 
many years ago, yeah. 
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The Aboriginal style of chronology is an important aspect of 
Aboriginal history style, and is referred to by the Working Party of 
Aboriginal Historians: 
Aboriginal chronology takes many forms, but particularly a cyclical 
or spiralling one. It is not a consecutively numerical form ...Time 
is broken up into periods along the lines of seasons, age-grades, 
time between floods and so on ... Because Aboriginal chronology is 
imprecise, it is disraissed, and this is just another way of denying 
us a say about our past." (Working Party ... p.24-5). 
One story narrated by Fred (a raan in his 60's) has no time 
reference in the beginning: 
(7.10) + "We're fishing there and this was all bank right up to 
here, sandbank, all lovely big sandbank and it was FULL -
white, black, brindle, brown, all fish, mullet ..." 
Having set the picture, the action of the story follows still with 
no specific time reference. The story ends with a final action (7.Hi), 
a coda (7.11iii) that signals the conclusion of the narrative, (as in 
Labov (1972b)) and finally, a specific time reference (7.11v). In 
classic Aboriginal narrative style, the time reference relates the 
narrated event to speaker (or other participants in speech event). 
(7.11) + i Fred: They jumped the line and they went» 
ii MW: Yeah. 
iii Fred: That's the last time I seen a mob fishing 
there. 
iv MW: Yeah. 
V Fred: And that's a few years ago when I was a 
young fella. 
Similarly, future references tend to link an action with sorae 
biographical feature of people. However, because of the difficulties in 
predicting aspects of other people's lives, the use of time adverbials 
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in predicting the future is not as frequent as those referring to past 
time. 
(7.12) f "We might see you when Jane and John corae up." 
(7.13) t "Before I go to sleep, I'll drop down the fence." 
Again, SEQAB people are often not at all specific about tirae 
reference for the future. Many exaraples of reference to future time 
have no time clause or phrase. 
(7.14) f "They gonna give you away to that man over there." 
(7.15) t "You might be able to see it there." 
Where reference is made to Western time units such as days, this is 
often, as with past reference, spoken about vaguely. 
(7.16) t "We'll come back later this afternoon." 
(7.17) t "We'll go fishing one day soon." 
Reference to clock time is rare, except for talking about time-
constrained activities in the White domain, such as being on time for 
funerals. 
It would appear that to SEQAB people time is not conceived of as 
quantifiable. We have seen that SEQAB people tend not to talk about 
time in quantifiable terms. Compare some White Australian examples: 
(7.18) This will take two hours to do. 
I'll be ready at four o'clock. 
In the 1972 election ... (cf. example 7.3) 
I haven't been here since I was about 10 years old. 
We'll go fishing on Thursday morning (cf. example 7.17). 
We'll come back about four o'clock (cf. example 7.16). 
As well, SEQAB people do not talk about time as a resource that can 
be saved or wasted, which is frequent in White Australian society. 
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particularly in the cities. The WA concept of "tirae wasted" which could 
be spent in earning raoney or sorae related activity, is not common to 
SEQAB people. The most highly valued activity is being with one's 
relatives. SEQAB people do not say things like the following frequently 
heard expressions in WA contexts: 
(7.19) I wish I had time to ... 
That was a waste of time ... 
If I have time, I'll ... 
The contrast here is no doubt related to the difference in 
relationship to the wage labour economy. The work ethic and 
accompanying "time = raoney" ethic which so characterize capitalist 
societies are largely lacking in SEQAB society. Although raany SEQAB 
people are employed within the WA labour force, their participation is 
often peripheral. They seem to place no importance on continuing 
employment in one area and they frequently take unpaid leave or resign 
and commence another job after a period of unemployment. Unemployment 
is not as disastrous as in WA society - there is always a wide network 
of kin who support unemployed Aboriginal people. And with such high 
Aboriginal unemployment there is no in-group criticism of the 
unemployed. SEQAB people rarely occupy positions above unskilled or 
semi-skilled, with the exception of those in Aboriginal organizations, 
such as National Aboriginal Conference, Aboriginal Medical Service, 
Foundation for Aboriginal and Islander Research Action and Aboriginal 
Hostels. 
SEQAB people do not share the work ethic. They work for economic 
survival where necessary and to achieve social and political goals. 
Paid work is not seen as a priority in life. As well, many people who 
work in Aboriginal organizations are unpaid. An example is provided by 
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the Aboriginal Research Unit attached to the Anthropology Museum at the 
University of Queensland. (The unit depends for its funding on annual 
grants from bodies outside the University. At its peak (in 1981) it had 
seven Aboriginal people employed in collecting and documenting history 
and culture of Aboriginal groups in SEQ.) All its employees were on 
short-terra contracts, but several continued working there voluntarily 
after their grants expired. 
Regrettably I have been unable to find any substantial reference to 
talk about time in the published gramraars of Aboriginal languages. 
These grammars describe the morphology of time reference, but they say 
nothing semantic beyond the fact that tirae is described either with 
"today" or "now" as focus (e.g. Dixon 1977:400). It is interesting that 
many Aboriginal languages link past with present, while others link 
future with present (Dixon 1980:380). However, I have found no 
treatment which explains time reference from a pragmatic viewpoint. 
7.3 Predictability and control of the physical and social world 
Central to the interpretation of talk about future action is the 
SEQAB perspective on the predictability and control of the physical and 
social world. While not wishing to reproduce the stereotype of "the 
noble-savage-in-harmony-with-nature", I nevertheless claim that 
Aboriginal world view differs significantly frora WA world view, in that 
the forraer sees much of the world as unchangeable. Aboriginal scholars 
Eric Willmot, Michael Williams and Steve Albert^ all contrast the 
European view of the physical world which needs to be conquered and 
1. At this time none of these scholars has published yet in this 
area. Their views on Aboriginal philosophy and worldview were presented 
in the first Aboriginal history course at Macquarie University 1982. 
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constantly controlled and modified, with the Aboriginal view which 
acknowledges that man has no power or need to drastically control or 
modify it. Willmot, Williaras and Albert stress as relevant here the 
importance of the favourable climactic and environmental situation of 
Australian Aborigines compared with the harsh and extreme conditions of 
early Western man. In the European ethic, man is master of the world 
and our science is constantly proving this, with technology in 
exponentially increasing power. In the Aboriginal ethic, the world was 
made by Ancestral Beings whose spirits must not be disturbed by changing 
the physical world. (The difference between these two opposing 
viewpoints is just one of the many factors behind the current debates on 
landrights and mining.) Not only is the world uncontrollable, but raany 
aspects of the changing earth are unpredictable in Aboriginal society. 
Although in traditional Aboriginal society, people are closely in tune 
with seasons and availability of resources, there is still a degree of 
unpredictability over whether specific resources will be available in a 
given season and location (cf. horticulturalists whose planting and 
cultivating lifestyle enables them to predict with greater certainty the 
availability of resources). This unpredictability is still a part of 
conteraporary SEQAB food provision. Few of the Aboriginal households in 
which I have been, have stored food for the future. It is bought and 
consumed daily (with the exception of a few staples such as tea, coffee, 
sugar, flour). (Of course, other factors, such as poverty, are also 
relevant here.) In traditional Aboriginal society, sorae control over 
aspects of the physical world (such as rain, increase of a specific food 
resource) is believed to come from religious practices. Hence, arguably 
the most powerful people in traditional Aboriginal society are those who 
hold the greatest religious knowledge (Keen 1978). 
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When we look at the social world, we can again draw a contrast 
between WA society and Aboriginal society in terms of the predictability 
of the future. White Australian society is stratified, hierarchical and 
well organized - most of our future actions depend in some way on events 
which are both reliable and predictable, such as the opening of shops, 
the operation of public transport, telephones, hours of employment and 
so on. We can talk with some degree of ensured expectation about much 
of our social world. In the Aboriginal social world, on the other hand, 
people's activities are not organized by schedules. As well, individual 
freedora in everyday activities raakes the future actions of others 
unpredictable. Being a participant in WA society raakes much of one's 
everyday activities predictable, largely through the requirements of 
employment and the structure of wage labour society. While Aboriginal 
people tend not to have raany or regular eraployment requirements, they do 
have many kinship obligations. These, however, are not structured by 
time schedules. 
The WA ability to predict, and thus control in some ways, aspects 
of the future, orients us towards planning for the future. This is 
evidenced in our use of calendars, diaries, appointraent systems, savings 
bank accounts, insurance schemes, birth control - all aspects of WA life 
in which raany SEQAB people frequently do not participate. Aboriginal 
concern with present and past tirae rather than future tirae, illustrated 
in the preceding section, can thus be seen as part of the Aboriginal 
worldview in which predictability and control of both the physical and 
social world are much less important than in WA society. 
Related to this is the contrast between Aboriginal and WA society 
in the extent to which one person has responsibility for, or control 
over, the actions of others. In WA society, many authority structures 
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exist in which one person can speak about the future actions of others 
with great certainty, simply because of the degree to which his position 
1 
enables him to control the actions of others.' For example, a lecturer 
says to a group of students: 
(7.20) "We will discuss Shakespeare next week." 
(7.21) "You will hand in the assignment tomorrow." 
An employer says to his workers: 
(7.22) "Smoko will be for 10 rainutes only." 
It can be argued however, that in Aboriginal society, there are no 
perraanent structural positions of authority. People are constantly 
negotiating for leadership, although as Sansora (1980:20) says of Darwin 
fringe caraps, "there is achieved prorainence and leadership but there are 
no offices." However, certain people achieve high status which includes 
authority in certain contexts, especially ritual. (This is not relevant 
to SEQAB society where there is no "traditional" ceremonial/ritual life 
and where the fringe-camp situation described by Sansom is 
comparable,) A Borrooloola Aboriginal person expresses the concept of 
leadership very nicely in the filra Two Laws: "In Aboriginal way, we 
have people boss for land and cereraony, but not boss for people," 
The independence and personal freedom of Aboriginal people begins 
in infancy, as Hamilton's (1981) study of traditional Aboriginal child-
rearing documents. Babies are readily indulged and subjected to no 
1. Compare Young's (1972) discussion of Navajo and Anglo-American 
language to talk about coercion. The English language has a variety of 
ways of talking about aspects of this concept - such as cause, force, 
oblige, raake, compel, order, command - reflecting the importance in 
Anglo-American culture of this style of social interaction. On the 
other hand, Navajo people do not usually impose their will on people in 
the same way and their language shows a corresponding paucity of jussive 
terms. 
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routines or control. Adults rarely make demands on young children or 
discipline them. It is only when children reach puberty that they are 
disciplined at all and expected to accept considerable social 
restrictions, such as the lack of personal choice in marriage partner, 
the prohibition on relations between brother and sister, or between a 
raan and his raother-in-law, and the prohibition on particular foods at 
certain times. These restrictions are seen by Hamilton as mechanisms 
which are socially required to "mediate between the clairas of 
individuality and requirements of the group" (1981:152). But what is 
particularly interesting about these restrictions is that they are 
expressed as part of "The Law", which is handed down from the Dreamtime, 
rather than as part of the social structure of Aboriginal society which 
people can manipulate. This is unlike comparable laws for divorce, or 
norms for acceptable relationships between teachers and students, in WA 
society, which can be changed through social and legislative processes, 
which are freely acknowledged to be controlled by people. 
Besides this formally fixed set of prohibitions and restrictions on 
Aboriginal life, is the individualistic character of Aboriginal society, 
in which people, including children, are responsible for their 
actions. This is seen, for example, in the contrast between the way 
alcoholics are treated in WA families and in SEQAB farailies. There is 
in both societies the widespread belief that alcoholism is bad and 
alcoholics should stop drinking. Alcoholics are to a large degree 
rejected by WA society as deviant, many having to leave their farailies 
and work, and it is through such organizations as Alcoholics Anonymous 
that they can change their habits and become acceptable participants in 
society again. 
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In SEQAB society, however, while people express a similar 
disapproval of alcoholism, it would be quite wrong to say that 
alcoholics are rejected. Several of the households which I regularly 
visit have a middle-aged alcoholic man as regular resident. 
(Relationship to head of household: S,S,H,WB,S). Family merabers often 
complain both to the drinker, and to other faraily raerabers, frequently in 
a joking way: 
(7.23) "Too rauch giro". (giro = grog) 
(7.24) "You wanna stop that drinkin'". 
(7.25) "He's got Lingo for giro" 
But at the same time, the same people laugh at the drinker's jokes, 
pass him another bottle, look after him when he is sick, and make no 
efforts to change his drinking habit. People complain, but they still 
fully accept the drinker, acknowledging that he is his own master and in 
control of his own actions. 
This is not unlike the contrast between SEQAB and WA society in the 
way old people are viewed. There is a strong tendency in WA society to 
view old people as helpless and unable to make their own decisions, not 
in control of their own actions. In SEQAB society by contrast, old age 
is seen as no deterrent to individual freedom, and the older a person 
is, the more he or she is regarded as strong-minded and self-determined 
(see also Section 4.6). 
Recent research by Christie on the participation of Yolngu 
Aboriginal children in the WA school system sheds further light on 
styles of interaction involving future action. Christie compares 
traditional Aboriginal learning, which favours passive participation, 
with WA schooling, which emphasizes active participation. He claims 
(1982:2) that the Yolngu "way of life is geared very much towards 
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passive participation ...In the yolngu way of thinking it is preferable 
to let things happen rather than make things happen." Christie gives as 
an exaraple the organization of a religious ceremony. It is worth 
quoting Christie's example here in full, as it illuminates his point on 
passive participation as well as providing an excellent example of 
Aboriginal attitudes to future actions and control of others. 
The Aboriginal people all agree that there is to be a ceremony but 
they also believe that passive participation is the most polite and 
the most peaceful way of achieving it. Therefore, no one person 
takes all the initiative. There is much discussion and planning 
together among the older people. No one takes full responsibility, 
and people who try to take too much power are passively resisted. 
The plans are specific, but when the time comes, participants know 
not to force the development of the ceremony as the time factor gets 
stretched, and often the whole action is put off for a day or a 
week. The amount of forraal organization is minimal. All the 
organization is either inherent in the ceremony itself (e.g. who is 
to do what, the order of events, who sits where) or else is worked 
out there and then by discussion. It is a satisfying experience for 
all, because anyone who wants to play a part is welcome but the 
reserved people can siraply sit and watch. In a sense everyone 
(especially the dancers) is active. But there is an essential 
passive element in the participation. Even the most powerful 
organizers in the ceremony can only work in co-operation with each 
other. No one forces the dancers to dance and although they dance 
together, they dance independently. The dances have definite ends 
but don't seem to have definite beginnings. The rausic starts, and 
the dancers join in their own time. (1982:4) 
The ethnographic film Waiting for Harry portrays just this approach 
to a North Central Arnhem Land mortuary ceremony, and Keen (1978:345-
348) discusses the way a young Yolngu man was ostracized from his group 
because he too actively planned, organized and manipulated a religious 
ceremony. 
It can be seen that the fact that SEQAB people do not talk very 
much about the future can be attributed to the fact that much of their 
world is unpredictable and uncontrollable, as well as the SEQAB world 
view which regards people as individuals not easily controlled or 
manipulated. SEQAB people are responsible for their own actions, yet 
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many unpredictable and uncontrollable aspects of the world make it 
impossible to predict one's future actions with certainty. In the 
following analysis I will show that the interpretation of SEQAB forms 
used to talk about future action depends crucially on such aspects of 
social and extrasituational context. 
7.4 The SEQAB future auxiliaries 
7.4.1 Introduction 
When talking about the future it is important to distinguish 
between the semantic notion of "future tirae" and the syntactic 
(graramatical) notion of "future tense". I am concerned in this chapter 
with the SEQAB use of language to talk about future tirae (specifically 
actions in future time). SEQAB English uses sorae auxiliaries best 
described as "modal", as well as present tense forms, as graramatical 
strategies for talking about future time. In this regard, SEQAB English 
is quite like WA English and we can successfully use standard WA 
analytical terms like "modal auxiliary" in the analysis of SEQAB talk 
about the future. ("Modal auxiliary" is the label traditionally applied 
to any verbal auxiliary "whose primary semantic function has to do with 
the level of the speaker's assurance in the factuality of what he is 
saying." (Huddleston 1976:68) 
While SEQAB and WA talk about future action appear to be very 
sirailar grararaatically, there are important differences in meaning. 
SEQAB talk about future action is expressed raainly by verbal 
auxiliaries which index the relationship between a speaker, a future 
action and the agent of this future action. Such a relationship is not 
crucial to the interpretation of WA future auxiliaries. But in SEQAB 
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conversations, the determining aspect of linguistic context is the 
subject of the verb phrase in which the auxiliary expressing future 
action occurs. For exaraple, gonna is used typically with non-first 
person agent, and will is used typically with first person agent. 
Correspondingly, one of the deterraining aspects of social context is the 
relationship between the speaker and the agent of the action. Speaker 
and agent may be identical (and a first person agent form is used). The 
future forra indexes whether or not the action is predictable. As we 
have seen above, this depends to a considerable extent on whether the 
speaker is the agent. 
I ara unaware of any study of future forras in an Aboriginal language 
which explores such aspects of the function and raeaning of the forms. 
However, many grararaars report raore than one graramatical form to express 
the future and they often distinguish between a "'purposive' indicating 
obligation ('should' or 'must') and 'irrealis' indicating intention or 
prediction ('will')" (Dixon 1980:380). It would appear that this 
parallels the SEQAB distinction, explained below, between wanna 
(obligation) and will and gonna (prediction). However, the difference 
among these forras entails rauch raore, as I will show. 
7.4.2 Possibilities for talk about future action 
Most SEQAB talk about future action occurs with either a first 
person or third person agent. Where the agent is first person, the 
speaker reports his own possible future action to a second person (or 
more than one second person). It is rare for a speaker to query a 
second person about his possible action, except where a first person 
non-singular form is used (see no. (7.74) below). 
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Where the agent is third person, the speaker reports a third 
person's possible future action to a second person, or queries such 
action or makes a modal assertion. 
Where the agent is second person, the speaker either queries a 
second person's possible future action or directs a second person to 
perform some future action. SEQAB people tend not to ask each other 
questions about the future. Information is frequently sought indirectly 
(see Chapter 5). Particularly in an unknown and unpredictable area, 
such as the future, direct questions are not common. Exceptions, of 
course, are the frequently used orientation questions "Where you 
going?", "When you coraing back?". 
Also, SEQAB people tend not to make direct commands, but rather 
hint at what they want others to do. For exaraple, Williams and I were 
on our way to a town in Central Queensland on a fieldtrip. We spent a 
few days visiting another relative first. She talked to us quite a bit 
about the relative we were planning to visit, making comraents like: 
(7.26) "I haven't seen Clarry for years and years." 
"They used to live here, you know." 
"Wonder if he's still on the grog." 
and asked several orientation questions such as 
(7.27) "How long you staying out there?" 
"Clarry got a big house?" 
"You got rauch room in the car?" 
After about two days I realized that the lady was making an 
indirect request for us to take her with us (and Williams then confirmed 
my interpretation), (see also Section 4.6) 
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Hence, talk about future action using future auxiliaries occurs 
raore frequently with first and third person than with second person. 
7.4.3 might 
SEQAB verbal auxiliaries which talk about future action are 
determined to a great extent by the predictability of the future action. 
Where the future action is unpredictable, the auxiliary might is 
used. Because the future action is unpredictable, it depends on factors 
beyond the speaker's control, as well as often also beyond the agent's 
control. 
For example, a group of people were waiting in a house for 
relatives from another town to visit. The visitors were expected that 
morning; they were driving and hence their time of arrival was not 
predictable by those waiting. One of the adults waiting said to one of 
the children: 
(7.28) + "Katie and Annie might be coming soon." 
and later to one of the other adults: 
(7.29) •<= "I reckon anytime in the next half hour they might 
arrive." 
Note that the WA epistemic should which expresses extreme likelihood or 
a reasonable assumption of conclusion (Palmer 1979:49, Huddleston 
forthcoming: Chapter 4), is not used in SEQAB English. SEQAB people do 
not say 
(7.30) "Katie and Annie should be coming soon." 
(If such future action were predictable with some certainty, the form 
will would be used, and if a weak prediction was made, gonna would 
probably be used.) 
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Another example of might is at a child's birthday party where an 
uncle was trying to take a photo of three small children together. 
Attempts by several adults to gather the children and keep thera still 
were proving unsuccessful. One adult said to the photographer 
(7.31) f "You raight catch thera sitting down with Nana in the 
back." 
It was clearly unpredictable. 
Being used for unpredictable future actions, raight is used where a 
speaker's possible future action depends on factors beyond his 
control. So for exaraple, on a fishing trip, Williaras had found 15 
turtle eggs. After some discussion, the old lady Janey said she would 
take them home. Williaras asked, 
(7.32) "You gonna cook those eggs?" 
to which Janey replied, 
(7.33) "I might cook it today." 
Unlike the WAE use of might, this form does not imply "but I 
haven't yet decided". It implies "but it depends on factors beyond my 
control." This reply struck rae as curious, as I knew Janey sometimes 
cooked her own meals. I later found out that her electric stove had 
broken down, and she had to use a wood stove for cooking. Her use of 
this stove depended on a daughter's ex-husband who lived in a shed 
behind her house, chopping wood and lighting the fire. 
Note that in WAE where an unpredictable future action depends on 
factors beyond the speaker's control, as in the exaraple just discussed, 
the construction [speaker raight V] is avoided. One would more typically 
say instead 
(7.34) "I might be able to cook it today." 
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The use of raight with speaker as agent in WAE implies that the 
speaker is in control but has not yet decided. Compare the utterance: 
(7.35) "I might come round tonight." 
in both SEQAB and WA contexts. My contention is that although these two 
utterances are formally identical, their meaning differs significantly. 
Firstly the SEQAB utterance means "I'd like to come round tonight 
and depending on factors beyond my control, I will." Such factors might 
include the availability of transport. The WAE utterance, on the other 
hand, means "I'm thinking about coming around tonight, but I haven't yet 
decided whether or not I will." 
The SEQAB meaning could be conveyed in WAE either with a qualifying 
utterance, such as 
(7.36) "but it all depends on whether I've got the car." 
or (7.37) "if I can." 
or with be able to as in 
(7.38) "I raight be able to corae round tonight." 
The WA raeaning is not conveyed exactly in SEQAB contexts, although 
gonna is possibly used in a similar way (see 7.4.5 below). 
There are other uses of the WAE auxiliary might which do not occur 
in SEQAB English.^ One such use is the past tense form of the modal 
raay. 
May occurs firstly as an epistemic modal expressing the speaker's 
view that there is a reasonable chance of the proposition being true. 
May does not occur in SEQAB English. Epistemic modality or speaker's 
1. My summary of WAE modals may and raight is based on Huddleston 
(forthcoming: Chapter 4). 
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views on the possibility of the truth of the proposition are indicated 
by qualiflying phrases such as "I reckon", "must be", or "might be". 
In WA English, might, the past tense form of may, refers to simple 
past tirae and is also used in the backshifting (tense-harraonizing) 
construction, as well as to indicate factual remoteness. Looking at the 
possibility of these three uses in SEQAB English, we see that the simple 
past time reference of raay is inapplicable, as raay is not used. 
Sirailarly, WA raay is backshifted to raight in the indirect reporting of 
speech (e.g. "It raay rain" is reported as "He said it raight rain"). As 
raay is not used in SEQAB English and, furthermore, as indirect speech i:; 
rare, it is hardly surprising that this use of might is not found. The 
third use of might in WAE is closer to the SEQAB use and is possibly the 
meaning which served for the borrowing of the forra raight in SEQABE. 
This is raight to indicate factual remoteness, that is, that the speaker 
is less confident that there is a reasonable chance of the proposition 
being true. We have seen that SEQAB raight indicates that the 
proposition is unpredictable, typically due to factors beyond the 
speaker's control. Such unpredictability can be seen as a type of 
factual reraoteness. 
Secondly raay (and its strong form might) occurs in WA English as a 
deontic modal in which typically a speaker is interpreted as granting 
permission and imposing or endorsing obligations. It is typically used 
in hierarchical interaction, such as an executive saying to his 
secretary, 
(7.39) "You may go." 
As discussed above, SEQAB society lacks hierarchical structure and 
authoritarianism, hence it is not surprising that may (and strong forra 
raight) do not occur. 
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Might or might be is also used in SEQAB English as an epistemic 
adverbial expression, indicating that the speaker is unsure of the truth 
of the proposition (not restricted to future time). It occurs widely in 
Aboriginal English throughout Australia. It occurs frequently ir 
expressions with no overt agent and it indicates that the speaker does 
not accept responsibility for the truth of the assertion. This form 
plays an iraportant function in Aboriginal interaction in which it is 
iraportant not to openly, directly confront or criticize another. 
For exaraple when a person is telling a story that others do not 
believe, soraeone raight say, 
(7.40) "Might be he's just gammon, eh?" [pretending] 
Compare the raore direct WAE stateraent: 
(7.41) "He must be pulling our leg/having us on." 
The following example illustrates the adverbial might be in SEQAB 
English used as an epistemic qualifier. 
(7.42) f Janey: Bait off? 
DE: Yeah. 
Janey: Might be bait off mine too. 
7.4.4 will 
When future actions are predicted or posited, the following forms 
are used: will, gonna, present tense, wanna. 
Will (and its contraction '11, and negative won't) is used primarily in 
declarative sentences in which the speaker predicts sorae future action, 
with sorae definiteness at the tirae of speaking, although 
conditionally. It occurs mainly with a first person agent, presumably 
because SEQAB people can not usually predict the future actions of 
others. While it is a prediction of the agent's (= usually the 
z/z 
speaker's) future action, it involves no coraraitraent of the agent to this 
action. 
EXAMPLES - first person + will 
(7.43) "I'll do soraething" 
in SEQAB English means that I predict I will perform a particular future 
action, but I could easily change my mind. 
SEQAB people often say things like 
(7.44) "I'll be back again tomorrow" 
and then when they don't return the next day, there is no expectation 
that they would explain and/or apologize for not coming back. An 
exaraple occurred on a field trip in June 1980, when Williaras and I 
stayed for a few days in Rockhampton with one of his cousins. We went 
to see someone in the morning, Williaras saying to his cousin, 
(7.45) "We'll be back later this morning and we'll write up some 
notes." 
In fact, we visited several people and went to the library to write up 
notes, returning to his cousin's place at about 5 p.m. Williaras raade no 
apology, excuse or corament about the time, neither did his cousin. I 
expressed my concern to Williams that she raight have been expecting us, 
but he was sure that she would not expect us necessarily. There was no 
SEQAB expectation that the future action referred to in (7.45) would 
necessarily be carried out. 
Aboriginal people have a reputation in White Australia for being 
unreliable and not keeping appointraents. The reputation stems largely 
from the misunderstanding by White Australians of Aboriginal concepts of 
tirae and ways of talking about the future, particularly, I would 
suggest, the meaning of the will auxiliary. Although the future tense 
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use of the modal auxiliary will is grararaatically and structurally 
sirailar in WA English and SEQAB English, it would be untrue to say that 
it is grararaatically identical as it co-occurs with rauch less frequency 
with second or third person agents in SEQAB English and, as well, it 
occurs priraarily in declarative sentences. While will is used to refer 
to future action in grararaatically similar ways in both languages, in 
terms of meaning there are significant differences. In WA English, 
unless qualified by an adverb such as probably, the will future 
indicates the speaker's understanding that the future action will occur, 
or if not, its non-occurrence will be accounted for. If I say to a 
friend, 
(7.46) "I'll come back tomorrow." 
and do not appear, it is quite reasonable for my friend to phone me and 
ask what happened to me. It is also expected that I would raake some 
kind of apologetic remark. As we saw from the Rockhampton example 
above, this expectation is simply not present in the parallel SEQAB 
situation. The SEQAB utterance 
(7.47) "I'll come back tomorrow." 
translates into WA English as something like 
(7.48) "I'd like to come back tomorrow, and if nothing happens to 
prevent it, or no better alternative appears, then I 
probably will." 
The crucial factors that differ between the two utterances are 
social context, particularly aspects of the relationships between 
people; and extrasituational context, particularly presuppositions 
people have about the world. 
It is interesting that Harris's ethnography of NE Arnhem Land 
Aboriginal people provides evidence comparable to my descriptions of 
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SEQAB society in many aspects. One notable similarity is in the area of 
planning for future events. Harris clairas that for Yolngu people all 
future plans are tentative. In support of this claim he says that 
... really a stateraent such as "We will go fishing next Saturday 
morning" , means "In the condition that I feel at present I intend 
going fishing with you Saturday morning; but if I should feel a bit 
tired on Saturday morning I won't go, or if my brother suggests 
doing something else I won't go. But right at this raoraent I really 
intend going." (Harris 1977:144) 
The frequently used [first person + will] expression of future 
action is thus best understood as being conditional in some senses. We 
have seen in 7.3 above that much of the SEQAB world is unpredictable. 
And even when a SEQAB speaker can predict his future actions to a 
certain extent, they are still dependent to sorae extent on factors in 
his social and physical world which are unpredictable. 
Looking for exaraple at the instances like (7.47) above. Aboriginal 
modes of transport tend to be unreliable - cars frequently break down, 
and SEQAB people typically do not belong to car clubs providing 
emergency breakdown service. When a car breaks down repairs are 
attempted or alternative arrangements are made with other faraily 
raerabers. Being helped out by a relative, the visitor could then spend 
the day with this relative's family, never actually making it to his 
original destination. Or, on the way the visitor may meet up with other 
friends or relatives and decide to spend the day with them. He is not 
bound by his earlier will stateraent to carry out that stated plan. 
1. It is not clear whether Harris intends this as a translation of an 
Aboriginal language forra, or whether this is an actual English sentence 
used by a Yolngu. English is not the first language for any of the 
Yolngu Harris worked with and is only used with sorae WA people. 
Harris's concern is with coraraunicative style rather than fine-grained 
linguistic analysis. 
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SEQAB people understand that such a stateraent indicates the speaker's 
intention at the time of speaking without committing himself to this 
action and leaving open the possibility that something else would happen 
and he could change his plans. 
We can view the will form as part of a conditional construction, 
where the if-clause is usually omitted. The conditional if-clause is 
sometimes overtly expressed as in 
(7.49) t "Yeah, I'll take thera egg if you don't want thera." 
(And see also exaraple 7,76 below,) 
The following example illustrates the conditional use of will, The 
speaker is suggesting that we bring another Waka Waka speaker to her 
house to record some Lingo. 
(7.50) f "Georgie X can sit down over there and I here and you 
here. [pointing] I'll tell you what I'm telling him in 
the language ... and he can tell you what I'm telling 
him." 
(As it happened the speaker later ignored ray hints and suggestions 
that we arrange this raeeting.) We could translate this quote into WAE 
as "If George X sits down ... I'll tell you ..." (This incident was 
one of many examples of social distance between Janey and her son-in-law 
Georgie. See Section 4.6 for raother-in-law avoidance.) 
Again, a Waka Waka speaker teaching me her Lingo said, 
(7.51)t "This is how they talk, you'll say wunju gnin yununde, 
I'll say .. ." 
Clearly, there is an omitted temporal or conditional clause here such as 
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(7.52) "If/when you meet someone ..."^ 
In another exaraple, a young man says to his brother, 
(7.53) t "We'll be back after Christmas ... I'll be up home for a 
couple of weeks." 
The speaker did corae back after Christraas, but for less than one week; 
to ray knowledge there was no questioning or criticisra of the speaker's 
not keeping to the stated plan. (We could say there was an oraitted 
conditional, like "if nothing else happens".) 
Another good example is a speaker reporting a statement allegedly 
raade by the Queensland Preraier when asked about land rights for 
Aborigines. I did not see this reported in the paper, but what is 
relevant here is the SEQAB speaker's reporting of the Premier predicting 
his future action: 
(7.54) ^ "The only land I'll give 'era is 6ft by 18ft" - that's 
what old Bjelke-Petersen said, in the paper ... that's 
under the surface". 
The speaker portrays the Preraier as talking about a future action which 
he can predict (here, because he regards himself to be totally 
responsible), and so the will forra is used. 
As we saw in 7.3, raost future actions of others are not predictable 
in SEQAB society. Thus, it is not surprising that the will auxiliary, 
used in statements of definite prediction, typically does not occur with 
non-first person agents. Where will occurs with second and third person 
agents, indicating the speaker's definite prediction of sorae future 
1. The use here of "you'll" (second person + will) means "I can assure 
you, you will say ..." - explained below. This is most appropriate here 
in view of the regularity of wunju gnin yununde as a greeting (see 
Section 5.3.1). 
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action, it conveys the meaning: "I can assure you ...". The 
taperecorded occasions of will used of others are worth citing in full, 
although the exaraples of first person + will discussed above are drawn 
frora a rauch fuller body of data. 
E)CAMPLES second and third person + will 
A humorous use of will with a third person agent occurred when a 
group of SEQAB people were joking about how they would like to dispose 
of a certain racist politician. One speaker suggested feeding the 
politician to the crabs; another speaker laughingly responded with 
(7.55) f "All the crab'll die." 
(Note, the WA English plural marking j-s^  is not found in many Aboriginal 
English variants.) Here the use of will indicates that the speaker can 
predict the future action. It has the force of "I can assure you ..." 
and it has an omitted if-clause "If you feed him to the crab ..." 
In the second example, a grandmother was telling her grandson about 
his birthday coraing up in a few raonths. She said to hira 
(7.56) ^ "You'll be three, you'll have three candles." 
Here the child's age and related number of candles are clearly 
predictable. 
In the third exaraple, an elderly man was telling his MBD about the 
energies of a two year old girl (his MBDSD). He was saying that she was 
running around late one night and he was quite amazed that she hadn't 
gone to sleep. 
(7.57) f "I was thinking "this one'11 be done directly - go to 
bed ..." no good ... still going." 
In using the will form here the speaker indicates his prediction (again 
partly translatable as "I can assure you ...") that the child would "be 
done" (become exhausted). 
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In the fourth example, a woman is telling a group of relatives a 
story about a station owner who appropriated an Aboriginal stockraan's 
wages. When his crime was discovered, he volunteered to pay the 
stockman. However, the narrator alleged that he would take the wages 
from another stockraan's account. 
(7.58) f "He said, 'Oh, I'll pay' he said - but he'll take it out 
of the other guy when he comes back. So they covered 
it up like that." 
The first will form here is the stockman's prediction of his own future 
action. The second will is the speaker's assured prediction about what 
the stockman would do. This quote could translate into WAE as: 
(7.59) "He said, 'Oh I'll pay', he said - but I can tell you, he'd 
take it out of the other guy when he came back ..." 
In the fifth exaraple, a harsh station owner's wife was ordering a 
young Aboriginal servant to chop wood in the rain. The situation was 
reported to rae some 80 years later. The SEQAB girl objected, saying 
"That's a man's job." The next part of the conversation is reported 
(7.60) f "She said: "You'll do it here." 
I said: "Will I? I says I won't". 
She said: "I'll put the stockwhip on you." 
Here the speaker reports both herself (as first person) and her boss's 
wife (as third person) as predicting her future action. Also this ii 
the only example in the data of will in a question, but perhaps it could 
be argued that this is in fact used as an emphatic statement. 
SEQAB will occurs only in referring to future time, and it differs 
in this regard frora WA English. One of the main arguments for the two 
tense system in English grammar is that the alleged future tense marker 
will is used to talk about present time as well as future time. For 
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example, it is used to express epistemic modality, where the speaker is 
not committed to the truth of the proposition. But SEQAB speakers use 
either a simple present tense verb, or else qualify their assertion with 
an adverbial qualifier - typically either "I reckon", "raight be", or 
"raust be". 
A relevant WA example is from Huddleston (forthcoming: Chapter 4) 
(7.61) "How old is John? He'll be 70 now." 
In SEQAB English this would be expressed as 
(7.62) "Must be 70". 
or "Might be 70". 
or "I reckon he's 70". 
Again much of the SEQAB world just is not predictable in the way that 
the WA world is, so the sentence (7.63) could not occur in SEQAB 
English. 
(7.63) "I sent the letter by airmail, so she will have received it 
by now." 
A SEQAB speaker would say 
(7.64) "... She might have it now." 
The use of the past tense form would is attested in a few instances 
only, but as the past tense form of gonna in the rarely found 
backshifting construction: 
(7.65) ^ "Doctor fella gave it to her and said, oh, the baby would 
get better, and if the baby was gonna get better, the 
stone would disappear, and go back to him." 
The WAE use of will as deontic modal is not found in SEQAB English. As 
discussed above (with may) there is no deontic modal in SEQAB English. 
Deontic modality relies on hierarchical authority, which of course does 
not exist in SEQAB society. 
(7.66) e.g. (WA) "Company will parade for inspection at 0800 
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hours". (Huddleston, forthcoming: chapter 4). 
7.4.5 gonna 
Gonna (and its uncontracted form going to) is used of future 
actions posited in questions, and also it appears, of future actions 
which are predictable, but with little certainty, as in hypothetical 
statements. Unlike will, it is not used to raake a prediction with sorae 
definiteness, and correspondingly, it typically does not occur with a 
first person agent. It is the least frequently found future auxiliary 
in the data, reflecting the fact that SEQAB people talk more about their 
own future actions than those of others. 
E)(AMPLES: gonna in questions 
Williams, an elderly female relative of his, and I went to go for a 
trip in a jeep, which had two seats in the front and mattresses in the 
back. Williams opened the passenger door for the lady and she asked 
(7.67) f "Where's Diane gonna sit?" 
While questions of this type are common, a sirailar question with a 
first person agent would be unlikely. Consider a sirailar situation in 
which the speaker is unsure of where she herself will sit. An 
appropriate WA question raight be 
(7.68) "Where ara I going to sit?" 
However a SEQAB person would not query a second person about her own 
future actions as these are believed to be the responsibility of the 
person herself. Instead she would indirectly deterraine where it is 
appropriate for her to sit. For example, she raight check where the 
other person intends to sit 
(7.69) "You gonna sit there, eh?" 
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Or else suggest where she herself might sit with the unpredictable forra 
might indicating that this future action depends on where the other 
person sits 
(7.70) "I might sit over here."^ 
In another exaraple, asking her grandson about his lunch, an old 
lady said, 
(7.71) f "You gonna have sorae toraato sandwich?" 
Here the future action is queried, so gonna is used. 
And similarly, on another occasion, the same old lady asked her 
niece about the latter's child: 
(7.72) f "What you gonna give hira - cordial?" 
Again, a woraan brought sorae vegetable seeds for her mother-in-law, 
saying: 
(7.73) t "I got pumpkin seed - where you gonna put it?" 
As mentioned above (and see also 7.4.2), it is rare for a SEQAB 
speai<er to query his own future action. However in example (7.74), the 
speaker queries the future action of himself and others (i.e. the agent 
is first person non-singular). A SEQAB man asked his niece at her son's 
birthday party, 
(7.74) f "Well, what we gonna drink - got any cordial?" 
(jonna in weak predictions 
Gonna also appears to be used where the future action is 
predictable, but not with a great deal of certainty, (although further 
1. I am grateful to Michael Williams for clarifying these possibilities 
with me. 
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research may provide raore data enabling a more definite statement of 
this second use of gonna). 
In exaraples (7.75) and (7.78) gonna occurs in hypothetical 
statements, in which the speaker posits an unlikely state of affairs. 
In October 1981, Williams was explaining to one of his sisters the 
Queensland Government's intention to change the status of reserve 
lands. While there was widespread support for these lands to be granted 
as perpetual leases, the State Premier had made it clear that he was 
strongly opposed to this alternative. Despite his opposition, it 
appeared possible that he might have to concede on this point. Williams 
reports the Premier discussing this possibility: 
(7.75) f "See the Premier's talking about "if we're going to give 
this land as perpetual leases, there's gonna be certain 
conditions."" 
In using the gonna form here, Williaras conveys the Premier's view 
of the hypothetical nature of the action, that is, the Premier's opinion 
» 
that the granting of perpetual leases is unlikely, but that given this 
hypothetical situation, he predicts "certain conditions". 
We can contrast the second use of gonna in example (7.75) with 
exaraple (7.76) below, in which the speaker makes a definite stateraent 
(using '11) about his predictable future action following on an event 
which is considered quite possible. 
(7.76) f "If he coraes here looking for you, I'll put a bullet 
through him". 
The second gonna in exaraple (7.75) is also interesting because it has no 
agent: Williams has the Premier avoiding responsibility for the 
"certain conditions" by using the gonna agent-less form. This use of 
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gonna to indicate the Premier's prediction of unlikely future action is 
nicely contrasted with another speaker on a reserve several days later 
talking about what was widely perceived as the Premier's real intended 
course of action on this issue. In this case, the speaker is expressing 
what he considers the Premier's firmest intention for the future action, 
which he has control over and assumes responsibility for, and so he uses 
the wanna form (see 7.4.6 below) 
(7.77) t "Bjelke-Peterson [the Preraier] the rotter, he wants to get 
thera out of this place so he can put a price on the land." 
(That is "He really intends to" or "He is deterrained to" ...) 
(7.78) t "People have got the idea that Aborigines say "once we get 
land rights we're gonna walk in and we're gonna take 
Burbong Street in Bundaberg [the main street]" ... that's 
totally ludicrous ... all they [the Aborigines] want is 
control and say in how things are done." 
In exaraple (7.78), we see two exaraples of gonna expressing a 
hypothetical future action, where the will of clearly predictable future 
action would be inappropriate. These exaraples again occurred in the 
discussion between Williaras and his sister about the Queensland land 
rights situation. Again this is a quote within a quote; but this tirae 
it is Aborigines who are quoted. Williams is presenting his view of the 
way some people perceive Aborigines as totally irresponsible and 
unreasonable in the issue of land rights. In typical Aboriginal style 
he presents a person's viewpoint as reported speech, and also presents 
ideas about people's characters and personalities as actions. The 
situation of Aborigines occupying and taking control of the main street 
of Bundaberg is quite hypothetical and hence gonna is used. 
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In example {1.19), a speaker reports a belief attributed to many 
people as a weak prediction about the future status of reserve lands. 
(7.79) f "They reckon there's gonna be no more settlements." 
If she was reporting something believed to be predicted with greater 
certainty, she would probably have said, 
(7.80) "They reckon there'll be no more settlements." 
Similarly, in example (7.81), a woraan reported a statement by a certain 
racist mining magnate. 
(7.81) ^ "He reckons he's going to give Ord River back to the full 
bloods." 
The qualifying phrase "He reckons" indicates that the speaker holds no 
responsibility for the reported statement. This phrase is frequently 
used when quoting politicians. It often has the force of "but I don't 
really believe him." The going to forra here seeras to indicate that the 
action of "giving Ord River back to the full bloods" is only weakly 
predicted by the mining magnate. If the woman reporting this statement 
believed the speaker to be predicting this future action with any 
certainty she would probably report it as, 
(7.82) "He reckons he'll give Ord River back to the full bloods", 
or 
(7.83) "He reckons, "I'll give Ord River back to the full 
bloods"." 
Interestingly, there are no tape-recorded exaraples of gonna with 
first person singular agent. This is explained in terms of the fact 
that a SEQAB person does not typically question his own future action 
(as discussed above in examples 7.67 - 7.74), and also that a SEQAB 
person does not usually make hypotheticl statements or weak predictions 
about his own future action. (But see discussion with Williaras and his 
sister in 7.5 below.) 
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Being used of weak predictions, gonna sometimes occurs in simple 
declarative sentences with a third person agent where the speaker 
predicts the future actions of this third person, but apparently not 
with any certainty. 
In example (7.84), a woman reports a warning by an old man to her 
about her promised marriage when she was a young girl. 
(7.84) ± ... they-| [a group of girls] still giggling at me, and 
anyway, one old man said to me, 
"You know what thera girls giggling at - all your raates?" 
I said "No". 
"They2 [the adults responsible] gonna give you away to 
that raan over there." 
Here the speaker was predicting the future action, but probably not with 
any certainty. It could translate into WAE as 
(7.85) "I think they're going to give you away ...". 
(In fact the girl ran away and so the action was not able to take 
place.) 
Similarly this incident is reported by the same speaker earlier in 
the conversation, again using the gonna of weak prediction. 
(7.86) ^ "That was years ago, and they was gonna give rae to that 
raan, like, toraorrow raorning". 
7.4.6 Present tense 
The present tense is used to refer to future action which is not 
only predictable, but which is considered by the speaker to be immediate 
and as good as begun. It is typically used with first person agent. 
Both simple present form and the progressive form in -ing have been 
attested. While the latter is the more common forra of present tense 
/CD 
referring to future time, it is not clear what, if any, difference in 
meaning the two variants have. 
E)CAMPLES - first person + present tense 
(7.87)f "I'm watching the football, then I'm cooking us a feed." 
said while the speaker was watching the football, just before he cooked 
the meal. His decision to cook the meal is so firm that he considers 
the action as good as begun. 
An old lady reported a story about a man trying to find out her 
age. She reports his statement of his future action in a direct quote: 
(7.88) f ""I go and see Charlie today" he said, "and see how old 
you are, he got a good idea"." 
On a trip to visit a relative Clarry, several SEQAB people called 
into another town for a few days on the way. Visiting some relatives 
there, one speaker said: 
(7.89) t "Going up to see Clarry." 
Here the future action had alredy begun and it could arguably be seen as 
present rather than future reference. 
Present tense or non-past tense, as well as referring to current 
actions or states, and habitual or regular action, is also often used to 
talk about past action, particularly in stories. This happens in a 
great many languages and is coraraonly referred to as the "historic 
present" (see for example, Huddleston forthcoming, Wolfson 1978). 
Non-first person + present tense 
The use of present tense to talk about the future action of a non-
first person agent is rare. This is understandable, given that the 
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present tense in reference to future action is used of action considered 
by the speaker to be immediate and as good as begun. However, two 
commonly used phrases use present tense -ing form where gonna would be 
expected. These, however, are part of ritual greetings, so their form 
could be seen as idiomatic. 
(7.90) "Where you going?" 
(7.91) "When you coming back?" 
But it could also be argued that both actions, going and coming back, 
are considered to have begun. Certainly (7.90) is said to people 
arriving, and means in WA English something like "What's your business?" 
or "What are you up to?", as well as of course "Hello". (See discussion 
in Section 5.3,1.) 
As well, an important aspect of taking leave in SEQAB society is 
one's comraitment to return (rather like the sentiment expressed in WA -
Don't say "goodbye" but "till we meet again"). This is discussed in Von 
Sturmer (1981). It could be that the use of the present tense forra in 
(7.90-1) is part of this commitment to return (as if the participants 
are reassuring themselves that the traveller will return, by talking 
about the return as if it has already begun). 
7.4.7 wanna 
Wanna (and its non-contracted variant want to) is used where the 
future action is predictable and the speaker has a firm intention, 
determination or coraraitraent to this action being perforraed. It differs 
frora the other forras for predictable future action (will, gonna and 
present tense) in that it indexes the speaker's (inner) raotivation 
rather than simply his prediction. It translates the following WAE 
modals: ought to, should, must, have to, about to, will. It is the 
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strongest expression of future intention that can be made in SEQAB 
English, unlike the related WAE form want to which indicates a weaker 
intention than will. 
Note: SEQAB English also has a related transitive verb of desire, want, 
which takes a concrete NP as object (cf. wanna/want to which is an 
auxiliary in the verb phrase). For example, 
(7.92) f "You want that stew?" 
(7.93) f "I want my lemonade," 
(7.94) ^ "She only wants the Goorang Goorang." 
E)(AMPLES: first person + wanna 
Because SEQAB people do not readily comrait theraselves to future 
actions, there are not raany taperecorded instances of wanna. The 
conditional forra with will is used rauch raore frequently. The best 
example occurred in a discussion between myself and Williaras before I 
had seriously examined future forras. I was advising him to include a 
reference to a 19th century ethnography in his Masters Degree Qualifying 
report, saying, 
(7.95) "You really should put that in." 
His reply was 
(7.96) "Yes, I wanna do that." 
I raade a sarcastic quip about "not just wanting to", and he replied 
(7.97) "I really wanna do that." 
Sometime later I realized that this was the SEQAB version of 
(7.98) "Yes, I should do that." 
and when I discussed it with Williams he said that "I wanna do that" was 
the "strongest" he could say. Sirailarly, on another occasion Williams 
said 
(7.99) "I wanna transcribe all these tapes." 
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and I questioned him as to the nature of his intention and coraraitraent to 
this action. Williams explained with all the following 
(7.100) Like to, should, need, it would be good, I intend to do 
that... but am almost totally flexible." 
Even though wanna expresses the greatest determination or 
commitment to a future action, it does not bind SEQAB speakers. 
Williams' rider above - "but am almost totally flexible" - expresses a 
constant feature of the SEQAB worldview. 
As mentioned above, the use of wanna with first person form occurs 
very rarely in the taperecorded conversations. The following two 
examples express a decision raade by the speaker about action he is about 
to perform and clearly is determined to do. 
A young man says to his grandmother, 
(7.101) f "Just wanna go up the back there - wanna shoot my rifle 
out." 
This would translate in WAE as 
(7.102) "I'm just going up the back there - I'ra going to (gonna) 
shoot ray rifle out." 
A woman telling a story reports a conversation, 
(7.103) f "Have you got any bullets?" he said ... "I just wanna 
shoot one kangaroo." 
(cf. WAE (7,104) "I'll just shoot one kangaroo".) 
or (7.105) "I've just got one kangaroo to shoot.") 
In town, a group of people are sitting in the cafe on pension day 
having a drink. One woraan stands up, collects her parcels and says to 
the others, 
(7.106) "I wanna go horae now." 
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and, after a few brief conversations, she leaves. In using the wanna 
form, she is not merely expressing a desire, but also saying she has 
made a firm decision to which she is committed. Note that the use of 
other future forms here would convey different meanings. 
(7.107) "I'll go horae now" would express the speaker's certain 
prediction about her future action, but it would indicate that she was 
not firmly decided or determined to go horae now. She probably would not 
pick up her parcels as she uses this forra. Also she might qualify it 
with "I think ...". 
(7.108) "I'm gonna go horae now" would convey, probably in a 
humorous way that someone was about to take her home. That is, it would 
probably indicate a predictable future action which the speaker can only 
weakly predict, for sorae reason such as that she was relying on the 
actions of another person. 
(7.109) "I'm going home now" or "I go home now" would be said as 
the speaker was leaving or just about to leave the cafe, indicating that 
the future action had begun. 
(7.110) "I might go home now" would indicate unpredictable future 
action, dependent on factors beyond the speaker's control. This form 
would be used for example, as a hint for one of the other people to 
offer a lift and thus control the action. 
E)(AMPLES: second person + wanna 
Wanna is used with second person in two senses. 
(1) "You wanna" is used as the strongest possible imperative, 
indicating that the speaker (not the agent) is determined that the 
future action occurs. Perhaps this form can be seen as a contraction of 
"I want you to". For exaraple, an old lady is reminiscing on a 
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conversation she had with her niece after the latter's marriage: 
(7.111) ^ "Come here with little short dress up to 'is knee. I 
said "eh, you mother now, you wanna put long dress 
on;'" 
(Note several features of Aboriginal English grammar in the quote: 
equational sentence without copula verb, use of masculine third person 
pronoun anaphoric with feminine noun, absence of indefinite article.) 
Here wanna translates into WAE as should, and it indicates the 
speaker's determination for the future action of the second person. And 
this is precisely the type of situation where this strong forra is used 
in SEQAB conversations: The young woraan is being told about appropriate 
behaviour for a raarried woraan by her raother's older brother's wife. The 
change frora "I want you to" to "you wanna" softens the old lady's 
coraraand and places the obligation on her niece. 
Similarly, a mother says to her young children in an imperative 
tone, 
(7.112) -^  "You children wanna go to the toilet now - we'll be 
heading back shortly." 
This is a coramand, an expression of the mother's firm intention to which 
her children are in some sense obligated. This is similar to a SEQAB 
grannie saying to her teenage grandson, 
(7.113) "I want you to chop the wood." 
(2) The second use of wanna with second person form occurs mainly in 
interrogative form, where a speaker queries whether a second person 
agent is deterrained to perforra a certain future action. Two exaraples 
are: 
a) Two women were discussing plans to go to town. One said to her 
sister. 
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(7.114) f "You wanna have a rest first?" 
This would translate into WAE as 
(7.115) "Are you going to have a rest first?" 
that is, "have you decided on a future action which you really will/are 
determined to carry out?" 
b) (7.116) f "You wanna fight? You corae outside." 
This is reported in a story as an ultiraatura (see Section 6.3.3) and 
could translate in WAE as "if you're deterrained to fight, come outside." 
This use of wanna with second person does not occur in non-
interrogative forms because it serves no declarative function for a 
speaker to tell a hearer of the latter's firm intention or determination 
unless as a command. (Whereas a speaker can tell a hearer of his own 
firm intention - "I wanna" - or of another person's firra intention -
third person + wanna). 
EXAMPLES: third person + wanna 
As with second person, the use of wanna with third person is 
structurally ambiguous. It can be a contraction of "I want third person 
to ..." or "third person wants to ..." where want to/wanna signifies 
firm intention or determination to perform some future action. 
(1) The use of wanna to express a speaker's intention or determination 
for a third person's future action occurs rarely, as SEQAB people seldom 
express intention for other people's actions in a direct way. But a 
typical use of this form is when SEQAB adults feel sorae younger relative 
should visit his/her relatives. Visiting (known as "seeing so-n-so 
. . . " ) , being with relatives, is the raost highly valued and respected 
activity among SEQAB people. Neglect in this area occasions strong 
comment as in 
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(7.117) "He wants to go and see his grannie." 
(7.118) f "She wanna come here and see her people." 
Exaraple (7.118) was said after a young child was sent to tell the woman 
that her relative had arrived. Example (7,117) was unclear in meaning 
to rae until I checked this interpretation with the speaker later, 
(2) The use of wanna to report a third person agent's deterraination to 
perform a certain future action is quite comraon. In the taped 
conversations it occurs raostly when SEQAB speakers talk about the 
deterrained intentions of their bosses, reserve raanagers and other Whites 
in positions of power. 
(7.119) f "Oh they wanted to take them in - old Grandfather X - .. 
They came to hira you know, want to take hira; he told 
thera straight out, he said: "I can look after ray 
little kids myself" he said." 
In (7.119), the speaker is talking about police rounding people up to 
take thera onto reserves. We know from both oral history tradition and 
written records that police did not come with a mere desire to take 
people to reserves, but rather with determination. In fact, they 
usually removed people with force. This quote would translate in WAE as 
(7.120) "... they were determined to take thera in." 
In (7.121), another old lady talks about her experiences as a young girl 
doing domestic work for a hard White woman. Again she was not 
describing a desire here, but determination, translatable in WAE as "she 
was determined to, or she was really going to ...". 
(7.121) ^  "And this other woman she want to flog rae with a whip 
... she want me to go out and chop wood ... that woraan 
want to send me out there in the rain." 
Note: The expression of desire, which raost usually is expressed by 
"want" in WA English, is expressed with "like" in SEQAB English. 
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Exaraple (7.122) is a bit hard to understand without the nonverbal 
coraponent. An old lady was showing me a photo of a linguist who worked 
with her some 15 years earlier, and expressing her desire to have the 
photo enlarged. 
(7.122) f "That's the photo - I like to take it big, look - people 
travel around like to find out the Aboriginal talk -
yeah, I like to get this real big so I can put 'ira on a 
frarae". 
"I like to take it big" is equivalent to WAE "I want to get it 
enlarged". "People ... like to find out the Aboriginal talk" is 
equivalent to WAE "People want to find out about Aboriginal language". 
A man talking about the controversial status of reserve lands and 
people living there said, 
(7.123) t "I like to see 'era stop here ... this is their home." 
This could be seen as a contraction of WAE "I would like", but it is 
more appropriately translated as "I want ..." 
Another example of the "like - want" translation comes frora the 
Aboriginal English spoken by Borrooloola Aboriginal people (in th*.-
Northern Territory). In the film Two Laws an Aboriginal speaker says, 
(7.124) "We didn't like to go to Robinson River." 
which is glossed in WA English (in the sub-titles) as 
(7.125) "We didn't want to go to Robinson River." 
The WAE verb "like", which expresses a feeling of satisfaction or 
pleasure towards something, is not expressed in SEQAB conversations as a 
verb, but typically with the adjective "good", e.g. WAE 
(7.126) "I don't like setting up camp at night." 
would translate into SEQABE as 
(7.127) "It's no good - setting up carap at night." 
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or (7.128) "Setting up carap at night is no good." 
and WAE 
(7. 129) "I li'<e turtle." 
as SEQABE 
(7.130) "Turtle's good/real good." 
It is possible to draw sorae parallels between wanna in SEQAB 
English and the use of the purposive suffix as a future form in 
Aboriginal languages. This has been discussed in Section 6.3.2 in 
reference to the purposive construction, but will be briefly 
recapitulated here. The clearest statement of the situation in 
Aboriginal languages is found in Dixon (1980:458). He says that in many 
languages "the purposive ending ... in main clauses ... indicates need, 
obligation or desire, e.g. I SHOULD BUILD a house (the storms will come 
soon)." In fact, more precisely it is probably the notion of firra 
intention or deterraination to perform the given future action which is 
central. And in SEQABE, Dixon's example would translate as "I wanna 
build a house." It is interesting that Brasch's unpublished sketch 
gramraar of the SEQ language Goorang (ioorang (1975:41c) says that in this 
language "the purposive can also be used to express the future (with 
sorae indication of intent)". Sirailarly, Mathew's grammar of another SEQ 
language, Kabi Kabi (1910:217) lists the suffix -ra (and its variants) 
as meaning "futurity, purpose and possibility". 
We have nice evidence for the relationship between purposive and 
the firm intention/determination future in the SEQAB data. As 
demonstrated in Chapter 6, the purposive t£ construction is used only 
(and here optionally) where the reason for an action is the expression 
of its agent's fairly firra intention. Thus 
(7.131) "We went up to see Fred." 
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is related to 
(7.132) "We went up. We wanted to see Fred." 
Exaraples (7.131) and (7.132) both index the speaker's firm 
intention or determination to perform the future action. In the 
conjoined sentence structure, this is expressed with the wanna futur*; 
auxiliary and in the complex sentence, it is expressed with the 
purposive _to^  subordinator. 
It is likely that this Aboriginal language use of purposive in raain 
clause has transferred to Aboriginal English throughout Australia. For 
exaraple, speaking about briefing Aboriginal clairaants before a land 
1 
hearing in Katherine in the Northern Territory, Francesca Merlan 
mentioned that English 
(7.133) "You should say this." 
translates into Pidgin English as 
(7.134) "You wanna say this." 
7.5 Conclusion and Sumraary 
After ray initial analysis of these future forms, I carried out a 
version of traditional linguistic "best speaker" quizzing with Williams 
(before telling him anything about ray analysis, of course). This 
procedure is only of limited value, mainly because of the well-known 
fact of social science research (which strangely seeras to elude many 
linguists in Australia) that what we say we do is not always the same as 
what we do. (This point is well illustrated in Labov 1975). However, 
it is useful to ask native speakers for interpretations of utterances 
1. Paper presented in August 1982 to the Australian Linguistics Society 
conference in Sydney. 
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and their judgements as to how to convey certain intentions. I have 
found several discussions with Williams on interpretations of forms have 
added clarification and insight to the analysis. 
(Future projected work with Aboriginal University students, who 
would understand the airas and nature of sociolinguistic research raore 
easily than raost of the SEQAB people involved in this study, would 
utilize (as one of several raethodologies) the technique described by 
Gumperz & Gumperz (1982:11) as the re-creation of actual situations. 
"Experience with a wide range of natural situations can serve as the 
basis for recreating socially realistic experimental conditions where 
individuals are asked to re-enact events such as job interviews with 
which they have become familiar in everyday life.") 
Creating suitable contexts for each utterance, I tested various 
future auxiliaries with various persons as agents. For example, 
Williaras found unacceptable 
(7.135) * "I'm gonna do that" 
and volunteered instead the forms 
(7.136) f "I'll do that one day". and 
(7.137)f "I'ra doing that later today". 
During a later discussion, I asked both Williams and his sister if 
they would ever say, 
(7.138) "I'ra gonna do something". 
Williams coramented that some people use "I'ra gonna" in huraorous 
situations, naraing one male cousin in particular. Williams could not 
"put [his] finger on it", but thought this cousin would use it to talk 
either about soraething he wouldn't particularly want to be involved in 
or something he was only vaguely thinking about doing. He later said 
that my suggestion of gonna implying a weak prediction was appropriate. 
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Williams' sister. Iris Eggmolesse, said she uses "I'm gonna" 
occasionally of actions which she intends carrying out in the distant 
future, thus to talk about an action which is predictable, but not with 
much certainty. Thus after some discussion of context and intention, it 
was clear that her (7.139) "I'm gonna join the Lapidary Club one day." 
would be expressed by ray WAE as: 
(7.140) "I think I'll join the Lapidary Club one day." 
or (7.141) "I might join the Lapidary Club one day". 
Similarly, constructing various contexts and re-presenting actual 
events, Williams and I discussed all the future auxiliaries. Using this 
method, in conjunction with my analysis, we were able to arrive at 
translations between some SEQAB and WA future auxiliaries. The 
following charts summarize the analysis of SEQAB future auxiliaries, 
presented in this chapter. 
SEQABE WAE 
Desire for future 
action with no 
commitment 
I like to go and see 
him. 
I want to go and see 
him. 
Determination/ 
commitment to 
future action 
I wanna go and see 
him. 
I'll go and see him. 
I should/must go and 
see him. 
Prediction about 
future (conditional) 
I'll go and see him. If nothing else happens, 
I'll go and see him. 
Unpredictable future 
action 
I might go and see 
him. 
I might be able to go 
and see him. 
Weak prediction about 
future action 
OR Future action 
posited in a question 
He's gonna go and see 
hira. 
He's gonna go and see 
him? 
It's possible that he'll 
go and see him. 
He might go and see him. 
Is he going to go and 
see hira? 
Will he go and see him? 
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In comparing WA and SEQAB talk about future action we see at first 
glance many similarities - both in the forms used (e.g. will, want to, 
etc.) and in their broad functions (talking about the future). However, 
using an ethnographically-based interactional sociolinguistic analysis, 
I have been able to show important differences in these ways of talking 
about future action. The raost crucial factors in interpreting the SEQAB 
future auxiliaries were shown to be the related linguistic context 
(notably the co-occurring agent noun phrase and whether the sentence is 
declarative or interrogative) and social context (notably the 
relationship between the speaker and the future action and its agent). 
Further, aspects of extrasituational context, such as SEQAB expectations 
about the way the physical and social world can be predicted and 
controlled, are essential to the interpretation of these future forms. 
The chart below glosses the SEQAB future auxiliaries and shows how 
they priraarily index the relationship between the speaker and the future 
action and its agent. 
MIGHT - Speaker cannot predict the future action. 
GONNA - Speaker can predict the future action, but probably not with 
certainty; or posits the future action in a question. 
WILL - Speaker can predict the future action at the tirae of speaking 
with some definiteness. But the future action is conditional. 
There appears to be a scale of certainty with which a speaker can 
predict future action between raight (unpredictable), gonna (predictable, 
but not with certainty), and will (predictable with sorae certainty at 
the tirae of speaking). 
PRESENT TENSE -Speaker can predict the future action and considers it 
as good as begun. 
WANNA - Speaker can predict the future action, and as well, has the 
firm intention/determination/coraraitraent that the action be 
performed. 
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Chapter 8 
CONCLUSION 
Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland no longer speak 
"traditional" Aboriginal languages (Lingo), except in certain restricted 
contexts. Some SEQAB people speak varieties of a pidgin- or creole-like 
Aboriginal English, which has significant grammatical differences from 
Standard English. However, the major language variety used by SEQAB 
people today is grammatically very close to Standard English. Like most 
observable aspects of SEQAB lifestyle, the language appears very sirailar 
to that of raainstreara WA society. Many people would say that raost 
Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland speak Standard English. 
Further, many people conclude that Aboriginal people in Southeast 
Queensland are assimilated or merged indistinguishably into WA society, 
or soon will be. This thesis has challenged these two related views and 
further it has shown how considerable cross-cultural raisunderstanding 
and tension arise, precisely because of significant differences in the 
way SEQAB and WA people use English. I have argued that Aboriginal 
distinctiveness is expressed and created through the use of English as 
an Aboriginal language. 
The evidence for ray claim has been presented as an ethnography of 
speaking, focusing on the patterned use of language as part of social 
action within SEQAB social networks. 
I have been concerned primarily with what happens in SEQAB society 
when people speak; that is, with the relationship between language form 
and its social function. My model of this relationship involved the 
dynamic interplay of features of linguistic, physical, social, and 
extrasituational context. I argued that an understanding of the 
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relevant features of context is essential to the interpretation of 
language. From this it follows that it is impossible to adequately 
interpret the way SEQAB people talk, using a Standard English linguistic 
analysis. The sharing of grammatical structure does not necessarily 
entail shared interpretations. To understand SEQAB English, and the 
usual intentions and interpretations of its users, we need to understand 
the SEQAB socio-cultural context, no matter how closely the language 
forms parallel those of WA English. 
Aboriginal people in Southeast Queensland belong to overlapping 
kin-based networks sharing social life, responsibilities and rights, a 
common history, culture, experience of racism and ethnic 
consciousness. In SEQAB social relations, indirectness is important. 
In terms of language and speaking, indirectness is an essential feature 
of the way people seek information and give and seek reasons for 
actions. • SEQAB people take care not to embarrass someone by openly 
questioning motives for actions, for exaraple. This provides 
considerable personal privacy in a society where much of individuals' 
lives is public. Direct questions, which are everyday strategies in the 
WA use of English, are frequently inappropriate in SEQAB 
conversations. Indirect linguistic strategies, such as hinting, which 
are typically used by WA speakers in sensitive situations, are the 
appropriate everyday strategies in SEQAB contexts. 
Another important feature of SEQAB social relations is reciprocity, 
often expressed in terms of sharing with others and helping relatives. 
Reciprocity is a key element in the way information is sought. SEQAB 
information seeking is part of a symmetrical, two-way exchange. A 
person requiring inforraation raust also contribute information. It is 
impossible to understand SEQAB use of English to seek information and to 
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give and seek reasons for actions without understanding socio-cultural 
dimensions of SEQAB society such as these elements of indirectness, 
privacy and reciprocity. 
Further, a standard gramraatical analysis of the English spoken by 
SEQAB people cannot account for important differences in meaning from WA 
use of English. For exaraple, "I'll see you tomorrow" does not have the 
same meaning for SEQAB and WA speakers. My ethnographic sociolinguistic 
investigation of SEQAB notions of the future revealed that a will 
statement such as this is a conditional statement, indicating a 
prediction made by the speaker, with some definiteness at the time of 
speaking, but no social obligation to carry out the future action. 
Individual freedom and responsibility for one's own actions, linked with 
a comraon understanding that rauch of the future is unpredictable and 
uncontrollable, are araong aspects of SEQAB society which are essential 
to the interpretation of talk about future action. 
Effective communication between Aborigines and Whites in SEQ 
requires an understanding of SEQAB ways of speaking English. Language 
forms cannot be interpreted without knowledge of the linguistic, 
physical, social and extrasituational context. Social interaction 
cannot be understood without the actual language forms people use. The 
ethnographically-based interactional sociolinguistic analysis used in 
this thesis is a powerful tool for examining language as part of social 
action. The data and analysis presented here show that SEQAB people 
today use English as an Aboriginal language. 
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APPENDIX 
Lingo orthography 
This thesis does not quote many utterances in the Aboriginal 
languages of Southeast Queensland, such as Goorang Goorang and Waka 
Waka. However where these languages (commonly referred to as "Lingo") 
are used, I use the practical orthography developed over the last f^ .w 
years in conjunction with speakers. This raay appear somewhat unusual to 
Australian linguists, but it is in keeping with Williams' and his 
family's desire to have a distinctive spelling system with which they 
feel comfortable. It fulfills the phonological criteria of consistency 
and accuracy. 
Vowels 
Spell in;; Sound 
Similar to the 
English sound in 
Word finally ee) 
elsewhere i ) 
ih 
eh 
uh 
oh 
oo 
ooh 
i high front 
1: long high front 
e mid front 
e: long mid front 
a low central 
a: long low central 
mid back 
long mid back 
Q 
o: 
u high back 
u: long high back 
see 
seal 
b£d 
chair 
drum 
a^ rm 
h£t 
no close English 
equivalent 
foot 
cooler 
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Consonants 
Spelling 
P 
d 
t 
g 
k 
m 
n 
w 
Sound 
b 
P 
d 
t 
IB 
n 
trill r 
y 
w 
ty S 
ny Ji 
word initially gn) 
elsewhere ng ) v 
voiced bilabial stop 
voiceless bilabial stop 
voiced alveolar stop 
voiceless alveolar stop 
voiced velar stop 
voiceless velar stop 
bilabial nasal 
alveolar nasal 
lateral 
trilled rhotic 
palatal semivowel 
bilabial semivowel 
voiceless labio dental 
fricative 
voiced palatal stop 
voiceless palatal stop 
p a l a t a l na s a l 
velar nasal 
Similar to the 
English sound in 
tub^ 
cu2_ 
b i ^ 
bi_t 
d o ^ 
duck. 
mat 
pan. 
lip 
rolled 'r' 
_y^ et 
_wet 
vet 
j_udge 
church 
iiew 
sing 
(where the sound _n is followed by the sound g it is written n.g to 
distinguish it from the velar nasal ng) 
dh voiced dental stop no close English 
equivalent but it 
is like a d^  with 
the tongue tip on 
the back of the 
top teeth 

